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Abmct  

The motivations to leave an abusive relationship as demonstrated by ten childless women 

were explored. Narrative and grounded theory methodologies were used to determine if the 

women had experienced a transition in their life worlds prior to, during and at the end of the 

abusive relationship. Prior to the relationship four major themes effecting the women's life worlds 

were revealed: Normalizing Abuse, Social Support. Stereotypical Roles and Self-Perception. 

During the relationship, six themes including Commitment to the Relationship, Societal 

Expectations, Justification of His Behaviour, Self-perception, Social Support and Ambivalence 

were shown to strengthen the women's life worlds. Toward the end of the relationship, the women 

experienced a challenge which lead them to question and eventually transform their current life 

worlds, thus motivating them to leave. Themes at the end of the relationship included Physical 

Location, Social Support, Self-Perception, Perception of the Relationship, Evasiveness and the 

Final Break Up. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Amanda: 3....like within three weeks of me having had the job teaching, I knew that I 
could just, I could kave, I could finally kave. Cause I was gonna have the money, could 
finally save together cause of the job and then I just , I c a m  back, like ME came back ... 

160. .. by the this point, I was just mad, I didn't want to be with Sean ... .... and I felt 
stupid and dumb .... and ashamed .... and ... so I got up and i walked to the door and it just .... 
something clicked inside me.... ... I am roo sick of this shit .... I like.. I don't want to put 
up with this anymore... he has hurt me sooo much .... and I turned around and I was just 
sooo mad.. I turned back and I thought ... and I walked right up to the table and h e  bar was 
just packed full of people ... and I stormed my way through there and he looks at me and goes 
%hat?" 
I decked him .... (laughs) ... I did .... I punched him square in the face ... 

Statement of Research Question 

The purpose of this project is to examine the processes leading to the decisions of 

childless women to leave abusive relationships. The current literature most frequently focuses on 

individual exogenous factors affecting a woman's decision to leave rather than the processes 

leading to a transition in the woman's subjective reality or her 'life world*. This is in spite of the fact 

that the exogenous factors studied have often been found to affect women differently, depending 

on their current situations. The absolute effects of these underlying factors have thus not been 

proven in the extant literature. A phenomenological analysis of the women's experiences is 

needed in order to fully understand not only which specific factors were related to their decisions to 

leave the abusive relationship but also, and more importantly, to understand how these factors 

related to a transition in their subjective realities. In being cognizant of the meaning that a woman 

gives to these factors, a richer understanding of her situation and her process of leaving the 

abusive relationship can hopefully be understood. 
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Moore (1 979) has stated that childless women more readily leave abusive relationships 

than do women with children. Although this may be true, Greaves, Heapy 8 Wiley (1986) have 

found that up to 38% of childless women remain in abusive relationships. Most of the extant 

research has focused on the role that children play in the decision-making process of abused 

women however, it does not differentiate the underlying factors which lead a childless woman to 

leave an abusive relationship from those of a woman with children. As such, a dearth of 

information regarding these women and the factors underlying the changes in their perception of 

their subjective reality is missing in the current literature. Since children appear to play a significant 

role in the decision making process of women, either to stay or to leave the abusive relationship, 

the absence of chiidren eliminates a factor of substantial impact (Hilberman 8 Munson, 1977; 

Smillie, 1 991 in Tutty, 1995; Walker, 1975; Truninger, 1971 ; Greaves, Heapy 8 Wiley, 1988; Giles- 

Sims, 1983; Schweizer, 1986). The unique decision making processes of these women must be 

clearly established in an attempt to determine the mechanism underlying the decisions of childless 

women who leave abusive situations. It is necessary to study those individuals wtthout children 

while looking specifically at factors which brought women to the point at which their perception of 

the situation was transformed, enabling them to leave. 

This study will examine childless women's narratives about their abusive relationship in an 

attempt to determine common themes relevant to their decision making processes to leave Me 

relationship. Chapter 2 will examine the extant abuse literature. This chapter will examine the 

definition of wife abuse, Me history of wife abuse, what themes have been postulated to explain 

why women leave and stay in relationships and the importance of children in the decision making 

process. Chapter 3 will discuss the conceptual underpinnings of the research methodologies 

utilized in the study. Chapter 4 explains the design of the study while Chapters 5 to 14 are the 

narratives of the women's stones. Narratives were developed in an attempt to demonstrate the 

uniqueness of each woman's experience. Chapters 15.16 and 17 then examine the common 
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themes relevant to the life worlds of the women prior to, during and at the end of the relationship. 

Chapter 18 discusses the relevance of this study. It is expected by the researcher that the 

analyses will reveal that the motivations effecting the decisions to leave an abusive relationship will 

be based on subjective, relative changes in the perceptions of the women interviewed, rather than 

on absolute objective factors. It is also expected that the factors mentioned as being critical in Me 

decision making process of childless women will be different from the critical factors outlined in the 

previous literature examining women with children. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REV1 EW 

'Domestic violence is an endemic reality in North America. As such, the silence 
surrounding it must be broken. Woman beating must no longer be hidden behind curtains 
and doors. Its ugiiness must be pushed out into the open so that it can be squarely judged 
for what it is: a public health issue intimately tied to patriarchy" (Drumbl, 1995). 

MacLeod (1 987) defines abuse as: 

Wife battering is the loss of digntty, control, and safety as well as the feeling of 
powerlessness and entrapment experienced by women who are direct victims of ongoing 
and repeated physical, psychological, economic, sexual and/ or verbal violence or who 
are subjected to persistent threats or the witnessing of such violence against their 
children, other relatives, friends, pets andl or cherished possessions, by their boyfriends, 
husbands, live-in lovers, ex-husbands or ex-lovers, whether male or female. The term 
'wife battering' will also be understood to encompass the ramifications of the violence for 
the woman, her children, her friends and relatives, and for society as a whole (p. 16). 

The type of relationship in which the individuals are involved may be one of marriage, co- 

habitation or dating and the type of abuse may vary, but the intent is always consistently that of 

control. Studer (1 986) states that battering is a natural consequence of women's powerfess 

position in relation to men in patriarchal societies and the sexist values and attitudes that 

accompany this inequality. Thus, abuse directly involves one person attempting to controi another 

person's actions. Control in the form of abuse has existed within our societies throughout the 

centuries. The regulation and acceptance of abuse is demonstrated in the following examples of 

what has been considered acceptable levels of violence with which to control those surrounding us. 

As far back as 2500 B.C., a man was allowed to engrave his wife's name into a brick and 

hit her with it as punishment for speaking back to him (Family Violence Prevention, 1991). In the 

middle ages, wives were considered the properly of their husbands and could be bought. sold or 

burned at the stake for scolding or talking back to their husbands while during the eighteenth 

century, a law restricting the instrument used to inflict control was established, allowing a man to 
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beat his wife with a stick no wider than his thumb. This regulation was known as the 'rule of 

thumb" (Family, 1991). In the nineteenth century, progress was demonstrated when a judge stated 

that "If no permanent injury has been inflict ad... by the husband, it is better to draw the curtain, shut 

out Me public gaze and leave the parties to forget and forgiven (Family, 1991, p.12). Customs such 

as the "rule of thumb" demonstrate that a woman's place in history often has been at the receiving 

end of a blow" and that it is our culture which not only permits this, but which instigates and justifies 

it (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). 

Regulations such as these reveal that abuse has been ignored and often condoned in the 

past: however, attitudes toward violence in the home have been changing radically over the past 

few decades. Laws are being altered and the general attitude toward abuse reflects the belief that 

all citizens, even if they are married or living intimately w m  a partner, must be protected from 

abuse. In 1968, a spouse could be granted a divorce on Me grounds of cruelty, and in 1983 

changing laws meant that a man, for the first time in history, could be charged with sexually 

assaulting his wife (Family, 1991). In the same year, although it had previously been the 

responsibility of the victim to press charges, police officers across the country were instructed to 

lay charges of assault against offenders in cases of "domestic dispute" when there was evidence 

an assault had taken place (Family, 1991). 

Given the apparent transformations of societal attitudes toward abuse, it is somewhat 

perplexing to find that it is still more probable that people will be physically assaulted, hit, beat up, 

slapped or spanked in their own homes by other family members than anywhere else, or by 

anyone else, in our society (Gelles and Comell, 1985). The prevalence of battering remains at an 

unacceptable level. In Canada, between the years 1 974 to 1 992, the percentage of ever-married 

women who had experienced wife assault was 29% whereas in Alberta, it was 34% (Tillier, 1997). 

This means that in Alberta alone there are potentially more than 72,000 women who are currently 

in an abusive relationship or who have been subjected to abuse (Family, 1 991). Two thirds of wife 
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assault cases occumd on more than one occasion and 45% of these cases resulted in physical 

injury to the woman (Tillier, 1997). Pregnant women reported abuse in 21% of the cases and of 

this 21 X, 40% stated that abuse started during the pregnancy (Tillier, 1997). Although Canadian 

statistics for dating abuse were not found, Sugannan and Hotaling (1989) determined, in having 

examined over 20 studies, approximately one third of females had been victimized by an act of 

violence in the context of dating. Stats and Straus (1989), when examining the different rates of 

violence between dating couples, cohabiting couples and married couples, found that the highest 

rate of violence occurred among the cohabiting couples and the violence is often most severe 

within this same group of individuals. Thus, abuse is wide spread, with rural areas reporting as 

much abuse as in cities, high and low income women receiving their equal share of abuse and age, 

races and nationalities forming no boundaries against the abuse (Family, 1991). 

Many forms of abuse exist. Any of these tactics could be used by the abusers in an 

attempt to control or exert power over another individual, thus establishing their control and 

authority (Webb, 1992). One type of abuse identified is emotional orpsychologicalabuse which 

involves actions, statements, or gestures made by batterers that attack women's self-esteem and 

their sense of self-worth. Batteren use these tactics to humiliate their victims (Webb, 1992). 

Isolation involves assaulters attempts to control who their partner sees, what they do, what they 

want for themselves, what they think or what they feel (Webb, 1 992). Intimidation involves the size 

of the batterer, their threats to ham children, looks, actions or words meant to frighten their 

partners (Webb, 1992). Physical abuse is defined as 'shoving, kicking, biting, slapping, grabbing, 

pushing, restraining women against their will, punching, throwing things at them, threatening to hurt 

them or attacking with a gun, knife, or other weapon, holding hands over their mouths, choking, 

pulling hair and pinching (Webb, 1 992). Economic abuse, as stated in Family (1 991). includes 

disallowing their partner to have their own money, forcing their partner to hand over all of their 

money, or making them account for any money spent. Sexual abuse involves unwanted sex, 
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forced sex with objects, friends, animals, making their partner wear more of less provocative 

clothing or insisting that the partner act out the male's sexual fantasies (Family, 1991). Finally, 

male privilege means that the batterers refuse to accept their partners as an equal and an adult, 

thus legitimizing their self-determined authority to make all decisions related to Me family (Webb, 

1 992). 

Uxoricide is defined as the killing of wives and is the most extreme, although not 

uncommon. form of partner abuse (Wilson, Johnson & Daly, 1995). Although the Statistics Canada 

homicide archive classifies information regarding the type of relationship to the killer, including 

kommon-law wife", %ifen, 'separated wife", "divorced wife", 'girlfriend", 'estranged lover", and 

'extramarital lover", the precise statistics are unavailable as police may classify 'excommon-law" 

as 'close friend" etc., thus producing an inaccurate synopsis of the actual occurrence. In addition, 

information on 'girlfriends" and 'ioversn is also excluded from any studies on uxoricide in Canada 

(Wilson et al., 1995). With this in mind, uxoricide, between 1974 to 1992, within Canada, took the 

lives of 1435 women while Alberta, during this same time period, reported 160 women killed (Tillier, 

1997). Thus, the rate of killing in Canada overall by spouses was 17.3 per million couples, 

whereas in Alberta, it was 23.5 per million couples (Tillier, 1997). 

It becomes apparent, in examining the current prevalence of abuse within Canada, that 

although a movement toward a harmonious homelife appears to be the ideal, and is reflected in our 

changing attitudes and laws regarding abuse, this objective has not realistically been attained. 

Dating Violence 

Quite often, dating violence and cohabiting violence is subsumed under tfie umbrella of 

marital violence and thus, the reasons that women stay in and leave these relationships are 

assumed to be similar. Unique differences exist however, between these three groups of women. 
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Contextually, some factors do not exist in dating relationships that are very present within 

mamage, while couples who cohabitate have other unique factors with which they must contend 

(Sugarman 8 Hotaling, 1989). Specifically. while dating relationships often include strong 

emotional commitment, the legal, financial, and moral constraints, as well as the existence of 

children in a marriage, do not exist. When cohabiting, the legal constraints are missing, while the 

financial and moral constraints may be involved. Thus, it is much less difficult, in some ways, to 

end a dating relationship than to dissolve a marriage (Riggs & O'Leacy, 1989). MacLeod (1 987) 

states that often the shelter workers in her study who were involved with these young women felt 

helpless because the victims were mostly still living with their parents, had no children and were 

still going to school. Thus, according to the 'practical' notion of factors which should make escape 

possible these women should have easily been able to leave yet, remained in the abusive 

situation. One of MacLeod's (1 987) shelter workers stated The rising incidence of date-battering 

and date rape reminds us how much of the woman's inability to stop the battering is wrapped up 

with her self-image and her desperate belief that she needs a mann (p. 28). Gelles & Cornell 

(1 985) found that often both the victims and the batterers interpreted violence as a sign of love. 

These relationships are similar in terms of privacy, intensv of emotional involvement, and 

the perceived right of the partners to exert influence on each other. With increased seriousness 

between the couple, dating relationships become more similar to marriage (Riggs & O'Leary, 

1989). Makepeace (1 989) states that as dating relationships become more involved, and as the 

couples move closer to living together, 'substantial investment and a high public commitment to the 

relationship have often been maden (p. 102) and pamen may feel more compelled to work 

through tough issues. Entrapment becomes increasingly involved as the couples become more 

intimately involved. No studies have been found examining the motivations that dating women or 

cohabiting women stay in and leave abusive relationships. As such, having highlighted the 

differences and similarities between the two groups, this study will examine both dating and co- 
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habitating relationships while comparing them to the previous literature on spousai abuse. 

Why They Stay 

One major misconception often mentioned in public debate is that battered women have 
the freedom to leave their abusers, yet choose to stay. In reality there are often 
insurmountable barriers which prevent abuse victims from exaping their violent 
surroundings (Monison, 1996). 

A considerable amount of research has been conducted to determine explanations of why women 

both stay in and leave abusive situations. The current literature has often concentrated on 

determining absolute, exogenous factors which would ultimately allow women to escape the abuse 

while ignoring or minimizing the perception of the women experiencing the violence. Six general 

theories including logistical, social, psychological, social exchange, fear of retaliation and hope and 

love have been identified as being critically associated with a woman's decision to stay in the 

abusive situation (McHugh. 1994; Moore, 1979). 

Financial Strain 

Financial strain was one factor included as, given the prevalence of economic abuse, 

many victims are dependent on their abusers and have no funds of their own (Momson, 1996). A 

lack of shelters has also been mentioned. Shelters unfoftunately have space limitations and often 

must turn women and children away (Morrison, 1996). 

Social Factors 

Social factors were explored and it was concluded that loss of social status, disapproval of 

family and friends, and feelings of failure or guilt for abandoning the relationship are among the 

reasons women remain in abusive situations (McHugh, 1994). Often, a commitment to the 

wifehother role, or 'traditional ideology" is demonstrated by the women in their decisions to stay 
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(Pagelow, 1981). They may feel that they are married "for better or worsen, that a violent 

relationship is better than no relationship at all, or that the children need a father and that a single- 

parent home would be deleterious to their welfare (Frankel-Howard, 1989). Although mothers and 

sisters of these women are often the first people to whom the abused will turn, these relatives may 

not always be available for aid. The relatives may disapprove of the woman leaving her marriage, 

or they may not have the finances or space available to help (Health, 1989). Self or other imposed 

isolation is another problem for these women. Often partners manipulate their partners such that 

they lose the friends that they had prior to the relationship or the women self-isolate because they 

fear that they will either be negatively judged because of the abuse or because they do fear extra 

pressure from those who want them to leave the abuser (Moore, 1979; Gobash 8 Dobash, 1979). 

Psvcholoaical Reasons 

Initially, many of the theories based on psychological factors tended to point toward 

individual psychopathology on the part of the women. It was believed that women enjoyed being 

beaten and tried to provoke assauits. As Pagelow (1 981, p.55) stated, 

... the constellation of beliefs that view women as 'willing sufferers' has been handed down 
for generations through the Bible and later 'explained' by Freud and others. These 
preconceived notions are accepted as scientific knowledge by many professionals in the 
mental health field and indirectly serve as a basic set of assumptions many professionals 
use to evaluate patients and render judgment. 

Thus, the theory of masochistic tendencies on the part of the woman went on to become the Self- 

Defeating Personality Disorder (SDPD) which was added to the appendix of the DSM-Ill-R (Walker, 

1991). Worell 8 Robinson (1 995) state that abused women are more likely to be diagnosed with a 

personality disorder than are women who are not abused. However, given the fact that battered 

women develop many coping skills to keep themselves less seriously harmed or killed that could 

be considered maladaptive in other contexts, psychologists must understand the important role 

they play in a battered woman's survival (Walker, 1991). t h e  situational context must always be 
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examined before apeopleying pervasive and enduring personality disorden such as SDPD 

(Walker, 1991). The response syndromes are not pathological but represent a normally expected 

accommodation to the presence of continuing and unavoidable abuse (Brown, 1992; Finkelhor, 

1990; Herman, 1992; Walker, 1984, as cited in Worrel and Robinson, 1995). 

Following the rejection of individual psychopathology as the most dominant justification for 

women remaining in an abusive relationship, further psycholog~cal reasoning was developed. 

These include psychological entrapment, the intergenerational transmission of violence, learned 

helplessness and the cycle of abuse. 

Psychological entrapment occurs when women initially exert effort to make a relationship 

work. Their efforts are followed by abuse, demonstrating that the work on their part has failed. 

They must then attempt to justfi the past effom by expending more energy to make their 

relationship work, with a belief that if they try hard enough, the effort will succeed. The more time 

and effort they invest, the more unlikely it is that she will be willing to abandon the relationship 

(Strube, 1988). 

The intergenerational transmission of violence is another psychological factor postulated in 

the current literature. Social learning theories focus on childhood experience of violence in the 

family of origin and an adherence to rigid sex role definitions (Frankel-Howard, 1989). The theory 

of intergenerational transmission of violence states that observing abuse or being abused when a 

child increases the probability of being in an abusive relationship as an adult. This theory however 

appears to apeopley to offenders more than it does to victims. The low percentage of women who 

witnessed violence suggests that the batterers learn violence and that the women are more 

help less victims (Frankel-Howard, 1989). It appears that the perpetrators in abusive relationships 

adhere to rigid sex roles, expecting to be the decision-maker and bread-winner in the household 

(Fran kel-Howard, 1 989). 

Traditional ideology calls for men to have and maintain power over subordinates in the 
family. If a man, believing that to be a man, he must have control over his life and the lives 
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of weaker others, finds himsetf losing control, he will attempt to regain control by the best 
resource at his disposal. If he has learned that men gain control of others by force and 
violence, he will use that method (Pagelow, 1981, p.44). 

Hotaling and Suganan (1986, in Hanvay, 1994) however, in having reviewed more than 

400 studies, concluded that ibattered women are different from non-battered women only in the 

extent of the violence in their families of origin" (p.35). Walker (1 984) describes a susceptibility 

factor in the women who have witnessed or experienced abuse as children. She states that these 

women may not adequately learn how to prevent themselves from being victimized or from freeing 

themselves from violence once entangled. Thus, the victim is either incapable of escaping the 

violence that she readily acknowledges or her subjective interpretation of the physical force itself, 

however destructive it may be, has not and cannot be translated into violence until it is imbued with 

social meaning. 

Walker's(1979) theory of learned helplessness postulates that what appears to be passive 

submission on the part of Me victim is really the product of having learned that any action taken will 

not protect her from her husband's violence. She loses her ability to predict the outcome of her 

behaviour in regards to her husband (Haway, 1994). These women, through either past 

experiences or the current situation, have not learned the skills necessary to aIlow them to escape 

abuse h frankel-Howard, 1 989). It must be emphasized however, that sufficient evidence exists 

suggesting that a battered woman's tenor was appropriate and her fears that separation would 

make the violence worse were accurate (Walker, 1984). In addition, given the above logistical 

reasons, the perception of helplessness is often not a figment of the victim's imagination as she 

may very well not have the resources necessary available to her which would enable her to escape 

the violence (Frankel-Howard, 1 989). 

Walker (1 979) identified three stages in what she called the cycle of abuse. These stages 

include the tension building phase, the acute battering incident and the honeymoon or tension 

reduction phase. During the tension building phase, the abuser attempts to control the woman's 

behaviour through interrogation, isolation and intimidation while attacking her verbally. She 
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attempts to calm him, trying to anticipate his wishes. As the tension builds, she may become 

passive or fight back. He becomes more oppressive and she blames herself for not being able to 

control the situation and consequently, feels helpless (Family, 1991). During the acute battering 

phase, the tension erupts into violence. The man usually blames it on the woman although the 

incident may be triggered by either his own internal or external states (Family, 1991). It is during 

the final stage following the tension and the abuse, when the man is apologetic and contrite, that 

the woman allows herself to believe that his previous behaviour was an abenation, allowing herself 

to stay (Walker, 1979). Over time, the tension and battering stages becoming more severe and 

violent, while the contrite stage becomes shorter (Tillier, 1997). 

Self-esteem is another factor which often leads to women remaining in abusive 

relationships. These women often suffer from low self-esteem and accept blame for the violence in 

their relationships (Family, 1991). Moore (1979) and PageIow (1981) have both indicated that 

these women will often remain in their violent relationships because their self-esteem is so low. 

The women are often immobilized both physically and psychologically and thus do not take action 

against their situation. 

Social Exchancre Theory 

This theory assumes that aIf human action is based on the pursuit of rewards and the 

avoidance of punishment and costs. A reciprocal exchange of rewards must occur between two 

people in a relationship if the connection is to continue (Gelles & Comell, 1990). Thus, in an 

abusive relationship, it is assumed that the woman finds that although her punishment is high, the 

rewards that she receives from the relationship, such as satisfaction, qualtty of alternatives 

available to her and irretrievable investments are equally as great or greater than the costs (Choice 

& Lamke, 1997). Her decision to stay, is thus based on her evaluation of the costs and benefits 

that she receives from the relationship. 



Termination Terrorism 

Some battered women fear that their abusers will retaliate against them, their children, or 

their family if they try to leave (McHugh, 1994). The man will often stalk, use coercive harassment 

and threats of violence in the context of an attempted break-up (McHugh, 1994). This fear is well 

founded, as battered women who separate or divorce their partners are more frequentty and more 

severely beaten than those who stay (Momson, 1996)- Although abuse often escalates when a 

woman attempts to leave, it has also been demonstrated that abuse escalates in severity and 

chronicrty the longer that the woman remains in the abusive situation, as demonstrated with the 

cycle of abuse (Walker, 1979). 

Hope and Love 

MacLeod (1 987) when discussing factors leading to women remaining in abusive 

relationships states that "current explanations are inadequate because they focus too often on the 

costs of battering and on the violence and pain, but not enough on the hopes and the love which 

are so often intertwined with the battering" (p. 37). Moore (1979) states that a very important 

reason that women in abusive situations remain with their husbands is a combination of hope and 

lave. The very strong bonds between the victim and the abuser are often overlooked by advocates 

of battered women (Moore, 1979). Moore states that the woman may stay because she loves this 

man when he is not beating her and holds out the hope that each beating will be the last. Gelles 8 

Cornell (1 985) state that it is "probable that abused wives still have strong feelings for their 

husbands" (p. 20) and that because violence and love can exist simultaneously in the same home, 

children often grow up learning that it is acceptable to hit the people you love. 

Thus there are often logistical, social, psychological, social exchange, and terrorism 
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theories, as well as hope and love combining to deter a battered woman from leaving an abusive 

situation. Women who leave this plight, although having faced many of these same obstacles, 

must have experienced some change allowing them to leave. The women may have overcome 

these barriers. They possibly could have experienced the abuse in a more severe form and thus, 

feeling endangered, could no longer endure it. Finally, the women may have undergone a 

transition in their perception of the situation, disallowing them to further accept the abuse. 

Why They Leave 

Research examining women who leave a battering situation has demonstrated that the act 

of leaving is a process which can be affected by many different factors. Battered women may 

choose to leave abusive relationships if they come to believe that the abuse will never end, if they 

are more terrified of staying than of leaving, if they realize that harm is being done to themselves 

and to their children or if they find sufficient outside support to make it on their own (Family, 1991). 

Giles-Sims (1 983) found that the women in their study chose to leave for a shelter two 

weeks to several months after a critical abusive incident. The incident which motivated them to 

make this decision was not necessarily the most violent episode they had experienced, but rather 

was characterized by three themes: fear that the children would be hurt, resentment at the 

husband for letting the children see their mother beaten, and the exposure of the violent pattern to 

people outside the family (Giles-Sirns, 1983). 

Gelles (1 979, p.104) and Gelles and Cornell (1 985) found that the woman's education and 

occupation, or income influenced the battered woman's decision, suggesting that the fewer 

resources a woman had, the more she was entrapped in a marriage and the more she suffered at 

the hands of her husband. 



Financial Independence 

Geiles (1 979) determined the most predictive factor for leaving an abusive husband was 

financial independence; however, Greaves et. al. (1988) in a study of Ontario women using a non- 

residential advocacy clinic, found that it was not the actual income earned by the women which 

created arnbivaience regarding staying or leaving, but the relative drop that they perceived they 

would experience in their standard of living. Thus, it appears to be the woman's perspective of her 

financial dependence and the potential subsequent changes in her financial situation and not the 

exogenous factor per se affecting the woman's decision to leave or stay, which has been 

postulated in the current research. 

Em~lovrnent 

Tutty, Rothery, Cox & Richardson (1995) found that it was not the amount of eamed 

income which determined readmission to a shelter, but whether a woman earned income at all, 

suggesting that simply working out of the home is an important variable in deciding to leave. In 

contrast, Greaves et al. (1988) concluded that although employment outside of the home 

decreases personal isolation and may startle a woman into realizing that her marital status is less 

than ideal, it may not afford her the opportunity to leave the situation. In fact, as domestic abuse is 

often trivialized or denied, and the victims are often blamed for the incidence, employment outside 

the home may actually increase her sense of isolation and her assessment of the relative social 

risk attached to emerging to others as a battered woman (Greaves et al., 1988). 

Education 

Greaves et al., (1988) found that the women in their study came from a wide array of 

educational levels and that over 25% of these women had post-secondary education. It was 

however, the realistic appraisal of their current earning capabilities, given that women's earning 
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potential is significantly lower than that of their male counterparts. especially if they had been out of 

the work force for any significant amount of time, that was Me ultimate factor effecting their 

decision making process. 

Severitv and Freauency 

Moore (1979) identified an increase in seventy and frequency of beatings as being 

associated with leaving. Other research has not found the relationship between seventy and 

frequency of abuse to be as straightforward as did Moore (1979). Gelles (1979) found that as the 

severity of abuse increases, the woman is more likely to seek some form of intewention with 

divorce or separation as opposed to calling the police whereas with an escalation of frequency. 

although there is an increased fear of being harmed, the woman is not necessariiy more prone to 

leaving. Gelles (1979) found that women who are hit more frequently are more likely to call police 

to intervene whereas women who are hit less frequently (once per month) are more likely to opt for 

divorce. Interestingly, Greaves et. al., (1 988) found no relationship between the frequency, 

severity or the duration of abuse and a decision to leave. These researchers demonstrated that it 

is the relative degree of risk to violence and not an absolute measure of victimization that informs a 

decision to leave (Greaves et al., 1988). It appears that although seventy and frequency of abuse 

have often been studied, these factors may not be the ultimate indication of the termination of an 

abusive relationship. This contradictory evidence may imply that the perception of the frequency 

and the seventy of the abuse may be the important factor mitigating the decision to abandon the 

abuse once and for all. 

lnteraenerational Transmission of Violence 

Pagelow (1 981) did not find a relationship between the violence experienced as a child 

and the decision to stay in or leave an abusive relationship. She found that women in abusive 
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relationships either came from homes where there was no abuse at all or where abuse was 

rampant. Pagelow suspects that %omen reared in homes either devoid of overt conflict or full of 

conflict both may be handicapped by an inability to have developed a realistic perspective on 

violence" (1 981). This could once again, be an indication that the women's subjective 

interpretation of the violence encountered may not be experienced as violence until it is imbued 

with social meaning. Once the women perceive the violence as such, their acceptance of it will 

perhaps be altered, ultimately effecting their decision to stay or leave the situation. 

Consequently, it appears that much contradictory evidence has been postulated in the 

effort to identrfy factors fur which battered women leave abusive relationships. For some women, 

certain elements appear to be related to their decision to leave whereas for other women these 

same factors appear to play a pivotal role in their decision to stay. 

Perception of Abuse 

Spaulding (1 991) has found that predictive factors in leaving an abusive relationship are 

the attitude of the women toward the abuse as well as their behavioural intention, which is 

comprised of the intent to leave and the perceived behavioural control to leave. Hence, women's 

attitudes, intent and perceived control are critical in both the decision making process and their 

actual enactment of the decision to leave the abusive situation. Spaulding's (1991) research 

suggests that it is not exogenous, absolute factors which affect the women's decisions to leave the 

abusive situation, but rather the women's perception of their situation and their control within that 

situation. 

Further verification for the argument that it is the women's perception of the abusive 

situation rather than objective, exogenous factors previously studied is offered by Schweizer (1 986) 

in her phenomenological analysis of women who have chosen to leave abusive relationships. She 

found that women must undergo a transition in their current 'life-worlds" defined as their current 
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perception of the situation in which they live (Schweizer, 1986) . 'Life-worldsn provide a means for 

interpreting actions and provide a background that participants view as real and unquestioned 

(Berger & Luckmann, 1967). Thus, in order to leave an abusive relationship, the battered woman 

must question, partially transform and redefine her subjective reality or "life world" (Schweizer, 

1986). 

Schweizer (1 986) identified, through her interviews with previously abused women, that 

three factors consistently arose in the orignal formation of a woman's 'life world" which allowed 

her to remain in an abusive relationship. These factors are traditional sex-role conditioning, the 

normative nature of violence against women. and childhood experiences with violence. Chailenges 

to herparticbants' current rife world"came in many forms. The greatest challenge to a woman's 

perception of her reality came in the form of threat or actual involvement of children in the abuse, 

followed by the severity of the injuries she experienced and the frequency with which the abuse 

occurred (Schweizer, 1986). An increase in contact with others did not initially afford a challenge 

to the woman's life worfd, but did reinforce that her own change in perception was in alignment wrth 

others (Schweizer, 1986). Thus, in accordance with previous research conducted, Schweizer 

(1 986) has found that children, seventy of injuries and the frequency of the abuse are important 

factors underlying the women's decision making processes. Schweizer (1 986) however, does not 

relate the existence of these exogenous factors directly to the women's decisions, but rather 

demonstrates that these factors effect the women's perceptions of the abuse, hence altering their 

acceptance of it. 

In order for women to undergo a transformation in their life-worid", their subjective realities 

must first be challenged, followed by an acceptance of the new perspectives that they have formed 

(Schweizer, 1986). During Schweizer's (1986) analysis of her participants' intewiews, she found 

that several factors were mentioned in the tnnsfonnation process including the strength of the 

women's traditional perspective of the family and her commitment to marriage, the number of 
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beneffis they saw as being derived from the relationship, the extent to which they blamed 

themselves for the abuse, the extent to which they denied the abuse, their belief that the abuse 

would stop and their perceived access to alternative resources. The factors mentioned by the 

women are not exogenous absolute factors. but rather are based on their own perspective of the 

abusive situation and the effects of the abuse on their lives. Schweizer demonstrates that a 

woman's decision making process is not based on specific factors, but rather on the woman's 

transformation in her perception of these factors and how they relate to her life. 

The Involvement of Children 

One of the factors not previously discussed in detail but which is often mentioned in the 

extant literature examining women's decisions to stay or leave abusive relationships, is the 

presence of children. Children, as in the case of h e  other factors previously examined, have been 

treated as exogenous, absolute variables in many of the research studies. As such, an attempt 

has been made to classlfy them as a variable either hindering or motivating the women to leave the 

abusive situation. From this perspective, the presence of children has created a conundrum in the 

current literature. 

Stavinq 

Abusive men will sometimes threaten to harm the children if the women threaten to leave 

the marriage and as they have experienced the abuse themselves, they may decide to stay in 

order to protect their children (Walker, 1979). A study which examined the beliefs of battered 

women found that one of the opinions supporting staying in the violent relationship was that 'she 

must stay for the sake of the childrenn (Hilberman and Munson, 1977, p.467). Tutty et al. (1 995) 

state that women who returned to their husbands despite having maintained themselves 

independently in the community for a period of time often,cited the children as one of the main 
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reasons for their return. Women who hold a strong traditional family belief do not want to fee1 

responsible for breaking up the marriage and depriving their children of their father (Walker, 1979). 

Truninger (1971) found that women often believe that the children need the economic 

support that their father provides, knowing that with children. it is often difficult to get a job or to 

afford the necessary child w e .  Greaves et al. (1988) have added further support to this finding, 

as they found that economic entrapment (considered as a function of the relative economic loss 

risked on leaving) is reinforced by considerations of the impact of separation on children. The 

decision to ieave becomes more difficult with the involvement of children and becomes 

exacerbated with the number of children involved. 'For those women with no children or with just 

one child living with them. 62% had left the relationship; this was true for only 47% of those with 

two or more children" (Greaves et al., 1988, p.45). 

Leavinq 

If a desire to provide for children is often a motive to maintain or salvage a violent 

relationship, children are also often the reason stated for attempting to flee the union. It has been 

demonstrated that women often have an easier time leaving an abusive situation once they 

become fearful for their children's safety and if they get tired of being beaten and humiliated in front 

of them (Giles-Sims, 1983). MacLeod's Canadian study (1987) found that abuse of children by 

their father or father-figure was cited as a major reason for seeking admission to an emergency 

shelter. Schweizer, (1 986) in her phenomenological study examining women's reasons for leaving 

an abusive relationship found that the greatest challenge to women's subjective reality, thus 

allowing them to leave the relationship, came in the fom of threat or actual involvement of the 

children in the abuse. Moore (1979) states that childless women are more likely to leave a 

battering home as children require both additional financial resources and emotional energy. 

Consequently, the existence of children in an abusive relationship appears to create a 
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conundrum in the research examining factors which lead to women leaving abusive situations. On 

the one hand, children seem to constitute an obstacle to leaving whereas on the other hand, 

children can be a catalyst for the abandonment of the alliance. The majonty of the current 

literature appears to focus solely on determining the absolute effect of children on the behaviour of 

the women wmout taking into consideration their perception of the children in their unique situation 

and how these perceptions are altered. 

In addition, ?he extant research fails to examine either the exogenous factors associated 

with childless women leaving abusive relationships or the process which leads to a childless 

women's transfornations of their ulife-worldsn, thus enabling them to leave. This is in spite of the 

finding by Greaves et al. (1988) that up to 38% of childless women remain in abusive relationships. 

Factors such as the resources available to battered women, the severity and frequency of 

the abuse, the intergenerational transmission of violence and the presence of children have been 

studied in an attempt to identify their absolute effects on the decision making process of women 

leaving abusive relationships. It appears however that the researches have often determined that 

these same factors effect women differently within their studies. Given that it has been the attempt 

of the researchers to determine factors which are universal to all women in all contexts but that 

each woman lives a unique life and experiences a unique situation with her abuser, it is not 

surprising that these factors have been found to effect women differently depending on her 

circumstances. Thus, rather than maintaining a constant outcome, the effects of the variables 

examined are dependent on the perception of the battered women within their unique contexts. 



CHAPTER 3 

CONCEPTUAL UNDERPINNINGS 

As previously stated, the motivations of childless women to leave abusive relationships 

have scarcely been examined, if at all. The literature relating to these women is based on women 

who have children or it does not differentiate between the two groups. In addition, the literature 

focuses on variables as exogenous factors, thus negating the women's perception of these factors 

in the context of their lives. In order to clanfy how specific factors are related to the women's 

decision making process to leave an abusive relationship, the women's perception of the situation 

must be examined. 

In this study, each unique woman's perspective will be examined through a 

phenomenological perspective. In listening to each woman's subjective perception of her 

experience, not only the factors which were related to her decision-making process but also the 

context and the interactions of her relationship will be better understood. it will be in approaching 

the woman from her own perspective and from within her own unique situation that a fuller 

understanding of this woman's leaving process will be accomplished. Nanatiws will be developed 

from the woman's subjective interpretation of her experiences. A narrative is the 'storied form of 

discourse that expresses in language the relations between and among events as contributing to a 

resulr (Polkinghome, 1994. p. 13). Narratives which represent the woman's perception of her 

situation will be beneficial in capturing both the temporal aspects of the woman's story and the 

woman's interpretatiotl of her situation. Nanatives will also be used in an attempt to maintain the 

unique individuality expressed by each woman. Grounded theory will next be utilized in an attempt 

to determine common themes both across the different time periods in a woman's story and across 

the different women within the study. The themes will be.examined to determine if women 
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experience transitions in their perception of the relationship they are living and if these themes are 

common amongst the women. 

Phenomenological Perspective 

Steinmetz (1 977, in Schweizer, 1986) has stated that the key to understanding the 

process of family violence ... is to focus not only on the objective phenomena. i.e.: individual and 

demographic variables, the precipitating situation ... but to also consider each participant's 

subjective interpretation of these phenomenan (p.12). 

Adopting a phenomenological perspective as a researcher allows one to fully acknowledge 

and appreciate the perspective and world of the participant. It allows one to discover %hat they 

are experiencing, how they interpret their experiences, and how they themselves structure the 

social world in which they live" (Pthasas, 1973, p.15). As such, the truths, as interpreted by the 

participants themselves, can become clearer to the researcher. The phenomenological approach 

allows us to "access ail the objects and events that consciousness refers us tom (Giorgi, 1995, 

p.30). 

Berger & Luckmann (1967) state that 'everyday life presents beif as a reality interpreted 

by men and subjectively meaningful to them as a coherent wodd" (p. 19). As such, 'reality' is seen 

as 'phenomena that we recognize as having a being independent of our own volition (we cannot 

'wish them away')' whereas 'knowledge' is ?he certainty that phenomena are real and that they 

possess specific characteristicsm (Berger 8 Luckmann, 1967, p. 1). The reality of everyday life is 

taken for granted as reality. It does not need additionai verification over and beyond its simple 

presence. It is simply there, as self-evident and compelling facticity. (Berger 8 Luckmann, 1967). 

Psathas (1 973) refers to this as one's rife world". He states that a person's life world provides the 

'recipes for interpreting and actingn and incorporates the stock of knowledge that f o n s  the basis 

for even his imaginative exploration of courses of action other than those he already knows. Life 
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worlds Provide rules for interpreting interactions. social relationships, organizations and 

institutions" (Psathas, 1973, p. 9). 

Berger & Luckmann (1 967) state that individuals proceed through two levels of 

socialization. The first, known as primary socialization, is the initial socialization that a child 

undergoes and through which she becomes a member of society. It is through this process that 

the child is first introduced to beliefs and customs and values, all of which appear objective and 

very real. The child absorbs and internalizes the life wodd into which she is born (Berger & 

Luckrnann, 1967). Secondary socialization follows primary socialization and involves 'any 

subsequent process that inducts an already socialized individual into new sectors of the objective 

world of his society" (Berger 8 Luckmann, 1967, p. 130). It is the 'internalization of institutional or 

institution-based 'sub-worlds" (Berger & luck mar.^, 1967, p. 138). Through the process of 

secondary socialization, new life worlds are introduced to children and adults and their perspective 

on their taken-for-granted world can transform and adapt (Berger & Luckmann, 1967). 

As such, although each individual lives within her own life world, each person is conscious 

of the world as consisting of 'multiple realities' (Berger & Luckrnann. 1967). Thus. although one 

lives primarily in one life world, "the reality of everyday life always appears as a zone of lucidrty 

behind which there is a background of darknessn and while one life world or realrty is apparent, the 

others are clouded. but continue to exist (Berger & Luckmann, 1967, p. 44). 

Life worids appear objectified to the individual and the language used in everyday life 

continuously provides the necessary objectifications and posits the order within which these make 

sense and within which everyday life maintains meaning (Berger & Luckrnann). By this view, 

reality is inter-subjective. There is an ongoing correspondence between an individual's meanings 

and the meanings of those around her. "Commonsense knowledge is the knowledge I share with 

others in the normal self-evident routines of everyday lifem (Berger & Luckrnann, p. 23). 

The validity of one's knowledge or of one's life world remains intact and unquestioned until 
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the point that a problem arises or another perspective is presented. It is at the point that one 

acknowledges the inability to solve the problem or assimilate the new perspective into the current 

life world that partial or whole transformations in life worlds must occur (Psathas, 1973). 

In order to undergo a transformation in the reality of everyday life, re-socialization must 

occur. Thus when one encounters a new perspective or a problem which throws into question the 

current life world, the individual, if unable to continue living in this reality, must transform her 

cunent reality and adopt a new life world. The most important social condition is the availability of 

an effective plausibility structure" (Berger & Luckmann. 1967, p. 157). As such. if the individual 

questions her current life world but has nothing with which she can replace it, she will remain in this 

life world. 

Berger 8 Luckmann (1967) state that the most plausible method for transformation of a life 

world or reality, is through the means of significant othen who serve as guides for the new reality. 

Transformation also involves the 'reorganization of the conversational apparatus, since 

conversation is Me strongest method by which one reinforces cunent reality" (Berger & Luckmann, 

1967, p. 157). The new life world is maintained by continuing conversation with these new 

individuals or within the community they represent (Berger 8 Luckmann, 1967, p. 158). 

The plausibility structure must become the individual's world, displacing all other worlds, 

especially the world 'inhabited' before his alteration. This requires segregation of the individual 

from the 'inhabitants' of other worlds, especially 'cohabitants' in the world he has left behind" 

(Berger 8 Luckmann, 1967,158). 

"The old reality, as well as the collectiviies and significant othen that previously mediated 

it to the individual, must be reinterpreted within the legitimating apparatus of the new reality" 

(Berger 8t Luckmann, 1967, p. 158). In addition to this reinterpretation of the whole reality, there 

must be particular reinterpretations of past events and persons with past significance. This 

ensures that Me strength of the new life world will be significant enough to completely replace the 
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individual's previous perception of reality. The individual, in reframing and reinterpreting those 

people and events in her past, will be able to live fully in her new reality. There may be however, 

times when the old realty or life worM they invoke takes the form of temptation and the individual 

falls back to her previous life world or perception of reality (Berger & Luckmann, 1967'). 

The phenomenological approach to studying psychology aims to interpret and explain 

human action and thought through descriptions of the reality which seems self-evident to men 

remaining within the natural athtude. R is thus based on "everyday subjective meaning and 

experiencen (Holstein 8 Gubriurn. 1994. p. 264). Within the positivist perspective, focusing on the 

subjective, every day experiences and interpretations made by the individual would be considered 

a limitation in the research design. It is assumed within the modernist paradigm that research must 

be both generalizable and universal (Rogers, 1997). In order to accomplish these tasks, one must 

be objective and look not to the interpretation of the individual but to the interpretation of the 

researcher. Within the qualitative paradigm, subjectivity and evely day experiences of Me 

individual allow the participant to remain in the context of her own world. This allows for a better 

understanding of the psychology of Me individual (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 

Within this study, the phenomenological perspective will be utilized in order to capture in 

the fullest sense possible, the women's subjective interpretation of their experiences of their 

leaving process. The women's perception will be examined prior to, during and at the end of their 

relationships in order to determine if a transition in their life wodd has occurred. 



Narrative Analysis 

Narrative has been explained by Sarbin (1986) to be the ideal 'root metaphor' for 

psychology. 'Root metaphor', as originally explained by Pepper in World Hypotheses" can be 

defined as the basic premise upon which the framework for the construing of occurrences in the 

natural and man-made worlds is based (Sarbin, 1986). Thus, the root metaphor restricts the kinds 

of philosophical and scientific models to be apeopleied in obsewing, classifying, interpreting and 

explaining (Sarbin, 1986). Contextualism, with its root metaphor as the historical act, a metaphor 

which corresponds to the description of narrative, has been proposed by Sarbin to be a Yruitful 

metaphor for examining and interpreting human actionn (Sarbin, 1986, p.19). Sarbin (1986) writes 

that 'human beings think, perceive, imagine and, make moral choices according to narrative 

structures" (p. 8). As such, the narrative can be seen as an organizing principle for human action. 

Organizing principles are invoked to help account for the observation that human beings impose 

structure on the flow of experience (Sarbin, 1986). Within the contextualized world view, 

organizing principles drawn from humanistic sources would include rhetoric, game playing and 

storytelling (Sarbin, 1 986). 

Knight & Doan (1994, in Parry, 1997) have stated that ever since humans have been 

capable of describing social scenarios from memory and anticipation, we appropriately can be 

referred to as 'homo nanatus". Fmm this perspective, humans are simply incapable of not telling 

stories. Sarbin (1986) uses the term narrative coterminously with story and defines story as: 

... a symbolized account of actions of human beings that has a temporal dimension. The 
story has a beginning, a middle, and an ending. The story is held together by recognizable 
patterns of events called plots. Central to the plot structure are human predicaments and 
attempted resolutions (p. 6). 

Stories both help create and reciprocally, are influenced by meanings evolving in cultural, 

interpersonal and personal contexts (Zimrneman 8 Dickerson, 1994). Parry (1991) builds on this 

notion when he talks of the 'taken for granted". "Taken for granted" means unquestioned and 

unexamined. Once perspective stops being questioned or looked at, it tends toward the 
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objectification of what it perceivesm (Parry, 1991, p. 24). Narratives then limit the possibilities or the 

attainable in the eyes of the believer. They influence the selecting process concerning which 

events are highlighted as the stories a person includes as summing up henelf and her S i .  This 

process is known as the 'hemeneutic circle' wherein 'our beliefs determine our understanding and 

our understanding determines our beliefs* (Parry, 1991, p.24). Neal (1 996) thus states that 

narratives can be used as a ? m e  of intelligibily with which persons attempt to interpret reality. 

Narratives are never neutral in their effects, as language and thinking are always saturated in 

dominant culture beliefs. Thus, narratives empower some persons while disernpowering others; 

they legitimize some ways of being and make others illegitimate; they support certain practices of 

power and invalidate others. 'Consequently, narratives have real effects for individuals, families, 

communities, ethnic groups, and other communities of persons" (Neal, 1996, p.66). 

The narrative paradigm is grounded in post-modernism, directly contrasting with the 

current dominant Western world-view which is based in modernism. Modernists adhere to a tenet 

of realism in which a single truth exists. Although this truth has not yet been discovered, the 

evasiveness is due simply to a lack of proper tools with which the researcher could discover this 

truth and not to the fact that the "nugget of gold" is not buried beneath the surface. Thus logical 

positivism, the current science on which the understanding of human behaviour is based, attempts 

to uncover a fundamental truth which is generalizable to all people, in all situations, at all times 

(Rogers, 1997). 

In opposition to, but an outgrowth of the modernist approach to knowing about humans, is 

the postmodemist philosophy. Doan (1998) states that postmodemism is characterized by the 

position that there is no single reality, only points of view and that its interest is in determining how 

these different points of view organize people's lives. An attempt is made to determine how 

meanings are generated and how these meanings construct reality (Doan, 1998). Finally, O'Hara 

and Anderson (1 991, in Doan, 1998) state, 
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A society enters the postmodem age when it loses faith in absolute truth - even the 
attempt to discover absolute truth. The great systems of thought like religions, ideologies 
and philosophies, come to be regarded as 'social constructions of reality." These systems 
may be useful, even respected as profoundly true, but true in a new, provisional, 
postmodem way. Few expect that one truth ought to work for everybody (p. 381). 

A second tenet on which narrative theory is grounded is that of social constructionism. 

Social constructionism emphasizes the power of social interactions in generating the meanings that 

effect the lives of people in cultural groups and contexts. Bruner, (1990, in Saleebey. 1994) an 

ethnographer, states that humans, unlike animals, cannot rely on biology for instruction about the 

world in which we live, so we must build ourselves into the world by creating meaning through 

interpretation from the symbols of the world or face being lost by the rush of stimuli on our nervous 

system. 'Although biology constrains, it does not shape who we think we are, what we think we 

are doing and where we think we are going" (Bruner, 1990 in Saleebey, 1994, p.351). Thus, we 

get the raw material for our meanings, however provisional, from our culture. 'Culture is nothing if 

it is not a system where meaning is given to action by 'situating its underlying intentional states in 

{this} interpretive systemn (Bruner, 1 990, in Saleebey, 1 994, p.352). The meanings that people 

attribute to their lives, and in fact most meanings, are closely tied to the language systems in which 

they are generated and are constructed between people and the institutions in their culture. Social 

constructionists shun "expert domains of knowledgen in favour of the lived experiences of the 

individual. Social constructionists attempt to deconstruct discourses that have taken on a 

normative standard within a culture and against which people are measured and judged by 

documenting how the prevailing norms have evolved over time and have assumed a knowledge 

base powerful enough to marginalize and subjugate people in their name (Doan, 1998). 

Stories are habituations. We live in and through stories They conjure worlds. We do not 
know the world other than as a story world. Stories inform life. They hold us together and 
keep us apart. 

We inhabit the great stories of our culture. We live through stories. We are lived by the 
stories of our race and place. It is this enveloping and constituting function of stories that 
is especially important to understand more fully. 



We are, each of us, locations where the stories of our place and time become partially 
tellable. We are in the story and the story is in us (Mair, 1988 in Doan, 1998, p.381). 

Within my research study, a nanative depicb'ng the uniqueness of each woman's story will 

be developed. Polkinghome (1994) states that "storied accounts are not mere transparent 

descriptions of past events, but are retrospective, interpretive compositions that display past events 

in the light of current evaluation and understanding of their significancen (p. 14). As such, the 

retrospective, interpretive compositions of the women will be attained in an attempt to comprehend 

their understanding of the events that occurred in their lives. The narrative approach to studying 

people is idiographic in nature and displays the uniqueness of each woman. From the rich 

narratives provided by the women, themes will be generated in order to determine if a transition in 

the woman's life worid has occurred throughout her experience. These women's stories will later 

be aggregated and the themes within each story will be examined in order to determine if these 

categories are common amongst the women. Grounded theory will be utilized during this process. 

The generation of common themes across the women will be done in order to develop rich insights 

which do not negate a woman's perception and context when examining the motivations that these 

interpret as important in their decision making processes. 

Grounded Theory 

"Grounded theory is a highly systematic research approach for the collection and analysis 

of qualitative data for the purpose of generating explanatory theory that furthers the understanding 

of social and psychological phenomenan (Chenh 8 Swanson, 1986, p. 3). Wih the use of this 

methodology, theory may be generated initially from the data or, if existing theories seem 

appropriate to the area of investigation, then these may be elaborated and modified as incoming 

data are played against them (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). 'Theoretical conceptualization means that 

grounded theory researchers are interested in patterns of action and interaction between and 

among various types of social units (i.e. 'actors')" (Strauss 8 Cohin, 1994, p. 278). The theories 



produced can always be traced back to the data that gave rise to them and they are very fluid 

(Strauss et.al., 1994). 'A theory is not the formulation of some discovered aspect of preexisting 

reality 'out there'"; rather they 'are interpretations made from given perspectives as adopted or 

researched by researchers" (Strauss & Corbin., 1994, p.279). As such, they are temporally limited 

in two ways. They are always provisional and thus never established forever. Since they are 

embedded within societies and history, as conditions change within contemporary social reality, the 

validity of theories is also effected (Strauss 8 Corbin, 1 994). 

Within grounded theory, one starts with individual cases and Progressively develops more 

abstract conceptual categories to synthesize, to explain and to understand your data and to identify 

patterned relationships within it" (Channaz, 1995, p.28). As such, grounded theory is an inductive 

strategy of data analysis. The primary techniques employed in the grounded theory approach to 

data analysis are coding and the constant comparative method. Although coding will be described 

briefly, I chose to utilize the constant comparative method of analysis to determine the themes 

which were relevant in my research study. 

Coding 

'Coding is the process of defining what the data are all about" (Chamaz, 1995, p. 37). 

Specifically, from a qualitative perspective, the researcher is creating codes from the data itself, not 

apeopleying preconceived codes to the data. During the coding process the data are condensed, 

labeled, categorized, conceptualized at a more abstract level, and rearranged by making 

connections between the categories. 

Open coding is the procedure with which the analyst begins. Open coding is an 

unrestricted coding of the data. Line by line coding is used in order to determine the concepts and 

categories that fi the data. Meaning unit coding examines the data from each separate unit of 

meaning rather that in a line by line fashion. From these very tentative categories or concepts, the 
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researcher is capable of uncovering further conditions, strategies, interactions and consequences 

within the data (Berg, 1998). 

Axial coding or focused coding occun following open coding and consists of intensive 

coding around one category (Berg, 1998). This coding is more focused and allows for the 

generation of categories for capturing your data (Charrnaz, 1995). The data is thus rearranged by 

making connections between categories and their respective subcategories. By categorizing, 

certain codes are assumed to have overriding significance in explicating events or processes in 

your data. "A category remains no more than a conceptualization of several similar incidents until it 

is more fully developed and densified by discovering its properties, the conditions under which it 

occurs, the strategies used for getting there and the consequences of those actions for all involved" 

(Corbin, 1986. p. 95). 

Selective coding refers to the process of determining the core category (the central 

phenomenon) and systematically relating it to other major categories. The core category is the 

category under which all other categories appear to fit and to which they all relate. Following the 

development of a core category, the analyst would venfy that scheme to see if it did indeed fit or 

explain the major action in the data by returning to the data, case by case (Corbin, 1986). 

Constant Comparative Method 

The discovery mode of grounded theory generates theory by using explicit coding and 

analytic procedures simultaneously (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967, p. 102). As such, investigators 

systematically categorize data and limit theorizing until patterns in the data emerge from the 

categorizing operation (Rennie, Phillips 8 Quartaro, 1988, p. 141). This method includes 'data 

collection, open categorizing (this can be done with line by line coding or with meaning units), 

memoing, moving toward parsimony through the determination of a core category, recycling of 

earlier steps in terms of the core category, sorting of memos, and the write-up of the theory 
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(Glaser, 1978 in Rennie et.al., 1988). Data collection is influenced by the outcomes of the 

emerging analysis. Data collection continues until categories saturate, which means that the 

analysis of additional protocols reveals no new categories, propelties, or relationships among 

them. Following saturation of the categories, the researcher's focus shifts to the relationships 

among categories, some of which are deemed central because they have links with other 

categories. As such, a hierarchical structure is formed in which central categories subsume lower- 

order categories. From the central categories, effort is directed toward determining the most 

central or core category. This category is most densely related to the other categories and their 

properties (Rennie et.al., 1988). 

Memoing is used throughout the analysis procedure. Inevitably, ideas about the data, the 

categories and the theory occur throughout the collection and analysis of data. As such, memos 

are recorded regarding these ideas (Rennie et.al.. 1988). Memos help obtain insight into guiding 

assumptions, raise the conceptual level by encouraging the researcher to move beyond single 

incidents to themes and patterns in the data, capture speculation about the properties or 

relationships among categories, and preserve ideas that have potential value but which are 

premature. In addition, they are used to note thoughts about the similarity of the emerging theory 

to establish theories or concepts and play a key role in the wnte-up of the theory (Rennie et.al., 

1988). 

Within my study meaning units rather than line by line coding were initially used in the 

categorization process. Following the analysis of one interview, basic categories were developed. 

It was at that point that the analysis of the second interview was started. The categories from this 

interview were compared and contrasted with the categories developed within the first protocol. 

This process continued until no new categories were developed and no new information was 

incoming. Three over-arching themes were then generated from the determination of relationships 

between Me smaller categories. These themes were common both within each time period of the 
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narratives of the women and across a number of the women. A core category was not determined 

as the study was attempting to ascertain if the women experienced a transition in their life world 

along the continuum of their narratives and if there were common themes amongst the women 

which would differ from those previously generated in the abuse literature. 

Contentious Issues in Grounded Theory 

Qualitative research methods, although having many strengths, have often been the 

subject of debate, criticism and misunderstanding in the dominating logical positivist world of 

psychology. Credibility in the hypotheticodeductive approach to psychology is often explained by 

means such as random assignment of participants, large numbers of participants, hypothesis 

testing, experimental control, objectivii and statistical analysis (Rennie et ai.. 1988). It is beyond 

the scope of this paper to discuss the debate of which methodological approach is best to 

understand our social world. Perhaps both qualitative and quantitative methodologies have 

inherent strengths and weaknesses and as such, are best when working with different types of 

research questions (Patton, 1990). 

One of the strengths within the grounded theory approach to studying psychology is that 

since grounded theory is concerned with the generation of theory from data, and not the verification 

of theory within data, as is the dominant hypotheticodeductive approach to psychology, it is 

possibte to address highly complex meaning structures that might otherwise be untheorizable 

(Rennie et.al., 1988). In addition, grounded theory permits the use of data which does not lend 

itself easily to quantification (Corbin, 1986). 

Although Rennie et.al. (1 988) state that grounded theory is released "from the constraint of 

the verificational approach" to theory, "the release is won at the expense of a number of threats to 

the credibility of the approach" (p. 146). The particularly contentious issues of theoretical sampling 

and sampling size and threats to the credibility of findings will be briefly addressed below. 



Theoretical Samplina and Sarn~lina Size. 

"All sampling procedures rest on the notion of representativeness" (Chenitz et.al., 1986, 

p.9). Within quantitative research designs, population representativeness is procured through 

random sampling and a large number of individuals in the sample. In contrast. the qualitative 

researcher utilizes purposive sampling and as such seeks out individuals who are knowledgeable 

about the phenomena of interest, thus attempting to establish representativeness of concepts. 

Through the iterative process of data collection and analysis, further sampling is theory driven to 

elaborate, refine andlor test the validity of emerging categories and their relationships (Chenitz & 

Swanson, 1986). 

A grounded theory researcher is unable to predetermine the specific number of 

participants who will be required to attain saturation, although this generally occurs after the 

analysis of between five to ten protocols (Rennie et.al., 1988). 

Threats to Credibilitv of Findinus 

Validity and reliability are critical issues in evaluating positivistic research findings, 

however grounded theory results cannot be measured against positivistic canons developed 

specifically within a quantitative paradigm because the nature of the research process is different. 

Qualitative researches have thus developed 'rough analogs' to quantitative measures of reliability 

and validity, usually referred to as establishing adequacy of evidence and credibility of the research 

(Chenitz et.al., 1986). Ultimately the credibility of an emergent grounded theory is found within four 

criteria: It should be believable, thus providing a plausible explanation: It should be adequate, 

thus presenting a comprehensive account that does not omit large or important portions of the 

data: It should be grounded in terms of the appropriate procedures and thereby grounded in the 

data and it should be apeopleicable and lead to theoretical ideas and additional investigation. 

Threats to the credibility of grounded theoly have been identified as sub- and 



reliance on verbal reports as data (Rennie et.al., 1988). 

Subiectivtty. 

Objectivity is an assumed benefit to quantitative research even though much attention has 

been drawn to the role of subjective factors within this research paradigm. Grounded theory 

methods have been criticized as too subjective and thus, unreliable and invalid. The gmunded 

theory analyst however, supports her theory with adequate documentation of the emergent 

categories, justified by evidence grounded in the data to aid the reader in assessing the credibility 

of reported conclusions (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). May (1986) suggests that the best test of 

grounded theory's integrity and ability to explicate the lived experience and fit is the reaction of the 

individuals under study. 

Verbal Re~orts as Data. 

Within the modernist perspective, 'truth' is considered a single reality which one must 

strive to discover. As grounded theory is embedded within the postmodemist perspective, a 

perspective which adheres to the premise that there is no single truth, the researcher within this 

paradigm is not attempting to uncover this 'single nugget of gold' truth. Verbal reports rely on 

access to conscious material, and retrospective accounts which are highly dependent on recall and 

which are often negotiated during the intewiew process. Thus, from the perspective of the 

quantitative researcher, this absence of criteria with which to validate 'truth' could be viewed as 

problematic. However, given the underlying tenets of the gmunded theory approach, this is not 

problematic. Grounded theorists strive to understand the world from their participant's perspective 

in an attempt to understand the individual's construction of meaning for events in their lives 

(Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Qualitative researchers strive for fairness and balance in the 

treatment of multiple perspectives, and truth is interpreted to mean reasonably accurate and 

believable data rather than true data in the absolute sense (Patton, 1990). 



CHAPTER # 4 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

Purpose of Research 

The primary goal of this study was to examine the decision making process and 

motivations for unmarried childless women to leave abusive relationships. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, grounded theory within a phenomenological narrative analysis will be used in the 

research. The population of interest was women who had been in an abusive relatianship, who did 

not have children and who had left the relationship. It was the researcher's intention to sample 

participants until a point of saturation had been reached, thus eliciting no new information. It was 

anticipated that a minimum of 10 to 15 participants would be required. 

Participant Recruitment and Selection 

Initial Contact 

Participants were actively recruited with assistance of the Calgary Women's Emergency 

Shelter, the Calgary Women's Health Collective, Woods Homes, the Universrty Student 

Counselling Services, Discovery House and the Y.W.C.A. S h e w  King Home. In addition, posters 

were placed in various locations on the University of Calgary campus and an advertisement was 

placed in the Calgary Herald Newspaper. All participants were required to meet certain criteria for 

inclusion in the study. These criteria were that they have been previously involved in an abusive 

relationship; were childless at the time of the abusive relationship; had actively left the abusive 

relationship; and were willing to participate in the study. The participant's marital status was not a 

criterion for participation. 

Participants were recruited in two ways. The agencies who had agreed to represent my 
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research study actively presented information to women who met criteria for the study (see 

Appendix A). A telephone guide was provided in order to facilitate this process (see Appendix B). 

In addition, posters were distributed in various locations on the Univenw of Calgary Campus and 

an advertisement was placed in the Calgary Herald Newspaper requesting participants. When a 

woman decided that she was potentially interested in participating in the study, she contacted the 

researcher in order to obtain relevant information regarding the study. The recruitment strategy 

was designed to ensure that participvlts would feel free to decline at any point if they were no 

longer interested in participating. 

In total, 14 women contacted the researcher for more detailed information about the study. 

One woman, after having procured more information, declined to participate. Three women offered 

to participate and agreed to be called at a later date if they were needed in the study. Ten other 

women agreed to and did participate in the research study. 

Pre-interview Contact 

Each potential participant spoke directly with We researcher by telephone in order to 

answer any questions she might have and to invite involvement in the study. The women were 

explained the process of the research and as such, were informed that they would be interviewed 

and audiotaped once, after which they would read the researcher's interpretation of their 

experience and then provide feedback in order to correct and verify what the researcher had 

written. It was estimated that the total time commitment for the interview and feedback session 

would be between one to four hours. 

All women except one agreed to participate in the project, and a mutually convenient time 

and location for the first intenhew was negotiated. Seven of the participants were interviewed at 

the University of Calgary, while the other three women preferred that the interviews be conducted 

in their respective homes. 



Instruments 

Interview Guide 

An intervi-ew guide was provided to the participants to facilitate discussion about their 

experience (see Appendix C). The guide included areas which had been outfined as important 

factors in the decision making processes of women in the previous literature. Participants were 

also encouraged to discuss any relevant issues which were not included in the interview guide. 

The guide was presented to the participant at the start of the in te~ew. The participant read the 

guide and then had the option of iollowing the broad questions outlined or of telling her story 

without the use of the guide. Of the ten participants, all of them initially read the interview guide. 

Nine of the women then proceeded to share their story without use of the guide. They then tumed 

to the guide to determine if anything of relevance to their experience had been forgotten. The final 

woman did not choose to use the interview guide after she had shared her experiences. 

Data Recordina and Transcri~tion 

With each participant's consent, the interview sessions were audiotaped and then 

transcribed. Audiotapes and printed copies of the transcriptions were maintained in a secured 

location in the researcher's office. The interviews were transcribed so as to include ail of the 

conversation between the participant and the participant. The transcriptions incfuded fillers such 

as urn, uh etc. At certain points during the interviews the women or myself were inaudible. As 

such, these data were omitted from the transcriptions. The total number of words in the 

transcriptions was 108 001. 

Two principal strategies were used to protect the participant's identities. Pseudonyms for 

both the women and their partners were substituted in the transcription process and are used 

throughout this report. In addition, any names of specific institutions which could be used to 

identlfy the participant were changed. A single list of the proper names of all participants and their 
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corresponding pseudonyms was maintained in a secured location in the researcher's office. 

Procedure 

Initial Interview 

All participants were interviewed by the researcher. The first interview began by 

discussing briefly why the research was being conducted, clawing the basic procedure which was 

to be followed, answering any questions asked and obtaining informed consent to participate in the 

study (see appendix D). The woman then read the intenriew guide and was free to discuss her 

experience with or without aid of the guide. When the woman felt that she had completed her 

story, she was asked to review the interview guide in order to see if anything else was of relevance 

to her experience. 

The length of the interviews varied from 30 minutes to 2 hours and 15 minutes. The 

interviews were then transcribed by the researcher. 

Feedback Session 

After the first interviews had been conducted and the narrative of each participant's 

experience written from the transcriptions, the participants were recontacted to review and venfy 

the researcher's summary of what they had provided. At this point, the palticipant was free to 

correct, change, add or delete information from their story. As such, the participant was actively 

involved in the creation of her own narrative. 

Data Analysis 

All interviews were transcribed and subsequently coded in a relatively descriptive fashion, 

using meaning units as the basic unit of analysis. In addition, a narrative of the women's 

experience was written in order to p o m y  their story in a temporal fashion. These narratives were 
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presented to the women in order to obtain their feedback and venfy that the information and 

understanding of the basic underlying issues were indeed accurate. After implementing 

recommended changes and additions into the narratives, a comparative method of analysis was 

utilized. Similarities and differences in the personal narratives of the informants were identified. 

Similar concepts were grouped to develop categories and each unit of analysis was assigned to as 

many categories as seemed appropriate. As the analysis proceeded, more abstract, higher order 

categories were developed from the grouping and regrouping of existing concepts, categories and 

dimensions. Data coilection was terminated when category saturation was achieved. 

Categories and labeled phenomena were rearranged throughout the data analysis by 

making comparisons between data, asking ongoing questions of the data, and generating 

hypotheses about possible relationships between identified categories. Tentative hypotheses were 

venfied within the narratives of the participants which had previously been verified as accurate 

depictions of their experience. Quotes were selectively chosen and utilized throughout the 

analyses to portray the categories which had been formed. The quotes were selected in an 

attempt to capture the women's retrospective perception at the specific time period being analyzed. 

Only the quotes which were found to best represent the specific theme presented were selected. 

Bolding was utilized throughout the quotes in an attempt to highlight the theme which was being 

exposed. In addition, occasionally words were capitalized within the quotes. Capitals were used to 

portray when a women was stressing the word. 



CHAPTER # 5 

ANNE 

Anne met her partner Scott when she was 18 years old. He was 22 years old. Although 

she had not been living at home for some years, Anne had just moved into her own apartment and 

was on her own at 18 for the first time. She met Scott in May and moved in with him in September. 

They lived together for two and half years, thus the relationship lasted approximately three years. 

The couple was living in Barry, Ontario while they were together. Their relationship ended 

approximately 17 years ago. 

Anne stated that she came from a very abusive family. She was emotionally, physically 

and sexually abused by her father and brothers starting at three years of age. Her mother was a 

workaholic and denied that anything was happening to her daughter. Anne blames her mother for 

the abuse because of this. While Anne was a young girl, she was playing at a friend's home and 

made a sexual comment Her friend reacted and later told her own mother. Rather than reporting 

the abuse, the mother forbade Anne to play with her daughter after this. Anne learned quickly that 

she must keep the family secret. She was very bright and skipped a grade in school, but also 

became the class clown. As she came from a military family which necessitated moving on a 

regular basis, this enabled her to make friends quickly and to keep the attention directed at her 

positive, thus continuing to hide the 'family secret'. Anne believed that she deserved the abuse. 

She thought she was worthless. She also thought that this was normal familial behaviour. 

35. ... I'm an incest survivor as well. so. from my father ... 

334. yeah..for me the incest started when I was aged 3...so..huh 

99. ... and that's the other thing, I was the youngest ... of three kids and they were two older brothers 
102. D: and were they abusive toward you? 
103. A: ummm ... hmmm .. huh ...y eah ... uh ... not so much physically, but...well, a few times 

physically ... but there was some sexual stuff so a ~ n  that was power ... 
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because of my father so I , I must do stupid things to get in trouble ...y ou know. i didn't Mink I 
was. yeah I didn't have self.esteem or didn't think I was worth anything 

417. my mother never admitted anything ...( okay) ... so, she was sooo in denial ... and to me, 
she was in denial for a long time ... forever ... l mean you don't do laundry and not notice things ... 
(yeah)..that's that's my perspective as a mother .... 

87. ... she was an executive secreta ty... like ...y ou know full ti me... had a career ... and yet you know 
she allowed her kids to be beaten and stuff .... and live this terrible life ... 

63. ... cause I always blamed my mother ... and at some level I still do ... huh .... blame my 
mother for not protecting her children 

209. no, I made that mistake once when I was a kid ... l was in grade three ... three or four ... and I 
went to this girl's house down the road about 4 houses do wn... sort of..l guess grade 
three ... and sor? of .. we were playing or something and I think I suggested a sexual 
component...and she reacted to it ... and I was well my father does that to me all the 
time ... she was like "huh" and then I guess she told her mother and the next day or 
whenever yeah, the next day when I went to play with my friend ... then um..l was told that I 
wasn't allowed to play with her. She wasn't allowed to play with me anymore. 

213. yeah, so again ... that just ingrained it tha t... I'm bad .... l did something bad .... now, she's 
not allowed to play with me anymore.. 

89. .... 1, uh, I skipped a, uh, skipped grade six. ...( uh huh), so I ... after that I always was the 
youngest ... and so every ... l always looked up to everybody ... and I just automatically, I 
automatically gave my power away to everybo *...because they were older than me. 

174. cause I always was the class clown ...( uh huh) you know in school..because I moved 
every year ...y ou know I was a military brat ... so ...( oh okay)..so every year I had to you 
know ... start off being the class clown and ha, that's how I made friends and that's also how 
you keep positive attention on you and keep family secrets...and uh ... uh ... ha ha (sad) 
yeah, yeah, just to be attractive and be having fun ... and ... 

215. so yeah, there just is no point, to me there's no point in telling anyone ... because you 
are making yourself look bad. you are bad. 

Anne was finally was taken out of her home. Her view of the world did not improve 

however, as she was sexually abused at the foster home to which she had gone for protection. 

She then met and moved in with a man with whom she had fallen in love when she was 16 years 



old. He was 32 yeas old. He had affairs while in the relationship. While living with him, Anne got 

pregnant and he abandoned her, thus bursting another 'bubble'. She had the baby, but gave her 

up for adoption. 

162. ummmrn .... uh ... well, I went through sexual abuse at one foster ho me... 
.... so ... huh ...... that didn't really help my perspective on the world too much ...( no) ... no 
... t..(time)...cries... 

164. ... uh .... my boyfriend ... my first true love ... even though I had sex before ... with other 
guys ... this one .... 1 was 16, he was 32...and I loved him to &oth...that was my first red 
love ... but then he basically abandoned me when I got pregnant .. so ... huh ... so that kind of 
crashed that bubble ...(y eah) ... the old white picket fence and the baby ... 

1 99. ... with Maxine's dad ... even though I lived with him and there was no physical abuse ... but 
he cheated on me and stuff ... 

223. ... because I didn't want to give my baby up for adoption ...(y eah).. so I did, for her best 
interests ... 

Anne tried to date 'nice' guys, but found them 'boring'. She met Scott who was exciting. 

They 'drank and partied' and Anne was enjoying her life. 

164. .... and then I dated some really nice guys but the nice guys were boring ... 
166. .... so then when I got, found Scott and he was exciting and ... and ...y w know we were 

partying and drinking and smoking pot ... experimenting with drugs ... it was exciting ... 

Anne stated that although Scott had not directly experienced abuse as a child, he had 

witnessed interparental violence between his alcoholic father and his step-mother. In addition, 

Scott's mother had left the family when he young. As a young adult, Scott married a woman 

because she was pregnant. Their marriage ended after six months and Scott had to pay child 

support for his daughter which occasionally added tension in his relationship with Anne. 

271. .... and Scott had, he had actually been mamed for like 6 months or something and only 
mamed her because she did get pregnant ...( uh-huh) and he had a little girl ... and there was, 
sometimes there was some tension and stress around that, like he had to pay child support 
finally at one point and go to court, he got taken to court or whatever ... 

Generally speaking, Anne held very traditional beliefs. She felt that since men paid to 

court a woman, she 'almost owed him'. She repaid him in the only way available to her, with sex. 



As such, she believed that men had 'the power'. Anne thought that the woman was to stay home 

wlth the children and Mat the man was to work. She believed in a 'white knight' who would save 

her. Unfortunately, if the roof that the white knight provided had a price of violence, Anne was 

willing to accept this. Most importantly, the white knight would save her from being alone, which 

would ultimately be the worst fate she could have faced. 

21 9. ... in the '7OYs, the guy asked you out ... took you out to dinner and dancing or whatever ... and 
then it was almost ... l felt almost that I owed him something for that .... (yeah) always ... and 
they always paid ... like everything ...y ou ....y ou weren't ... the idea of even offering to pay was like 
alien to me (yeah) and in most cases I didn't have the money anyway ... so ...(y eah) so then I 
always that well then you owe them and usually the only way to repay that is through 
sex. .. ... so I just ...y eah ... to me .... men have the power ... they had the money, they had 
... they had .... whatever they said seemed to go ... 

181. uhhh ... at 18? at 18 ... well I thought I was gonna ..... we would get married at some point 
and I would have children and have the white picket fence and ...y ou know the old fairy 
tales that I was raised on .... and believed ... I believed those fairy tales to the core of my 
heart ... 

183. yup ... but 1 thought that there was a white knight ...(y eah) ... a knight in shining amour was 
going to save me ...(y eah) ... and I and every time I fell in love ... I thought .... this is the white 
knight ... this guy is gonna save me .... even though he's abusing me ... he's still gonna' save 
me becuase he's gonna look after me, he's gonna' put a roof over my head and Scott did 
that when ... he ...y ou know he paid the rent, we had groceries, we had booze, we had pot, we 
had .... all the basics (yeah) you know, at some level I felt that I was saved ... because I wasn't 
out in the world. .. Alone ... I'm not a person who likes to be Alone ... (yeah exactly) ... so, you 
know ... alone is The worst thing ... 

187. ... and I thought too ... a woman's worth is..you know ...y ou're only worth something if you're 
with someone .... so if I'm already totally worthless, at least I guess I'm not TOTALLY 
worthless cause I have a guy .... you know .... (yeah) .... l have a guy .... he puts a roof over my 
head, he feeds me and because he was a cook, he did most of the cooking ... 

201. well, just in the traditional view ... even though I wasn't cooking ... so that part uh was 
untraditional ... but I still did all the cleaning ... all the laundry, the grocery shopping, I was 
responsible for the budget ... running the household ... whatever ..... I just thought that's what 
you do ... that's what you're supposed to do. ... and he's supposed to save me ... by having a 
roof over my head (laughs) ...y eah 

The Relationship 



Although Anne had just completed two years of upgrading and a general stenographer 

course when she met Scott, s h  did not feel that her education was important. She believed that 

she was going to stay home and be a housewife. 

138. ... education wise I met him just at the end of a two year upgrading and general 
stenographer course through UIC so I had UIC cheques. and that, that was sort of why I 
moved in with him in the September because I was done my course in August and hadn't 
found a job yet ... so (okay) moved in with him. And then I got a job ... 

268. ...y eah, education didn't matter anymore because I thought I was going to k a 
housewife. and a mom... 

Given her background, Anne had come to expect abuse within her personal relationships. 

She believed that she deserved it and that she did things wrong, thus provoking it. Scott, knowing 

about Anne's past, used this information to confirm that Anne was worthless. 

197. yeah ... yeah ... l just thought it (abuse) was normal .... just like ... oh well ... that's life .... I 
thought that was life 

35. ... so, my boyfriend knew all those things ... and he used them to prove how I was 
worthless basically. laughs. and I believed him ... 

41. 1 was just submissive and then I thought I deserved it 

Anne stated that Scott was 'extremely jealous' and impossible to predict. He would tell 

Anne that she could not survive without him and reinforce that she was worthless. She in turn 

believed that her love for him 'should be enough'. She also believed that if you love someone, 

'you're with them forever'. Anne thought of herself as very trusting and acted as such with those 

around her. Scott could not accept this part of Anne and as such a basic part of who she was 

became a 'point of contention' within their relationship. 

8. ... he was extremely jealous ... ... whew ... extremely jealous and controlling .... ummmm 
..there didn't seem to be anything that I could predict ... almost that would predict the 
abuse. It could be something from putting too much milk in the mash potatoes to he saw me 
talking to a guy on the street and I don't even how who he's talkin' about because it was 

9. just some stranger asking me what time it was..hmmm..it wasn't something I remembered 

1 1. umm ... it could be getting home on the mid-night sh ift... urn you know, five minutes late..even 
though I was getting a ride with the foreman. you know like ... it could be any 
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reason .. urn .. urn ... he urn ... well. I let him ... huh ... urn ...j ust erode my sefflesteem and everything 
right down ... and he told me a million times you know that without me you're nothing 
...y ou can't survive out there ...y ou've never been on your own really ...y ou know you can't live 
without me ...y ou can't make it or whatever ... and .... 

235. ... I just loved him ... l thought that should be enough. I thought if you love someone 
with all your heart and you gave them your whole soul ... like I always, I always love that way, 
and I' I'd call it naive and trusting ... like way too trusting ... and I used to get into trouble for 
that. I was too friendly, and trusting people ... and if that meant guys ... then that caused 
problems in the relationship. You're too friendly, you're flirting ...y ou know.. so. I'm just being 
me ...j ust being normal me ...I act the same way whether it's a guy or a 
female ... whatever ...y ou know, it doesn't matter (yeah) ... but that was a point of contention. 

237. yeah .... so, that was sometimes abusive because that would lead to questions, and where 
were you for five minutes at this party or whatever you know ... and ugh .... just uh ...j ust slimy 
stuff ... and I'm thinkin' you know where do you even get these ideas from? like I love you to 
death, I'm totally committed to you ... like now I would say against all odds ... huh ...y ou 
know ... to me ...y eah ... 1 just ... I just thought ...y ou know, you just love someom and you're 
with them forever and ever.. 

Funher adding to Scott's jealousy and controlling nature, was his alcoholism. Scott would 

become more abusive when he was drinking although Anne stated that when he smoked pot, he 

would become 'calmer' than he was normally. Anne tried to help him with his alcoholism. 

167. D: ... did the abuse occur more when he was drinking? 
168. A: yup, yup ... 

170. urn .... l used to argue that with everybody because everybody ... like his dad ... who was an 
alcoholic and he used to beat his wife ... who was not Scott's mother it was his second wife ... 
urn.. she or he used to blame the pot and my foster family blamed the pot but I told 
them ... no actually when he's smoking a joint, he's calm ... calmer than alcohol....so, no it's 
not the pot ... it's the alcohol. 

172. yeah ... ... the pot just mellowed him out ... and he was happier and relaxed ... that's when 
we had fun 

359. yeah ... and I was ... l was trying to help him at the time. ..like through his alcoholism .... 
(uh huh) and you know, I even tried to help his dad through his alcoholism ... l was always 
this helping kind of person ..... 

Anne believed that she could control the abuse. She believed Scott when he told her that 

it was her fault that others would 'come on to her' and she believed that she could control others 



actions in order to control Scott's abuse. 

318. ... but I thought I was bad ... l thought I must be bad cause I , I'm too friendly, I'm too 
naive, ....( okay) ... I'm too trusting ... like that way ... and I thought it was my fault that guys 
you know talked to me or came onto me or something ... Mat I got into these sort of 
situations or predicaments ... 

320. well, and I thought I could. or ... should .... l thought I should be able to (control others) 
83. ..cause I thought I did cause it .... l shouldn't have talked to that stranger ... and given him the 

time .... f shouldn't have ....y ou know ... again that control issue. I should have been in 
control ... l should have somehow made the foreman drive faster ...g et me home on time ... and 
you know ... I should have kept my mouth shut. 

299. ... every move, every word, I used to double, triple think ... you know ... foresee 
consequences Long before they may or may not happen .... uh, uh .... yeah and that same 
helplessness ... 

As the relationship continued, the abuse became more severe and more frequent. When 

Scott changed his profession however, he would beat her less often, but when he did become 

violent, the severity would become more intense. 

45. ... he used to like ....y ou h o w  like beating me up or whatever ... choking me ... smothering me. 
47. ... it ... it accelerated and was happening more and more often. so maybe like that was 6 

months so then maybe it was like ... 2 months later and then you know another 2 months and 
then down to a month ... most every month 

150. and he finally got a job doing what. ... like he really was an artist ... at heart ... like he was 
very good like with leather work or in the end he got a job doing brass etchings ....( okay) 
so ... that seemed to help ... for him .... because he got out of the pressure cooker .... job ...( ha ha) ... i 
meant the pun.. and uh ...( laughing) the artistic stuff sort of helped..(okay).. 

152. ye ah..y eah .... it was more severe ... but maybe less often 

Throughout the three years, Anne left Scott many times after abusive incidents. Initially, 

she would return to the last foster family with whom she had lived. Anne would miss Scott though 

and feel depressed. She felt that she belonged with him and that without him, she was like a 'fish 

out of water'. Eventually, she stopped calling her foster family for support. She would just endure 

the abuse. She stated that she was a 'pleasing kind of person' and that of course, the foster family 

and her friends encouraged her to leave the abusive relationship. This created additional pressure 

which Anne could not alleviate because she felt she needed to be with her partner. Anne also 



stated that another reason she would return was because she could not predict what would lead to 

Scott's violence and she started to be afraid for the people with whom she was staying. She did 

not want to endanger them or their children. 

66. oh God. in three years ...p robably ...p robably at least 10 or 10 or 12 times (she had left him) 

so I'd ... he'd beat me up and then I'd sometimes leave and I'd go back to the last foster 
family ... and that was out in the country and then I'd miss him and then I'd ... he'd end up 
phoning or I'd phone him ... and then I'd end up back then like two days later ..... annnd 
... uh ... after a while I wouldn't phone anyone anymore! (the foster family) ... 

301. 1 was mostly depressed when I left him ...(y eah) ye ah... and then ... that's a big reason 
I'd go back because I was sooo sad and I was mir ing him soo bad and my worth was 
so attached to him ...(y es) and thought that was my place ... that's where I belonged ... that I felt 
like a fish out of water ... (okay) ... any where else 

13. yeah ... l wouldn't phone for quite a while ... or like the next, the next abuse that happened I 
wouldn't call anyone. 

17. 1 wouldn't ... and I just handled it ... because people helped me move out and move back in. 
and you know ... they get attached to their opinion ... 

70. they were but of course they were encouraging me to get out of the relationship ... don't call. 

72. A: no because then I just felt, I just felt more pressure .... like pressure from him wanting me 
back and pressure from them to not go Mere and, just like ... l was a pleasing kind of 
person ... huh..laugh, so I couldn't please anybody. 

76. ... asking friends to help ... l soon learned that that's Not a good idea ... because they are 
attached to their .... they help you then they are attached to you doing something. 

246. huh ... no, because it wasn't even predictable. cause it could be mashed potatoes or 
huh ... it could be anything ... so yeah, to me it was, it's just the way it was ... which is a learned 
helplessness ... that there is nothing you can do ...y ou can't change it ... and to me even 
leaving, like I knew he would hunt me down anyways, so at some level I might as well 
go back to him (yeah) ... so when he started ... when I left and he started phoning me or I 
started phoning him ... then I'd get afraid for the p o p k  that I was staying with ... 

248. and their kids .... see kids ... it's a big one I guess..when it comes to kids it's like I don't 
want to be the cause of anything happening to kids ... huh ... so, it would be better to go back 
with him. so, yeah ... that was a major deciding factor.. 

Anne also believed that she returned to Scott because at no point did he cross her own 



perceived acceptable cut off for abuse. She felt that if the abuser did not 'break your bones', then 

his actions were acceptable. Anne related her acceptability of Scott's level of abuse to her 

childhood. She also explained that others often have different levels of abuse which they 

constitute as acceptable. It is Ehus dependent on each individual's unique definitions of abuse 

which ultimately brings one to label abuse as such. Since Scott was not breaking Anne's bones, 

she did not label his behaviour as excessively abusive. 

241. 1 guess I had a bit of a line th ere... and I think it had to do with broken bones. huh ... uh, I 
think that was a line ... l think ... I think that's what kept me coming back to him ... because I 
thought..oh..it isn't that bad, he didn't break my nose or he didn't break a bone or 
anything ... (uh-hu h) 

243. no, no. .. and my father hadn't neither ... so I think somehow I thought that but .... but I heard 
stories or you know, seen movies and to me that was like .... ohh ...if somebody breaks your 
bones ... that's pretty bad 

357. hmmm ... just that it's vermy subtle ... it is so subtle ... when you're in it ... that maybe that's 
the part that other people don't understand ... like to them some things a n  obvious ...y ou 
know it's obvious ....y ou .... you know a guy shouldn't be hitting you or ...y ou know, it's obvious 
this is abuse or you know ... like my idea of abuse is you know, ... well it's not really abuse 
because he didn't break any bones.. .(y eah) ... see and that's my own internal 
measurement ... whereas someone else ... well no, the guy hit you ... other people say..the guy 
slaps your face once ... that's physical abuse.. you know ...y ou don't have to take that .... so I think 
... I think that part is soo subtle and that is maybe dependent on the person's 
experience .... urn ... as a child or whatever...as to what level they accept or don't accept ... 
urn .... I think our mind ... our mind is so good at rationalizing ... huh..either you deserved L.. 
so yeah..that's why that happened or like ... this is for whatever ... but our mind can, can sort of 
fix it okay 

Anne discussed the 'cycle of abuse' that she experienced with Scott. She stated that their 

relationship went through all three phases predictably and that Scott would promise her that he 

would never hurt her again and send her flowers. She also stated that the intensity during this 

cycle, created an intimacy with her partner that she later was not able to recapture with her 

husband. Thus, although she did not experience the abuse, neither did she experience the 

intimacy. 

249. cycle of abuse.. . yeah .... tension building phase, battering incident, honeymoon phase ... 
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yeah ... and that is MOO true ... so predictable ... ... no two ways about that.. 

229. ... 1 mean it went through the typical abusive cyck ... with the honeymoon stage and 
everything else ... and he used to say ... he used to ... whenever I was at work, he would send 
flowers, I would get flowers ... everybody would be ... oh he's so romantic ...y our boyfriend is so 
romantic ...y ou know blah bl ah... nice guy and everything ... and he looked like a nice guy ... in 
public ...( laughs)..and so ... and he would always tell me this, I'll never do this again ... I'll never 
hurt you again ... and I DID believe that ... 

250. and even though ... even ..I guess even in the honeymoon phase I knew this wouldn't 
last. but it didn't matter ... because it is such a deep love and you are so close and 
intimate .... like that part of it is different ... than like 10 yean with my husband and not 
having that roller coaster....at some level him and I also didn't have that intimacy ... 
(okay) yeah ... we didn't experience that really deep close love ... 

Anne attempted to control the abuse by taking control of certain aspects within the 

relationship. When they moved into a new apartment, Anne had the lease put in her name so that 

when the police came, she would not have to leave her home. This was not the case however, as 

the police still made her leave. She did not find that the police were very helpful overall when 

dealing with the violence that she was enduring. They informed her that she could press charges if 

she wanted, but she knew that she couldn't do that as that would mean she were being 'bad'. She 

was also hesitant to press charges because Scott was her protector and this would mean that he 

would no longer be there to provide for her. When the police stated that she couId have a 

restraining order against him, she believed that this would put him 'over the edge' and that she may 

be endangering those around her. 

19. .... even then, like I tried to do things that I could at least control it so...one time when we 
moved I made sun that the apt was in my no me... ... and I thought ... a - ha! so the next time 
he abuses me, I'll just call the cops and they'll kick hi-him out ... but that didn't work because the 
caps came and said well one of the two of you have to go and seein' as you seem to be the 
more rational reasonable one .... YOU leave ...( laugh) so it was sort of my gnat 
disappointment in the justice system. like umm .... okay..even if the place is in MY name 
cause that's the excuse they used before in other you know places we lived, that well places 
that you know were all places that were in his name ... well you leave ... now when it's in my 
name. ... l STill gotta leave. 

285. ...y eah I just ...j ust ... the police no, they didn't help, they didn't, I think they asked H I 
wanted to press charges on occasion but oh huh;..well, I don't have any power to do 
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that... 

287. and well that would be me being bad again ... so I probably wouldn't want to do that ... 

289. ... yeah, cause I wouldn't want to see him behind bars or something ...(y eah) and then 
that also takes my shelter away from me ... so, no that wouldn't have been a good idea ... 

291. A: yup, yup cause I could imagine him going to jail for 6 months or a year or more or 
less and yeah, no matter where I went, then I was , I was for sure that he would hunt me 
down. (yeah) ... and again, who would I be with and how would I be effecting some other 
family? 

293. yeah, like f can handle like this kind of thing ...y ou know ... ... I knew how to survive ... 

398. oh ...y ou can get a restraining order put on him' 
400. ... but that's useless ...(y up) ... so what Me guy violates the restraining order but you're 

dead and so a n  these p p l e  .... that you live with .... (laughs )...huh...oh well, so rry... you 
know ... what are you gonna' do ... so to me, that's no deterrent ... and if anything that could 
tick him off even more ... that it will aggravate him to go to the next more violent level..you 
know, guns or ... explosives.. 

Although Anne had access to social support, she did not find that it was beneficial to her 

during her ralationship. She was fearful that her friends would be judgmental of and blame her 

because she had been beaten again. Additionally, Anne stated that social support would not have 

helped her get through the lonely times or the financial difficulties. She stated that she lost good 

jobs because of the abuse and that she did not feel comfortable confiding in her co-workers 

because she didn't need the extra pressure or to be judged. Anne had learned as a child that 

these secrets remained at home, and so her silence was well guarded in this respect. 

394. ...y eah, but social support isn't there at night when you're in bed all by yourself for 
the first time in three years ... or 10 years or whatever .... social support's not there when 
you're womed about your rent. .... 

396. yeah I mean after a while, you start using up those resources ... all those friends, that 
family that's attached to you leaving that guy .... every time you ask them for help and you go 
back ... you know, you've taken a little piece of them with you. ... .. and . and they're only 
going to handle that for so long.. so you end up losing your social supports really ..... 
depending on how long it goes ... and then there is always that fear...if the person abuses 
you, they're going to abuse the people you're with so you're effecting them ... 

78. .... well, it felt scary for me because (talking about the abuse) ...y ou know..l thought they'd 
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think less of me definitely ...(y eah) .... what's wrong with me ...y ou know I've heard that 
before ....y ou know some w o r n  deserved to be beaten...or need to be beaten ...y ou know 
there's some weird need in you..and I thought ... that's probably from my childhood ... so I don't 
know ... that's kind of yucky-and ... 

138. ... 1 lost a few jobs because of the abuse ..cause I wasn't able to make it to work the next 
morning after fighting all night ... or you know .... l didn't want to go in with bruises the next day or 
whatever ....(y eah) so I lost a good job at a newspaper ... lost a good job in a printing company. 

141. 0: and what stopped you from talking to them about it? 
142. A: ummm ... huh ... I think from my childhood just that those are secrets things ... they 

belong at home ... they stay at ho me.... and again with you know, seeing the effects on my 
foster family, I didn't need people at work telling me what to do .... leave him and 
whatever ...(y eah)..l didn't need the extra pressure (yeah, okay) ... 

143. 0: and fear of being judged? 
1 44. A: yeah, yeah ... huh ...y eah, cause you know, hen 1 am, educated and supposed to be 

starting a career... 

Anne finally decided to leave Scott when she heard him telling his best friend in Calgary 

that they were to be married. Hearing Scott verbalize their plans to someone else suddenly s w e d  

Anne. She could not bare the thought of bringing children into a relationship where she was being 

beaten in front of them or where they would potentially be abused. She did not want to repeat her 

past, and become a mother who ailowed her children to be exposed to this lifestyle. Anne did not 

fear for herself or feel that she experienced any major transitions in her way of thinking about the 

abuse when it was related to herself. 

57. umm ... it's kind of ironic actually ... this time urn ...j ust a week earlier .... his friend..Tim, who 
actually became my future husband, huh(laugh) had phoned from Caigary, to Barry Ont. where 
we lived, and ... urn my boyfriend Scott had told Tim that we were going to get married and 
you know you'll have to come back home for the wedding and everything and ... and just like 
we'd talked about marriage before and ail..you know ... $s kind of yeah, yeah sort of thing .... but 
when I heard him actually tell someone else, like tell his best friend basically, then that 
scared me and I just thought oh .... my God ... am I going to live the rest of my life like this? 
Am I going to bring children into this relationship ... that you know ... what's it going to be 
next time? you know ... he's choking me to dea th... is that going to be in front of the kids? or 
is he going to be like my father and start beating my kids? you know like ... no thank 
you .... no, no, no, no, no .... 

59. so there's something about him just voicing that..-.to somaone el tc....j ust made me realize 
... whew .... and I knew he was serious 



63. 1 think I , I thought perhaps that I deserved it ...g iven my checkered past and my crappy 
childhood and .... whatever ... but I knew Damned well that children didn't deserve this. and 
I think that really was the key ... that there is no way ... cause I always blamed my 
mother ... and at some level I still do ... huh .... blame my mother for not protecting her 
children .... and I thought ... what kind of a woman ... let's a man ... take away her mother's 
instinct? what does a man do to take away a mother's instinct? and I just thought there is no 
way I'm letting this guy do this to me and that I'm going to repeat a cycle that my mother 
created and allowed for MY children ... and I have a sense of children because I'd already 
given a baby up for adoption ... 

The final episode of abuse occurred about a week after Anne had heard Scott voicing their 

rnamage to his friend. This incident had been especially abusive and Anne really believed that he 

was going to kill her. When Scott finally passed out, Anne 'extricated' herself from him and fled. 

She took no personal belongings with her. 

53. yeah ... it did ...it got really scary .... the last time was scary for me cause I really thought he 
was going to choke me to death. and I just layed still and . and he passed out ... he was an 
alcoholic ... so, he passed out ... and uh I just, I layed there for like two hours just really still, 
barely breathing but I knew if I just ... and then just waiting to know that he really was gone, 
passed out, solid that I could yeah .... extricate myself from .... he was lying on top of me on 
the couch .... and just like choking me with his arms ... and then I had his hands around the back 
of my neck so I was ..had to sort of slither out of all that and then just ... wheww ... ran....ran 
out of the house ... and went to a neighbour and ...g ot a ride out of town 

54. 0: just that minute? did you take anything with you? 
55. A: nope, no I was way too afraid ... no I just bolted for the front door. 

Followina the Termination of the relations hi^ 

In order to solidify her decision to end her relationship with Scott, Anne slept with another 

man. She purposely took refuge at a friend's home rather than the foster home. While vacationing 

with her friends, she met a man. Anne believed that if she were to have sexual relations with 

another man, it automatically meant that the first relationship had to be over. It was during this 

time that Anne realized that another world existed and that there was a better way to live. 

1 07. ... 1 stayed, I stayed in Ont. in the country ... and .... l was ... the reason I didn't go back that last 
tirne..like ... that it didn't just repeat (yeah) was because I had this belief in my head 
urn ... regarding relationship .... that if I was to be sexual with another person, that 
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was ... that meant that was the end of the cumnt relationship (okay) and before that was 
how I had ended relations hips....^^, rather than going through a leaving process ... l guess did, 
but just in my head and maybe not consciously, or whatever, but if there was an opportunity to 
be with another male and I decided yup, I want to go all the way with that male then I 
consciously made that choice and to me that's crossing a line or a boundary so if I 
cross that line or boundary and went to bed with that person that meant it had ... that 
there was no choice , it just had to be goo66ye to that other relationship. 

109. so that time 1 did .... l deliberately was, stayed at my friend's rather than at the foster 
family ... l stayed next door with my girtfriend ... and her husband ... so there was less pressure 
that way about what are you going to do? (yes) stay away from him and don't phone him and 
whatever ... and ..and so I imposed sort of my own restriction this time, my own isdali*on 
from him. ... and just thought .... l need to have a good time ... so I went with her and her 
husband down to visl all his relatives and they were French and whatever and just had a great 
time ... hee hee ... like letting loose and I drank too much and whatever ... and I was like, I just 
really needed to do that finally and be free.. and I found someone to cross that line with 
and I knowingly and deliberately crossed that line (yeah) and then that was it...it was 
like .... huh (relief) .. okay ... now I said good-bye to him ... 

323. ... then, then there wasn't time to be depressed..(right).. and I think I just, just started 
accepting it ... . there is another world out here ...y ou know ... (yeah). .there's a better way ... 

Anne spent one UIC cheque 'pactying' and then was waiting for the second cheque in 

order to move to Edmonton. During the waiting period, she started speaking with Scott again. 

They spent another night together and tried to date but her fear of having to tell him that she had 

been intimate with someone else and her recognition of the 'honeymoon' phase convinced her that 

Scott's behaviour would not last. She could not confess to him that she had had sex with 

somebody else because he would then have 'justified' the past three years of abuse and she would 

have lost her last bit of self-esteem. 

325. yup ... we started talking again ... l think I actually went over there ... and spent a night or 
something ... and then, and then but all the time I'm thinking that I'm gonna leave soon as 
my unemployment cheque comes in ... so it was like a two week period ... so there was two 
weeks when I didn't talk to him or whatever ... I went away and partied or whatever ... then came 
back and started talking to him on the phone ... then went there ... .... and then we, actually we 
even started , we said well let's start over and we'll date. We went to a movie ... that's how 
it ...y eah that's how it happened ... .... but of course I knew that I'd already crossed that line 
by having sex with that other person ...(y eah) ... so I was ... like not having a good time 
because my conscience was just driving me nuts so I've got to tell ... you know ... and if I'm 
going to go back here I'm going to have to tell him arid then that's pretty scary and 
whatever ... maybe in the end it was just the faa, of having to tell him .. (yeah) I decided it 
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wasn't worth it. (yeah). but there also was a fear ... like I saw the pattern happening again ... 
maybe I really could see the pattern (yeah) ... l saw the honeymoon stage, I saw the 
movies, the dinners, the drinks ... the flowers ... the 'I'll never hurt you again* ... lines and 
whatever ... and I just got really scared .... 

312. yeah. so for me to have crossed that line ... and I knew either God was, I thought God was 
either going to get me or Scott would find out about it and he really would kill 
me ...(y eah) and that was part of ... another big reason why I didn't go back to him because 
there was NO way in hell I was going to tell him that either ... l slept with someone else. 

31 6. and you know after three years of being accused of that so many times ... the guy on 
the street comer you're telling the time to ...why are you five minutes late? where were you ? 
blah blah ... you know ... all that being associated with ..you know having affairs or something 
(yeah) and it never was and you know that would be like ... almost like the last piece of 
self-esteem to have to admit that yeah thb time I did ...(y eah) ... huh! there was no way 
.....( both laugh) ... cause that would have proved him right you see (yeah) so then he would 
have justified the whole three years worth...see you are cheater ... see you are a slut..see 
you are no good...you know, see you are bad ... 

Anne decided to move out West. She attempted to contact Scott by phone to inform him 

of her decision and to collect the remainder of her belongings. She finally had to go to his house 

on the way out of the city. When Scott saw that she was leaving the clty with a man, he threatened 

to hunt her down no matter how far she went. Anne re-confirmed her decision when she witnessed 

the end of the 'honeymoon Scott' and the beginning of his anger. 

326. ... so then I tried to phone him the night I finally had a ride lined up ... ... and then the 
next day the guy that I was getting a ride out west with, we stopped there and I went ... and 
he was home .... .... and I, I'm leaving ... I'm going out west ... that's it.. final ... but even then I 
thought I still owed him ... some kind of explanation ... or whatever ....(y eah) ... but so we went 
there to get the last of my stuff and he begged me not to leave or whatever ... and I said 
we 11, I'm going ... my ride is there ... it was a male ... so he was freakin' over that ... so then I saw 
that anger coming back and the old Scott..you know ... not the honeymoon Scott 
anymore ... and ..I just said nope ... that's it... I'm totally not having children with him ... .... and 
that's when he informed me that he would hunt me down it didn't matter how far I went 
and have a nice trip out west cause I'll find you.. . 

Although Anne felt a sense of relief while driving out west, she also stated that she 

continued to fear that Scott would 'hunt her down' for almost a year after she left Ontario. 

328. yeah ...y eah when we were finally in the truck, on the road and about oh ... the relief came 
actually when we crossed the Ontario - Manitoba boarder ..into Manitoba then I felt 
safer .... (yeah) ... like whew ... but like I said even for that next year thought.. ... I, I really 
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thought he was gonna hunt me down.. 

On her anival to Calgary, Anne met up with Tim who had been Scott's best friend. She 

attempted to come to terms with what had happened between her and Scott with Tim's aid. She 

stated that something changed in herself during this process. It was not that she no longer 

believed she deserved to be abused, but that she came to realize that people existed in this world 

who would not abuse her. In meeting Tim, who eventually became her husband, she believed that 

she had 'lucked out' and found a man who didn't abuse. 

205. ..the only thing that changed was that I guess I am attractive to some other people. 
(yeah)..good one ... It wasn't even ti1 much later ... like I ran away from there and came out here 
and then met up with his best friend Tim and we went on a date and ... whatever .... and spent 
..I don't know, it must have been t h m  or four nigh ts... or maybe about a week or so just like 
talking about this and just going over ..l just kept going over it and going over it... but I ... that 
was the healing process ... like now ... l look back ... that was actually quite short..(yeah) for 
three years of that kind of abuse. but just to talk it all out ... make sense of it of some 
soR..cause it was his friend. Tim could relate at some level or give me some insight. you 
know .. from ... how long he'd known Sco tt...y ou know, 10 years or something ... and then it was 
fine. ... .... I guess something did change during through that process though ... l think 
after that I did know I deserved, I don't know if I know, that I didn't deserve to be 
abused ... but just that .... there were people that wouldn't abuse me ... ... so and that ... that 
to me ... that was just lucky though ... that was just ... luck of the draw .... so I think I think most 
people abuse other people and I just lucked out and got one that didn't ... 

Although Anne believed in unconditional love in her relationships, with time she came to 

understand that this love cannot 'cure or fix' abuse anymore. Some years later. Scott was charged 

with abusing one of his girlfriends and was in jail. Scott told Anne's brother that he was glad to be 

in jail because he was finally getting the help that he needed. In retrospect, Anne reaiizes that she 

had not helped him wrth her unconditional acceptance of his abuse. 

361. ... love is for life type of thing and that ...(y eah)..yeah I thought at some point..this is gonna 
work .... this yeah ... he's gonna reali =...yeah, she still loves me... (yeah) ... but no, I don't, I 
don't believe that anymore (no) .... l don't believe love can cure those things or fix 
them ... or .... and it's funny, my brother um ... my brother was a chef and he worked at an 
institution for the criminally insane ... and urn .... about 3 or 4 years later .... Scott.. ended up 
there .... because he did abuse someone...a female ... a girlfriend or what ever that DID press 
charges ... and I guess maybe, maybe it was so many times later or something but he finally did 
end up in Penatang ... and my brother saw him and they recognized each other and whatever 
... and ..and Scott actually said he was glad to be there...that he was getting the help he 
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needed ... 

365. .. so at some level I wasn't doing him any help really ...(y eah) ... by coming back and by 
that unconditional love ..in the..in the end it would have been better if I had pressed 
charges and he would have gotten professional help .... 

Anne and Tim were married. Six years into her relationship with him and after having had 

two children and surviving her one daughter's open heart surgery, Anne found it safe enough to 

face her incest issues. She had been experiencing symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 

which had been negatively effecting her life. Her husband was very supportive of her and Anne felt 

that he had been a stable 'rock' for her during this time. 

343. . .. I think ... what the marriage did or what what Tim did or was to me was a solid rock, so 
I was, it was like I was running away from this sinking ship in Ontario, came out here and 
hooked up with this mck who was really safe ... ... as a friend..so he was iust, he was that safe 
rock i needed and then you know 6 years into the maniage..after we survived my youngest 
one's open heart surgery, open chest surgery and this surgery and that surgery, and all that 
nightmare, and even though in spite of that nightmare, like you know my husband stuck by me 
and us and you know whatever , there was never any question, then finally it was safe 
enough for me to start on my incest issues. And i t, it became necessity, because I was 
having nightmares just screaming in his ear at night and waking up the babies, and you 
know ... so, he's like holy crow, you've got to do something this ... like ...p lease ...( laughing) ... 
okay ... oh God ... so, then it was through that process, healing process, seeing 
psychologists and group, you know incest survivor groups, and you know, self-help 
groups ... and books, the Courage to Heal, was like monumental ... 

Anne discussed 'power' relations at length throughout our discussion. She felt that her 

beliefs that men had all the power was part of the reason that she had been abused and would 

never fully succeed in life. It was not until a man with whom she worked was angry with her 

because of her lack of full understanding of the concept that Anne came to fully appreciate what 

power meant. With this new appreciation, she was able to realize that she too could have power. 

343. even then, I didn't get a sense of power until right near the end ... of the 
marriage ... and it was only because I had an argument with someone ... this male ... and uh ... 
we were talking about power or whatever and he was like ... he just got so frustrated with me 
because I had no sense of power and he, he picked that up from me .... he knew that ....( uh 
huh) ... and he just got mad at me and he just ..oh for christ sake why dont you just leave me 
alone, go home, look up power in the dictionary and figure it out ... like he was just totally 
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disgusted with me .... cause I was whining I guess that men had all the power or whatever.-.and 
you I had none ... and he was you know like ... and he made me so mad by those words ... and 
when I get mad, I get motivated. so I DID go home and I looked up power in the dictionary 
... and it, it just blew me away .... what power meant and to do with even effort and push and 
pull and moving things and you know mobility and just all these adjectives that I took them all 
and I wrote like 20 pages on power. And that's when I finally got a sense of power and 
that ... hmmm. .. maybe I could have some power. 

After Anne had children and stayed home with ?hem for a number of years, she went back 

to school. At the time of the interview she was just completing a double degree in Education and 

Psychology and had apeopleied for the Master's of Educational Psychology Counselling. Anne 

also volunteers at Calgary Communities Against Sexual Abuse. She has apeopleied her theories 

of power with women who have been sexually abused and has found it to be useful. She ultimately 

believes that the power of the victimizer is in having the victim keep the secret. In shifting the way 

one thinks about victimization, women who have been victimized can ultimately have more power 

than they've ever had. Thus, Anne sees that positioning is ultimately decided by the perception of 

the person who has experienced the abuse. 

409. but what I figured out ... and this is through my volunteering, ..my volunteer training through 
CCASA, urn ... Calgary Communities Against Sexual Abuse ...... so all about victimization ... so 
what I realized is as much as 'the male" ... even though females victimize as well, but typically 
males in my life ... males have been doing the victimizing ... now I have the new perspective that 
if a male victimizes me... that actually they just victimized themself ... because they have 
just put ... now by victimizing me ... they have just put their entire life in MY hands ... so now ... 
they victimize me ... l can charge them, I could sue them, I could have them go to jail, I could 
...g et every earthly possession and red cent that they own ... l could black mail them, I could 
stalk them, I could make their lives totally miserable ... as much as they think they could do 
those things to me ... but really, I can do those even more so...and I think..that's the key ... is that 
keeping Me secret ... and that's whether it's keeping a secret as a child about incest or the 
physical abuse or whatever's going on at home..thats where the power of the victimizer 
lies ... is in getting that person to keep the secret...and Me same as a battered wife ... if you 
have that shame or you know ...p eople are going to think you're bad, you're the wrong 
one .... you're a bitch ... 

426. yea h... so yeah ... l think there is a victimization behaviour as well .... ... like that role and 
then the behaviour that goes with that role.. but I think if you can shift that thinking ...g et out 
of that paradigm and into this other paradigm .... hey actually you have more power now than 
you've ever had in your entire life ... and now Me only, the only decision is how do you want 
to exercise that power ... and it might be just to say NO.. because now you realize you have 
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the power ...y ou have some sense of power that you could say no .... whereas this just say no 
stuff ... or you don't have to put up with this .... that means nothing to a victim ... you know ....j ust 
say no ..... yeah right ... you were never taught how to say no ... 

As such, Anne has decided to break the silence of her incest issues. She is attempting to 

charge and sue her father. 

409. .... but that was my BIG thing though ... that actually ..because I'm thinking of actually 
charging and suing my father, I don't know how far it will go or anything ... l don't know but.... 

Feedback About Anne's Stow: 

Anne stated that Me summary of her experiences had accurately been captured by the 

synopsis. She stated Mat her beliefs about power, which were especially relevant to her, were 

expressed well in the narrative. 



CHAPTER # 6 

HEATHER 

Heather and her partner James were together for a year and a half. They cohabitated for 

approximately five months. The relationship ended six months ago. 

Heather stated that she came from a very abusive family. Her father was violent towards 

both her mother and all the children, although she 'got it worst' because she was the youngest. 

Her parents were divorced when she was 7 years old and Heather lived with both her father and 

mother at different times. Heather normalized the abuse, believing that all families endured such 

violence. After their mother died however, she and her sisters discussed their childhood, 

acknowledging that it had been 'hell'. Following this, three of the sisters including Heather, started 

going to counselling. 

85 Like my father was extremely abusive ... 

94 pretty much but I got the worst because I was the youngest. (uh huh). and like everybody else 
left (yeah)..see cause they could get out ... 

96 H: uh ... my parents divorced when I was 7 
97 D: and you were with your dad? 
98 H: back and forth. (okay). 

100 and urn ... my god, I can remember the fights my mom and dad used to have ... you know ... 
oh man, I'm surprised they didn't kill each other 

101 D: so your parents were really aggressive with each other. 
102 H: my dad ... 

177you know what ... oh up until about 10 years ago .... urn... like my sister's and I thought we had 
had a normal childhood ... and I mean I thought all families did this ... 

195 yeah ... and they (sister Mary) moved for about fnre yean and in Ottawa and during that time 
my mother died ... and urn.. and Mary did a lot of soul searching out there ... and when she came 
back. we started talking about it and it was like ... you h o w  ... our childhood wasn't normal, 
it was hell ... (yeah) ... (starts to cry) 

197 and urn.. . and after that .... urn. my sister Mary stacted going for counselling, my sister Cindy 
started going for counselling, I started going for counselling ..... and urn... a lot of that I couldn't 
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even talk abo ut... and urn ... it was just .... this ...(y eah) and urn ... I mean it was around that time 
that I started having bad nightmares and I told my sisters about them and they would say .... 
that happened .... 

199 ... when I was little. whenever I was bad, my father would lock me ...( crying) he would lock 
me... we had urn ... downstairs we had like a cellar and urn ... that's where we kept our .... it 
was a little part where they keep the potatoes and stuff and he'd throw me down there 
(sobbing) ... 

During the first year of counselling, Heather used alcohol as an alternate method of 

coping. As she became more stable in herself. she started working for the Sexual Assault Line. 

She was thus helping other women who had undergone a traumatic experience while 

simultaneously becoming more 'grounded' in herself. This continued for fwe years until she moved 

to Calgary. After having moved here, she took a course to once again work for the Sexual Assault 

Line, but found that the underlying philosophies were not compatible with her own beliefs. She 

also stopped going to counselling. 

224 ... when I first started going for counseling ... like i t ,  it used to hurt so much ..... oh god ... and 
urn ... I started drinking ... ... what I always said. was that I spent a year of my life in a 
drunken stupor .... ... I mean I had friends that would help me... you know .... if it hadn't been 
for them ... them and Abby (her counsellor) ... (yeah) I mean I probably would have drank 
myself dead ... 

214 ... 1 started working with sexual assault line ... you know (uh huh) and urn ... I did that for about 
five years ... 

216 and you know what, it helped me... (oh yeah) so much .... you know, like I felt grounded ..... 
and urn like I was working for a woman... a woman that ended up ..... in Regina had me over ... 
she's the one that 1 went to for counseling ... and this woman should be sainted ... you know ... 
like she was just an angel .... (yeah).. and urn ... then when I moved out here.. urn... you 
know ... I wasn't doing the sexual assault line anymore ... and I wasn't seeing my 
counsellor anymore 

345 ... when I when I moved out here. I took um ... my training to work on ... the sexual abuse.. it 
was like the woman's centre ... and I found it so different.. (oh) from Regina .... 

356 and so I did my training and I never went through with it... because I just, I didn't agree with 
... like how they handled things ... (yeah) ... and I remember talking to my girlfriend Bev. ... you 
know ... and she wants to get something going ... and I said. to her you know ... you should start 
up a volunteer program for these women ... 
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358 and you know ... like ... like out here you have to pay for counselling ... (yeah) ... where in Regina 

it's still covered by the government ... I mean I went to counselling for fnre years ... 
361 so yeah, I just ... and I mean in a city the size of Calgaly, you should have more.. support.. 

Heather stated that James had been physically abused by his mother. As an adult, James 

was very 'mean' to his mother, although at this point, she was trying hard to please him. Heather 

believed that James hated all women. 

303 ... it was his mother that abused him ... (uh huh) ... you know.. and I always, I always used to 
say to him.. "you hate women" and you know.. he was mean to his mother ... you know, 
she would bend over backwards for him ... 

The Relationshic 

Heather was introduced to James by a mutual friend. Initially, James was a 'dream come 

true'. Even following moving in together and after the abuse had already started, the couple 

shared dreams and offered support to each other. With time however, Heather realized that the 

good no longer outweighed the bad. James initially would treat Heather with respect but eventually 

expected her to fill the traditional roles demanded of women. As Heather had witnessed this in her 

family of origin, she held strong beliefs against these roles. 

448 ... 1 think that the first time he hit me.. the good times still outweighed the bad times ... and then 
... late towards the end ... it was just bad.. 

13 ... urn.. when we got together, we were introduced by a friend..and urn ... he was ... like 
1 4 my dream come true ...y ou know ... he was nice, he was ....y ou know very supportive ... 

287 ... when we first got tog.. like I don't know ... I always, I always believed in him ... you know.. 
and uh ... when he would tell me something, I believed him ... you know ... 

289 and urn .... you know and then even when we moved in together .... we had dreams ... we had 
goals.. you know.. and then you know it was like ... how can you tell me you love me and 
then hit me? 

315 .. like when we first got tog .... anything I want ed... anything I wanted to do ... he'd do 
it ...y ou know ... urn ... yeah..like anything.. and then.. slowly .... (this changed) 

320 yup. .. no matter how much I didn't want to do it, I would do it ... just because I didn't want 
to fight. 
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271 oh he was wonderful.. you know ... yeah, like he was absolutely wonderful .... you know we 

would go out he would ... um ... be at my side.. you know ... when we went out to the bar, he 
was always very affectionate ... you know.. and then towards the end.. he was ... you know 
we would go to the bar and he'd leave me sitting there with all his friends. and you know if I 
talked to anyone ...it was you know, what were you talking about??? 

386 .. like, like when James and I were dating he would always have me over for dinner and 
then it was like as soon as I moved in, it was like well you do the cooking and you do 
the cleaning ... you know.. I mean.. I watched my mother senre my father, 1 watched his .. 
sewe him ... you know ... when I was about 10 years old. I had to serve him dinner ... you know, 
do his plate ... I was told how to do it ... told that about 20 minutes after to bring him his tea and 
to put an ice cube in it ... and you know ... 

388oh yeah ... yeah ... now, it's like... no way ... you know.. I always said. to James ... let's do it this 
way ... whoever gets home from work first.. they cook dinner ... you know ... 

390 nope, if I got off work at 9 o'clock ... I was still supposed to cook him dinner ... 

Heather stated that the couple drank quite a bit during their relationship and that this 

effected the extent of the abuse. 

187 yeah ... there was always alcohol ... every time when we go out drinking ... oh yeah ... like whew.. 

The abuse directed at Heather occurred in many areas of her life. James was jealous, 

controlling, attempted to isolate her, belittled her intelligence and was verbally and physically 

abusive toward her. In addition, he attempted to take advantage of her financially. After the first 

incidence of physical abuse, Heather left James. She was going to return to counselling, but 

decided against it because James, in an attempt to 'get her back', started counselling. 

17 it was almost like he was testing me ... like to see how far he could go ... and how much I 
would take. urn... for example, 

27 we were out and whenever we would go out it was okay for him to go talk to you know, other 
women, but whenever a man paid any attention to me you know, we had to leave .... are 
you sleeping with him. .. 

28 and we went out of the bar and we were coming down MacLeod Trail and I was driving and he 
was in the passenger seat and just kept going what's wrong with you .... haven't you had 
enough torture yet? what's with you are you stupid? and I I hit him on the shoulder, like 
just like this (demonstrates) and I said. Stop that ... I said. ....... and he back handed me. 

30 and l got .... and I pulled up to this gas station to get some paper towels so I could clean 
myself up and he went out and he came out and he threw the paper towels at me and he goes 
"clean yourself up , you're so fucking ugly" 

34 ... and then he kicked me out of the car and he said. you can walk ho me... and ... ..... I 
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broke up with him, and he started going to counselling. 

155 ... I'm an optician, a licensed optician and I started urn taking the contact lens course to be a 
contact lens ffler and urn he used to tell me I was too stupid to finish it ..... so you know, 
when I think back I think ... you didn't want me to succeed at something .. 

162yeah ... urn... when I was living with him ... I would get my assignments back ... like 1 did really 
well on them ... and urn ... this one ... like all of them I got pretty much 100 on, but on this one 1 
got like 78 ... and I never heard the end of it... 

67 and then I told him 1 said. 'you know what, I have to leave you". and he said. "if you leave 
me I will hunt you down "... 

467 and you know when I look back, probably three months after we started dating, I gave him the 
key to my apt. but he never gave me a key to his house.. he would make me break into 
the house. .. 

279 urn.. when I moved in with him ... like James owned his own house and he  lived in the 
basement and rented out the top ... and urn.. so basically like when I moved in with him like 
you know ... my half of the bills and stuff came out to like $200 or so we agreed on. ... um ... 
when I moved in with him, it was like ...y ou pay the biils ...y ou know.. what turn ... what was 
supposed to be S200 a month ended up to be $600 .... 

281 and you know ... like he was in Mexico and he'd say, well you pay the bills and I'll pay you 
when I get back ... well he never did 

291 ... like everytime we would fight he would tell me to get out .... you know ... "get out.. get the 
fuck out ... I don't want you here anymore ..." you know ... that's what my father used to do ... 
(yeah) and so the more he said. it the more ... you know I was always like..you know ... I'll be a 
good littie girl ... you know ... and .... 

310 no, nope and then the longer James and I were together, the more friends I was 
losing ... you know.. and I mean ... urn.. there was a time there when, when I moved in w - h  
him ... I had nobody to call .... I ... you don't want anybody to know ... because .. it's 
humiliating ... it's degrading .... you know ... I think for a while I started believing that yeah, it was 
my fault .... you know like I said. .. if I was a good little girl ... then things would be good (uh 
huh) you know. .. (yup) ... and ... .. it doesn't work that way .... 

The couple moved in together. Heather stated that this was the 'biggest mistake she could 

have made in her life'. The first night she was in his house, he hit her again. He also stopped 

going to counselling. 



450 D: how long after that did it take for him to hit you 
451 H: the night I moved in ... 

453oh I just thought ... what have I got myself into?? 
454and then the next day ... he was all lovey dovey ... and it was all my fault of course ... 

84 (regarding his counselling) .... the minute he got me back you know, it was... it wasn't 
worth it. you know .... 

36 and I moved in with him and that was the biggest mistake I could ever make. He , we 
37 went out to Okotoks one night ... I have some friends out there who were having a house 
38 warming party and he beat me on the way out there. 
41 and and when we were going down MacLeod Trail, he was driving and he was just hitting me 

and hitting me and .... (crying) 

48 urn. .. and he said. get the fuck out of the truck ... and he broke my sunglasses and 
49 like I was sticking up for a friend and he, of course I couldn't do that ... you know stick up 

for somebody else ... I had to agree with him ...y ou know ... you know .... get them out of my 
life ... 

51 ... the people who were having the house warming party urn ... Allen and Vira ... they both gave 
me a hug and a kiss ... and they both ... well Allan didn't you know ... he shook James's hand 
and his wife gave James a hug and a kiss and when we left, he goes "well what are you 
doing, are you sleeping with him when I'm out of town?" 

53 and so then he he threw me out of the truck, so I walked in the middle of no where to Barb and 
Gino's and just as I was urn you know walking up there lane he came and he goes ' get in the 
truck and we'll go home" and I said. only if you let me drive, because he was drunk ... like he 
just about landed, ended up in the ditch (yup).. and so I drove home and of course the next 
morning you know, it was all my fault.. you know ... 

Heather's friends stated that she was changing. Although she initially did not acknowledge 

these changes, she said that as the abuse continued, she eventually did realize that she was being 

destroyed by him. James, following the abusive incidents, would blame Heather for the abuse 

having happened. Although today she realizes that she was not at fault, at the time, she did come 

to believe that she was at fault, and that she had failed. 

134 .... James would say things like without me you're nobody and nobody else would ever want 
me .... 
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138 ... I wouldn't let him get to me ... 
139 but then towards the end I thought you know what... you are you are destroying me. .. 

even I could see a change in myse If... 

375 in the relationship ... yeah.. well I always thought ... well, this is my fault. I failed.. James 
used to always say to me.. like I've never been mamed ... and he always used to say to me ... 
like what's wrong with you ... you know ... and then afterwards.. we would fight. urn.. you 
know ... well, this is why you're not married.. because you're psycho ... 

On several occasions, Heather would lie to her friends about the abuse as she felt it was 

embarrassing to be in a violent relationship. In addition, Heather would initially excuse James's 

behaviour, believing it was because he was stressed. 

400 urn ... there was one time and uh.. I had bruises on my arm.. and my girlfriends asked me what 
had happened and I said. I hit a door and she never said. anything ... and then a couple days 
later.. she said. why don't you really tell me what happened ... 

406 when I came back from Mexi co... 
407all these people were James's friends and I met them through him ... and um... 
409 ... because they scuba dive all the time and then later that night..she said. why don't you tell 

me what really happened to your ear (regarding ruptured eardrum) .... 

41 1 to protect myself ... it's embarrassing.. 

Although Heather initially attempted to make things work in the relationship, she gave up 

on the idea that it could be changed. She also tried to change James, but consequently attributed 

this characteristic to most women. 

147 D: so you believed you could change him? 
148 H: oh yeah.. oh yeah.. you know I think that's true of women in general ... you know a lot of 

women ... you know ... like what if 1 do this ... and then they ... 

18 .... I don't know and then it was like we were ...try .... to make things better .... if you don't like 
the way I cook, you cook. If you don't like the way I clean, you clean ... 

19 D: so you stopped trying to make things better. 
20 H: uh huh ... I knew that .... there's nothing I can do that's good enough. so, why bother 

trying? 

During this time, Heather attempted to procure help. She would turn to her friends and her 

previous counsellor in Regina who connected her with the Women's Health Collective. She initially 



found it difficult however to find help, as did a friend of hen who had also previously been in an 

abusive relationship. The agencies to which she had turned insisted that she end the relationship 

before they could provide counselling. 
341 1 called. urn ... the (agency) and the the day after he hit me the first time ... uh.. and the woman 

I talked was with an angel ... you know ... 

348yeah ... because I can even remember ..like before I moved out here I had a girffriend and she 
was in an abusive relationship like for ...g od, 10 yea rs... she left and she moved back to 
Regina while I was still living there and she said. to me ... you know every time I tried to call 
somebody ... it was like ... they weren't there for me ... (oh) ... and ... I remember that Me one 
day that I called the Women's Emergence Shelter ... and the first lady that I spoke with, I think 
her name was Linda and you know she was just a doll and then I called back ... a couple days 
later ... and I was politely told that when I left the relationship ... to call and coma in for 
counselling ... but if I was still in the relationship ... then was nothing they could do ... 

11 9 yeah ... and I mean ... when James and I would fight you know. .. I started talking to my girl 
friends and you know, like do you guys fight? and they would say ye ah... like the ones that 
said. yeah we fight are in the same situation that I was in ... (they were) ... ye ah... yeah.. but like 
Barb and Gino ... they have the absolute best marriage.. and Bab said. Heather we never 
fight ... you know.. they never fight ... you know.. if Gino ever raised his voice to me.. I would be 
gone ... 

121 yeah ... and you know with them ... they respect each other ... I know James never respected 
me ... (yeah) ... you know ... you know, he would put everybody else ahead of me ... you know.. 

Heather described a critical incident which occurred when the couple was on vacation in 

Mexico. Apparently, one of the other guests in the hotel had made some complimentary but sexual 

comments about Heather in front of James. James reacted very negatively towards Heather. The 

couple fought and James ruptured her eardrum. Heather stated that she scared herself as she 

wanted to 'kill him'. She realized at this point, that he was destroying her and that she would have 

to get out of the relationship. Fallowing this incident, Heather told James that she was going to 

have to leave him. He threatened to hunt her down. 

55 he ruptured my eardrum ... 
59 yeah, like I still have problems with it and they told me I'd never be able to scuba dive (yeah) 

and stuff like that (oh no ...) oh yeah .... and he um.. . we were sitting by the pool that day ... and 
..like we had met a tonne of people down there ... you know ... just partying and you know, 
having fun ... I said. I was going to go up to the hotel room and get ready for dinner. and I went 
up and he came up about an hour later ... and he goes and he started getting, taking his 
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money and stuff and I said. ' what are you doing?" he says 'I'm going downtown* ... and I said. 
'why are you going downtown?" and he said. "I've had enough of you" .... and I said. %ell 
who are you going downtown with?" and he said. hone of your business" ... and you know, 
%ell what's with you ... now what?" you know, and he said. 'oh' he says ' those guys were 
telling me, asking me what I'm doing wlth such an ugly woman" and I thought 30 way" ... (no) 
you know ... and he just went on and on ... and you know ... they asked me why I was with such 
a fat pig and .... and all this ... and I just kept telling him to shut up .... you know ... and he wouldn't 
... so I picked up my drink and I threw it at him ... and I said. 'Stop it ... I don't want to hear 
thisf .... and he came across the room and just slapped tne... and then he said. I want you out 
of here ... just get the fuck out of the hotel ... and I said. no... I will not go ... I will leave when I'm 
ready ... and he grabbed me by the hair and he dragged me across the room and he threw 
me out ... and so I walked around for a while and then I went back .... he let me in ... I went and 
had a shower ... and I thought ...- you know, he's destroying me .... 

61 .. you know and I went and I had a shower and I was I remember I was combing out my hair 
and I just ... I had this huge mass of hair that you know ... he pulled out half my hair ... ... 
I remember I took my hair what I had combed out ... and I went into the other room and I said. 
'if you like my fucking hair so much you can have it ...." and I threw it at him.. and he got up 
and he came after me and I said. "if you're going to hit me you better be prepared to kill 
me because I will fight back until one of us is dead" (uh huh).. and you know ... he did ... 
he came after me and I remember I grabbed him by the throat and you know what. ..this is 
probably what scared me the most.. was my reaction .... like it was "I'm not scared of 
you anymo re.... I'm not huh.." you know.. ..like I was sooo angry ... and I grabbed him 
and I grabbed him by the neck and I said. to him I said. "if you want to kill me, you kill 
me because I will not live like this anymore" 

108 you know, you know, you know what scared me the most is ... my anger.. you know, I know 
I have a temper ... and I mean, before I met James I like, I mean, I could handle it ... you know 
and then it was, it was like with him, I mean he would start into me ..and you know ... at first it 
was, I mean I could handle him and then like I don't know, it didn't hurt anymore. It was just ... I 
was so angry ... and I was just ... you're not going to do this to me... 

1 10 and I mean when we were in Mexico, had he kept on like I know one of us would have been 
dead .... I know you know .... because it would have ... it was like ... oh man ... you know what, to 
be honest with you D., I wanted to kill him. 

65 ..and then I met Ron and Rita this couple that we you know chummed with ... and I said. " tell 
me ... you know what .. what was said. about me after I left the pool today ........ um.. like all 
these English people were down there and she said. a guy that just got married kept saying 
'oh give me the key I'll go have a shower with hef  ... ...... and so you know half an hour later 
James comes back and of everything ... he's all lovey dovey 

... when I called him in Mexico and told him (about her eardrum) ... he said. "well there's 
always something wrong with you".. 

67 and then I told him I said. 'you know what, I have to leave youn. and he said. "if you leave 
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me I will hunt you down" ... 

As James worked in Mexico and Canada, he stayed in Mexico and Heather came home 

foNowing their vacation. Heather decided not to leave until the end of January in order to be more 

financially stable, believing that James was going to be in Mexico for a longer period of time than 

he actually proved to be. Unfortunately, because of his eariy return, Heather was unable to avoid 

him as she had planned. Two more critical incidents occurred during Mis season. During an 

argument James kicked her school books across Me room while his daughter was watching. In 

addition, James continued to be controlling, and even changed the locks when Heather would not 

obey him. They fought about this incident and James kicked her out and hit her in front of his eight 

year old daughter. These were boundaries which should not be crossed according to Heather. 

Heather, fearing James's reaction to her decision to leave, moved on the sly. 

167 and I said. I don't want to talk about this now ... so I went into the room to do my homework and 
he came in and said. supper's ready ... and I said. 'I'm not hungry" ... and he goes well you have 
to come and eat.. and I said. 'I can't eat when we fight ... I'll get something late r".... and he, he 
went nuts. .. he kicked my books across the bed. .. you know ... why do you bother with 
this, you're too stupid ... and meanwhile his daughter is watching the whole thing ... 

73 ... well, I decided to leave him ... he told me that he would be there for 45 days(in Mexico) ... 
because he wanted to make sure he was home for Christmas and New Year ... so then he said. 
that if he came home the 15th of December he would leave on the 2nd of Janua ly... 

75 .... and I thought well for two weeks. you know like I'm going home for Christmas I thought you 
know I can just avoid him .... that gives me another month, I can save some more money and 
then I'll be out by the end of January. (yup) well, he ended up coming home on the 
second of December ... and ... it was the worst ... you know ... like he would, he would go out 
after work and he wouldn't tell me anything, but if I stopped for one drink only, well he would 
say ... who are you meeting? you know and I thought ... oh man, huh ... and so it got really 
bad ... and I was working ... I stopped for a drink on the way home ... and he said. no, I want you 
home .... and I said. No, I'm going for a drink ... and I came home, he'd changed the locks. 

76 and so I finally got in ... and he threw me out ... and he had a daughter. (uh huh).. he, he hit 
me and threw me out.. with no car keys, nothing. so I ended up staying in the garage. thank 
god the garage was heated. and I ended up sitting in the garage for three or four hours and 
then I went back in and I got the guys upstain to let me in. and I went up to sleep and I got up 
the next morning and I just thought "I can't do this anymore" ...( no). So, I went and 
stayed at a girlfriend's house for the wmk~nd  and then I told him, he told me that if I ever 
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left him I couldn't take any of my stuff (uh huh) but you know it was all his and I owed him ... (of 
course) I set it up, I found this place (indicating her new home) and uh ... I set it up. I told 
him that I was working Thun. and Fri. when I wasn't and so all day Thursday I packed up all 
my stuff, as much as I could without him knowing (uh huh) and then Friday morning t got up 
like I was going to work and he went to work and I had the movers come at 8:30 and I 
was out.... 

171 ... and urn.. and yet you know, I remember when I left him and he got a hold of me.. I was 
stupid enough to go out for a drink with him ... and I said. to him .. I said. you know what... you 
crossed a line ... a) you let your daughter see this and b) those were my books ... 

Foilowinq the Termination of the relations hi^ 

After Heather left James, she returned to counselling. Although she could recognize that 

she was not at fault for what had happened, she also had doubts as to why she allowed this to 

happen. 

212 ... cause I thought, you know, like there was some reason why ... I let this happen.. you know 
I'm not saying .... that it was my fault ... 

220oh ... I mean ... I know that whatever happened between James and I, it was not my fault ... 
(yeah) and I know that what happened to me when I was a kid was not my fault .... 

Unfortunately, James would not leave Heather alone after she had decided to teninate 

the relationship. The day after her departure. James came to her work place, yelling at her in front 

of her co-workers. He returned later and tried to follow her. She phoned the police, but they failed 

to appear for over three hours. She finally returned to her new home. When the police eventually 

came, they said that she should not have gotten involved in this situation given her experience with 

the Sexual Assault tine. She was told to contact James rather than the police doing it for her. He 

thus was able to connect to her phone number and harassed her after this. Finally the police 

warned James and he phoned again, threatening Heather. James later attempted to regain some 

of Heather's possessions, claiming they belonged to him. The police were helpful in this incident, 

but Heather is hesitant to foilow their advice because she fears that this will 'put him over the 

edge'. 

235 .. there was one time like shortly .. it was yeah.. I left James on a Friday and Saturday morning 
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he came into work ... and just started yelling at me right in front of co-workers ... and um ... 
and then he started coming to the mall .... you know ... and the next day I worked and he 
followed me ... and ... I went back to the mall and I went to Moxies and I called the police 
and I waited there for three hours and they didn't come.... 

237 .. and then I came home and ... 

242n0, okay ... urn. .. they came here and I told them that I worked on a sexual assault line and I 
told them, like all I want you to do is phone him and tell him to leave me alone .... and they 
wouldn't .... and when told them that ! worked on the sexual assault line. one of the police 
said. "well then you should never have let this happen ...." and I was so mad ... 

244 so they left and the cop said. .. I want you to call him and talk to him .... so I did .. (uh huh) 
and I made the mistake of not blocking my number .... (oh no) ... so he kept calling me and 
calling me and so I called the police officer who was here ... and I said ... and he said. %hat do 
you want me to do?" and I said. I want you to call him and tell him to leave me alone ... so he 
did ... 

248 ... so then after that James called me and said. you'll pay for this bitch "... 
249 he's calling me and harassing me. ... 

259(about one month ago) ... and the police called me and she said. like. the police officer and she 
said. that he said. that when you left, you stole a bunch of his stuff and J said. well, if he wants 
the jewelry back. he can have it back ... it's not worth it ... he's not getting the t.v. and he's not 
getting the bed .... and urn ... she said. ... was Mere a relationship involved? and I said. yeah ... I 
was with him for a year and a half ... (uh huh) ... and of course he never told her any of that ... 
urn ... I was a mom mate and you know, he told her basically .... so she suggested that I get a 
peace bond against him. .. (oh good) but you know what. .. on one hand I'm scared to 
because to because I think that maybe it'll put him over the edge ... you know ... 

James has also attempted to contact some of Heather's friends. Although her friends have 

not been receptive to his friendship. Heather again fears Mat he will become more angry because 

of their actions. 

419 ... James was always in there (her previous work piace) and just going to visit and she told me 
the last time that she took him for coffee and said. you know.. if you want to come in for 
glasses, you can, but if you want to come in to be friends ... you're not welcome.. we were 
friends because of Heather .... 

420 and then I said. to her ... I said.. he must have just gone cr ary... and she said. I auld tell he 
was getting mad ... but he just got up and left.. 

423 H: oh I felt good ... but on one hand ... I felt great but on the other hand I thought ... is he going 
to try to get back at me?? 

Heather continues to fear James's retaliation. She tends to go to many of the same 



establishments as James and has been harassed by him while out. She has friends who will 

protect her, and is somewhat ambivalent about them actually taking action. 

82 .. I ran into him last week-end at the bar, and he started calling me names, telling the guy that I 
was with .... said. if you want her, you can have her ... you know. (sighs..) 

263yeah ... yeah ... I don't know I just.. last week-end I was on that date.. um... there was a friend of 
mine who was sitting there and he was going to get up ... you know and beat the crap out of 
him ... but I said. no it's not worth it ... but now I'm thinking ... 

Feedback About Heather's Story 

Heather stated that the summary of her experience was accurate and ultimately did not 

want to make any changes. She stated that major reasons for her leaving and the process that 

brought her to that point had been captured. 
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CHAPTER # 7 

AMANDA 

Amanda was 17 years old when she started dating her partner Sean. Sean was the same 

age. The relationship lasted 7 years, and successfully made the transition from high school to 

university without any abusive incidents. The couple was to be married. Following career and 

living changes, the relationship became abusive. It has been over for approximately 2 years. 

Amanda stated that there was no violence within her family of origin. She added however, 

that the family was 'very vocal' and would 'yell and scream'. The children were disciplined through 

spanking and on one or two occasions, the mother slapped the girls in the face if they had been 

'lippy'. Amanda stated that she did not perceive this to be violence. Since Sean was Amanda's 

first boyfriend, she had experienced violence in no other relationships. 

273. ... well, my parents would yell and scream .... get mad.. we're a very vocal family ... 

275. .... we got spanked when we were kids and if we were really lippy to my mom when we 
were teenagers ... she might have smacked us across the fa =...once ..... or twice ... but ... that 
isn't really violence .... 

276. violence experienced in any other relationship?? Sean was really my first relationship ... I had 
no basis .... I didn't know anything other than Sean .... 

Sean came from a very strict nice Catholic family where the mother was dominant. The 

couple, when they were firmly established, could not move in together, because the parents did not 

approve of living together before marriage. Amanda stated that Sean had witnessed no violence in 

his family. 

8. his whole family was very nice ... they all idolized his dad ... and his mother ... like ... they were 
very dominant. 

10. 1 think the mom was the dominant one in the family. 

12. the dad would do whatever the mom ...... everybody had to do everything for hit mom ... she 
didn't drive or anything so we were always driving her around ... so it was, it was really 
interesting .... .... ..hk parents said they'd cut him off from money if they, if we moved in 
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together ... a very catholic ... not allowed to live with someone in sin ... so, that was bad. 

The Relationship 

Amanda and Sean met when they were in high school on a blind date. Their relationship 

was great and continued to grow positively as they matured and went to university. When they 

moved in together 5 years later, Amanda said that although they had fights, it was never abusive 

and overall, it was wonderful. During this time, Sean, whose 'dream' was to become a police 

officer, was apeopleying for the RCMP. Amanda, although supportive, had concerns. 

6. We met when we were in high school. (oh wow) ... high school sweet hearts. We met on a 
blind date at the drive in. 

8. 1 mean, it was uh. it was really fun, we had a good time, we just hanging out a lot. I don't know 
if it was really because we liked each other a whok bunch or because we were in high school 
and you're supposed to have a boy friend and girl friend (yeah) .... he was great, he could 
always make me laugh and joke any time ... he was really sweet and very nice (uh huh) and 
never talking down to me .... 

12. But we, I uh went to university for a year, and then he came to the same university and joined 
me ...( uh huh) at Lethbridge .... ..... every thing was great, like when we moved in together 
everything was amazing. We'd had our fights and our ups and downs, you know he could 
ignore me at times, which would just drive me nuts .... I don't think that it was any different from 
any other relationship.. 

18. yeah, it was just..actually wonderful. 

19. at this point, he was apeopleying for the RCMP (uh huh) which was always kind of a dream of 
his ... and I had a lot of concerns about it, cause I didn't know if I could move into a small town 
and do all those things so I was really fearful. 

Sean was accepted into the RCMP and within 3 months of having been accepted he left 

for training. Amanda was going ta finish her university degrees and then, following training, they 

would move to where ever Sean would be posted. Three weeks prior to leaving, Sean asked 

Amanda to marry him. 

21. but he did get accepted into it... and I helped him fill out his apeopleication forms and so I was 
really, I was really supportive of it... (uh huh) ... and then he, so he got in ... and uh ... within three 
months of his getting in, he had to leave for training 
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23. which means he couldn't finish his universrty degree or anything, with me, .. so we were bo th... 

I was gonna' stay and finish my university degree. I had one semester le ft.... and he went off 
to training in September. 

25. and that August. he'd asked me to marry him ... like three weeks before he'd left for training. 

Amanda and Sean would meet half way between Lethbridge and Regina while she was in 

school and he was in training. Amanda stated that she started to notice lime changes in Sean. At 

Christmas, Amanda finished university. She and Sean met at his parents' home for his 3day 

break, but Sean was distant which hurt Amanda. Following this, Amanda moved to Whistler, and 

waited for Sean to finish his training. During this time, she found a receptionist job, which she 

hated as she was not using her teaching degree. She. for the first time in her life, felt 'passive'. 

Sean continued to send her wonderful letters, phone and send flowers. He didn't however, want to 

discuss their wedding. 

25. So we were engaged and he went off and and we met half way in between urn Regina and 
Peace River and Swift Current ... and we'd hang out ... and I noticed things changing with him. 

32. so, uh he seemed really keen and interested right, at Me beginning, but then as he went 
through training, we, I'd go visit him in October, November and he'd, we weren't getting along 
as well. Urn, he was very short, and no patience and just wanted to do what he wanted to do 
and you know, I was doing what we used to do ... and that wasn't what he wanted to do ... Like 
if I went to Regina, we'd have to hang out with the guys ... all the time, or he, OR I would be at 
the hotel and he'd want to just go ... and be with the guys and stuff... so I'd get angry and 
frustrated ... I came all that way and he didn't want to be with me. 

34. It was really confusing. and then Christmas came along and I'd graduated ... 

36. ... and I had to stay with his family for Christmas ... which was really awkward because we 
couldn't stay in the same room again because of the catholic thing (oh) so I saw him for three 
days at Christmas, that's all the time that they would give him and we couldn't even be 
together at all. So it put a real awkwardness on everything. But he didn't really want to be. 
Like he didn't want to sneak out to the other room and he didn't want to go be alone with me 
or anything like that. So I felt really hurt and confused. 

37. And then I moved to uh Whistler B.C. to live with my parents until he graduated. 

39. so I got a job as a receptionist up there ... and hated it ... cause I couldn't really go find a 
teaching job cause I was waiting for him ... so I felt very passive ... (starts crying) 
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42. And 1 would get these amw-ng letters, from Seam, saying how much he misses me and how 

much he can't wait to be together and ... urn-.. he'd have flowers sent to me ... for no 
reason ... things like that... it was fabulous.. and but, the wedding, he didn't want to talk about 
the wedding. It's like there were signs that I didn't pay attention to. 

One week before Sean was to be move to his new job, they were told to which town they 

would be moving. The couple had been hoping for B.G., but were stationed in Peace River 

Alberta. Amanda was upset about the location and Sean, for the first time ever, was rude to her. 

She was shocked and angry. Sean never apologized, but Amanda assumed it was simply 

because he was under a lot of stress. 

50. ... we were all set on B.C. and that's why I was out there ... I was going to apeopley for 
celtification as a teacher out there ... and then uh ... a week before he graduated, before he was 
going to move. .. they finally told us ... like 7 days before he had to go there ... for his first day of 
wo rk... told them where he had to go live. And it was uh ... Peace River, Alberta .... ... and f was 
really devastated ... and this was the first time that he was really rude to me on the 
phone ... 

56. yeah, and I was really scared ... just terrified .... you know, one I was getting married and two I 
didn't know where I was going to live ... 

60. and you know, things were a little tense .... 

62. yeah ... he got mad, actually, at me ... he's like %hy the hell do you have to be like that??" and 
"you should be happy for me" ... "I don't want to put up with this crap ..." you know.. ' this 
is, you said you would do this ..." you know ... and he'd never spoken to me like that ... 
and.. I was shocked ,... and I was Mad ... ........ but he never really apologized .... (yeah) for 
that ... so it's kinda', I was, I was concerned but I wasn't .... you know I mean it was Se an... 
you know he'd never been like that before and I thought well, he's just tense and he's going 
through a lot, he's got his final exams coming up and all this .... 

Amanda and his family drove to Regina for Sean's graduation ceremony. When first 

arriving, Sean was again distant with Amanda. In addition, he started to demonstrate a new 

arrogant and rude attitude. She stated that he was 'power-tripping'. 

10. ... I think he maybe just became a stronger person .... I don't know.. maybe he bent over 
back.. .or thought he bent over backwards in the past, I don't know, I have no idea ... it wasn't 
like him at all ... like my parents commented on that ... my mom, dad ,... dad did ... the re... they saw 
him again ... my brother ,... what a jerk ... 

12. ... so I drove from Vancouver to Calgary, one day ... by myse If... and then tho next day I drove 
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with his mom and dad all the way to Regina ... it was like 21 hours of driving in two days ... I was 
exhausted ... when we got there ... and I saw him and and uh ... we saw him at the hotel ... and 
like ...." hi' .... and he didn't even give me a hug or anything because his parents were there 
and he felt awkwa rd... and I noticed that he you know, he looked good, like he was in better 
shape than he'd probably ever been in his life ... and uh ... his mom was like ... come on, give your 
gir ... fiancee a hug..and a kiss ... and so he did. but it was strange.. like it felt vecy odd .... and 
awkward ... and then they somehow made a mistake on one of the rooms ... (uh huh) ... and 
Sean was at the concierge saying..."l don't know what the h..." ... like he was swearing at 
the concier ge... like, like-..just angry... "you better damned well get this right.." like, 9've 
got my family here ... and they're coming long distance ... and we made sure ... I made sure these 
plans were made ahead of time ... and you're saying that it's it's...you don't have a room ..." like 
he was really ... I've never seen him talk to anybody like that before and it was definitely a 
power trip thing ... you know ... okay ... 

During the 3 day ceremony, Sean continued to be distant. He wanted only to spend time 

wlh his friends, ignoring Amanda, who was feahl of the changes they were about to make. 

Again. Amanda noted how changed Sean's attitude had become. During the dinner ceremony, 

Amanda asked Sean to spend some time with her, and he blew up at her. 

28. .... but we went, they had their big dinner that night. .. .... he's just soooo happy ... and uh ... well 
it was really, it was, it was strange ... you could see him puff up like a,.. big balloon .... he 
was.. he was so high on himself.. so proud of himse If... in a way it was good ... like I'd never 
seen him so proud of himself ... but he was really cocky ... 

35. so these little things ... we'd stak.. like bitter.. little bitchy little arguments that we had ... and 
.. urn.. so we're sitting at the table and stuff and it was over and he got up and ... went and 
talked to his buddies and friends and ..you know, didn't bring me with him ... didn't walk around 
the room with me ... just really weird things ... and then some girl came up to him and was like 
... umm..whispered something in his ear and he's like ...' oh.. we, I'm going to go for a minute, I'll 
be right bac k'... and you know he's gone for like 25 minutes and I go in the back and go and try 
to find him and they're all hanging out and chatting and laughing.. .. and you know ... I'm ... 
'hello, I'm sitting here with your grandmother and your parents and ... I haven't seen you in 4 
months..and you're just completely ignoring me ... you know ... I don't appreciate things like 
this' ... and he's like 'oh..' he goes ' I can't believe you're just making this such a big damned 
deal and I'm so pissed off and god damn I'm not going to see these people. I don't know 
what's going to happen to them, we're all going across the country ... and it's the last time I'm 
going to see them and all you Mink about is yoursel.. I'm so fuckin' pissed off at you and ..' 
and he like totally got mad at me...and like Sean never did.. Sean never ever raised his 
voice. ... of me and him, I would be the one that raised my voice.. before he did. He never 
did .... Ever ... and ... so it was ... that was a real kind of slap in the face when he, he did that. 
And I can understand his point of view ... and I wasn't ... sun maybe I was being kind of 
selfish..but I was feeling really insecure and I, I was hoping that he'd support me you 
know, and he didn't, he wasn't there for me. 



Amanda and Sean drove to Peace River over the next few days. Sean was extremely 

distant, and didn't want to touch Amanda. She was devastated and very afraid. The drive was 

dismal, with no communication between the couple. When Amanda started to cry. Sean got angry. 

She stopped because she 'didn't want to make him angry'. On arrival at Peace River, Sean 

commented on how the town was not suited for Amanda at all. Amanda was devastated but 

holding on to their relationship of past. 

38. and I didn't know what was going on ... I was really upset and worried and ..I was just moving 
for this guy who didn't want to you know, touch me ... like didn't even want to hold me in 
bed ... like spoon ... didn't want to do that ... (yeah)..let alone have sex ... he didn't want to have 
sex for sure ... like it was sooo weird ... like for Sean never turned down sex... ever. ..so that was 
just strange ... 

39. ... well, actually basically from Edmonton all the way to Peace River, m spoke maybe .... 10 
minutes ... and there was no radio ... huh.. the radio didn't work in the c;tr...there was no 
antennae, so there was no radio, no tape deck, no music ... and no talking ... it was sooo 
tense ... oh my god ... it was awful .... 

40. ... and I started crying ... and he wouldn't talk to me ... he just ... he told me to "shut up" ..... 
(cving) 

42. "I'm sick of hearing it"... 

44. and uh ... so, uh, I did .... I didn't want to make him mad, I didn't want to make it worse... 

45. ........ well. we drove into town to drive around and Sean goes .... 'oh, this place is not you at 
all' ... like that's one of the first thing he said when we got into town ... he didn't say anything to 
me for hours ... and so ... 1 , 1 just ... I was like. .. my god ... you know ... and I had all these ... like 3 
days before .. like and it wasn't ev ... it was like 6 days earlier, I received a little card in the 
mail .... when I was in Whistler .... that was saying how much he loved me and how much I 
was his best friend ...( crying) ... and wanted me to be part of his life ... it was stupid ... l was 
hanging onto that. 

The couple lived in a motel for days. Amanda barely ventured out of the room, becoming 

more and more depressed. She turned to her mother and friends back home. Sean was pulling 

away to a greater extent, exerting his control to make decisions that were to be made jointly. He 

accepted an apartment that Amanda had never seen. Amanda. knowing no one, was isolated. 

Amanda stated that she felt like 'such a wife'. Their relationship continued to deteriorate and 



Amanda felt like it was her fault. Sean started to not come home at night, often leaving work early 

and returning late. He stated that he 'didn't want to be around her'. 

49. so urn I basically lived in this hotel room for five. six days ... and he had to go to work ... the very 
next day ......... l didn't really go outside ... I had no interest in being there.. I was so upset ... I 
think as soon as he left, I phoned my mom... 

51. 1 was like 'oh my god ... mom ... listen to this ... this is what's happening ... ' I was so upset ... I was 
crying ... and ... and then he'd come home and he'd just want to take a bath...and not talk to 
me... like he didn't, he wouldn't talk to me... it was, it was really weird ... so I'd just kind of 
hung out ... watched t.v., and I didn't want to upset him. I didn't want to say anything that 
was ... I just wanted it all to go away ... ....... so we never went around together, check anything 
out ... and we were waiting because we w e n  supposed to get an aparbnent ... and Sean 
accepted an apt. and put a deposit down on an apt that I'd never seen ... and ... I was like 'I 
thought we were going to like look togethe t... ..... I was really pissed off that I had no say! 
........ like he'd make decisions about it, that I just had to live with .... this was a really big 
thing, this was like our first place ... 

53. so we move into the apt. and Sean had to, had to work that day ... so he said 'you do it..." ....... l 
unpacked some of things ... and you know, and I thought well, when Sean comes home, we'll 
figure out where the rest of the stuff if going to go and.... urn...held come home and he'd 
change and he'd leave... he'd be 'well, I'm going out for a beer with the guys I.... I'm like 
well .... oh ... okay .... well, I didn't know anybody, I didn't talk to anybody ... I was totally alone ... 

55. ... so I unpacked the house... I felt like such a wife ... you know, like an old ... like SO'S, 40's 
wife or something ... 

57. and I I'd never been like that ... and again he still didn't want to touch me and we'd kind of 
hug sometimes ... and ... he'd be like...T'l den't like you like thisJ' ... and uh ... cause I was 
upset ... 

59. but I felt like it was my fault.. (crying).. 

62. he was going to work ail the time ... like 2 hours earty and coming home 4 hours late ... and 
..you know, I'd be like .... why??? why are you doing Mat?? and he said because he didn't 
want to be around me... 

Approximately two to three weeks after they had moved into their apartment, Sean came 

home and said that he was going back to Calgary for a week-end. Amanda was excited to go 

home, until Sean said that he was going alone. Amanda was shocked and fought with him about 

whether she could go or not, never thinking at the time that he had no right to make that decision 



for her. 

64. ... and he came home one day and announced that he had gotten 4 days off ... and that he was 
going to go back to Calgary ... and I was like ... whew ... thank god ... like good, I get to go to 
Calgary.. you know ... and you know, he's like no, you're not going with me ... ..... I was 
absolutely dominant .... like I was de ... I'm going ... like ... we were yelling at each other like ... but 
now we're yelling at each other and I think .... I was arguing with him about whether or not I 
could go ... l could go back and visit my family ... so I thought that was really, it was really, I 
didn't realize it at the time, like I didn't think about it... I was sitting there, arguing whether or not 
I ..I 

66. take my car, MY w... and I could go to Calgary .... and I, I , I was just shocked .... so uh .... we 
went back ... but the thing is, I didn't question it .. I didn't question whether he had the right 
to say if I could go or not.. 

68. that wasn't even an issue. .. it was ... l argued with him about letting me go ... (yeah) it was 
very strange ... like total role reversal .... I had never been in that position in my life ... (uh 
huh) ... and now I was really depressed .... 

The couple went back to Calgary and although they got along on the way back, Sean left 

Amanda at his parents and left for his four days. His parents questioned if Sean was having an 

affair. Amanda had never even considered this. She went to stay with a friend for the week-end 

and ended up staying with her for three and a half weeks. The couple called off their wedding but 

decided to continue the relationship. Once again, Amanda was devastated as the wedding had 

been her ray of hope. 

68. ... we we went back to Calgary, and we actually got along in the car .... like it was 8 hou rs.... it 
was the first tirne..that we talked and laughed a little bit and joked and he, he was normal, and 
he was himself a lime bit and .. I felt much more normal, I was much more myself and then we 
got to Calgary ... and he dropped me off at his parents' place or no we went to his parents' place 
and he went in and uh, within 3 minutes, he left ... 

69. ... and so I was like there with his mom and his dad who I felt really awkward with and I just 
start crying .... and they were like ... is everything okay and ..I said no. .. I told them what's been 
going on and they're like is he having an affair?? and that, I didn't even THINK ...y ou know, 
Sean would never have an affair ...y ou know ... we've been together for 7 yean..we're getting 
married in 3 months ... right. like ... like.. we had the wedding invitations ... and we were all 
getting, they were all getting written, all the addresses, and I had the dress and you know, my 
bridesmaids all had their dresses, the flowers were ordered ... like we just had to pick the 
music ... we already had the hall and we'd already chosen what food we were going to eat ... 
like it was, it was done ... 



71. and uh ... this whole time, I was caught between you know, the excitement of getting manied 
and that whole fairy tale idea and then ... the he was being such a je rk... and so.. his parents 
said..do you want us to talk to him for you?? 

... so I stayed at my friend Shelly's and I ended up staying at my friend Shelly's for 3 and a half 
weeks ... I decided not to go back with him ..... ... and we talked on the phone once every 4 
days, less often than when he was in Saskatchewan and Regina ... and.. it was really 
upsetting ... he wanted to call off the wedding and his mom thought that was a good idea.. 
so I was just honifiad. .. cause that was the h o p  that I was clinging to ... that everything 
would be okay ... it's just ... we're going to get married and we'll all be okay ... I don't know, I was 
thinking th at... you know, as soon as we walk down the aisle and say I love you in front of 
a whole bunch of people that ... 

79. it'll all be, yeah, it'll all be fine ... so I was clinging to Mat naive little idea ... and uh ... I , I just 
yeah, feeling as a failure ... 

Amanda returned to Peace River. Since it was May at this point and Amanda was a 

teacher, it was next to impossible for her to find a job. Sean began to insist Mat she find a job. He 

expected her to accept a job as a cashier, but Amanda felt that it would be too great a blow to her 

self-esteem, as she had just graduated from univenlty with two degrees and was a qualified 

teacher. Sean became very financially abusive, expecting Amanda to account for every penny 

spent. 

81. .... you know, and uh, now it's May and school's almost out, cause there's only 6 weeks 
le ft... and I got myself on the sub list, which is a good thing, but nobody called because it 
was so late in the year .......... and Sean wanted me to get a job the Co-op or IGA or 
something ... like I'd go pick up apeopleications, but I just couldn't fill them out ... ....y ou know, 
like I had just graduated from university with 2 degrees, you know, great distinction, like I 
felt .... it was like a real blow, to take, fike accept a job as a cashier ... .... I'm worth so much 
more .... so and uh ...j ust kind of living off of Sean and he didn't like and he had all control of 
the money, so any time I wanted to buy anything, any groceries, anything like that, I'd have to 
ask him .... it was really degrading (yeah) and uh...he'd be like why, what for, what are you 
getting, leave the change on the counter.... you know, with the receip Land uh. ... 

83. and I'd like I'd you know, go buy a coffee or something and he'd be like well, how come there's 
like 3$ missing or something? and I'd be oh, I went to go get a coffee ... and he's like ... oh 
really ... oh with my money? 

Amanda slowly started to meet people, many of whom were the 'wives' of the other RCMP 

officers. She felt that she had nothing in common with these women, who were all very traditional 



in their relationships. Simultaneously however, Amanda saw herself 'going down this same path'. 

She hated herself for this acceptance of a role with which was not a part of her. The RCMP wives 

however, were supportive of Amanda's different perspective on relationships. She reestablished 

contact with one friend from university who was also living in Peace River. This woman became a 

great support for her. 

83. I'd go to Laurie's and hang out and Laurie was really depressing person to be around ... she 
was really overweight and really unhappy but she was in such the role of the mom and the 
wife .... and so was Heather. ... ... all of the RCMP wives. ..and that's what they were called, 
they were called the wives. .. and they all led really traditional lives ... none of them 
worked ... and if they did, they worked at the station ... and uh ... they all hung out together and 
they were all older ... and a lot of them had kids ... none of them had gone to school or were 
educated ... I didn't, I didn't have anything in common with them ... and I didn't really 
respect any of them ... and I was seeing myself going down this path... and I didn't want 
that for myself ... I didn't want to be an RCMP wife.... 

208. but those other women, those RCMP wives ... accepted their life style ... they were sooo 
... obedient to that.. to their husbands and they just took that role ... and they just ... you know, I 
felt .. I was ... they questioned m and doubted me..why wasn't I just doing it?? why would I 
not, just clean the house?? you know.. why wasn't I just accepting it?? cause that would be ... 
it was demeaning.. I was demeaning them ... by fighting it... like I was..you know, saying ... 
how.. huh..he can't fucking expect me to clean the house and all the ..... and stuff ... and then the 
whole time I was saying this to people who cleaned the house and didn't ever get out of line .... 
so I was demeaning them unintentionally ... so they weren't very supportive ... they would 
question why I was questioning Sean ... 

107. everyday I hated myself more.. .. every day I wanted it to be back what it used to be .... 
and 1 , I hated being in ... the woman ... like the RCMP wife ... that's what I was totally being ... I 
was being a passive woman ... I was ... I was being that person I was never going to be ... like 
you heard.. we hear about women being like tha t.. and it hadn't occurred to ma that I 
was this woman... and uh ... my friends and my family were the ones that were saying ... you 
have to get out ... you have to leave ... and uh.. I couldn't ... and I didn't ... and I still have 
guilt .... thinking about how stupid I was... 

109. ... it's put this big dent in my own self - image. 

79. ... I found out that a girl that I graduated from university actually lives in Peace River and she's 
an art major and 

81. and I contacted her and we started hanging out a little bit and she showed me around Peace 
River ..... 



Sean's control over their relationship extended into their sex life as well. Amanda stated 

that she felt that she had to respond to him whenever he wanted or his behaviour would become 

even more cold and distant than it had been previously. 

85. he would uh... he would want to have sex. .. like when he wanted to have sex ... not when I 
wanted to and there certainly wasn't any romance about it.... you know, like. it was really cold 
and uncaring ... no, no caressing, no flowers, no making dinner ... no nothing 

131. yeah, he'd want to have sex when he came home from work ... whenever he wanted to ... 
he came at 4 in the morning.. I was sleeping.,. he'd wake me up and he'd want to have sex 
and I'd, I didn't want to.. and he'd be fucking pissed off and you know, he'd ... you know he'd 
just roil over and be on the edge of the bed or he wouldn't come ... he'd get up and sleep on the 
couch ... -and he'd be.. 1 don't want to be with you" ... or I... like it was horrible.. like I just felt 
awful ... like I felt ... like I , well, I have to have sex.. if I want him to touch me at all ... so 
that's what it was ... 

Sean became increasingly intimidating with Amanda. He would point his gun at her and 

show her 'moves' which would hurt and make her put the hand cuffs on, refusing to take them off 

even though they were painful. He started to 'push her around' more and threatened to hit her. In 

addition. he would tell her how many women wanted him, to make sure that she knew 'how lucky 

she was' to be with him. Amanda stated that Sean would oscillate from being sweet to being 

intimidating and controlling. 

85. .... and he just loved the gun ... like I was kind of scared of it.. I'd never been in a house with a 
gun before ... and he'd be like ... he'd come around the comer ... like it wouldn't be loaded ... but 
he'd have it aimed at ma... and he'd be like playing the role of like police officer and you 
know, he'd like want to put the cuffs on me and stuff and I, I didn't let him.. I really didn't 
want him to do that .... but he'd be like ... 'come on.... like what's the big deal?? you're always 
making such a big deal out of nothing and stuff' .. so he'd like ... he just put one on one wrist 
or whatever ... and uh ... he be like yeah .... and then I'll , then I'll just tighten it and tighten 
it .... and then .... what if somebody's being bad ... cause if he goes just move your wrist around a 
bit and it'll just tighten kind of on their own ... if you pull on them ... and so he just showed me ... 
and I'm like "it really hu rts... like take it off.." ... and he wouldn't .... and then he finally did ... 
and this is so degrading.. 

96. but then one day .... some days he'd be really sweet..like one day he'd be really nice and 
we'd go out for dinner ... or we'd go for chips and beer or something like that ... and we'd play 
some pool .... and... we hadn't done that in a long time ... so I was like ... oh ... you know ... I'd 
think things were getting slowly back on track.. . and then ... two days later ... he 



86 
wouldn't ... he'd go out with the guys ..... and ... wouldn't come home ti15 in the morning ... or 
not come home at all ... ...y ou know, and I'd ask him things about work and he wouldn't tell me 
..or..he'd come home sometimes and tell me these stories that I didn't really want to hear .... 
about how great it was to bash some guys head in at .... and like this guy was being a jerk, so 
Sean would slam him into the floor, like knocked his head into the concrete a couple of times .... 
and ... like I was scared of Sean ... I really was .... like he had this temper now ... and this 
aggressive side that I'd only seen occasionally ... 

101. and uh.. i wasn't allowed to have the mail key ... I don't know why .... but ... I , I didn't 
know why.. I didn't question it.. like um ... .... but he started getting phone calls at 3 o'clock in 
the morning ... I started assuming that he was having an affair and accusing him of this..and 
we'd get into big fights..and I'd be really upset and I'd be yeiling at him ... and he pushed me 
up against the wail ... and ... he'd be like 2 inches from my face ... just shut the fuck up ... and ... 
you know ... I'm so fucking sick of this shit and the way that you are ...y ou know, ... I just want 
you to leave ... he'd say this ... 

1 15. ...y ou know, Sean would come home and he'd be really sweet one day and then it'd be 
okay but then things would start getting really tense and then we'd have a big fight... and 
then he pushed me up against the wall, you know, he threatened to hit me ... he hadn't hit me 
at this point, but he had threatened to ... and he ... like he knew all these moves..and it's kind 
of like how he did it was really subtle.. like it we were getting along and stuff, we'd be joking 
around and .. maybe we'd be like play fighting or something like that but then he'd, he'd like let 
me show you this move ... and he'd like whip me around and have me in some sort of a 
lock ... and I couldn't get out and he wouldn't , I'd be like .... okay ... you know, that's 
enough ... ha ha ... and he'd just hang on ... like ext..like longer ... and it'd be like just showing 
me ... like proving to me that he was better, like dominant.. and , and that scared me ... 
that freaked me out. 

117. ... and then when he threw me up against the wall, I was just so upset ... I started to 
hyperventilate ... I'd never hypewentilated before ... I couldn't breathe ... like it was the 
strangest thing ... it was horrible.. horrible feeling.. and I was on the ground, I was cry ... l was 
so upset. because I couldn't ... and he was like .... what the fuck is your problem ... and I was 
like ... paper bag ... like I knew, I kind af said paper bag ... 'fuck" ... and he walks down the hall, 
goes to the kitchen, throws it at me and goes ... here ... and he leaves ... he left 

144. ... Sean was uh .... cute and so for Peace River ... a cute young police oficer was a big 
thing ... he got a lot of female attention ... gids ... would try and stop them and flirt with them all 
the time ... and Sean made sure that I knew about all that ... he was telling me all the time ... 
women who wanted him ... which just was... you know, like so aren't you lucky, that I'm here 
with you. ... 

Amanda did not fair well in this climate. She became depressed and her self-esteem 

dropped. She lost all sense of herself. She lived for soap operas and Sean. She started to accept 



the abuse and feel that she could not live without Sean. 

97. 1 actually timed my life around soaps ... I was...so depressed ... I think about being in Peace 
River and being in this situation and not knowing what to do ... and not knowing ... I didn't want to 
leave.. I loved him ... he loved me ... we were going to be married ... and I already moved up 
there and my whole life I'd made this choi ca.... and I thought ... I had to live with this now ... 
and uh ... and so I , I couldn't get out of bed in the morning, I was really depressed, and I'd 
get up around 10, because 

98. soap opera was going to be around 11 ... ... but I KNOW that I lived my life around the 
television ... 

102. ... and I was so depress ed... I just, I couldnYt get out of bed in the morning ... I didn't want to 
do my hair ... but I ... you know, before Sean came home I would try to make myself look 
nice ... and .. he'd never say anything ... ... one time, I don't even know what the fight was 
about ... we had so many ... we fought all the time .... and he didn't like the fact that I didn't just 
put up with his behaviour and his attitude and this was him now and why didn't I respect him 
and his job and realize what an important person he is ... and uh ... he'd always say stuff like 
that ... ... he was just ... he thought I was a dependency cow and that everything I did had to 
be with him and in some ways it did ... 

103. 1 couldn't be happy unless I was with Sean .... at that point.. it was all about him ... like 
I'd get up because Sean was coming home.. I'd take a shower because Sean was corning 
home ... I'd make dinner because Sean was coming home .... I'd make what he wanted ... 
strange ... I didn't want him to be mad at me.... I'd clean the house, I'd do the laundry cause 
Sean was gonna come home ... 

290. well yeah, you believe what they tell you ... that's what makes it so hard to get out.. cause 
you think you are .... stupid ... and nobody would ever want you. .. who else would want you?? 
that's why you can't leave.. cause you think that nobody else would ever like you ..... and 
you think you need to be with somebody .... so it's. .. to be alone.. .. that's just not a 
solution .... so that's why I needed my friends ... couldn't stand being alone .... without 
somebody ... 

Amanda left Peace River a few times, but each time, Sean would ask her to come back, 

promising that they would work on their relationship. Amanda felt trapped by her life situation. She 

had no money, no contacts, no way to leave. So she would return. 

88. 1 urn ... I ... I went back ...it was probably ... end of ..middle of June ... and I had only been in 
Peace River about 4 or 5 weeks before I'd leave again ... 

1 02. I'd leave.. I did leave again.. I left for like 2 and a half, 3 weeks. .. and every time I left, 
things got better. Sean would phone ... and he'd be like ... I miss you ... come back... and ... 
you know, things will be better and we can work through this... and ... all that stuff.. so 



88 
school was going to start in September and I thought things will start getting better and I'd 
done a painting ... like I'd try to get some painting done and so I was thinking about that but I 
was also thinking about leaving ... but I had no money ... I couldn't leave ... I had no 
job ... and I had no contacts at any other ci ty.... cause I had waited so long after graduating from 
university ... and sub list in Calgary had already been set, they had already done their 
interviews ... 

As Amanda continued her life in Peace River, she s taed  to paint more, finished her 

portfolio and got a job. This transition and her friendship with Faye, allowed her to see that another 

world existed, where she was a valuable person and that other people would accept her. She 

started to empower hersel within the relationship by not doing what Sean expected of her. As 

Amanda would not be paid for a month, she continued to depend on Sean financially. He 

continued to be very abusive. Although Amanda spoke with Faye about her situation, she stopped 

talking to others. She fe l  that she had been complaining and whining for too long and that they 

were 'sick of hearing if. 

1 19. .... I got a job ... It was.. I was so excited.. I heard.. I saw this job in the newspaper that they 
needed a teacher .... and I phoned them up and I went there and I met the principal and they 
gave me the job within an hour ... ... and I had my portfolio together ... which I actually finished 
while I was in Peace River ... I think that maybe had a lot to do with me feeling stronger ... 
cause I had to finish this portfolio for this intenhew and I had to do it really fast .... ..... and you 
know, I phoned Sean right away to tell him that I got the job ... and he couldn't care less.. he 
was like 'oh yeah, that's great ..'.... yeah ... 'I have to go back to wor If... you know. that was it ... 

130. so. he still, cause with teaching, I don't get paid until the end of September ... and so I still 
didn't have any money ... and he still didn't give me any ... for anything, .... and I needed to get 
some clothes ... I didn't have any good teaching clothes.. ... and I really had to plead with 
him ... and he was making sure that I paid rent as soon as I got paid ... pay him fucking half ... 
he's sick of paying for me .... 

138. .. and Faye and I would go to Sharks ...... and uh, I liked being there ... cause I'd meet 
people ... and I'd meet ...y ou know I'd actually men who were interested in me... 

140. and Faye would always be sitting there and we'd taik and she'd always give me.. like we'd 
try and figure it out .... like why is he doing this ... why could this be ... what's he thinking..you 
know. ... we'd always ... you know, try and help, try and fix it ... 

1 15. .. like I stopped telling people everything cause all I was doing was complaining ... I was 
whining.. and uh ... that's what it felt like..like it felt likes1 was just whining to everyb ody... about 
how unhappy I was ... and they were sick of hearing it... 



264. that's when I started ... I think I started not doing what he wanted .... like I started wearing 
the same outfii twice in a row ... 

266. weil, I started doing stuff like that.. it caused problems ... it ... but that was my way of 
rebelling ... that was my only way of feeling empowe red.... doing little things ... not cleaning 
the house.. not doing the laund ry... like one time, I only folded my own clothes .... not his.. 

Amanda started working. The relationship continued to be negative and the couple would 

often fight until 5 in the morning. Co-workers offered to have Amanda live with them, but she did 

not feel she could accept these offers. Soon after she started to work, Amanda's focus had 

changed. She could finally save money and she regain her sense of self. 

132. you know. I, I , we'd fight sometimes until 5 in the morning ... and I'd get up at 6 and teach 
all day. I don't know how I did it... I have no idea.. The kids had no idea ... some of the 
teachers knew.. they could see.. 

136. ... and I could live with them .... and ... it was really nice ... but I, I don't think I could do that ... 

123. ... Like, I know that he would be working from .. he'd have to start work at 5 so 1 wouldn't 
come home ti1 530, cause I knew that he'd be gone and I wouldn't have to be there ... I was 
working ... so I had a good reason .... and uh .... we just kind of started ignoring each 
other .... 

3. yeah, I just had something else to focus on ... and be in the real world again, away from him 
and away from the house ... from there, 1 could make up my mind. ..like within three weeks of 
me having had the job teaching, I knew that I could just, I could leave, I could finally 
leave. Cause I was gonna have the money, (yeah), could finally save together cause of the 
job (yeah) and then I just, I came back, like ME came back ... it was really weird. (yeah) ... 
cause I'd lost myself during the whole ..tfiing.. it was just, really weird, really weird. 

148. 1 was starting to see it because, cause I was working.. cause I , cause I avoided him ... 
cause I spent hours a day without him ... and then you know, if you don't see him for you know. 
48 hours then suddenly see somebody, you know, you have 48 hours come back to who 
you used to be... and then you just see it for a glimpse, just for a moment and then it's 
gone ... and then you're back into that feeling sorry for yourself.. of hating yourself. .. but not 
having enough money, not having enough strength, not having enough energy to do anything 
about it.. 

One night, the relationship ended after Sean had once again been exceptionally rude and 

uncaring to Amanda. They were out at a bar and Amanda was going to lend her car to a friend 

who wanted to leave, assuming that she could get a ride from her fiancee. He said no and 



humiliated her in front of everybody. Whiie walking out, something clicked in Amanda. 

154. and uh, and Faye showed up and she came and sat down and Sean didn't talk to me at 
all.... and this had happened a couple of times in public ... where he wouldn't 
acknowledge rne...like we'd be out drinking together ... It kind of wasn't fair really .... it was very 
hurtful ... and I, I really think that he did a lot of it on purpose ... 

156. like he knew exactly what he was doing.. like he, he knew that he was being dominant 
over me.. controlling ... and uh ... 

158. ... and so I was just going to give Hotly my car keys and she could just drive home ... and 
then I'd just go back with Sean ... and so uh ... I said that to Sean ... I said I can just get a ride 
home with you right?? and he was like Lvha r... and I , I said, Holly just wants to take my car 
to go home.. so I'll just.. get a ride with you right? ... and he goes ... "I don't fuckin' think so" ... 
and he said this in front of Faye and in front of Collin ... both of them, their eyes just got 
really big ... like.. I felt really stupid .... 

160. .. by the this point, I was just mad, I didn't want to be with Sean ... .... and I felt stupid and 
dumb .... and ashamed .... and ... so I got up and I waiked to the door and it just .... something 
clicked inside me.... ... I am roo sick of this shit .... I like.. I don't want to put up with this 
anymore ... he has hurt me sooo much .... and I turned around and I was just sooo mad.. I 
tumed back and I thought ... and I walked right up to the table and the bar was just packed full 
of people ... and I stormed my way through there and he looks at me and goes What?" 
I decked him .... (laughs) ... I did .... I punched him square in the face. .. 

162. ... it was just..that was the turning the point ... that was the point that went.. you 
know ... (snaps fingers) ... click ... 

166. urn ... well, I, I think I was stunned, he was stunned for a moment ... everybody looked.. it 
was kind of like the music stopped ... and everybody stopped what they were doing ... and he 
stood this far from my face ... Yucking bitchn you know, and everybody heard this ... and he 
went to hit me... and he couldn't right.. he's in a public piace ... he didn't .... he waiked 
away ... he just walked away ... walked past me ... and I was shaking.. I was just like "oh my 
god ...." .. like cause that meant... I knew.. . (crying).. it was over... so.. I walked to the 
parking lot.. and Holly was waiting out there for me.. 

168. "1 can't believe you fucking did that to me in a fucking public place .."... like that was what he 
was worried about .... he didn't care that I was upset ... didn't care why I was upset .... didn't ... 
that didn't matter.. . it had mattered that I had done that to him ... in a public place ... he's like ... 
"you're lucky I'm a fucking police officer ..." you know ... and I was thinking how UNlucky 
I am that he's a police officer .... and uh ... we got into a big argument and he's like '1 want 
you fucking out of my house ... and I don't ever want to see you again" .... and I took off the 
ring, threw it at him... . actually threw it really far away ... (laughs) 

Following this critical incident, Amanda remained in their apartment until the end of her 



contract with the school. Although she was offered the possibility of extending her contract until 

Christmas, she refused. These f i e  weeks were difficult. The pressure was off, so altbough the 

couple argued, the date was set when she would be leaving and things got calmer. They spoke 

about getting back together, although that would be in the future. 

170. ... cause we'd had so many fights.. every thing was always so awkward ... but it had almost 
become normal to feel awkward .... it was just the way it was. and uh ... he was still mad, to say 
the least, but uh, I didn't say anything to him ... l just kept marking ... and he didn't say anything to 
me .... he said "when the hell are you getting out?" ... and I just had a date in my haad... I 
said.. "October 25th" ... I don't know why 1 said that, I was thinking, I must have thought about 
it before ... because that would be the day that I got my second pay cheque ... 

172. and uh ... the school, what happened was this was just supposed to be a temporary 
contract that I had, and it was only supposed to be for a month and then it got extended until 
the middle of October, so I thought .... well, good time to go.. so I still had 6 weeks ... basically, 5 
weeks, til.. the end.. which was really ...... we'd yell at each other ... and it was awful ... but I ... 
that date was in my head.. .. I'm leaving I told him ... it was really weird... things actually got 
calmer because I was leaving, the pressure was off, we didn't have to make it work 
anymore ... not like we were making it work ... he wasn't making it work anyway ... and uh I just, 
uh ... finally the school wanted me to stay until Christmas.. cause the contract was gonna 
get extended again .... and so they offered me a place to stay, and all this, trying to talk me 
into staying ... and I thought .... no... I can't, I can't know when he is.. I can't .... see him ... I 
can't be with him ... 

223. but ... I was leaving for sure.. . but , if it worked out, it was meant to be ... meant to be.. like 
he could come visit me and stuff.. you know, it's not forever ... who knows Mats  gonna happen 
... but it was more ... I'm leaving ... he wanted me to leave ... it wasn't like ... stay, please stay .... 
that never happened.. 

225. yeah, it was very cold, very clinical .... very strange 

Followina the Termination of the relations hi^ 

Amanda turned to her family and friends to provide the 'inner strength' that she needed to 

maintain her decision to leave. Her parents, acknowledging that Amanda needed to do this on her 

own, provided all support except financial. She moved back to Calgary and for the drive home, she 

had a theme song about an woman getting out of an abusive relationship. 

173. so, my parents .... weren't , I guess they were supportive but yet they weren't. My dad 
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really wanted me to get out ....y ou know, they didn't want.. they wanted to help and stuff, but 
not financially ... .... my sister was ready to help ... and uh..she said I could stay with her in 
Calgary. So I rented a U-Haul, my sister offered to drive the U-Haul from Calgary and drive me 
back, I know like.. like they made it so easy ... like without my friends, I don't think I would 
ever left.. 

177. but, I think they did that because ... they were making me do it on my own ... 

179. well. I needed them ... I depended on them .... cause I had no inner strength.. it was All 
from other people ... other people's energy and other people's help ... other people's 
comments, other pcople's encouragemnt, that's the only thing that got me through ... ... 
my mom said. 7ou can go get her but she'll just go back ... she has to do it on her own.." 

181. ... you know and I had a theme song ... I listened to music ... 
185. it's about a woman getting out of an abusive relationship .... 
187. 1madesuremytapewasready .... inmycar ... andthatwasthesongplayingandIdrove 

out of Peace River ... and that was it ... and then I ..I was so depressed ... 

Amanda re-established herself in Calgary. Initially, Sean would come to visit her and tried 

to talk her into going back to Peace River. Following one visit however, she received an 

anonymous phone call from Prince George. It was from the woman with whom Sean had been 

having an affair since his training. Amanda finally knew why she wasn't allowed to have the mail 

key and from whom the 3 a.m. phone calls were coming. She admits to missing Sean, but has 

renamed him, the 'OLD Sean and the new Sean'. Although it has been almost two and a half 

years since Amanda left, she feels that it has taken this amount of time to feel like her 'old self. 

She simultaneously feels disbelief that she had been in that situation. 

189. .... he was really sweet and he convinced me the next month in Calgary ... he was his old 
self ... I was so confused.. but then that was it.... and it... and for two years after that ... like last 
summer, I spoke to him ... and he tried to convince me to come back with him ... like ... just 
please come back .... 

191. ... he's still a part of me of course .... 1 miss Se an... the OLD Sean ... ha ts  what I call him 
now ... the old Sean and the new Sean.. 

194. so, and last year, during the summer after Sean had come to visit me, I got a phone call ... 
crank phone call ... ... Sean's girlfriend ... huh.. apparently it was his girffriend from training .... 
and so the entire time all this was going on he was sleeping with somebody else ... and I didn't 
know ... 
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200. well, I , I thought because he had 3 o'clock in the morning phone calk sometimes ... and 

that because I wasn't allowed to have the mail key ... (yeah) ... you know, but that mail key 
thing, I didn't figure it out until 6 months after I left Peace Riv er... I didn't realize that I 
wasn't ALLOWED to get the mail .... and that was cause ... there were probably letters and 
stuff ... 

21 0. it's like it never happened now ... like now if feels like it never did happen ... that's not 
me.. 

21 2. 1 think just this year .... now that I'm teaching again full time ... finally, more financially 
stable.. that ub ... I'm finally now, feeling like my old self again ... it's taken 2 and a half 
years.. 

Amanda's Feedback About Her Story 

Amanda stated that the summary of her story was accurate and inclusive of the important 

aspects of her reiationship. She did not ask for changes to be made to the narrative. 



CHAPTER X 8 

Elisabeth was 14 years old when she and her 16 year old boyfnend Brad, started to date. 

The relationship lasted 3 years and it ended approximately 5 years ago. 

Elisabeth stated that as a child, her father had been very abusive toward her and her 

brother. As a result, her mother left the marriage. She feels that her mother had been a very 

strong role model for her, teaching her that she did not have to stay in abusive situations. The 

family remained in their very small town of origin and thus continued to have contact with the father 

and although the physical abuse stopped, the emotional abuse continued. She feels that the 

abuse she experienced from her father lead her to expect the same type of treatment from a 

partner. Elisabeth also stated that before she met Brad, she did not have a very good self-esteem 

and that she doubted that anybody was going to express interest in her. She had been 'picked on' 

in school but transferred after she and Brad started to date. 

152. My dad was very violent toward us as kids ... and my mom packed us up and left and 
she didn't want us to grow up thinking that was the way things were supposed to be.. so I had 
a very strong role model ... in that way ... 

154. but we still stayed in the... because her job was there and her family was there ... we all 
ended up staying in the same town as my dad .... and there were only about 700 people so it 
was reaily small and uh.. because I was able to still be that close in contact with my dad ... and 
you know, in hind sight ... there was still a lot of emotional abuse there as well, so even 
though my mom sort of distanced us away from the situation, it still wasn't done completely.. 
so to some extent I guess I was expecting him (her boyfriend) to treat m that way.. 

92. ... I , I don't think that I had a very good self - esteem and I just couldn't see anybody else 
wanted to be with me for a really long time .... 

36. ... I mean I had sort of been picked on all through school and ... 

Elisabeth stated that Brad's parents, although not abusive, were constantly 'nit-picking' at 

each other. 

175 .. I don't know if that makes sense but you know ... kind of the situation where one or the other 
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would steam roll the other one... 

177 yeah ... like not ... it wasn't like a violent argument .... ... a lot of nit-picking back and forth ... 

The Relationship 

The couple met in one of Elisabeth's classes in which Brad was a student teacher. They 

spent a lot of time together and eventually dated. Elisabeth however, before having met Brad, had 

apeopleied and had been accepted to be a world exchange student in Russia. She would be living 

abroad for one full year. As the date drew closer to her departure time, Brad became more and 

more possessive and controlling. He continued to phone and write to her after she had moved to 

Russia. After only 3 months. Elisabeth returned to Canada as she missed him and felt guilty about 

being there, away from him. 

2. urn, the relationship started when I was in high school .... He was u h, a student teacher in my 
science class and uh, we just hit it off and we were always hanging out together ... and we 
started dating ... .... at the beginning it went really well, and uh. we always had a really good 
time ... that sort of thing.. and uh.. then I was accepted be a wodd exchange student in Russia 
and as it was getting closer and closer to the time Mat I was supposed to leave, he was 
getting more and more possessive and controlling ... kind of manipulative ... I don't want 
you to go ... and if you really loved me you wouldn't go and that sort of thing .... and uh.. I did 
end up going but he kept phoning me over Mere and sending me letters and stuff like that.. 
if got to be where I couldn't stand to be away from him ... cause he made me feel so guilty 
about it.. 

36. uh huh ... yeah like when we first started dating he was a really nice guy and ... I mean I had 
sort of been picked on all through school and ... and then he sort of ... he was sort of the first 
guy who actually seemed to be interested in me .... so I thought ... he was pretty wonderful and 
alt that.. 

Etisabeth suffered negative repercussions because of her eariy return from Russia, as she 

had done fund-raising in order to be able to go. She told people that she came back because she 

had gotten sick. Her mother was very upset with her and so she found herself turning more to 

Brad and his family as they were being vety supportive of her; however, she also stated that she 

felt resentment toward Bad because rather than being supportive of her while she was there, he 

tried to get her to come home. 



6. 1 was supposed to be there a whole year, and I came home after 3 months ... so it cut my trip 
really really short. and uh.. then I had a lot of consequences to deal with from that end cause 
I'd done a lot of fund raising and ... that sort of thing so I ended up telling people I got sick over 
there and sent home ... and uh I'm majoring in Russian right now and so you know, it really 
would have been beneficial for me to have been able to stay there .... and so ... that was really 
difficult for me ... 

89. because I had started making apeopleications and it took me a year before I left for people ... to 
get organized for my trip and it was only about half way through that year that I ended up 
dating him and I hadn't, you know, planned on having a boyfriend and you know, hadn't 
planned to still be with him, when I went, because you know, it was high school, I wasn't 
expecting a long term relationship ... and uh ... you know ... like even to this day ... I ... so how 
come you came home... and you never nally told me why you came home ... so that, 
that's my way of still paying for it.. I have always felt that resentment toward .... 

87. 1 think that was part of what had already made me change my mind (about dating Brad).. 
because I had always regretted coming ho me... 

93. my mom was really really angry when I had come home .... ..... so I found myself turning to his 
family because they were like you know .... you went ... well, at least you went and some 
people couldn't have gotten that far .... so ... don't be so down on yourself ... 

Elisabeth and Brad continued to date on her return. Soon after, Elisabeth transferred high 

schools. Within weeks, she made a lot of new friends and involved herself in a number of 

activities. Brad became more possessive as Elisabeth developed a new life in her school. She felt 

that he was threatened by the changes. Within a few months of having transferred schools 

Eiisabeth stopped seeing Brad. He 'backed OW though and started to act like he had when the 

couple first start dating. Elisabeth started questioning herself, missed him and started to feel sorry 

for him. They started dating again. 

38. but as I ... especially once I switched schools and I had some new friends and stuff like that and 
I was doing better in school ..and and not being picked on, I realized ... like I don't ... I can do 
better than this .... cause you know, he'd already started to become really possessive and 
stuff .... and because I had new friends who he didn't know and .... I think he was threatened 
by that... 

92. ... and that was pafl of when I switched schools .. and you know I started making a lot of 
friends and stuff like that ... that's when I started realin'ng..that's not necessarily true ...y ou 
know and it was during that time when I was at that shod  a d  I broke up with him for 
that few weeks, and I told him I wanted to spend some time apart ...that was only a few 
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months after I had switched schools .... so it was pretty ... it seemed to be like a fairfy short 
period .... of time before I realized what was going on ... but... and then I ... we sort of spent less 
time ... and he sort of backed off for a while and it was a couple of months we were getting 
along well together ... you know, like when he wanted to be nice ... he could be a really nice 
person ... 

10. and uh ... anyway, in my grade 11 year, I'd finally decided that I'd had enough and I told 
him I wanted a couple weeks away from him just to think about stuff and he said that was 
okay .... and urn, I ended up feeling bad again because you know ... he was all by himself 
and I really didn't think he would be that bad ... 

Fb: During the few weeks we were broken up, he began acting like his old self, the way he was 
when we first started dating (before he went all weird on me). He was able to keep this up for 
the better part of the month, and I began questioning myself, wondering why I had thought it 
would be better to be apart I missed him and began feeling sony for him 'cause he was being 
so nice and I was being such a bitch. 

The couple got along very well during the following summer, but when Elisabeth started 

back to school, Brad once again became more controlling and manipulative, trying to establish 

control over her. Brad would often come to her school and home to ensure Efisabeth's 

whereabouts. He would interfere in her after school activities, and try to slop Elisabeth from going 

out with other people. Elisabeth tried to get him to 'back off and Brad would respond initially but 

eventually end up acting in the same manner. His attempts to manipulate occurred more 

frequently and became more severe as the relationship continued. 

1 1. and urn, after that it went really well ... that was probably early spring.. it went really well until 
the end of the summer time ... and um ... I started school again in September ... and he went 
right back to where he had been, being puswssive and you know ... he would show up, like 
I was on the year book committee and he would show up and disrupt meetings and you know, 
you have to come home RIGHT now and ... and that's he would, he would show up ... where I 
went to high school was in a different town, so you know, and I didn't have a driver's license so 
he would show up to give me a ride home because he knew I either had to go to wait for my 
mom to get off work or he could take me home ... so I had no choice real ly... 

7. ... and urn.. you know he would show up at school in the middle of the day to make sure I was 
at school .... and .. you know, like I grew up in a small town ... people don't lock their doors and 
stuff and he would come into my house when I wasn't home and leave notes on my bed 
.... like how come you weren't here ... even if I was supposed to be at school ... and ... umm you 
know it just continued in that vein but I kept thinking.. you know, he's just going to back off .... 
and I'd tell him to back off and he'd back off a little bit.. but he'd come back and just continue ... 
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2. and urn.... you know he did stuff like ... when driving home ... and I'm not comfortable going 

really really fast and he had a mustang and he would drive like 180 on the highway just 
cause he knew it would bother me and uh, he wouldn't let people pass him and stuff like that 
so you knew he was driving really erratically and you know, would temfy me.. . 

60. ... if he thought I was going out, he would show up ...and just make a big scene ... or like 
showing up at school and just like disrupting my yearbook meetings and stuff like that ... 
showing up at school in between class times because you how, he was close enough to being 
in high school age and I went to a big enough school, they didn't know who everybody was ... so 
he could just walk in and out without any trouble at all ..... he would phone me at night .... and 
say are you going to be in tonight or not or whatever .... and he said a n  you going to be 
home ... but to get off the phone with him , I would say, you know, I'm kind of feeling tired, I'm 
going to go to bed .... and then he would, he lived on a farm. and he would drive into town 
... and if I was lucky, I would hear him coming ... cause he had a diesel pick up ... and I could get 
my light off ... and he would drive around and around and around and around the block because 
he knew I could hear his truck ... and then he would go home and phone rne....why weren't you 
in bed ... like if I hadn't got my light off ... and I had to make something up ... oh I had to go to 
the bathroom ... that's why my light was on... you know.. and it just got to be stupider and 
stupider and stupider .... 

184. like it went from just phoning..to like if I was.. if I told him I was going to be home at 6 
o'clock and I got home at 635, he might phone me twice ... and then you know, it was you 
know ... like I have to go to the bathroom ... he has to stand outside of the door .... you know, it 
jusi kept escalating from the re... and they were such baby steps ... at the time, I didn't 
see it, but I look back ... and it was ... what was I thinking??? 

32. yeah, yeah because he was saying ... I'm going to kill your mom and I'm going to kill your 
cat and 

34. ..... or he was going to kill himself if I left him ... and that sort of thing ... 

194. like what we were talking about ... like he's going to kill me or the cat or my mom or 
whatever ... but uh ... but by that point, he was starting to raam really daspmth... just 
grasping for straws..like anything that he thought he could say that he thought would upset me, 
he'd say it.. so I didn't necessarily take it very seriously ... 

Elisabeth's reactions to the abuse vaned throughout the relationship. There were points 

when she would try to adapt her behaviour to manipulate his actions, such as telling him she was 

going to bed to get off the phone and then turning her light off when she heard his truck outside. 

There were also instances that she would do the opposite of what he had wished her to do. She 

found that her strong support network was beneficial in this aspect, as she knew that she wouldn't 

be rejected because of his actions. 



72. urn, I sofl of flip-flopped back and fortfI..like sometimes I would you know, go and well, I 
don't have to listen to you ....y ou're not my mother and I can do what t wanted ... but urn ... I had 
some good friends at that time that understood and that knew what I was going through so .... 
you know. even if he showed up and made a big scene, I knew that they weren't going to reject 
me necess ariiy... they were really supportive ... like ..he's at it again ... don't don't believe this.. 

Although Elisabeth stated that she didn't recognize Brad's actions as abusive at the time. 

she had established an escape plan 'just in case'. She also believed that Brad would eventually 

realize that she was not responding favourably to his possessiveness and he would 'back off'. 

129. ... I think ... cause he wasn't hitting me, I didn't think of it as abuse ... l mean I was tired 
of it... 1 didn't like the way I was treated but I don't think I would necessarily have labeled it as 
such ... 

112. ... Dianna ... her and I were kind of friends but she's more my motheh age..you know ... 
just ..and she knew what was going on .... she was driving me back and forth to school before I 
had my driveh license and uh ... she told me that if worse c a m  to worse .... like I've got a 
house key for her house and like she had a a door that lead to her basement that was locked 
up that nobody ever used but .... worked ... she showed me how to get into it and stuff like that.. 
it was separate from the rest of the house ... you needed a key to get in or you wouldn't be able 
to get in there .... 

120. yeah, like at the time if you had asked me that I probably would have said I wasn't worried 
about it but that it was probably a good idea anyway .... like sort of in denial, but in hindsight 
I think I probably had a clue that something would happen ... 

151. Belief that Me abuse will stop .... I kept thinking that one of these days he's gonna clue 
in that he's really pissing me off and he's gonna go back to the nice penon I thought he 
was when I started dating him ... you know.. so I guess I just kept giving him another chance, 
another chance and then after a while ... it was like.. there's no sign of that person that used to 
be .... so maybe he was just joking all along or maybe that he'd changed that much too .... and 
.... still ... I did believe that it would stop. 

Elisabeth found that in many situations, it was necessary for her to cover for Brad's 

behaviour. She thus found herself lying to protect him. 

122. you know like one time when I was still talking to my dad, he showed up to take me out for 
a coffee and he dropped me off at home and we were only gone for maybe an hour and in that 
time Brad had shown up at my house and he wanted to talk to me and I wasn't home .... and in 
front of my dad he like had the biggest temper tantrum .... 

124. like just .... like I can't believe you went out with another man and my dad is sitting 
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there .... he's like what kind of family do you think we are ... but like that was his mind set ... like it 
didn't matter that it was my dad, it was another man .... 

128. yeah ... well, I was like ... I had to justify all this stuff with my dad and I had to lie to 
him ... like he's asking me all these questions and I don't want to get you in trouble ... but.... I 
said next time, I'm not going to lie ... 

In addition to Brad's possessiveness and manipulation, Brad's family, with whom Elisabeth 

also found much support, was pressuring her into discontinuing her education until Brad had 

finished his, marrying him and having children. Elisabeth was very firm in her own goals of going 

to university and developing a career of her own. She knew also that as Brad pressured her more 

and more to have sex with him, that if she succumbed and got pregnant, he would 'never be out of 

her life'. 

94. there were some times when I would turn more to his family than I would to my fami ly... 

98. and certainly his parents did and you know like his brothers, they were quite a bit older than 
him, and they had their own kids, and it was always auntie, auntie ... you know ... and that sort 
of thing ... so I was really attached to his family ...j ust ... like my own family.. I don't get 
along with my dad ... 1 haven't spoken with him for a long time and I don't get along with my 
dad's family, my step dad ... any of them ... so for some stranger's family to just sort of o p n  
up and take me in like that...that was really important.. 

45. yeah, and he was in university at this point.. he was in a prelaw program ... and he's all gungho 
you know.. he's gonna go and do what ever you have to do to be a lawyer ... 7 or 10 years or 
something ... and he told me and his parents toM me that when he was done and he finally a 
lawyer, then maybe I could think about going to school ... 

46. like there was no asking me what I wanted to do ... they were telling me .... and that was 
starting to get on my nerves... 

230. no, #is was totally out of left field ... you know.. we had gone over to his, I had gone over 
for dinner one night and then his parents were like.. have you told her and he was like 
... no ... and I'm like ... oh god ... now what?? and they're like ... well, we told Brad that we would 
pay for half of your grad dress ... and I was like ... well, that's nice ... cause that's just the kind 
of people they were ... so that didn't strike me as being too strange ... and then then they said 
but you have to get married in it.. 

233. and I was like.. I'm 17,l don't want a baby yet ... you know, that was very strange.. you 
know like.. I remember just sitting there in shock ... wow... I couldn't believe this ... 

239. But uh ... l remember ... as I got older and he start-ed pressuring me more and more to have 
sex ... and I thought if I have a kid with him, I, I'm toast ... cause he'll never be out of my life... 
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you know.. so I remember ... a lot of pushing away ... but.. I just kept thinking, if I have a baby ... I'll 
be so0 screwed ... so that was really scary ... thinking about having a child with him .... 

Elisabeth started to realize that she no longer wanted to be involved in this relationship. 

She was starting to get worried about Brad's threats and possessiveness and she was just 

unhappy being treated the way that she had been. Although ElisabeM's mother was normally very 

supportive of her, she did fully appreciate the seriousness of Brad's possessiveness. thus not 

taking seriously her daughter's fear of him. Elisabeth also acknowledged that as she was 

graduating from high schoai. she would no longer have any excuses not to move in with him. Her 

strong social supp~n system and the fact that she had matured extensively over the 3 years that 

they had been dating contributed to Elisabeth making her decision to end the relationship. 

64. it was scary ... I was really starting to get frightened by it... like generally my mom is pretty 
supportive about things like that but ... I don't know why, we never really talked about it but for 
some reason she wasn't taking it seriously and uh ... some of my friends that knew were 
starting to get worried and I realized that it was sort of ... it was something I was just 
going to have to do .... that's what made the decision a little bit easier...because my 
friends kept saying you know .... you can't live your life like this .... 

134. well I tbink one thing too that uh scared me ... was because all of a sudden I was in 
grade 12 ...y ou know so ... I wouldn't necessarily have been able to say ... you know. I have to 
go back to schooi and ... you know, I would have been 18,l would have been grown up so 
I couldn't say that I couldn't move out yet.. you know, so I would have been even further 
stuck in it. 

68. just bemuse I mean ... between 14 and 17,l think you do a lot of maturing .... and just urn. .. 
you know like before the town where I had been going to school when I met him was a small 
little red neck town ... you know, you don't have much of a perspective on things, but when then 
I went to Russia and then 1 switched schools and ...y ou know, there was a lot more people 
and a little bit bigger town and ... little bigger perspective and you know, I realized that ... what 
1 thought I wanted when I was 14 wasn't what I wanted at all .... 

207. well, I stayed because I felt guilty and because I was still convinced that nobody else was 
gonna want me ... even though I had so many friends and st uff... that before we broke up ....y ou 
know, I had made a conscious decision..you know, I don't care if anybody wants ma or 
not.,. I'd rather be alone than be like this ... that was a conscious decision.. . 

Elisabeth ended the relationship against Brad's wishes. Brad decided that if he 'couldn't 

have her, nobody could'. He came to Elisabeth's home with a knife and kept telling her that 'he 



wanted her to love him', to which she replied 'why is a knife going to make me love you?'. 

Elisabeth tried to escape, and the couple started to fight. During this process, Brad superficially cut 

her neck. When help finally arrived, it was discovered that Brad had handcuffs and a blind fold in 

his vehicle. 

14. and uh ... I was like whatever ... and by this point I was getting really tired of it anywsy.. you 
know, this isn't, this isn't ... so I told him "I don't want to be with you any longer" and I . I 
didn't pull the let's be friends stuff, I just said you know, this isn't working .... and you know, we 
had some good times together but it's not good anymo re... and urn ... I had a spare, by this 
time I had my driver's license so I was driving myself to school and I had a spare as last class 
at b e  end of the day. so I was home early ... and he knew that .... so he came to my house ... 
but urn.. his parents had just bought a new vehicle that I hadn't seen yet and uh ... he drove 
that vehicle to my house .. and then he parked in front of the neighbours behind some bushes 
and stuff so I couldn't see him and then he came up the side of the house so I couldn't see 
actually come up until he was actually in the house.... and I didn't have time to lock the 
door.. and uh ... my brother ... he knew he had about an hour before my brother came home 
from school, because my brother didn't have a spare ... and uh ... I was sitting, the way my 
dining room was set up. I was sitting in my dining room and the door way is here and uh, I 
couldn't get past him to get out ... and uh.. I just, I don't know ... what tipped my off, but when he 
came in I just knew like ... something bad was going to happen ... and uh I said to him, look 
uh ... I had a really bad day at school and I'm in a really bad mood so why don't you give me 
some time to calm down and 1'11 call you later tonight and we'll talk .... he said no, I Mink we 
should talk now.. . and I said I don't want to talk ... so I said I want you to go home ... and uh ... he 
had his jacket on and he pulled out a knife out of his inside pocket ... and I said okay ... its 
time for you to go, I'm not asking ... I'm telling ... like get out of my house .... and uh .... he said 
no ... then I said fine then I'm leaving and I tried to go past him and then he flipped me 
around onto the floor and uh...he didn't like go through my neck but he just did enough 
that I didn't have a scar so it wasn't very deep (motions where he cut her neck ...)... and 
uh ... 

16. it was really sca ry.... but at the time, I wasn't scared.. I was more ang ry... like how dare you 
come into my house and wave a knife in my face ..and 

18. yeah .... and uh ... like I was luc @...like physically, he wasn't a whole lot bigger than I was... if 
he had been a lot bigger I would have been in serious trouble ... but I managed to wrestle him 
off of me.. and then uh ... I lost track of where the knife went after all of this .... but I uh, I ended 
up on the other side of the dining room, almost on the way out the door and uh, he grabbed me 
and I ended up, like we just ended up tussling again.. and uh. I had long nails so I just 
clawed the hell out of his face and that sort of thing .... and then it was really strange 
because in the middle of all this the phone rang ... and uh, he didn't want to let me answer 
it but I told him it was my mom phoning to see if I was home from school ... and that if I didn't 
answer the phone, she would know something was wrong ... so he let me answer the phone but 
it was my gramma ... it wasn't my mom ... my grarnma never phones me ... so it was really 
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strange that she would and uh .... I told her ...g rarnma I need you to phone Dianna, who's a 
neighbour of mine and uh I said I need you to phone her and tell her to come over right away 
I'm havin' a problem and Men uh ... Brad ... that was my boyfriend's name.. he pulled the phone 
out of the wall ... so my gramma's havin a heart attack ... 

20. and uh ... by this point Brad and I uh ... uh I had gone over to the door ... and he had tried to hip 
check me away from the door and I kicked him into the kitchen ... and he hit his head on the 
counter ... like it was just a free for all ... there was blood all over the place.. 

22. and uh ... it was ... when Dianna came over, like she didn't even know who was on the floor by 
this point because he just.. like when I kicked him ... then, that was really the end of the fight ... 
like ... it was over ... and um ... she was like okay.. so she sent me to get a cio th... and so we 
cleaned him up .... and she ... walked him back outside ... and she said ... like what ... what are you 
doing?? you know and what's going on and why are you doing this sort of thing?? and he's 
like ... well, "if I can't have her then nobody can have her" and Dianna said what makes you 
think there's somebody else?? you know, cause I didn't have another boyfriend. I just didn't 
want to be with anybody after that .... and it was Dianna ... and when he opened the door and he 
showed her, he had like a set of hand cuffs. .. and blind folds ... like I don't know what he had 
planned for me but ... she went outside and I stayed inside and she sent him home and it 
wasn't until she came in and and I was cleaning the blood up and she told me what was in the 
van, that's when I got scared .... and I started to cry and 1 was freaking out ... 

86. ... he kept saying ... l want you to love me .... I want you to love me .... and I kept saying "how is 
a knife going to make me love you??".. but I was already past the mind set where .... you 
know ... we could just figure it out ... it was in the past .... he tried to manipulate me. .. 

Followina the Termination of the Relationshio 

Elisabeth spoke wtth the police about what had happened, although she did not press 

charges. She stated that she does not fear that he will pursue her at this point, but she does feel 

uneasiness when around him and tries to avoid him. In addition, she stated that since this incident, 

her mother has apologized for not having taken her fears seriously. Between her family and her 

friends, Brad has not been able to connect wrth Elisabeth. 

28. yeah .... and what ended up happening was I, I went to the police and I. I was sort of debating 
whether or not I would actually press charges or not ... and my mom suggested I just go in and 
talk to them and uh ... cause I knew quite a few people from the RCMP who were ... and she 
said just make sure they've got a record of it and see what they say .... so uh ... I made a 
statement and then they went out to his place and told.. you know had a chat with him and 
his parents and said like ... you know, you were way over the line and she could have charged 
you but ... you know, we're not going to this time and thafs when he finally backed off ... 



23. 1 mean after that urn, ha tried to call me a couple of times ... and uh ... by this point my mom 
realized like 1 wasn't, I wasn't joking ..iike this was getting completely out of hand ... and 
uh ... so, between her and my brother they ended up sorting of blocking ... his calls ... and uh ... 
I had some stuff at his house and uh, he put it in a bag and brought it to a friend of mine and 
said..just give this back to her ... 

24. but uh ... I've seen him out a few times after that ... it's been almost 5 years since we bmke up 
now ... and uh ... I still. I still get nervous if I'm in the same room as him and I haven't actually 
been physically close to him but we've been in the same restaurant or something and uh, I just 
..it just freaks me out.. 

104. my mom.... you know ... like she apologized for not taking ma seriously, but she's like 
when it's just a little high school thing ..... but she never blamed me for it... like she never told 
him I lead him on or you know.. must have made him angry ... but you know, she did apologize 
for not believing me. .. 

106. .... you know, so I've got a big network of people that are sort of watching my back for me .... 

Elisabeth started going to counselling to deal with issues other than her relationship with 

Brad. Through the counselling however, Elisabeth who had never before labeled what had 

happened between her and Brad as abuse, was able to label it as such and work through it. With 

the help of her friends, she has come to realize that she does not have to endure emotional abuse 

in a relationship. As such, in her relationships since her abusive partner, Elisabeth has begun to 

established solid boundaries about what she will and will not accept from her partner. 

129. 1 think ... cause he wasn't hitting me, 1 didn't think of it as abuse ... l mean I was tired of it... I 
didn't like the way I was treated but I don't think I would necessarily have labeled it as 
such ... 

131. urn, actually just .... you know just because of so much in the past ... because of my dad 
I've been in counselling ... and Mis, this started to come out and you know so. .. that was sort 
of something else that I've been worldng through but you know, the more I look at it, the 
more I see that yeah .... but I hadn't really recognized emotional abuse as abu se,... or 
recognized it period.. but you know, now that I've heard that label..l think mars definitely 
what it was.. 

221. and I think you know. I was smart enough and I knew enough about stuff mat I knew that 
violence would escalate and stuff like that.. .. I just didn't perceive that as happening to 
myself .. you know, like if you're in that kind of a relationship .... Mat could happen ... I didn't 
recognizing it in myself ... but 1 was starting to recognize it toward the end....when I made 
that decision ... and you know ... if I would have recognized it as abuse earlier... I would 
have been out a lot faster ... when that happened with the other relationships that I had in 
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between, as soon as I realize where they're going ... that's it ... you're out ... 

169. you know and uh, I've got a couple of really good guy friends who have sort of .... not really 
like boyfriend mle, but they make me see that I don't have to put up with this and guys will treat 
me nicely and guys who this that and the other ... you know, good st uff.... and I have a 
boyfriend now ... and it's like wow. .. because you know ... l'm not going to let myself put up with 
that anymore .... and like I kept saying.. you know, if you believe that that's the only kind of 
guy that's going to want you, that IS the only kind of guy that's going to want you ..... you 
know.. so with my new boyfriend.. I've been with him for not even a mon th.... but I can see 
already ... the way that he treats me already ... 

Elisabeth's Feedback About Her Story 

After having read the summary of her experiences, Elisabeth stated that although she was 

able to start working on her boundaries after her relationship with Brad, she had still not firmly 

established them. She indicated that she had had a relationship with another man and had found 

that she had allowed herself to become very involved although he was manipulative, drank too 

much and would become emotionally cruel in this state. It was difficult to extricate herself from this 

situation but with the heip of his mother, she eventually did. Elisabeth added that through the 

understanding of another friend she has been able to establish her own acceptable boundaries. 

Before having met him, she stated: '1 figured if I said 'No' then the guy would get mad and leave. 

Or that if he was really the guy for me, he would know what I was and was not comfortable with". 

Through her special friendship with this man, EJisabeth was able to come to a new understanding 

of herself. She stated: B. kept telling me that if 1 expected guys to treat me badly that they would. 

And although there was a small part of me that expected it of B. as well, he was very gentle with 

me. He knew that I was scared. I was scared on continuing to live my life in this way, but also 

scared because I trusted 8. so much (a big scary thing for me to do) I was able to let myself be 

guided. 



CHAPTER # 9 

LOUISE 

Louise was 16 years old when she met her partner Greg, who was 18 years old. The 

relationship lasted two and a half years and it ended approximately one year ago. 

Louise stated that she grew up 'seeing her parents live a lousy relationship'. She indicated 

that her father had been abusive emotionally, physically and sexually with her mother. He also 

isolated her mother from her family. Louise stated that although her parents have been separated 

for approximately one year, her mother, who has recentfy been laid off from her work, has been 

leaning toward opening communication with her father again. Louise wonders if it is indeed 

possible to escape the 'trap'. She also stated that although she did not have an ideal image of a 

healthy relationship to draw on, she did learn what she did not want from a relationship. 

204. and I've also grown up seeing my parents live a lousy relationship too ... .... I've never 
grown up seeing a normal human relationship ... between two people ... 

206. urn ... well, they're not together any longer, but urn ... when I grew up , as a child or 
whatever ... urn ... my father was physically, emotionally ... every type of abuse.. well, 
except 1 guess sexual abuse ... between my mother .... and I don't under any circumstances talk 
to my mother about sex, but ... I, I'm pretty sure like .... I would consider it to be sexual 
abuse even if you're husband and wife and forces himself on you and stuff like that .... 

207. and I remember, I remember ... when I was much younger ... I remember looking up in the 
middle of the night ... and my father yelling at my mother .... 'take off your underwea r'.... and 
my mother crying and saying ... 9 can't, I canr ... and it was just really scary back then ... and it 
wasn't until a couple years ago that I realized you know .... and I realized exactly what the 
context of it was....and exactly why it hurt her and how he didn't have any mpect for 
her sexually ... for her own pleasure or anything ... 

210. you know, he didn't allow us to do stu ff...y ou know, he isolated my mother from ... like I 
remember this one time where he umm ...he! forbade her to uh...talk to her parents because 
he was convinced that her parents were against him and all this stuff ..you know ... and we've 
never had any friends ... 



21 1. and I remember it was my 16th birthday ... ... and my mother put on this new dress she had 
bought and she was putting on her ear-rings in the mirror and my dad was like ... 'oh my god, 
you're so old, you're so ugly, you're so wrinkly ...." and my mother, just totally let him have 
it .... and I was sitting in my morn ... thinking you know ... 'happy birthday to me'... 

213. and so I've grown up not having a real mom and not having a ,, an ideal ... anything to 
draw on. But what I did have was.... what not to have ... not what to expect from myself ... 
what I DON'T want. 

21 6. like. so my father le ft... he left ...my mother was always throwing him out of the house and 
..he never left or whatever ... but he finally left .... a year after I graduated fmm high %hod... 

219. and I, I'm too scared to like ... I've been scared ail of my life ... I'm scared for my father to 
go back home, I'm scared of my father ... 
.. .. um..you said. that you would do all these things by yourself and instead of using this 
opportunity to ...y ou know ... be yourself ... and you know, to learn how to do these things by 
yourself ... you want to go back to the past and you want to go running back to him??? 
.... all I can is that ... when I come back from Victoria, I'd better not find him living with us ... 

223. .. oh my God ... can you ever get out of this trap?? can you ever get out of it?? it's like a 
nightmare ... 

Louise stated that she has gone through periods in her life when she was alone. She tried 

to throw herself into other important areas in her life but ultimately found that 'nothing can ever 

replace that need for companionship'. She feels that this need is so great that women are willing to 

'settle for anything' in order to fulfill it. 

21 5. and I've never really ... like I've gone through periods like that, where I've been alone 
and I didn't have any friends and I was really withdrawn ... you know, I've gone through 
periods like that where I threw myself into something that was very impoltant, like I've 
thrown myself into my studies and get straight A's 

21 6. but I found nothing can ever replace that need for companionship ... and it comes to 
the point where women are willing to settle for anything .... 

Louise discussed her beliefs about what makes women, and herself, vulnerable to entering 

into an abusive relationship. She believes that low self-esteem, a fear of being alone and a feeling 

of not being complete without a partner contribute to entering into and staying in the relationship. 

When in the relationship, she feels that women stay because they often don't believe that they 



deserve any better, that it is their fault or by the fear of being alone. As a result, she feels that 

women isolate themselves and alter themselves to satisfy their partner until the point that they 'step 

into another world' and 'no longer are even real anymore'. 

2. urn, I think, I think, &....some of the main factors that were responsible for my being in this 
relationship and for anyone to be in a relationship such as this, are factors that are a fear to be 
alone and a very, very low selfiesteem and I have to say that I suffer from both of those and 
I still do and I mean.. .. a lot of it is that you don't W complete, you don't have a person in 
your life and when you do have a penon in your life you feel like it's not going to get any better 
because a) it wasn't meant for you to get anything better or you don't dwma it or maybe 
it's your fault or maybe you need to work things out and .... ..and that, just k i ng  alone, 
would be the worst thing in the world and so you become really dependent on that person 
.... and so you uh ... you satisfy any demands he might pose to you.. 

3. uh, expectations ... you isolate yourself ..... from people who care for you ... start lying or not 
telling things and it's like you, you step into another world .... like you no longer are even 
real anymore.. 

4. you don't even know who you are..... and then eventually, you're no longer a person ... 

35. and of course at first, I felt uncornfoltable but ..I me an... I was young and I was inexperienced 
and um ... I suffered from a very low self.esteem .... in junior high I was just .... I was always 
at the point where ... you know, I went into grade 10 and I thought no guy would ever look 
at me... no guy would ever want to be with me ...y ou know, that I was just worse than all the 
other girls ... 

36. so I mean at the end of grade 10 .... 1 mean ... when there were guys that actually expressed 
interest in me..never mind that they were ugly and stupid or what .... ha ha ... not qualified 
candidates if you know what I me an.... It was the fact that wow .... somebody wants me that 
just flabbergasted me..and I was like ... Of course I canr? pass up this opportunity .... I may 
never have another opportunity like this again 

Louise stated that her abusive partner Greg was not a popular guy. Although he had 

friends, they were a 'geeky group' of friends and that he had not previously experienced success 

when pursuing other women. As such, she felt that he was not in a 'position where he would 

dump' her. She also indicated that Greg's parents attempted to satisfy all of Greg's needs to the 

point of treating him like he was disabled. She did not respect this and wondered what he would 

eventually expect from a partner. 
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26. ... his status on the social scale of things wasn't exactly high ... like he wasn't a jock or a 

popular guy ... he was, you know he was one of the computer guys that hung out at the 
computer lab at school .... and he had a circle of friends but they were a geeky group of 
friends ... they were by no means... the people who were invited to all the parties or anything 
like that ... and he'd been turned down by every girl who he had ever approac had... 

27. .. so I mean, I couldn't see him in a position where he would dump me or say no because 
he had never been in a position where he was ... he was assailed by flocks of girls or anything 
like that. ... 

76. and uh .... and okayhe was ... this is his 4th year in high school, he was 18 years old .... and this 
is how the conversation between he and his parents wen t... 

77. his morn ... his dad was like ....' what would you like me to make to put in your lunch Greg??' ... 
79. and his mom was like what would you like me to have ironed for you to wear tomorrow?? ... I 

just can't believe this or anything ... and he isn't disabled or anything like that .... l mean there 
is no reason why he can't do it ... 

80 .... but I'm just like ... oh my god ... like, is that what he's going to expect from his girlfriend? 
from his wife you know??? 

The relations hi^ 

Louise and Greg met through a mutual friend in high school. Although she had a 

boyfriend, Greg actively pursued her. She stated Mat this repelled her because she found it very 

disrespectful. When Louise broke up with her boyfriend however, she felt that she needed to be 

with somebody and he was the only person she perceived as available to her. 

5. when 1 rnetthis guy, I wasveryyoung, I was in high school ... he was 2 yearsolderthan me 
but uh, we went to the same high school ... ..we met through a mutual friend 

7. he, he just pursued me actively even though I was seeing someone and that just 
repelled me because I thought that to be disrespectful and really quite annoying .... 

8. but then, urn, I bmke up with my boyfriend at the time ... and uh ... I just found I was kind of 
drifting away from my friends at high school .... I never really had a uh... . a relationship with 
my parents or anything like that so I uh ... I really found myself in need of opening mysel 
up to somebody .... and at the time, he was the only penon there .... 

The relationship between Louise and Greg started as friends although he wanted more. 

She said that something was 'screaming inside her' to 'keep her distance' but she ignored her 

fears. On his birthday, Greg invited her for dinner with his parents. She went as a friend but Greg, 



during dinner, took advantage of the situation, and held her hand. She felt 'disconnected' from her 

body. Later, Greg assumed that this incident meant they were dating. Louise woke the next day 

knowing that she couid not go through with this. 

9. ... I guess we just sort of became friends but .... he was always, always pushing me for 
more and there was something inside me that waa screaming inside ...y ou know, you've 
got to keep your distance from him ....y ou've got to keep your distance from him .... 

10. and ... I just, I was so lonely that I kind of ignored th at... 

11. ... one day we, on his actually on his 18th birthday, his parents took him to the Calgary Tower 
for dinner and he was allowed to bring one friend ... and he invited me .... and I mean ... there 
was always this understanding no matter what we did when we went on dates or to a 
restaurant ... we always went as platonic friends ... ... I had my hands in my lap and he moved 
his hand over to my hand and took it .... and he just held it there and assumed that .... he could 
keep it there ... because it was his birthday .... because we were right across from his parents .... 
I didn't know what to say ... ... and I really felt like he was taking advantage of the situation ... 

12. and then we got up to look around the uh ... uh ... upstairs where you can look out into the c w  ... 
and he kept his hand there and I just felt so strange ... I felt somehow disconnected from 
my body but.. he was holding MY hand ... 

13. and later we went back to his house and I guess he assumed that him slipping his hand into 
my hand at the table meant that we were going out ... and so he was telling me how happy I'd 
made him, what a great birthday present it was and um ... I'm sitting there going ... I don't know 
how this happened ... 

14. and uh, then the next morning I woke up and the first thing that came to my mind when I woke 
up was .... oh my God ... I can't go out with him ... what am I going to do?? I can't ... l have to 
... no I can't .... 

When she spoke to Greg about her decision, he became very rejecting of her. His parents 

too became very accusing. She felt 'sick' and that her behaviour had been 'reproachful'. She 

stated that she felt like she had not been a 'good girt' and blamed herself for the situation. She 

apologized and asked him if they could 'start over'. 

16. So I went up to him the following day and I found him ... ... and I talked to him..and 'you know ... 
I can't ... this is too soon ....' ... I didn't want to lose a friend.. 

17. and he was just .... such an ass hole to me...and he didn't want to talk to me and he was 
totally avoiding me and I came home and Mere was;..I was sick.. It was as if we'd really had 
a real relationship and we'd broken up or something like that... 



18. and uh..you know ... I went after him ... and I said.. I'm really sorry and I don't want to lose you 
as a friend and I'm not saying it's not possible that we'll ever go out, I just didn't feel that that 
was appropriate in that situation .... and I said. why don't we go out for coffee and you know, 
talk about it... 

20. and he was just sitting there and looking at me with a totally contemptuous look on his face, 
totally not listening to what I was saying ... 

21. and he was like .... 'yeah. you know, I told my parents what you did to me on my birthday' ... and 
I was like ...I well what did you say .... what did they say?' .... 

22. and he was .... 'well, my father told me that he was going to send you the bill for din net.... 
23. .... and my mother said .... 'don't worry honey ... it's probably her time of the month or 

something like that'.... 

24. you know, but instead of feeling indignant and pissed off and just you know .... wow..you 
know if this is his parents then I'm faced with the future version ... no thank you.. 

25. 1 felt humbled and I feh ashamed ... I felt very, very asha med... I felt like..l was in the wrong 
and I had mistreated him and that my behaviour was just so reproachful that I just ...y ou 
know, wasn't a good girl and I just uh ... you know ... I was like ... I'm sorry and let's start over 
again .... and of course he wasn't going to reject me .... 

Although Louise and Greg re-established a platonic friendship, they found themselves 

spending more time together, while simultaneously becoming more intimate. Since Greg did not 

get along with her friends, Louise became increasingly isolated. On New Years of that year, Greg 

and Louise kissed for the first time. She thus called their relationship non-platonic friends until 

Valentine's Day when Louise accepted that they really were 'going out'. 

34. so anyways ... after this whole incident we went back to being sort of platonic friends or 
whatever but ... so I would be down in his basement ... uh watching movies or something and he 
would always attempt to get closer .... innocent things of course ... like ... he put his arm 
around me or stroke my hair or something like that ... 

38. ... we spent a little bit of New Years before I had to go home to be with my parents on New 
Years Eve ... it was the fir st... the first time that he kissed me in the basement of his house ..... 
and uh ... I remember feeling so detached from it .... and it was almost like I was being 
attacked you know ... !, I don't know ............ it was this combination ... like he had this whole 
thing ... like this whole thing ... like in the movies .... you know where the guy kind of crooks the 
girl's chin with his finger so he can turn her around to him ... like .... you lcnow and and ... we'd be 
like ... and all throughout the evening ... I knew what he had in mind, and it was like this little 
game where he would like try and take my chin over to his side and it was like this match 
between his finger and my chin .... and Men finally .... I gave in ... and I though t.. okay ... how bad 
can this be?? and I just .... you know ... I just kind of went along with k..bacaurr I was so 
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lonely ... and I thought 'oh it's not that bad* .... and I just thought ... he is my true friend all of 
that .... 

39. but at this point we were in ... at this point, I still felt.. uncomfortaMe ... calling it going out .... 
40. and so I said .... urn .... you know ... I guess I calkd us nonplatonic friends... I just had this 

strong feeling ... and like ... it was like this constant battle between myself and my feelings ... 

41 . and then .... l guess it was around February ... it was on Valentine's Day ... 
42. 1 thought ... you how, maybe I am stringing him along ... it's not really fair ... 
44. so I thought it wasn't fair to him ... and so I agmd that we would be going out so to speak.. 

From the moment Louise acknowledged their relationship, Greg began to manipulate her. 

Louise constantly experienced a tension forcing her to choose between her friends and Greg. In 

addition, Greg did not respect her boundaries sexually or in general, always pushing her to go 

beyond acceptable limits. Neither was Greg supportive of her goals, expecting her to abandon 

them for their relationship. 

45. and so from that moment on it was like, it was like ... my friends no longer existed, he 
hated them, and they hated him 

46. ... and then all these pressures .... with ... do all these things with him and be his girl friend 
and and the sexual pressure began .... you know ... he preferred me to do more. ... 

52. but urn ... yeah, from that period on ti1 the end of my grade 11 year, 1 totally drifted away 
from my friends ... I spent all my time with him ..... I was ..every week-end ... did everything 
with him.. urn ... 

90. and I, it was just .... I felt so claustrophobic .... and I wanted him away from me .... and he 
was always .... whenever I was over, he was always pressuring me ..... and he'd always ..you 
know to have sex with him .... 

101. and that it was the huge sexual pressure in that, to do this, to do that ..... like he had NO 
respect for my boundaries what so ever ... 

53. and grad was coming up and it was really exciting ... and but I didn't want ... I didn't want to go 
with a date ... I just wanted to go with my friends ... ... but I guess the pressure bqan ..... ... 
and so I invited him and I mean ... it sucked ... I mean my friends were all on the stage dancing 
and he was sitting there at the table where we had had dinner and where all the parents were 
and he's just like ... 'oh I have a head ache, I don't want to dance .... I don't want to go up 
there ...." and so I'm sitting there and he was really depressed and he was making me 
feel so guil ty... 
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55. and you were supposed to buy tickets (after grad party) to go and I bought my ticket ... 

and he was supposed to buy his and he never did .... and uh .... and uh ... he drove me, he 
drove me from the grad. to the after grad ... and I changed from my gown ... I mean, I was 
consciously isolating myself from my friends because they all went in their separate car 
and 1 was in his car ..... and I was .... just.. it was like I was no longer a part of it .... and you 
know ... I had chosen that but I didn't want that.. 

56. and so ... he uh..he didn't buy a ticket to go in and so my other friends who didn't get tickets 
... they were all getting into their can ... and he said .... why don't you just come, come with 
me .... to my place and we can spend some time... 

57. and I, 1 was sow miserable that nigh t... and it was funny, cause I couldn't consciously 
identify that HE was the source of my mbe ry... for putting all these pressures on me...for 
... wanting to ... me to be somebody else ... I kind of blamed my frknds for it ... and I said ... 
well, my friends have ditched me.... I didn't realize that my friends had come to assume that 
I just wanted to be with him .... 

61. and which which brings me to another point ... I had apeopleied like earlier in the year for a 
scholarship to world colleges ... 

62. and that was so important to me ... and I told him that I had been preparing for this for 
years ... ..it was kind of you know.. my escape from home .... from the pressures ..... 

63. and he just acted like it was the worst, because it was a threat to him ... and he kept 
saying ... I don't want you to go ... all this stuff.-and he was saying.. 'how can you do this 
me?? how can you umm.. you know ... like totally destroy our relationship .... it's just 
like ... this is a part of me.. it was a part of me before I mat you .... 

64. you know, he tried to make me feel soo guilty ... 
65. and he was saying how .... well .... and then he was saying ... 'long distance relationships can 

work.. I'll fly where ever you are... ... it was just swo suffocating ... but I didn't want to say 
you know ... we'll see what happens at that time .... 

66. ... I didn't get it.. I made it to the finally 15 .... 
67. and his lack of support and ... or...like he didn't try and comfort me .... and I told him ... and I 

came to his office after I found out the results and I knocked on his door and told him that they 
had sent me a letter saying ...y ou didn't get in basically .... by then I had already cried my 
tears ..... but I was stili really upset ... and I said.. 'you know .... I didn't get inn .... and he was like ... 
"hummm .. okay ... don't worry about P .... and like he was totally relieved .... you know .... he 
was like ... you know how hard I would have cried if you had left me for that long ..." and he 
was just obiivious of my problems you know.. 

Greg's parents moved to North Carolina and Greg decided to stay in Calgary to be with 

Louise. He thus increased his own isolation and simultaneously added to the pressure he placed 

on Louise. He expected Louise to speak with him or see him every day. He dictated what articles 

of clothing she could wear. He denigrated her friends and was jealous of anybody who did 



anything with her. On one incident, Greg physically lef! bruises on Louise's arm because she was 

people watching and he needed to be constantly the centre of her attention. As such, it appears 

that Greg expected Louise to become a part of him, disallowing her from even looking at other 

people without him knowing what thoughts were behind it. When Louise would do things against 

Greg's will. Greg would use his asthma as a last effort attempt to regain the control he had lost. 

70. ... meanwhile, his parents were planning to move to North Carolina ... 
71. .... 'well, I'm not going to move, I want to be here with youn..and I said to him .... 

'okay ... well, urn, I would never ask you to do this, you know, this is something that is entirely 
your decision' ..... and I reiterated that I don't owe you ANYTHING for this .... ..... and I tried 
to talk him out of it you know ..... like even though I needed somebody desperately you know 
to ... cause I was so00 lonely.. 

84. and uh so, when his parents left and he was just staying there in his room and he was just 
really, he didn't have his family, he didn't have anyone..he didn't go to school, ... and he 
was supposed to find a good job so he could support himself ... 

85. and so last Christmas .... ... he just sat home all day .... and it just got really bad then ... 
because I mean, if I worked ... he called me every day at about 8 o'clock in the evening ... and if 
I wasn't home, he had to know where I was, he had to know what I was doing ... uh, I was 
working at the Good Earth back then and during my break, I was obligated to go and visit 
him in his apartment .... on my break ... or you know ... he would come see me .... and I just was 
sickened ... and he always had something bad to say about every single one of my 
friends ... and you know .... it's just ... it was just terrible ... I mean, he just got soooo 
..emotionally abusive .... 

86. and I remember .... I saw this skirt at Market Mall that I really liked and I couldn't go pick it up 
for some reason and it was the last one they had, so I ,  I gave him $20 or whatever it cost and I 
asked him to pick it up for ... and uh .... well, the next day, I asked him if he got my skirt ... and he 
goes ... that skirt was way too short, I didn't get it for you ..... I don't want you walking around 
like that ... maybe you can walk around in something like that around ME, like when I'm 
there, but not when other people are there.. ..and I was really pissed off ..... 

89. and uh ... and he got really really jealous ... I , I debated a lot and stuff like that and he would 
just ... 'oh I want to come too ..... are you sure guys aren't hitting on you and stuff like that?'.... or 
he was jealous of my debating partners because they were always male ..... you know ...he 
was always demanding to spend every free second with me.... 

1 08. well I would say stuff like.. you know my friends and I would like to go see a movie on 
Tuesday night and he'd be like ... 'no you can't go on Tuesday, because you know I want, I 
wanted to do something with you on Tuesday because I can't on the other days ... 



92. 1 remember once when ... I mean he never ... he never ... like he didnJt..maybe I'm just in denial 
but ... from the way I perceive it it wasn't really physical abusive ... it was more emotional, 
psychologically .... but I mean sometimes when he'd get pissed off with me, you know, he'd 
smack me on the arm or something like that ..... 

93. ... we were walking through Chinook mail to the C-train station .... and we were waiting for the 
light to change and I was watching this young couple ... and you know I, I'm very much a 
people watcher and I was just observing them , you know I was just looking at them and you 
know they looked happy and also I was just kind of lost in my own thoughts really and it's 
like .... I hear .... 'hey, what the hell are you looking at?' ..... and he grabbed my wrist really 
really hard ... and 1 do bruise kind of easily, but it was hard enough so that I had a mark on 
my arm the next day...on my wrist the next day .... and uh, I was just like 'nothing ... I was just 
looking at the people .... and what's your problem ... 

109. one of his favourite things to do actually, and I , it actually worked realty well the first time 
that I broke up with him the first time .... urn... was he had severe asthma and so..um .... I 
guess, he had it pretty much under control but ..I guess when he was in a stressful situation 
his asthma would really, really act up so you know ... he'd always say stuff like .... 'I had the 
worst asthma attack I had in a year hecause of you and look at what you're doing to 
me' ... 

Despite his controlling behaviour, Louise was ambivalent about their relationship. She 

realized that the relationship was abusive, but she was also very lonely and knew that she the next 

year, her friends, who were a year older than she was, would be going to university. 

94. but I mean ... all the warning signs were the re... and I knew, I knew pretty much that I had to 
take action. .... 

88. urn you know ... and because I had realized that all my friends were older than me, I didn't 
really know anybody in my own age catego ry... and so you know everybody in grade 12, or by 
grade 1 2...everyone1s already formed their cliques, everyone's formed their groups and then I 
was totally alone ... so I mean I'd be sitting there ... trying to work on my English or my Math or 
whatever and he'd phone me ... and I would be miserable .... I would, I would want him to be 
there even though I was miserable around him too..... 

113. ... he just had this total control over my life .*...this total grasp..and I was just sow 
alone and it was just, I couldn't take it anymore .... and I I mean.. . inside I was tom .... 

114. you know ... do I cut him out of my life ...y ou know and have NOBODY .... ? or do I 
continue?? do I hope it gets better???? what the hell do I do?? 

Louise stated that one day she woke up and everything was clear for her. She had 

befriended a girl at school and started generally to expand her social situation. She had 'normal 



social and human interaction' and was having fun again. She started to notice the 'opposite sex' 

while remaining loyal to Greg. She started to realize that 'there was more to life' than she had with 

Greg. 

115. and then, .... all of a sudden, I don't know what happened but somehow things just got 
better towards April ..... ... maybe some hormone in my brain reacted so that I looked at things 
in a more positive light ... I don't know what .... but one day I woke up in the morning ... and it 
was like .... all of a sudden I had all the answers. ... 

116. I had befriended this one girl who was actually a cwple years younger than me but you 
know..it was like ... l had people to be around ... l had social interaction .... and I had normal 
social and human interaction .... and all of a sudden I had fun again ... and you know and I 
started noticing the opposite sex again ... and I would chat with them ... and I wasn't flirtatious 
with them, you know I wasn't sending the wrong signals ... l wasn't being disloyal to Greg .... 

120. you know and urn ... all of a sudden, I started, I started noticing guys ... I started 
thinking ... there's more to life than this ... 

One day, Greg and Louise were talking on the phone while she was at work. Greg 

realized that Louise was unhappy. He came to visit her on her break and although she had wanted 

to wait until a more appropriate time, she finally admitted to him her unhappiness. He was 

distraught. She went to his apartment after, and later realized that she had placed herself in a 

potentially dangerous situation. Greg had written a letter on the computer in which he blamed her 

for the troubles they were having and threatened to kill himself. This time, Louise did not accept 

the blame. Instead, she distanced herself emotionally and became very 'clinical' in her thinking. 

While walking her home, Louise suggested they take a one week break. 

128. you know ... and I was really upset for a long time and he sensed it and sa one day I was 
talking to him on the phone from work .... and it was just like .... 'what's wrong, what's wrong, 
what's wrong'.. and I didn't want to talk about it... I longed to pick an ideal time to break it 
to him ...y ou know.. but that ideal time never happened because he's just like ... I'm going to 
come over, I'm going to come over whik you're on your break ... 

130. and he's like ... so the ritual was that I always end work really late about 10:30 .... and I didn't 
want to walk home so the ritual was, I would go over to his house and then he would walk me 
home .... so he said .... 'you're still gonna' come over so I can walk you home?' and I said. 
3eah suren.. and I wasn't thinking ... but when I think Back to it now ... like I realize what a 
dangerous situation I was putting myself in .... by going to his house that night .... 



135. and so I'm reading this thing on the screen .... and f don't even remember like..there was a 
time I had remembered exactly what he had written in that letter, but I don't remember 
anymore.. just this underlying cumnt of trying to put the blame on me... telling me that's 
he's going to kill himself and that he can't believe that I did this to him and all this stuff ... 

136. and I'm just like ... you know, this is just getting really old ... you know, like I'm really 
tired of this ... threatening and everything ... 

137. and then at the end of the letter it said something like pas. ... now turn around, I have 
something to show you .... 

138. THAT is one sentence I will never forget. I read that sentence so many times over while 
in my head I'm thinking bh my god .... what am I going to find when I turn around?? what is he 
going to do to me??" I was so scared .... 

140. you know, so I turn around very gingerly and I'm ready to bolt for the door and I'm like..= 
what is it you have to show me??? expecting him to you know .... like drop his pants or show a 
gun or something ..... and he holds up this letter that I wrote him like a year ago and I signad it 
Love Louise ... and he points to the Louise part of the letter and he says to me... 'see this part 
when you signed it lave Louise .... do you still mean it? do you still love me?? is this true??" 

143. and I don't want any physical contact ... and I am so00 drawn into myself .... and he's 
sniveling beside me ... and I am just dead .... I am just so00 numb .... I'm so 
emotionless ... and I'm just sooo Clinical. .. I'm thinking about the stuff I have to do 
tomorrow .... totally detaching myself from the situation ... 

146. and I'm just like .... the last thing I need right now is to sit there in a restaurant..and I 
knew... . I knew right then that I needed to break up with him...BUT when I told him that I 
needed to take a break .... 

Louise stated that she felt like a 'weight had been lifted off her shoulders' during her week 

away from Greg. She had previously noticed a new guy who had transferred to her school and it 

was the day after her discussion with Greg that she approached him. It was the first time she had 

ever approached anyone, thus demonstrating a transition in her sense of self. Again, Louise 

became aware of the fact that there was another world that existed outside of her confined space 

with Greg. The end of the week came around too quickly. 

150. ... during that week, I didn't even notice that he wasn't there you know ... I walked to the 
bus stop the next morning to go to school and it was like this HUGE weight had been liied 
off my shoulden ... like the air smelled fresher ... I heard the birds singing .... I mean it sounds 
really corny. I was just so much more aware ... of ..all .this sMf...rny surroundings ... everything 
that I was oblivious before ... and it was just great .... 



151. and then ... there was this guy that 1 really liked ... 

153. and the day after, the day after I urn ... after this whole episode with Greg, I put on this little 
white dress and I went up to this guy I liked and I said ... hey ..you want to go for a walk ... and 
we started talking ... and I had never approached anyone bafo re... and it's like ...I had all of 
this courage all of a sudden ... 

154. and you know, we hit it off right away ... and it was great..and I mean, I knew I wanted to 
be with him .... and ... when I was writing in my diary ... I had never met been with anybody in 
world other than Greg and there were NICE people in the world .... I didn't have to settle for 
less.. I didn't have to settle for this guy .... them were OTHER people you know.. 

155. and it was just this stunning revelation for me... I had never realized !hat....and I 
mean ... you know, there are 6 billion people in the worfd and 3 billion of them are men and 
they're not all like him .... you know, it was just amazing ... it was just an amazing week .... 

156. and I didn't even give him a 2nd thought until the next Tuesday rolled around and the 
week was over... 

Louise informed Greg that she could not continue in their relationship. He attempted to 

manipulate her again, saying he was suicidal and that he had cried all week. She did not take his 

threats seriously however because she knew that he would not commit suicide. He brought her 

things to her work and Louise, as a symbolic gesture, gave some away but threw most into the 

dumpster. 

159. ... so I called him .... and I said ... this just isn't working out for me ... and I've given it a lot of 
thought .... and it just can't continue .... and he said. .. "you know, I've cried my eyes out 
every single night ... ..and he was suicidal ... ... no warning bells went off in my head, 
because I knew instinctively that he was not that kind of person ... 

161. so well, you know, now I'm angry, really angry with the way you've treated me. .. I'm really 
pissed off .... I'm going to come over to your work right now and give you all the stuff you ever 
gave me. .. 

163. and so I pulled stuff out of the bag..and I went hey..anybody want a candle ...any body want 
this ?? anybody want that??? and I took all the rest of the stuff and I put it in the dumps ter.... 

164. 1 don't want these objects ... like I just want these objects to be gone ... you know ... it's really 
stupid but I just wanted to throw everything in the garbage and for me this was a symbol of 
throwing him in the garbage .... you know 

Followina the Termination of Their relations hi^ 



Louise did not feel excessively guilty about ending her relationship with Greg. She started 

dating her current boyfriend almost immediately and was completely enjoying her new life. She did 

note however, that she had been unable to leave Greg until she met another man who was 

interested in her. 

165. and so, you know, it was great ...y ou know I didn't feel ..you know, I felt a pang of 
something, but you know, I didn't feel .... uh excessive amounts of guilt I already , I had 
already thought this through ... you know, a week or two later ... two weeks later maybe ... l had 
a new boyfriend ... and it was, everything that I cmv ed... and it was a good looking guy ... this 
was a popular athletic guy ... ... this was everything ... l mean ... he was smart ... he had tonnes to 
talk about.. we generally like being with each other ... you know, I was intent on graduating ... 
urn ... and picking out my univenlty courses during the summer 

124. .... but you know it was interesting I look back now and it's interesting to that I only 
managed the courage to dump Greg when I knew that the guy I had my sights on liked 
me....... and it was when I knew I had another guy in the wings was when I finally felt like I 
could dump him ... 

Greg attempted to contact Louise one more time. He sent a letter to her school accusing 

her of having cheated on him and calling her names while simultaneously asking her to remain his 

friend. Louise called him immediately and although he tried to manipulate her again, they 

discussed their situation and she said that she would write to him when he moved back with his 

parents. He never gave her the address. 

167. and so I'm writing my test in the testing centre and all of a sudden I hear my name being 
called down to the office ... the secretary gives me this envelope with me name written on the 
front of it -... 

169. so he's written me this letter about..the first thing..the first sentence he's written ... is ... 
Dear Louise ... I know you've been cheating on me.... 

171. ... 1 know you've been cheating on me since February .... and all this stuff... and you 
know ... and you're such a bitch and you did this and you did that .... and um.. you know.. I 
heard that you'n sleeping with all these p p l  e... and you're doing all this stuff that you 
know the last slut and prostitute in the world wouldn't be caught doing ... 

172. BUT I'm willing to forgive you and let you remain a part of my life ... and let you remain 
my friend ... because you're my best friend and I don't want to lose you .... 
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173. and so he's like ...y eah ... I'm moving to North Carolina to be with my parents and my 

plane is flying on Aug..June 22nd or whatever ... 

175. .... accused me of it because he wanted to provoke me to call him .... which was exactly 
what I did because 1 was pissed off... 

176. and he said. to me ... my grandmother died and I had an asthma attack and I have m 
money le ft... and I'm so poor and unfortunate ... and look at what you did to me. .. 

181. so I just didn't need this ... ..... like I tried to be understanding .... I said to him you know.. 
you need to get away, you need to get out of the city... 

183. ... well do you still want to mite to me?? and I'm like ... 'well, you how I can't promise 
you anything .... but you know, you can leave me your address againn.. . he never did ... 

Louise realizes that in her current relationship, she is repeating many of the patterns that 

she lived with Greg. She has not been single since grade 10 and knows that she needs a break 

but she is too afraid to be alone. She and her partner self-isolated themselves and although she 

felt somewhat suffocated, she suppressed these feelings because he was her best friend. He is 

now pulling away from her and she is in a lot of pain. She feeis that she has made many sacrifices 

in this relationship. She now wonders if her mother, who told her to never trust anyone, was right 

and that maybe she shouldn't have done everything for her partner. 

196. and there's a logical part of me that's saying ... you need a break, you know you need 
to find yourself, you nnd to be your own person .... 

197. and then there's the other part of me that's s o w  scared to be alone!! 

201. ... you know..so I found that AGAIN ... I was you know.. solely depending on him ... 

202. ..he was saying stuff like you know I don't really want you to go to the bar without ma 
and I won't go to the bar without you if you don't go to Me bar without me ...... and I was like 
okay ... you know, I do feel a little bit jealous, I do feel a little bit threatened when you know you 
are there ... so I guess that's a fair trade ... ... he would come watch me work ... and st uff... 
and he would say things like you know, I want to be with you always ... and I always want you 
to be a part of my life .... and... you know. I would rather be with you than be with my friends.. 
and I'd rather watch you work than you know, be with my friends .... and I just ... ate it up all ... 

203. and I ate it all up because you know I mean ... I don't. I don't know ... I'm thinking of this 
relationship now and I'm thinking that I put myself in the same trap ... and I'm going through a 
lot of pain right now ... 

224. ... 1 did feel suffocated a little bit but I ,  I s u p p m s ~  it because like he was my best 
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friend, he was my everything ... ... I thought he was my soulinate 

229. and just a couple days ago..hels like ... l need my space ... and I'm just like ... what??? 

233. ... t made a lot of sacrifices over the last year ... so I could be available for him when he 
calls ... like I mean, I missed appointments, I canceled things with my friends, like 1 mean, i 
would tell my mom I was going for sleep over at my friend's house, and I was supposed to go 
for a sleep over but then I would go over to his house instead and spend the night with 
him .... or ... 

237. you know, little things like that.. uh ... l mean there were countless tests, exams at school 
that I didn't study for so I could be with him ... there were countless essays Mat were written 2 
hours before they were due so that I'd have more time with him ... there were countless 
sacnfices.. . 

238. 1 mean I gave myself to him wholly ... I, you know, I gave him ..my virginity ... I mean 
that was a big deal to me ... you know, 

241. it was something that I found comfort in because it gave me stability and that's 
something I've never had ... not in my family, not as a child, not in school, no when .... 
and so it's something I really crave and I really need to ... like myself again.. 

247. and I'm just like ... does this mean I'm stupid ... and that I need and that it's my fault for 
expecting too much and giving too much of myself ... 

25 1 . 1 mean, my mother always stuff ... like never give yourself wholly to someone ... and never 
urn. .. no, never trust anyone, never rely on them, never, always keep something for 
yourself ... never compromise your interests ... never make sacrifices, 

252. and I always thought ... well, it's not like you ever had a happy relationship, so what would 
you know?? but now I'm beginning to have the sickening sense that maybe she's right ... 
you know, maybe, maybe I am selling myself short ... and maybe I shouldn't go doing all 
these things ... 

255. ... 1 just ... but our relationship definitely had parallels with the one I had with Greg ... 
256. in that we were always together, always had each other, and distanced ourselves 

from everyone else .... and I just wish like we set these rules at the beginning of our 
relationship because I don't know if we can work backwards ... 

Louise's Feedback about Her Story 

After having read the summary of her shared experience, Louise stated that she did not 

have anything to add as the account was very thorough and "had everything in theren. 



CHAPTER # 10 

SARAH 

Sarah was in an abusive relationship for three and a half years. She was 19 years old 

when the relationship started while her partner was 22 yean old. The couple lived and bought a 

house together during thus time. The relationship ended approximately 9 years ago. The couple 

lived in England at the time. 

Sarah stated hat before entering into her relationship with Steven she suffered from a low 

self-esteem. Remarks about her weight from both her parents, grandparents and friends lead to 

Sarah developing an issue with her weight. Overall however, she felt that her family life had been 

'normal', not abusive in the least. 

Sarah's partner came from a family which she described as 'odd'. She stated that Steven 

had had a 'strange upbringing', that his father had left the marriage several times for other women 

until one day, he finally just disappeared. There were three children in the family, and it was later 

uncovered that the youngest sister was not the child of the father, but that the mother had also had 

an affair. Finally, when Steven was a young adult, his mother passed away. Overall, Sarah seems 

to feel that Steven had had a chaotic upbringing and that he had been effected negatively by it. 

32. 1 don't know how OM he was ... l think he was a young adult .... and .... he did have, he did have a 
strange upbringing .... 1 didn't know anything else at the time, but since afterwards, i realized 
that he definitely has ... their father left them, I think their father urn ... there are 3 kids ... he's the 
middle one ... and I think their father left several times ... to go off with another woman ... and 
he'd always come back again ... and this one time, he didn't came back .... and uh ... I think ... all 
these things yeah ... l think he's, I think he's got a grip now .... he seems to ... but uh ... ye ah... 
but these things ... well, I suppose they would, wouldn't they ..... if your father kept leaving you, it 
would effect you ... 

34. 1 guess then later on they found out that the youngest sister wasn't their father's child .... 
because their mother had had an affair as well ..... so I mean, that's quite a lot to deai with... 

In addition to the difficult childhood, Steven had had a problem with alcohol. During their 



relationship, Sarah stated that he would drink quite often at the pub and that when at home, he 

wouid drink whatever he found available. Although his alcoholism may have played a role in his 

lack of self-esteem, Sarah did not seem to feel that he was more abusive during times when he 

had been drinking although he was often more argumentative. At these times, she would try to 

stay away from him. 

20. cause I found out after ... I didn't realize this at the time ... cause I didn't know anything about 
this sort of tling ... and I find out.. from talking from other people who had been involved in this 
sort of situation.. that he was actually an alcoholic and I didn't, I mean, I knew he'd go down 
to the pub and drink, but ... I didn't know that ... because somebody told me that ... the fact that I 
was out sometime and he would normally drink ... urn ... vodka ... and he was out of vodka .... and 
there was some pemod ... sitting on the kitchen shelf ... and he drank that ... it was just a case of 
he had to have something ... so he drunk that ... and ... people were telling me that that was 
definitely a sign of an alcoholic ... but I , I wouldn't have kno wn... I mean I was young.. I was 
naive ... I knew he had problems.. that stemmed back from losing his mother .... and ... having 
no ... having an odd family life ... but uh ... yeah.. there's lots of things that 1 didn't realize ... 

The Reiationshi~ 

3. There were, there were definitely some happy times, but it wasn't really great ... we went out for 
about three and a half years ... urn ... during which time, we actually broke up once and got back 
together ... which was very stupid of me ... 

Sarah stated that the abuse started almost as soon as they began to date and that if 

remained constant in seventy and frequency throughout the relationship. It came predominantly in 

the form of emotional abuse and occasionally physical abuse. Although she did not state directly 

that sexual abuse had been involved, she later stated that it took her many years to regain her 

confidence in this realm, as her partner would often tell her that she was incompetent sexually. 

She felt that Steven was very insecure and that he was psychologically abusive in order to make 

himself fee[ better about himself. Although she did not directly identify that he had tried to control 

her, it appears that there were many incidents in which he attempted to empower himself through 

controlling her. Sarah stated: 
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4. it was mostly urn ... emotional abu -....there was a little bit of physical, but mostly 

emotional ... he ju st... swore ... I wasn't thin enough ... l wasn't pretty enough ... I wasn't good 
enough ... and it just continued for....for the whole time really ... mostly, I'd say mostly it was 
just ..I wasn't good enough .... l wasn't pretty enough ... that kind of stuff... um ... but there was a 
couple of times, I believe one of the times, he had been drinking and one of the times. he 
hadn't .... 

There were two incidents of physical abuse: 

6. but we got into ... urn. .. we got into this argument ... and he had me pinned up against the wall 
by the front door ... he had his hands around my throat ... and urn ... he ended up throwing 
me, kind of throwing me up to the stain ... and luckily that was L..then wasn't anything el se.... 
and urn ... he just got mad and let.. 

and 

7. and another time, he uh got me by the throat ... and uh had me ... urn, my back was against the 
end of the bed .... and uh ... I think I got some bruises from that (motions to neck) ... and urn ... 
that that was really the only physical.. 

As such, Steven successfully controlled Sarah. The abuse continued for as long as it did 

for a number of complex reasons. Having experienced putdowns from her parents, grand-parents 

and friends when growing up, she did not acknowledge that this type of behaviour was not 'normal' 

or acceptable in an intimate relationship. Sarah stated throughout the interview that her 

inexperience lead to her acceptance of the situation. She felt that negative comments were normal 

within relationships. Thus denial of Me abuse on her part, both because of her naivity and her 

previously established beliefs of the level of abuse that was permissible, led to her prolonged 

acceptance of it. In addition, she felt that her self-esteem was very low and that she was unsure of 

other possibilities for her life were she to leave the relationship. Thus, her options appeared to be 

very limited to her while she did not have sufficient self-esteem to allow herself to grow in other 

areas. 

4. and because I was so young.. I , I didn't realize what, what sort of situation I was in ... and I 
didn't realize that ... l didn't have to put up with that, and I didn't realize that urn... I didn't realize 
I didn't need to feel so worthless ... and... uh .... it took me a long time.. 

10. he would be just totally upset ... my self-m wasn't very high at the time anyway..and 
he just squished w h l  little self+stm I had.. .. and ... he just uh ... made me feel totally 
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worthless ... just ... and like I said., that continued for ... well, I guess. 2,2 and a half years and 
then I le ft... and I went back ... I don't know why I went back ... I can't really explain 
why ... because I did , I just .... I think I just.. what am I going to do if I don't go back?... I just 
was young, I was naive ... and I went back ... tried to make it work ... 

and you know, my selfesteem is fairly high now ... it's taken me a long, long time to get 
it ... many years ... to get it bac k... because I just felt totally useless and worthless ... because you 
know .. you get told that a certain amount of times, you start to believe it ... 

Sarah did not turn to her family or friends to guide her in her decision making process. 

She did not feel that she could turn to her family to discuss the relationship and although she did 

speak with one friend, her friend proved to be more of a sounding board so that Sarah could come 

to her own conclusions about what was best in her relationship. She felt that she did not turn to 

others for guidance partly because she feared that they would think she was exaggerating and so 

not believe. Sarah also felt ashamed that her relationship had not been successful however, she 

also believed that this was her decision to make and so she must make it. 

37. 1 didn't turn to my family ... uh ... I,  I, probably should have, but ! don't know why, I just felt I 
couldn't .... not sure why I felt like that..l just felt that I couldn't .... and .... I think ... I didn't, I 
didn't talk .... I did talk to one friend ... and .... which was more listening than advice ... just being 
there ... she didn't say ... you should leave or you should stay ... or ... she just was being 
supportive ... so, no, mostly it was me ..... 1 just, 1 mean ... I had to work through it and I had to 
decide what 1 wanted ... and .... 

43. yeah, it probably was partly that .... maybe I thought they wouldn't believe me... or think I was 
exaggerating.. or something like that .... just totally ... l couldn't, couldn't talk to anybody ...j ust.. 
yeah, I don't really know why ... probably was... I mean partly ... that there was a bit of shame 
that I had gotten to that stage ... I guess .... It's kind of sad to think that you can't turn to your 
own family ... 

Sarah decided finally to leave the relationship. She was unhappy and simply felt that they 

would be happier separated. She stated that no specific incident occurred which made her feel 

that this was the best decision. Since they owned the house together, she remained in the home 

until he had bought her part of the house. Surprisingly, although the situation was very awkward, 

as both were dating other people, the abuse did not escalate during this time period. She then 

returned to her family for a short time until, once again, because of a lack of options, because she 



loved her partner and because both she and he were making a huge effort. she returned to the 

relationship. 

47. hmmm ... I don't know.. I was just really unhappy ... you know, I was working ... just thought we'd 
be happier apart ... but urn ... nothing specific happened where I le ft... think I was just really 
unhappy ..and basically I just le ft... I just said. .. you know to my parents ... uh, we don't belong 
together ... he was trying quite hard while we were apart. ... and one day I was having a 
conversation with my dad .... and ... it was kind of my dad really, because then ... when I went 
back ... not made me but ... urn ... he said. %hat are you going to do with your life" and I said .... 
well, I don't know ... you know.. and I said-.something about Mak..or going back to Mark or 
something ... and he said ... well do you love him ... and I said ... ye ah... so then he said ... %ell 
you should then" ... 

Following her return, the couple put in a lot of effort to get along well but the relationship 

quickly retumed to the state at which it had previously existed. Steven decided that they should be 

married. They argued &out it as Sarah said that she knew deep down it wasn't what she wanted. 

Eventually though they did set a wedding date. One day however, without a critical incident, she 

ended the plans and the relationship. It appeared that her inexperience and lack of self-esteem 

were no longer dictating that she accept a situation in which she was not happy. She found the 

courage to end the relationship and move on to a more satisfying and fulfilling life. 

11. and near the end ... the end ... he had decided that he had wanted to get married ... and I just.. I 
..we had a few arguments about it because I thought ... I think I knew deep down ... that this 
wasn't what I wanted ... so we had a few arguments about $...but finally we did actually, we did 
actually set a wedding date and I got a dress ... and... just one day ... I just had a feeling .. .this 
is not real ...... and then shortly, it was a few months after that .... and I just ... one day ... l just 
thought ... no ... 

17. yeah ... I don't recall anything major happening .... I just ... l just urn ... don't know.. this is a 
mistake ... something hit me like a tonne of bricks.. no, this is wrong ... this is a mistake ... 

Sarah overcame her fear of being alone and her fear of the unknown. She knew suddenly 

that she deserved better and that she could be happier, even if it meant being on her own. 

13. 1 don't ... I really don't.. urn .... I think I just ... I think I just thought ... you know.. there's someone 
better out thete for me ... I ... I am going to be happier ... and if thete isnJt..then fine.,. I'll tre 
on my own .... but no.. I just ... finally I said., enough is enough ... 

A New Life 



Following the termination of her relationship, Sarah did not fear that Steven would retaliate 

in any way, although he did telephone and try to talk her into coming back to the relationship. She 

stated that it took a number of years for her to regain her confdence in herself, but that her life now 

is completely different than it had been. Her sense of self is elevated and she feels that her life is 

positive and good. 

21. and you know. my self-esteem is fairfy high now ... it's taken me a long, long time to get 
it ... many years ... to get it back ... 

3ne step that Sarah took was to accept the challenge of new opportunities. She had 

always wanted to live in Canada but had felt that given her relationship with Steven she would be 

unable to do so. She decided to run away to Canada and although she initially intended to remain 

only one year, she has now been here several years. 

86. it was like running away ... I had been on holiday when I was 14 with my parents and we went 
out to Ont. and then I came when I was 17 ... and stayed with some friends in B.C. and I just 
loved it .... I loved the people, I loved the country ... and I said ... I want to live there one day ... and 
then when Steven and I were going to get manied, I thought ... well. I lost that 
oppoRunity ... because..you know, I'll be married, I'll be settled down, I'll have children ... and 
he's not gonna want to go there and you know.. so I saw my opportunrty ... and this is a great 
opportunity because Steven wont want to get away ...... and so it was like running away and I 
didn't know that I was going to stay here .... I went.. I thought I would come over for about a 
year ... cause I had a .. about a year visa then, and I had to be leaving then .... and I, I stayed ... 
and I'm so glad 1 came over ... I am a completely different person now... I'm so much more 
confiden t.... and I have great friends here.. I have a good life ... and... yeah, but you know.. 
it was really like running away ... 

Sarah's Feedback About Her Story 

Sarah made a few changes to the summary of her experiences. She stated: 

1) He was often more argumentative when he was drinking, but I usually tried to keep away from 
him. He wasn't usually violent though. Just the two times I told you about and he had been 
drinking on one of those occasions. 

2) 1 had negative comments about my weight from other family members and friends too. 

She stated that the remainder of the summary had been accurate in recounting her story. 



CHAPTER # 11 

JESS 

Jess was 16 years old at the time of her relationship. Her partner Andrew was a year 

older. The couple met in Grande Prairie but both lived in Calgary. The relationship lasted three 

and a half months and has been over for approximately 6 years. The couple did not co-habitate. 

Jess stated that she had always been very close with her family while growing up. She 

had not experienced or witnessed abuse within her family. She did not know if Andrew had 

experienced or witnessed abuse as a child. During their relationship, his family was living in 

Scotland and Andrew was on his own for the first time. 

The relations hi^ 

Jess met Andrew through a mutual friend who was dating his childhood friend. He was 

older than her, a college studen! and living on his own. She felt that she was both 'special' and 

'cool' to be dating such a great guy. She stated that because she had been young, this 

relationship was very serious for her and that he had told her that he loved her. She, although not 

having said the words, also felt love for him. 

78. yeah, so he'd graduated ... and he was going to school ... and he was a hot shot ... 
79. 1 thought I was so00 cool ... 

11 1. urn ... what I did feel was that urn. .. when we did start dating.. what I didn ... what I felt was 
that this great guy likes me... he's older .... he's uh.. he's uh .. you know.. he's a step ahead.. 
he's going to college and I was just a high school student .... and uh ... so what I did feel was 
really special..that wow he likes me... ME.. 

129. 1 thought I loved him ... I, we, we never said it... um... actually he, he did ... he said.. . I love 
you more than I've ever loved anyone....um .... I don't think I said it... but I thought I 
did ... umm .... it was , you know, for me, it was a serious relationshi p... and urn.. . it was ... right 
up there ... with ... maybe not my first serious boyhend ... but like I say. I was young .... it was right 
up there with serious boyfriends .... so yeah ... I, I thought I loved him and uh .... it wasn't a big ... 
you know, we didn't discuss it a lot ... 



Due to her inexperience with abuse, Jess initially didn't recognize Andrew's actions as 

abuse. She stated that although one evening Andrew used a threatening tone of voice with her, 

she dismissed the occurrence. 

7. urn okay uh.. I guess, it uh ... it's hard to remember, I guess I didn't, I didn't recognize anything.. 
I didn't ..know that this kind of thing .... urn ... um ... I guess uh, when it started..some threatening 
behaviour I guess.. t didn't recognize it ... I thought it was joking around ... 

9. J: urn, well the first time, the first time 1, anything occuned to me to notice, urn ... was uh, one 
evening at his apt., I'd been staying to watch a movie and it was time to go home and I said, 
I'm leaving and he uh ... he kinda' planted himseL..sat on top of me and uh ... kind of ... just kind 
of held me.. just kind of wlth his elbow ...y ou know ... not ... really hard.. um..and wouldn't let me 
get up..and af?er a little while and after a few little playful jabs ... I said, okay, okay ... 15 
minutes..and uh ... and urn ... he said you ... before he got off, he said you promise you're going 
to stay, you promise?? and I said yeah, yeah.. I'll stay for 15 minutes or someihing..and then 
he got off and he said good, because I'd hate to have to nail you to the couch or something .... 
and you know..it was a joke ... and I said..gee. I thought you already did .... and ... he looked at.. 
and he looked up and he said.. what did you say?? and THAT, that. it was just a 
really ... it was the tone of voice that. .. that, that was the 1st time I kind of go t.. 
intimidated.. it was just so .... THAT that..just the tone of voice he used ... was very 
threatening .... 

10. so that was the first time I guess that it even occurred to me that .. to notice.. but of course I ... 
you know.. I dismissed it.. it was just a question .... what did you say? ... so, so that one just 
kinda' ... blew by..urn .... 

While the couple was being intimate, Jess often felt powerless and helpless because 

Andrew liked to restrain her by holding her neck down. This started right from the beginning of the 

relationship. Although she had discussed with him that it had made her feel uncomfortable and he 

appeared to have understood, he did not stop this behaviour. 

49. 1, I told him that I didn't want to have sex... that 1 wasn't ready and didn't want to go there .... 
urn ... and he totally respected that ... he urn.. he was very understanding..um .... but um ..... when 
we would get physical ... and...uh intimate ... he would often...like always ... restrain me .... 
urn ... he um ... he would often tell me that it was something that would enhance everybody's 
enjoyment ... was something that urn .... maybe he'd seen it done .... urn .... so he would hold me 
down .... not REALLY constricting me .... like he would hold my neck do wn... 

51. .... that was probably the MOST urn .... helpless, powerless I've ever fe It... 
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53. .... at one point, I did .... l told him it made me feel uncomfortable ... I didn't like it ..uh.. and I 

think he totally understood and he said well, we won't do it ... but he maybe forgot about it.. 
57. but regardless, it didn't stop ... 

Approximately a month after Andrew had spoken to Jess with a threatening tone, he 

became physically and verbally abusive with her for the first time. She stated that this was the 

angriest she had ever seen him. She immediately related this experience to what she had 

previously learned about abuse, but denied that it could be abuse; that it could be happening to 

her. She attempted to justrfy what he had done and accepted some of the responsibility for the 

abuse, as she had overstepped her rights and shouldn't have answered his phone. In addition, 

she could not accept that this had been abuse because his actions towards her did not match her 

preconceived ideas about what abuse was. 

13. J: I guess ... um ... the next ... like I say, I dismissed it (the tone of voice), it was no big 
deal ... and nothing really happened again until a little later into our relationship ... this you know ... 
happened when I was younger, so you know, it felt like a fairly long relationship to me ... at the 
time ... uh ... so maybe about a month on ... so we were ... fair..fairly established established as 
a couple.. urn.. he would.. at his house, he would occasionally ask me to urn.. you know the 
phone would ring and he'd be doing something ... would you get that ... no problem .... um.. . and I 
was in the kitchen next to a cordless phone and he was in Me living area watching t.v. and the 
phone rang .... and as I said., he would often ask me to get it ... so uh ... so I just said. I've got it or 
something .... and I picked it up and it was his mother .... his family lives in Scotland.. lived in 
Scotland at this point ... he was on his own in Calgary ... 

14. and it was his mother calling from Scotland .... and I said ... oh hello Mrs ... ........ and uh ... and 
uh ... she, I passed the phone to him and they had their conversation and urn ... after they had 
hung up ... he was uh really unhappy that I had answered the phone .... he was really upset..and 
uh ... that was the first .. urn ... that was the first incidence of actual like physical ... malice ... that 
he uh ... he took me and shook me and pressed me against the wall ... 

16. well, I guess he hadn't told his mother ... that he had.. that he was having a relationship with a 
young lady ... and so she as.. I don't recall if he told her at that point.. but of course you know, 
she asked who I was .. uh ... who's the girl answering your phone?? and so. I don't know 
whether it was something, he did ...j ust didn't want her to know about or just hadn't gotten 
around to telling her.. but he didn't ... like I said. at that point. he hadn't wanted to get into it... 
he had been upset that he had had to explain himself to his mom .... and thought that ... he 
thought that I had been really out of place to answer the phone in the first place.. I guess 
so did she .... 

18. 1 guess she thought that.. 'you should be getting your own phone' .... huh ... so urn ... so that, 
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again, like I say, that was the first time that I actually he had become threatening 
physically ... uh..so I left that day thinking ... 'wait a minute.. is this what I've heard 
about??' .... 'is that what this is? ... and you know, I think I just convinced myself 'well of 
course.. you know.. it can't be"... and .. but ... 'it's not going to happen to me' ... 

73. well, that incident with the phone ... he got really ... that, that was probably the angriest I've 
ever seen him ... um ...y eah... things Rying out of his mou th... I was, I was ...y ou wouldn't 
believe what I was ... you know ... like I was a fucking whore, I was a cunt.. you know, you 
know ... 

126. um..when I answered the phone, I thought, I thought okay ... that was my mistake ... I 
shouldn't have answered the phone ... it's his life .... it's his ... his*.. like his in dependence... he 
was very proud of being able to live on his awn ... and it was his first time on his own.... so... so, 
he really appreciated his independence and I was proud of him for being abh to do that .... and 
at that point I thought yeah ... that was my mistake ... I shouldn't have interfered like that ... 

69. see, I, I didn't know ... like I didn't ... it's not like I was talking to anybody ... I guess my mental 
abusive relationships is that you go home nightly and he beats you and you go to bed*.. 
and you know ... it was something that was constant ... so it didn't semm to me like it was 
very often ... or ... and I mean initially like I say ... it didn't seem like I had to wony about it. 

The relationship progressed and again one month later, Andrew became aggressive with 

Jess. Jess had made plans for them, thus directly challenging Andrew's power and control in the 

relationship. Consistent with her beliefs about abuse, Jess did not feel that Andrew's aggressivlty 

occurred very often, although she did acknowledge that the abuse itself was becoming more 

severe. Jess, although she stated that she understood why he had become angry, she did not 

accept self-blame following this event. Andrew appeared to be sincerely apologetic following this 

incident and Jess left feeling shaken up but believing that he had 'scared himself and that he 

would not become violent again, although she admitted to not knowing if he had ever been violent 

with previous partners. As Andrew had physically left marks on her face, Jess lied to her friends 

and family about how she had gotten the bruise. 

21. urn .... uh okay.. urn... I guess uh, it didn't happen, I mean I don't know often is often, but it 
didn't happen a whole lot but urn... I guess each time actually got worse. The next time 
urn. .. I'd wanted to .. I think I'd been giving him a hard time about how we never do anything 
spontaneous ... or something ... again, this is about a month later ... and uh .... we'd made plans.. 
not definite plans, I just said I'd come over and we q decide what we want to do ... so urn ... 
when I met him at his place, I decided that I'd take him to a movie and we'd just go out and I'd 
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just sort of treat him to a night out ... 

23. so when I got there. I told him that I'd ma& these plans, that we were going to go see this 
movie that I wanted to see.. and um ... and he didn't want to see L a n d  uh ... he was upset that 
I'd made plans without talking to him and uh ... I don't remember what movie I'd wanted to 
see, but he'd wanted to see Jurasic Pa rk... and uh ... and uh we got into an argument about 
that.. well, you know, I don't want to see Jutasic Park so urn ... and I think it got to the point of 
where I accused him of not, not you know..of onl..of having really limited interests ... you know.. 
you won't open yourself up to things that I like ... and uh.. I think an example of that was a 
magaziane he had.. uh ... I don't remember how that came into play ... but he had the magazine 
which he rolled up and proceeded to hit me in the face with .... so.. . yeah.. so that ... again I 
say ... I, I, ... urn ... I started thinking to myself... this isn't right ... this isn't supposed to 
happen.. uhrn ... so, and that was also the first time I'd ... I would have to have explaind 
myself, because I had a kuise on my face from that ... so.. urn.. anyway, that argument 
ended ... with a real apology on his part.. he uh.. we just ended up staying.. we didn't obviously 
go out ... urn ... and uh ... before I left, he was really apologetic and he felt terrible and .. uh.. 
of course I'd been crying and I had the welt on my face and uh..he felt awful.. so he uh.. you 
know ... and and I was ... uh.. tentative but I said listen, it's okay ... but I'm gonna go home and 
we'll talk later ... but uh ... I think, like he could tell I was really upset about it.. but urn.. I gave 
him a tentative..you know, ... we'll be okay.. you know, we'll talk about it ... 2nd I went home.. 

127. urn ... with the magazine ... I, I don't know if ... if I thought I provoked him .... I think I 
understood why he was mad ... but like I said, that was when I first thought.. he shouldn't 
be doing this .... that doesn't justify it.. 

103. um..like I say after that uh ... after the magazine incident ... he was very, very apologetic ... he's 
sooo sorry, he ..he was just as upset as I was ... he was chastizing himself .. he ... I can't believe 
I did that ... he really felt terrible ... urn... and uh ... like I say, I think he scared himself. I don't 
know if he .. ever ... 1 never wanted to confront him with it.. I don't know if it was something 
Mat he'd ever done before ... so at that point I thought it would stop ... 1 figured .... this is not 
good, but I think it's over. ... he was so upset ... and he was so00 so rry... 

Approximately one month later, Jess had been thinking about ending the relationship. She 

was at Andrew's home and on leaving, told him that she would call him during the week because 

she was going to be busy, thus once again challenging his control over the relationship. Andrew 

started to get angry and Jess, recognizing the danger, tried to leave. Once again. he became 

physically violent with her, pushing her face into a mail box. This act left another bruise which she 

had to explain away. Jess ended the relationship shortly after this incident. 

24. urn... and I guess the only other really physical violenf part was again about a month later 
when I was leaving his house and actually at this time, he was uh ... house sitting for his parents 
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so he was in WEIR house.. so it wasn't his own surroundings ... uh.. and as I was leaving ... 
he gave me nothing but.. and at this point I was uh thinking that this relationship had to 
end and I started thinking about getting out of it... and when I left that evening I said uh ... that I 
... listen I'm going to be really busy for the next week, why don't you let me call you ... urn ... I 
don't know when I'm going to be home so I'll give you a call within the week .... and uh ... he, he.. 
I don't know whether he knew what I was going for but he started.. thinking.. like he stafled 
saying.. assuming that I was trying to break it off and um, uh ... and wanted to talk about it 
and wanted to ...y ou know was asking r r e  you leaving ... uh..why won't you tell mew..and uh .... 
like, I didn't want to talk about it and for one thing at this point I was getting sca red... 

26. exactly, and I thought ... I don't wanna, you know, I don't want to talk to him about this wlth him 
face to face .... and urn ... and he .... um ... we were outside, we were just outside the front door 
and uh ... he ... kind of took my ... I don't.. he kind of had me here.. (chest/neck area) and uh, 
kind of just pushed my face into the mailbox and actually the same side ... the same place.. I 
got another one (bruise).. a, a big one.. so urn... urn. .. shortly after that.. I said listen.. I have to 
go, I'll call you .... uh.. and shortly after that when I did call him, I said I don't want you to 
call me anymore.. uh.. I'm not interested in pursuing this anymore ... I was in grade 12 and 
I was writing exams and I was using that as an excuse ... and myself and I've got a lot of stuff to 
do ... 

Jess readily acknowledged that Andrew had 'power' issues and had tried to 'keep her in 

her place' throughout the relationship.She stated that there were no regular cycles but that in 'to 

him it was provoked'. She in turn adapted her behaviour to an extent in order to accommodate his 

need for control. Her own beliefs about abuse at the time seemed to play into her acceptance of 

'his being in charge'. These beliefs included a cut-off for abuse such that unless it physically hurt, 

it wasn't abuse. 

73. .... the other ... with the magazine and at the mailbox ... that was ... that almost felt more like 
just his power trip or something .... 

90. urn .... I think..uk.. I think, I think ... his whole point was um .... I think he wanted, he wanted to 
be in charge.. he wanted to be... the man .... and uh .... he urnm.. he, as ... he was dating ... and 
I became good friends with his friends and they were all a year older ... and urn ... but I , I kind of 
felt in my element .. um.. . because uh ... at school you know and clubs and everything ... uh.. 
there's of course.. people who are older, people who are younger and people your own age ... 
uh.. and I'd kind of always had ... you know, like all my closest friends were pretty muchall a 
year older ... urn ... so I , I had no problem with that... 

91 . 1 don't think .. anybody eke had a problem with that.. certainly not to my recollection ... urn.. but 
.. I think urn ... maybs, maybe it was because I was comfortable with it .. regardless of ... his 
urn ... 

93. urn... I think he might have.. I think he might haw just wanted to make sun I, like was 
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kept in my.. stayed in my place you know.. like urn.... I think it mostly was..not so much 
urn ... that he Hated me. .. as that.. he like he wanted to be the man.. he was on a power 
trip .... and ... 

95, maybe yeah.. just stay in charge ... and.. make sure I... 
96. yeah ... and I did you know.. especially you know.. after, especially after you know .... we 

started to fight. you know.. I, I wanted to .. to make .. to not make him mad.. and to... 

137. urn ... see I don't know about a cycle ... urn ... building tension..maybe. 
138. It happened at pretty regular cycles so I don't know if that would be involved into the cycle.. 

but in terms of building tension. I can't remember him getting you know like ... as the days went 
on he would ..you know .... kind of get tenser and tenser until he snapped ... you know..um.. but 
uh ... na, cause for the most part, he was ni ce... more than he wasn't.. 

140. he was provoked ... exactly, exactly.. to him it was provoked ... 

98. J: urn .... yeah.. yeah.. if not change my bhaviour then certainly .... um .... like control 
it..like monitor it. like not do anything confrontational .... urn ... you know .... like.. I ... I would 
never have ... I don't think I ever would ever have, you know, stopped.. like if he wanted me to 
quit..my activities or something .... I don't think .. i don't think he would have asked me to do 
that ... but I don't think I would have.. urn.. so in terms.. so I don't h o w  exactly how much I 
would have actually changed but I did try ... like to mod ify... like if something came into my head 
and I thought about saying something ... I thought oh ... I think I'll just bite my tongue ... 

100. yeah, I wanted to stay on his good side ... 

130. urn. .. acceptable.. violence .... I think ... knowing what I know now ... I think my tolerance ... 
level is different ...y ou know, far different ... but like I say, when it started and and you know.. 
he'd be like .. restraining ... and you know .... this .... the restraining thing happened right from the 
start and it ... no ... it never occurred to me to call it violence.. .. like even now ... it was never ... l 
mean, it was threatening and it was intimidating ... but it was never.... like ... it didn't 
h u h  .. right .... and I, I think that was what I thought was violence .... when is starts to 
h u h  ... so you know, when he was digging his elbow into me and holding me back .... and 
..that wasn't , that wasn't abuse ....y ou know, he was in charge ... and you know, it was just a 
power factor .... 

Jess stated that her decision to end the relationship was based solely on the violence 

demonstrated by Andrew. She said that she did not consciously acknowledge to herself that she 

was being abused and as such, tell herself that she had to do 'what was best' for her and leave, 

but thought perhaps her action was simply a 'self-preseruation instinct. 

32. D: and so.. was it (leaving) because of those incidents?? 

35. J: ... and urn.. yeah.. I think urn .... that was t..y eah ... 
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109. urn .... urn .... I ... when I urn... you know when I realize.. like I said.. I don't think I even 

realized what was happening .... um. ... I. I knew..that the relationship was wrong that it wasn't 
something that ...it shouldn't be happening ... I can't ever remember telling myself that 'you 
have to get out of this ...y ou have to do what's best for you' .... urn... I think it just ... was 
maybe a selfpmsewation insti mt....j ust uh ... it's not right ... you've got to get out of it... 

During her decision making process. Jess contemplated her potential losses she would 

incur with the termination of the relationship. Included in those losses was no longer having a 

boyfriend who was overall a good guy, that she was going to be alone and that she would lose the 

friends she had made through him. Jess had also heard that women who had been invohred in 

abusive relationships often ended up 'this shattered shell' with no self-esteem. She realized that it 

was her perception of her losses that was making her feel worthless and increasing the fear that 

she was 'gonna' regretJ if she left. 

11 1. .. that might have had an effect that uh..maybe it occurred to me ... that uh ... other than this 
little element ... this ONE little thing (the abuse).. I'm not gonna find a guy this good .... urn ... and 
yeah.. I think when I was ... uh ... thinking more and more about what was happening and 
decided to end it.. I think it probably occurred to me that ....y ou'ro going to be alone..do you 
realty want to do that .... and you know, like I said, I was good friends with his friends ... and 
like ... I wouldn't have any contact with them and I'd lose those friends ... and so ye ah... I think 
there was a time when I thought ye ah.... you're starting to lose a lot .... so I guess it occurred 
to me that you know ... I had a boyfriend.. I had a lot of friends ... and how much would I like to 
be alone ... and am I gonna find somebody el =....you know ... and it sort of occurred to me ... 
like ... is this something that's gonnr scar me for the rest of my life..???? am I gonna be 
kind of deficient??? 

1 12. D: deficient because?? 

11 3. J: I guess it occurred to me that urn ... you know ... my image of abusive relationships 
was you know.. this shatted..like shell .... like you .... at the end you know ... you were totally 
worthless ... I, I knew that people lost their self-esteem ... cause of abuse and I thought..you 
know, is this going to happen to me .... and and ... if I get out of this, am I going to feel totally 
worthless .... I'm going to be totally alone and ... 

1 14. so I don't think it was.. I don't think he specifically made me feel worthle ss... I think I 
kind of did that myself ... I think I kind of convinced myself that I was GONNA regret it if I 
left .... and urn ... and yeah ... at times I thought ... well you know.. the good outweighs the bad.. 
he's nice more than he's not ... so ... 

Followina Termination of the Relationship 



Jess never felt an actual threat that Andrew would retaliate against her for ending the 

relationship although she had heard that this often happened. Andrew did want reasons for the 

break-up however and Jess avoided telling him that her decision was based on the abusive 

incidents because she didn't want to 'confront him' with it. She stated that following the termination 

of their relationship, she often felt 'jumpy' and still feels uncomfortable when people touch her in 

the neck/ chest area 

30. he never mreatened to come after or, or I Mink.. I don't think I ever ... thought that he would ... I 
don't think I ever thought that he would come and get me ... but .. of course.. I'd heard about 
this happening and of course I'd heard my ... that that women are afraid to leave abusive 
relationships cause they're afraid that they're going to be ... sought .. after ... and urn ... so, it was 
in the ... it was probably in the back of my head..[ think it had occurred to me ... but ... I don't 
think ... I don't think it was something I was really afraid of ... 

31. and uh.. and he never threatened to come after me ... he was ... uh ... when when I first told him 
over the phone that I had wanted to end it he was ... mad ... and he uh ... wanted reasons and 
uh ... I actually never used this as a reason ... I think I just wanted to ..I didn't want to 
confront him with it at all ... I wanted to totally avoid the subject ... and later on, he said 7s 
it because oi these incidencesn..and I think I said.. I don't think I said no ... I think I just avoided 
it .... urn ... yeah.. umm ... 1 think I said. listen.. I've got other stuff I, I can't.. I don't want a 
relationship right now ... I don't want a relationship with you ... 

133. urn ... I ... I've often ... I, remember being really jumpy for a long time .... with urn ... with 
people ... I, I, like I say, I went to this uh ...p erforrning arts school and so everyone is really 
physical, you know that's just kind of how it was. ... urn.. massages everywhere you know..and 
uh ... that.. I got really jumpy for a while ... and I, I don't know, but it was a focus around here 
(points to neck/ chest area) ... you know.. it ... really a lot.. and even now, I can't I really like 
that ... any.. any ... kind of contact. 

Jess never shared that she had had an abusive with relationship with anybody. She felt 

that this knowledge would hurt her family, because they, for the most part, liked Andrew. 

Additionally, she did not want to tell people because she thought that they would be 'disappointed' 

in her for having made a bad decision. She didn't want to talk about it with anybody, not even him, 

believing that she could 'deal with it on her own' and as such, indirectly avoiding the entire 

situation. 

123. urn ... yeah, I was living at home ... and like I say, I felt totally comfortable at home ... urn ... it 
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never really occurred to me to tell my family .... uh ... first of all I think I thought ... well, that 
will just hurt them ... the pain and everything else ... you know, I guess I thought that I could 
deal with it on my own and I , I knew my father would be really disappoint ad.... and he, he 
actually didn't like, didn't like him from the stat .... but he doesn't like anybody ... (hughs) 

124. urn ... my mom realty liked him .... she thought he was great ... and and he was always great 
to my parents and my family ... and 1 have an older brother ... urn ... and they get along ... which 
was another first ... urn ... so.. I . I ... it's not so much that I wanted to shatter their opinion of him. 
but .. I , I, kind of thought ... they might be disappointed in ME .... and you know ... 
here .... I've made a bad decision and I didn't want to bring them into it.....and again with 
my friends .... I felt no need to tell them.. I didn't want to talk about it with anybody ... I didn't 
want to talk about it with him .... 

Andrew moved to Grande Prairie and Jess never allowed what had happened to effect her, 

even thinking that it 'didn't happen' to her. However, when the friend who had originally introduced 

them phoned her and told her that Andrew was dating one of her friends, Jess was overcome with 

guilt for not having acted to prevent him from being abusive with others. Moreover, Jess felt guilt 

because she did not want to get involved with the whole affair, preferring to avoid him and 

everything about him. 

38. yeah ... and uh ... and I never actually heard from him again ... and I kind of kept in touch with my 
friend ... uh..and ... last year, she called me and she said.. do you ever talk to Andrew and I said 
no. no never ... and she said. well, he's still in Grande Prairie ... and he's dating one of my 
friends ... and uh ... I, I never... like you know ... it... I don't think I'd ever.. when, when I was in 
this relationship, I think it was just kind of ... like it never ... it never really got me ...y ou 
know .... I uh ... I think I just ... I think ... even now .. I just kind of ... think it didn't happen to 
me... 

40. yeah .... like ... 1, I don't know ... what the , what the ratio is ... like how many women go through 
this ... but uh ... you know.. I didn't believe it happened to me ... but .. when she told me that, I , I 
spent ... a few days.. just so unhappy ... very ... I felt soooo gui lty... and I thought ... I should 
tell her so she could tell this gi rf... and I, 1 felt so awful ... because I had no idea ... that maybe 
he was doing something to somebody else ... and that was the only time that I've felt that 
maybe I've made a mistake... that I, i should have said something ... like done w h l  I 
could ... 

41. (tearing up) ... 
42. and I still feel that way ... like I don't know what's happened ... 

46. J: and at the same time ... I. I...md this another source of guilt...but I don't want to get 
involved... I don't want to have .... I don't want to go .there... 
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48. J: yeah ... I ... like I say.. 1 actually saw him once ... like at a distance ... well I think I saw 
him ... and just 'WALK the other wa y'... as fast as i could ... 

Perhaps by participating in this study, Jess has found a way to inform others about her 

abusive situation, thus warning others while still being able to avoid her own personal abusive 

situation and abuser. 

Jess feels that her tolerance for abuse at this point in her life has changed although she 

cannot say that it is due to her personaf experience with abuse or because of what she has 

learned. She believes that her reaction to it, were it to occur again, would be much more vocal. 

When starting new reiationships, Jess is very careful and stated that 'trust is a big issue'. 

133. but, now, now if somebody did that to me. .. I, don't .... see and it's hard to tell like ... what.. 
whether THAT has changed my tolerance , my opinion of abuse now ... or whether it's just 
what I LEARNED ... from ... what's happened in society and from what's being reflected 
towards me ... I think if it happened, if something like that happened now... if.. . I, I guess I 
would be more vocal about it ... 

134. yeah, urn .... but in terms of my tolerance for it, I think, I think urn ... I don't know, I guess, I 
guess, if something made me uncomfortable ... I would certainly say ... listen, I don't like that .... 
but um.. I've only .... uh.. one of my, one of my best friends, uh.. a man .... I've known him for a 
long time.. he's the only one I've ever said .. that ..who knows that at one point, I had an &..a 
really bad relationship ... we've never discussed it, but uh ... oh, I forget what my point was ... but 
uh, he knows that I'm careful ..yeah, I guess that I'm careful about who I date now... I like 
to know people.. you know trust is a big issue now... 

Jess' Feedback About Her Story 

Jess wrote three very interesting comments after having read the summary of her story. 

1) My tolerance level for violence has definitely been directly affected by this relationship, as has 

my attitude towards my authority over others. 

2) 1 understand now Mat I always knew that 'Andrew's' behaviour was wrong. He was hurting me. 
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and I became more uneasy as I learned that each event was more severe. I believe that it was this 

fear for my well-being that initiated my departure. I was definitely conscious of acting in the interest 

of my physical and mental health. 

3) I've reached a new level of stability and control since our conversation. By leaving the issue 

shrouded in the past, I had never dealt with it, and I had rarely even thought of it. After discussing 

the events for the first time, I feel far more capable; not only am I able to remember and recount 

the relationship without anxiety, but I feel confident in my abilities and ambitions. 



CHAPTER # 12 

TONI 

Toni was 15 years old when she first started dating her abuser. Alex. He was 17 years 

old. The relationship lasted approximately 2 months although the couple had been friends for very 

nearly 11 months before starting to date. The relationship ended 3 years ago. 

Toni stated that she has always had a close 'kinship' with her parents although she does 

not feel comfortable discussing intimate relationships with them as they can be overprotective. 

Toni appreciates her privacy in certain areas of her life and displayed her independence throughout 

our interview. She feels that before having entered into her abusive relationship, she had a healthy 

self-esteem. Toni stated that she had previously learned about the cycle of abuse. 

Even though she had never directly asked her partner if he had experienced abuse in his 

family of origin, she knew that his father had been an akoholic, his parents had been divorced and 

that Alex hated his father more intensely than what she felt her other friends of divorced families 

felt. She believed that this hatred may have been the result of the father having been an abuser. 

56. ... my parents are kind of overcautious with a lot of things ... especially my mom.. ....j ust uh.. 
relationships I don't really talk a lot about ... with my parents yeah.. like we have a ... we have a 
close kinship, but I, you know. there are things that I feel are more my private life .... and 
THAT I couldn't even come to bring my best friend at the time, so parents being less you 
know, friendship wise I guess you could put i t  it didn't click. 

82. actually for me urn .... I . I've always been brought up with healthy input of building my own 
self-esteem ... 

58. yeah. you read about this ... like you're taught as a kid. .. like the cycle of abuse.. what ever 
you think, like don't think it's not gonna happen again ... you know, and then you hear all 
about the honeymoon phase ... 

41. 1 know his parents were divorced, and I know his father had an alcohol problem. He never 
spoke of violence in his family ... but you know he, he spoke a lot about you know... he Hated 
his dad ... basically, he lived with his mom and ... urn ... his dad was like a complete alcoholic 1 
guess from beginning to end of urn their marriage, his parents' mam'age. So, other than that I 
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didn't know much about it. But I know he really resented his dad. 

110. ... when I look back and he didn't just Not like his father ... like I have other friends whose 
parents are divorced or if one like left the other parent ...y ou see favourtism at least for 
one..usually the one their staying with ..... but I mean, when I think on it, he just. he HATED his 
father .... HATED his father ... so I don't know if that was, could have been maybe because his 
father was an abuser as well ... 

The Relationship 

Toni and Alex met during a theory class that they had taken at (institution # 1). As both 

are musicians and soloists, they often took extra classes and went to music camps. Their theory 

class started in September and the couple slowly became friends until July when they started 

dating. In February, Toni and Alex decided as friends that they would both go to a music camp in 

Banff during the summer. Initially Toni stated that she had been attracted to Alex because of his 

'so called maturity'. Since he was 2 years older than she was and because they had their music in 

common, she felt that he thought differently and that their conversations were more profound than 

the regular school discussions she had with her other friends. She felt that when they first started 

dating, everything had been 'picture perfect' and that they really 'clicked'. This was her second 

serious boyfriend. During the first month however, she had been very busy with a music camp 

while he had been working full time, thus limiting the time available for them to spend together. 

Following this, they went to the music camp in (a city). 

2. we met at uh, a theory class. We were both involved in music, and we're both soloists, so we 
have to take these theory classes and so we both took one at ( institution # 1) ... 

4. and we met in September, when the class start ed... and it went from September until the end 
of June or the end of May, yup, and then the final .... so um.. we had the whole time basically to 
get to know each other. We didn't start dating until we, I think it was July ... yeah, beginning of 
July ... 

97. .. you know the whole music world ... it's the thing to do..like go to a camp or uh ... so you know 
we were becoming good friends so were like ... well maybe we should do a camp together or 
something you know ... and then by the time uh.. the final decision was made in February and 
we weren't dating at the time, we were just good friends anyway ... and then by the time, we 
were dating, I went to my camp and he was working full time and then we went to the camp, 
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and it seemed like an ideal somewhat get away, as much as you could do at that age.. 

100. .. the one thing that I thought I was more attracted to or .. I thought was really Neat about our 
relationship was was. .. his so called maturity.. because you know, he thought differently ... 
which is why ... like we'd have a lot of cool conversations ... about different things.. and yeah, like 
the music ... uh because it kind of happened in that music commun @..so we were doing a lot 
more things that were altistic I'd say ... so you know, we're not in the school atmosphere where 
you're just talking about your pmfs or your classes ... it's more like you know.. we'd like listen to 
a classical CD and discuss what we thought of that.. and at the beginning ...it was good.. 

19. ... for the whole month even though we didn't see each other as often you know like when we 
were back in Calgary, it was like.. picture perfect ... 

51. He was urn ... like he was really affectionate ... 

11 1. . .. at first I thought it was, like you know, you go through that first phase, the first 3 weeks, 
depending on you know.. you're attached at the hip and I uh..you know, you don't want to be 
separated and you do everything together and urn ... I, I thought .... wow ... this .... I'd only been, I 
only was in hrnmm one relationship before, just one that was kind of serious you know.. at 
least something that I would consider a relationship, and so you know, that was normal .... you 
know, we just broke up cause we were better friends you know .... and urn.. but I, I never had 
that really clicking at the beginning ... so when this came along, I was like WOW.. . you 
know, this is amazing ... he did so many things for me you know like the little things .... you 
know, like open car doors and stuff like that and buy me flowers and stuff like that ... 

The first time that Toni noted aggressive behaviaur by Alex, she thought that he was just 

joking and didn't know 'his own strength'. As such, she dismissed the occurrence. 

8. urn.. . at the beginning.. the very first time I think that i ever thought anything was kind of 
abnormal .... actually, I didn't think it at the time but ... looking back is kind of where I thought.. .. 
urn was ... actually we were still in Calgary, and it was the first time that I was meeting some of 
his friends, because we didn't go to the same school or anything so.. I didn't know any of his 
friends. And he brought 2 guy friends and we went out for coffee and I brought a girlfriend and 
we were all sitting around joking.. you know, normal social situation and then we went to this 
park, the Mount Royal Village Park, just across ..... and we were all standing around and we 
started playing hacky sac and stuff like that and this kinda' guy - girl versus game started going 
on ...y ou know the whole teasing and stuff like that ... so I think that, we were talking about 
being able to pick up the opposite sex, not ban, but you know in general ... and stuff like that.. 
and I ma& a comment ... more to the fact of like ... yeah, like if you were man enough ... you 
know that type of thing ... you know, I was just joking .... and urn.... he kinda' looked at me 
really seriously ...he kinda' lowered his voice and wid, 'Wll what, do you think I'm not 
man enough for you?' and he shoved me. And uh ... I thought it was a playful shove .... 
you know.. I just thought you know ... he d-sn't know his own strength or whatever ... he 
kinda' pushed me back and I thought you know .... and his friends kinda' laughed and you 
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9. so I didn't think anything of it... at all .... 

Toni and Alex went to the music camp in (a city) and Toni stated that she was not 

expecting Alex to become abusive at all. In an attempt to understand his sudden change, she 

examined the differences in their cumnt situation, stating that it could have been the result of the 

seclusion or the tension of the camp itself. The first abusive incident left Toni in complete shock. 

When Alex first started to show aggression, Toni did not try to leave because she wanted to say 

what she had been thinking. Unfortunately, Alex escalated the abuse. Following Alex's apologies, 

Toni knew that this was not right, but the days following, both she and Alex acted as if nothing had 

happened. 

6. things got urn.. well, it got abusive .... it got abusive. and urn .... I didn't really see it coming, i 
didn't at all .... ha.. but I think it was. ... we were in this more secluded area like you know.. 
here we are in (a city), we're at the (institution # 2) and we're with a bunch of other people that 
we don't know .... and urn ... we got into a lot of alone situations, you know, just because it was 
an opportunity like you could go on hikes and a lot of your day you know, you could do 
whatever yau wanted with you know, with who ever .. .so I think that's when, that's when things 
started coming out ... so .. 

8. ... so you know, we were just playing cards and stuff like Mat and we started to get into a bit of 
an argument ... over things that you know, I like didn't feel that he was giving me as much 
attention that you know, I thought I should be getting. You know, he was putting a lot of other 
things ... like I told him that I understand that you're busy and stuff like that but ... I think, you 
know, more effort needs to be put into this if it's going to work out ... and he got.. really mad ... 
you know .... and he was just like.. no I'm not doing anything wrong.. type of thing ... and up to 
this point ... it was really weird, cause anything that we would talk about or suggest in a 
relationship, he would be like, totally okay with.... you know, he'd be like okay, let's work on this 
type Ming ... we were really open .... you know ... and he just wen t... totally biserk ... like you 
know he was ... he shoved all the cards away and then he you know started like walking around 
the room, he starting to like kick chain and stuff like that .... and I was like.. what's going 
on ... but I didn't, I didn't leave ... cause I thought.. I don't know.. like I just, I didn't want to 
win the argument but I wanted to say what I wanted to say ... so I kept .. I kept talking ... 
you know, this isn't working .... and calm down and stuff like that .... and he turned around and I 
was walking up behind him, because you know, I wanted to talk to him not across the 
room ..... and he hit me. He backhanded me.... yup. and so I fell back, you know I kind of 
stumbled across the bed and got ... you know 1 didn't fall to the ground, but I just kind of 
stumbled back and I was turned around and ... I, I faced the door which is my back to him .... for 
about ... I, I don't know ... just too long ... cause I just, I didn't, I couldn't face him.... I couldn't 
even believe it ... I was like.. uh ... like as if that just hap paned... and and then I, I started 
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crying uncontrollably ... you know. I think it was more from not, not from the physical pain, just 
this total emotional shock.. so I did that .... and uh ... it was just total silence ... I didn't even 
care what he was going to do next, I was just like.. you know, like what's going on .... and then 
he came up behind me ... put his arms around me ... he was just like ... really sorry, you know 
totally out of line or whatever ... so.. I don't, I was still in the shock thing and I said., look, maybe 
you should leave and he was just like.. yeah you know, like this is not good, it's all wrong kind 
of thing .... 

11. urn, so I went to sleep and ... kinda' I don't know, next day, it was like ... didn't happen. 
Especially for him ... and then I went along with it cause I was like.. okay, maybe this is a one 
time thing, he was really stressed out or whatever ... you know it was like.. one of those 
camps where they have you doing a lot of work and stuff like that. 

The couple thus continued to date with Alex was being exceptionally nice to Toni. 

Following a ballet, they were walking through a secluded area chatting when Alex started to get 

very negative about their discussion. Immediately, Toni felt fear because of what had previously 

happened and decided to monitor the conversation by saying little to nothing. Alex reacted to her 

silence but did nothing violent. Toni stated that although she felt fear, she did not even consider 

ending the relationship, thinking only of how she could get through this for the next 3 weeks. On 

his return to the mom his room-mate informed Toni that he had been 'thrashing around the room', 

calling Toni names. When she later went to discuss this with him, she directly challenged him by 

mentioning his having hit her and by saying that she did not think the relationship could work out. 

He once again shoved her around and used a threatening voice with her but this time he ended up 

crying, telling her how sorry he was and she comforted him. 

12. urn, a couple days went by ...it was back to complete normal, you know, even better ... like he 
was just being really sweet, affectionate, that kind of thing .... so it was ... maybe this is a one 
time thing or something ... ..... 

..... And, I think that started an edge, like already, and hen we are walking, seclusion, 
middle of no where and then I urn... I kind of freaked out cause I remembered when he 
hit me and I was just like ... oh my gosh, this is starting again. So he started rambling on 
and on about you know, how he didn't like this and didn't like that, and I just didn't my 
anything, cause I didn't want to start an argument again. I just though t.. 2 or 3 mom 
weeks, I can just, I can just tolerate this or whatever. I didn't even think about ending it. 
I didn't at all. And urn., then he said ... why are you quiet? like why aren't you talking? I 
said., well you know, just listening to what you're saying. and urn, then, it kind of got, his tone 
got a little louder and he was like, 'well you know, a conversation is 2 sided".. and I was like ... 
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'well, what do you want me to say?' and in.. he was just like.. 'do you treat all your boyfriends 
this way?' and I was just like ... like what's going on .... let's just head back up. So we did and 
he didn't do anything and we got back into our rooms and uh ... 

14. so I went to his room and uh. his room-mate left to give us some privacy ... and I was like ... 
what's going on?? you know, like what's the whole deal, like I'm not even here and you 
know .... you're acting all upset and stuff. And he was just like ... you know, I don't think you 
should have been saying half the things you said .... and I was like.. I didn't say anything. And 
he was like ... well maybe that's your problem too. and I said., "okay Alex I'm leaving." and 
he's by this little coffee table by the room and he shut the door really quickly, and he said. 'I 
don't think you should leave. I think we should talk this out." I was like.. we don't get 
anything accomplished when we try talking cause all we end up doing is arguing ... or 
else you hit me. And I guess that broke it, cause he kind of just looked at me like, like what?? 
you know, or ... I never hit .... 

15. and he was just like ... what do you think this is, like some game or whatever? and he 
pushed me, more like pinned me against the door. and he said, you know, this is no 
joke ... like do you want this thing to work out or no!? and I said, this can't work out. and I 
guess he took that as a.. 'I'm dumping you type thingn .... 

16. so, he looked at me... well, he just stared at me for about ... I don't know ... 2-3 minutes.. it just 
felt like a long time. And I didn't want to move... I didn't want to make a move ... I didn't 
want to .... bring on anything that was going to seem like I was trying to get away or whatever. 
and so then he let me go. you know., and urn, I kinda' came up back from the door and I'm 
kinda' just standing there and I'm like ... what's going on you know? 

17. he sat down on the bed ... he sat down on the bed and I'm still standing up ... kinda' this 
look ... like ... and he uh..he started crying ... and I was like ... ha ... what's your problem kind of 
thing? and so um, I, I , I, was kind of running 2 options through my head .... leave or comfort 
the guy ... and I just, I don't know, he just totally broke down so I went over and I comforted 
him. and uh ... he was just ... I'm so so rry.... like you know ... that should never have happened 
and i think he was still talking about the time he hit me. 

18. so I was like okay .... you know, like ... this is so weird ... okay, like I just need some time to think 
about it .... and he was like ... yeah, I understand. 

The final abusive incident happened following a discussion she had had with Alex's roorn- 

mate Steve. During this conversation, Steve asked Toni if Alex had ever been violent toward her. 

Although she stated that she didn't want to talk about, she fel that he was aware and found later 

that he had discussed it with Alex. The couple was supposed to go to a pool party but Alex refused 

and told her she couldn't go either. They started to argue and went to a more private place to 

continue the discussion. Toni tried to end the relationship and Alex stated that this was a normal 

relationship; Mat all relationships were like this. She disagreed and again, told him that she didn't 



want to see him anymore. Alex threatened to hit her again and then did become physically violent 

with her. Toni however, fought back thinking that if she couldn't beat him, at least she would 

defend herself. She Mus did not allow him to have complete control during this episode 

demonstrating that he could not control her. The episode ended when an instructor interfered. 

Toni stated that they had both been very embarrassed to have been caught in this position. 

21. there was supposed to be this b...not beach party, uh ... swimming parties ... at the place that we 
were staying at.. so I was getting my gear to go ... and uh ... Alex came over and he was like ... 
'where do you Mink you're ... you know, where you going?'.. and I was like ... 'well, party, aren't 
you going?' .... you know ... he was like 'I don't want to go to a party" ... I was like.. ' well. 
okay' ... he's like ... 'well I don't want you going either '.... i was like.. 'I want to go to a party ... 
I just spent the whole day with my parents like.. I ..this is stupid ... and we're in the middle of a 
hallway .... in.. people are walking by, trying not to look type thing. So I was like..maybe we 
should talk in private.. you know ... so we went downstairs and we went to the basement .. 
and there were all these practice rooms down there so we went into one of them and uh.. like I, 
I don't, 1 don't think this can go on anymore and he was just like. .. 'you're dumping me... 
like you're just breaking up with me?' and I was like.. 'well you know, you talk to me or don't 
talk to me ... like we don't discuss anything anymore ... somehow the whole, the whole thing 
went totally down hill.' ... you know and he's just looking at me..like no, no .... like, he's like. .. 
'this is fine ... this is ... every couple goes through this you know ...' this is what he's 
saying he's like ... 'this is a normal relationship, like I don't know what types of 
relationship you've been in before, but this is completely normal, you know.' .. and I'm 
like ... 'I don't think this is normal at all you kno w'... I'm like.. ' you thrash around your room, 
then you know, your room-mate tries to like talk to you, and Steve is like a good friend of yours 
and you don't listen to him, you don't listen to me at all ....' you know.. and he's like ... 'why are 
you always coming down on me like this?, you know like.. you're always bitchin' about this and 
that' ... and I'm like.. by this time we're like yelling at ... you know, we were really raised up. 
And I'm like ... 'I don't want to deal with you anymore'.. I was like.. and I guess. I said., "I 
don't want to see you at all ... like I don't want to see you" ... and he was like.. "well 
you're going to have to" ... and he shoved me against the wall ... and I hit it really hard ... 
cause I heard this .... thrap.. you know where my shoulder hit it. And urn ... and I was like 
"I'm leaving" and he was like ... "you're not leaving" .... I was like... "do you remember the 
last time this started... you know.. and I was like... you hit me".. he said. "you'n not 
leaving, unless you want me to hit you again". 

22. And I went for the door and urn ... he's somewhat bigger than me.. he's taller than me at least ... 
but I guess, he's really quick ... I don't know.. and it was just kind of this .... so I went for the door 
and he kinda' grabbed me around the waist you know, and he spun me around and he shoved 
me against the wall except this time, I was face forward .... so I hit the wall with both shoulders 
and with the side of my face, you know.. and I was just like ... this is.. this is not happening.. 
like I didn't say that but I was just like.. this can't be ... 



23. and um ... so we started and all of a sudden we started wrestling because I was .. I wasn't just 
going to lie around and not try to go for the door ... so I tried urn.. thousand times, I tried 
pushing him, like shoving him, kicking him ... and everything and he just had me by this 
hol .. hold .... and he kind of threw me on the ground at one point but I had him kinda' round the 
shoulders, hair, ear area ...y ou know and I brought him down with me. 

24. And I guess we were making a lot of noise..like just this.. (makes noise sounds) and urn, our 
instructor came down to see what was up ... and he knocked on the door. and I think both, for 
both of us ....y ou know we're like ... my god.. like we don't want to be caught like this ... so we're 
kind of like.. just a second ... you know, and kind of get up, straighten up ... but like at his time, 
you know, the side of my cheek was like completely red and stuff like that ... and my clothes are 
like you know. and you know, it looked like something else ... you know what I'm talking about 
and stu ff... so he came and he's just like 'what's going on? you guys are making a lot of noise 
down here and people are trying to practice.' we're like.. really sorry.. we're more like 
embarrassed being caught .. and just like.. 'maybe you guys should go back upstairs ' you 
know .... 

91. and then .... urn .... actually I didn't have a fear of ... I don't know why ... I don't .. I don't want to 
caIl it my own violent tendencies but I wanted to fight back ... I wanted , I didn't feel like ... I 
wanted. .okay you're not that much bigger than me .... at least maybe I could do some 
damage back to you or at least get through that door .. you know.. alive ... so .... it wasn't 
that.. so much that I wanted to act against him but I just wanted to ... show him.. . okay, you 
don't have complete control... you know ... like you're not going to be able to do whatever 
you want with me ... or just hit me and not have me do anything back ... 

Toni attempted to avoid Alex for the remainder of the camp although she did not end their 

relationship. She distracted herself in all ways possible in order to avoid him and the entire 

situation. She also found that she was sleeping a lot and that her appetite had deteriorated. 

71. yeah, in the place we were at, I thought.. you know, just tolerate it.. there cause I'm gonna 
have to see him. Except for Me time afterwards, it's like ... you know where we just kind of 
ignored each other and avoided each other, more probably on my part than anything, but 
urn, that was kind of ... I don't know ... it was at least so I could go someplace else than to 
him for whatever I needed. ... It was more of a... distraction type thing.. like if I could get ... I 
was putting in more practice time than I was told to ... more concerts.. a lot of the concerts were 
free, so we'd be going to those and stu ff... and uh, I'd be doing all those things you 
know ...y eah, hitting the library, whatever I could do in (a city) ... hike a bit.... 

76. 1 wasn't nightmaring or anything like that, but urn, it was a weird cycle cause you'd kinda', you 
were so tired ... and it wasn't cause I was staying awake ... cause I was sleeping a lot mom.. I 
was SO tired from everything that I would feel or think or whatever, that I would you know, 
crash in the middle of the day, and I would just sleep for like 2,3 hours, which is a longer nap 
than usual. And then at night, I'd sleep great, and then I'd wake up and I'd feel ... more 
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exhausted.. more tired. So, I thought I was sleeping a lot more I think after this happened. 

78. yeah, yeah.. and I ate extremely healthy .... when 1 think about it. 
80. 1 think I was .. uh ... not turned on by anything ... I didn't ... taste ... you know even a chocolate 

bar ... it didn't matter if tasted good or no t... 

On the return to Calgary, Toni isolated herself from her friends and family. Prior to the 

second abusive incident, she felt that she needed strategies to get through but following it, she 

knew that it had to end, but did not know how to do it. During this process, Toni stated that 

although she had doubts about whether she deserved what had happened to her, she quickly 

realized that she was worth much more than an abusive relationship. She attempted to distance 

herself from her feelings and make her decisions and actions based on an intellectual level. 

28. so uh .... we went back to Calgary ... my parents picked me up, his parents picked him up.. so 
we went back and urn, he kept calling ... like I got a lot of messages on my answering machine 
you know, and a lot of e-mails ... and he was just like ... we need to talk, I want to talk to you.. I 
don't want to lose you and stuff like that. and uh ... I, I didn't return any of them, I didn't answer 
them, I didn't want to ... I was in this complete like isolation ... my parents were like.. what's 
up with you? like what's going on? all my friends you know. .. and urn ... so I just hid in my little 
bubble. 

88. yeah, it could have been and then I was just still working through this whole process of just 
trying to get there .... which i think was more annoying than anything .... cause I'm thinking to 
myself ... it was up to a point that I was like ... okay you know uh ... I'm still in this relationship ... 
it's not the end ... like I didn't think about ending yet..like the first time that he hit me... so I 
was like.. "ohh h"... like just how do I deal with this NOW because I wasn't thinking about 
the whole thing ending ... by the second time, it was like ... this is ENDING. .. how do I do 
that??? 

82. actually for me urn .... I , I've always been brought up with healthy input of building my own self- 
esteem ... so urn ... going into l...great .... when it happened, I was like ... eehhh.. but I think it was 
my self-esteem that actually helped me get out of it cause ... by the time I got back to 
Calgary, I was like ... this is NOT going on .... like I am NOT going anywhere.. like .... I'm not worth 
it.. like ... I'm not worth THIS.. . like I'm worth better than that .... so .... urn ... that type of 
esteem maybe probably helped me to just finally say .... like this is IT!! 

83. u h.... when I was actually saying it and thinking it ... yeah, I actually had a good esteem ... 
except when it actually happened .... you know um.. your self - worth is kinda' like ... it hits the 
ground .... 

84. more than anything ... cause you're thinking to youndf ... 'did I deserve this?' or maybe I 
do, because it IS happening ... 



86. "am I really not worthy?? you know ... and this is why this is happening ... by some weird 
stroke of fate or whatever ....." so, I ... felt a bit of that, but it didn't last long and ....it, it was 
more of like a ..cognitive like-..trying to THINK things out..... not feel them ... because the 
feeling was ... just, I didn't want to deal with that at All ... so it was more like this 
intellectuatization of it all ... 

Although she felt that she needed some 'outside help', she did not turn to others to aid in 

her decision making process, prefening to deal with the situation herself. She stated that although 

she and Steve did not directly discuss the violence, she felt relief that he had known, as it added a 

bit of 'external control'. Although Alex had continued to pursue the relationship, Toni knew that it 

had to end. She ran into Alex one day when she white at (institution # 1) and told him that the 

relationship was over. 

68. social support. Well, I didn't get any because I didn't want any. uh ... in, in an odd way, I 
think Steve was a little relief. Like thank goodness someone knows ... it felt like maybe there 
was a bit of external control even though that didn't ... really happen. 

56. urn, .... at the time, I thought about it ... cause there were, there were just times when I would 
be alone or thinking ... I'd kind of freak out ... I'd be like 'oh my god, you know, I'm never going 
to be able to break up wRh this guy, I need help, like outside help "... so *.. I thought well, maybe 
I could talk to my parents or whatever, but .... ahh... I think they would, they would either over 
react.. in a way that you know, like it's my life ... I have to deal with it and they'd want to you 
know, compietely isolate me from ... any other relationship ..... ...... and WAT I couldn't even 
come to bring my best friend at the time, so parents being less you know, friendship wise I 
guess you could put it, it didn't click. 

28. And I think for either a week or a week and a half later, I accidentally bumped into him at 
(institution # 1) cause I went up there for rehearsal ... and so he's just like ... 'you know, you're 
not calling me, you're avoiding my calls1 and he wasn't mad tone of voice ... more like a what's 
going on. .. like this ... like a whimper .... 

29. He just wanted to know, like ... why ... like what did he do wrong? you know type thing.. and like 
"it's over" .... like .. 'it's completely ove r"... he's just like ... 'you can't say that"... I'm like ... 'it 
takes two for a relationship, I'm backing ou t"... and I'm tike ... "it is totally, completely ove r"... 
and I le ft... 

Followina the Termination of the relations hi^ 

In retrospect. Toni acknowledged that Alex had been controlling from the start of their 



relationship. She realized that what she first thought of as him wanting to 'treat her right', was 

actually him needing to be in control. Had Alex not become violent, Toni believes she would have 

ended the relationship simply because she 'felt controlled', thus indicating that his need for control 

and the violence itself were primary contributors in her decision to end the relationship. 

45. urn, yeah. I think .... had, I don't ... had the whole, in that room, the second segment, you know, 
I just got thrown around basically, had that not happened, I think the relationship still would 
have ended because it was just ... in turmoil anyways .... it was like ... we didnlt converse 
property, we didn't discuss things, there was no give and take, it was like all... I felt controlled 
like ... "you're not doing this, you're doing this with me.." kind of thing. So that alone probably 
would have ended it after a while ... maybe a bit longer, but .... 

47. And urn, during the first few weeks that we went out. I thought ... all his like calling me up and 
and he'd be like ... we're doing this tonight ... and I got tickets for this or whatever ... I thought it 
was more like ... hey, I want to treat you right type thing. So I didn't see it as controlling at 
the time, it was more like... no, I want to let you do this ... yeah, and I want to bring you with 
me to do this .... 

1 07. 1 think after the.. I think he did feel a loss of control ... I think also, although he did it, 
resented having to ask me back.. like.. I don't know.. it just.. that's what kinda seems to ring 
with me..that he would say.. oh, you know, that shouldn't have happened or whatever and then 
when I brought it up again, he was just like ... what's your problem, why are you bringing this 
up?? you know, more like.. don't shove that in my face you know .... urn... I shouldn't have to 
ask for forgiveness or t shouldn't have to be sow  for what I did ... which is soo ... I think 
uh ...y eah.. 

She stated that although she did not feel that she had been responsible for the abuse 

having occurred, she thought that perhaps she coufd have acted somewhat differently or could 

have done something extra to 'change him' or to get him to see her perspective. 

61. 1 did feel somewhat ... somewhat these feelings of failu re... it's like .. uh.. I couldn't changa 
him deal .... like, you know ... the 2nd time that he brought up hitting me and he was just like ... 
how could you ... and I was thinking ... I can't get you to k...like... I wanted, I wanted him to 
change.. I didn't want you to go on abusing m....so that's what I was thinking in my head ... 
no like okay .... give it some time, you know, you can tell this guy what you want and how this 
can work without the abuse or whatever .... you know so, by the time I broke up with him, I 
just thought ... well, I couldn't do it you know ... I couldn't get this guy to see the other 
side of the fence or whatever.. so ... I mean. it wasn't completely, Oh my god, it was my 
fault ... like I knew at least that the abuse was wrong ., that's not supposed to happen but it 
was mo.. I did feel like, well maybe I could have done this better or maybe I shouldn't 
have argued with him here... 



63. sure, like when we were in that room and I was like ... did I really have to yell back or try 
for the door ... but you know ... 

Although Toni did not discuss her relationship while Me abuse was happening, she did 

discuss it with others afterwards. She stated that she was in a state of disbelief that she had been 

in an abusive relationship and that it was her friends who helped her to overcome this feeling. In 

addition, Toni feels that abuse may be more rampant than current statistics indicate, as many 

women are similar to her, and do not discuss what has happened to them with others. 

68. social support. So, urn.. . the support I got afterwards from those that I did tell, was 
amazing. 

70. yeah, I don't know ... it wasn't ... I think that if you have the right support from others 
..um..maybe you don't want it and you don't tell anyone so you don't get it at the time, but for 
afterwards, like, uh, I kind of had this really really down face afterwards, total 
depression .... cause, not so much because of coming out of the relationship cause that's 
always tough too, but urn like. ... just thinking ... that happened to me??? like. .. I just got 
abused!! like ... you think ... oh yeah.. hear about it.. you think ... oh my goodness, like what is 
this world coming to?? and, you know ... and you go through it and ..you go what.. that wasn't 
me ... or that was just some very, very strange phenomenon that happened ... but I think, it 
happens a lot ... and some people don't say anything about it... so you know ... statistics 
seem lower than they actually are.... even so much so.. yeah.. 

Toni discussed the irony of having leamed about the cycle of abuse but not having 

recognized that what she herself was experiencing was what she had been taught. 

60. ... and the weird thing is, is that you go through it and it doesn't even cross your 
mind ... as a cycle of abuse ... like, I know it now ... but uh ... even though i s  already been 
taught to you ... already been told to you ... like this is HOW Ps going to happen..you know, you 
go through it, it doesn't even enter your mind.. you're not even thinking about anything you've 
leamed about how to get out of ..or how to deal with.. an abusive person ... in general ... and so , 
I don't know, I just find that ironic ... 

Toni's Feedback About Her Story 

Toni felt that the 'actual plot of what occurred was captured well, as well as the emotions 

and personal attachments with it'. She added that it 'looked great'. She requested that the names 

of the institutions around which the relationship revolved be changed for additional confidentiality. 



CHAPTER # 13 

NATHAL! E 

Nathaiie was a 19 year old woman entering her first year at York University when she met 

her abusive partner. He was 18 years old. She was from Ancaster Ontario while he was originally 

from Calgary. Following the close of the first year at York, she transferred to the Univenrty of 

Calgary following him on his return home. The relationship lasted 11 months and it ended 

approximately 5 years ago. 

Nathalie stated that before having met her partner Allan, she had been a competitive 

athlete in many sports, including track and field and soccer. Much of her life revolved around 

sports and she would often go to extremes in order to better her performance, such as not drinking 

fluids during, in-between or before races. She stated that she had a weight problem and that when 

she drank the fluids, she would gain weight. As such, her father would not allow her to drink. 

131. I've always had a weight problem ... always ... I was anorexic when I ran track ... (wow) ... and I 
was..and that was due to training ... Now I notice it too .... cause my room-mate will say.. why 
don't you have a drink .... and I'll say ... no, I'm not allowed to drink ... and she says.. who said 
you can't drink?? and I'm like.. oh yeah ... cause at home ... I was never allowed to drink after 
practice or at home, because I would ... 

132. what couldn't you drink? 
133. juice, water anything.. because I would gain the weight back ... and I was never allowed to 

drink , during, in-between or before races ... 
Nathalie's father played an active role in her life and in her sports. She stated that he 

raised her, since her mother was a work-ahoiic and was never home. He was very strict and 

controlling, insisting that she account for all of her actions, including something as simple as going 

to the park to play with a friend. In addition, her father was her coach in track, soccer and 

basketball. As such, he had a great influence on her development. Unfortunately, she also stated 

that since his office was at home, they saw each other 24 haun a day. When they disagreed, he 

would often give her the 'silent treatment" which created difficulties for her advancing 



independence. Nathalie agreed that her relationship with her father set up an easy transition for 

her involvement with her abusive partnet as she learned to play the games that were needed in 

order to get what she wanted. She stressed several times that she Made it throughn, indicating 

that regardless of the difficulties of the circumstances, she was a survivor. 

182. and then.. I don't know ... it was also my parents too .... my parents are a PAIN.. and I 
know, every kid says that ... My parents are, like I'll give you an example about going to the 
school in the states.. my dad will say ... well what's your rationale behind it? and I always had 
to do that when I was a kid ... explain why I was doing it, the reasons behind it ...y ou know the 
outcome of it ... it was everything ... If I want to go out to the park. .. who was I going with? what 
is their background..? what intentions did they have when they got there?? and well ... every 
time ... I used to get soo.. 

184. and especially if he didn't like the person .... but I made it through ... 

85. oh ... yeah .... when we used to go meet somewhere to do our talking, he used to give me the 
silent treatment .... MY dad ... would ... he raised me ... like my mother is a workaholic ... so 
she was always at wo rk... he was my track coach, my soccer coach, my basketball coach ..... 
plus his office was at home .... so I saw him 24 hours a day ... it drove me nuts ... BUT ... when 
we got into a disagreement, we wouldn't even stay on the same level of the house. He would 
just ignore me. And in order to get permission, I had to ask him .... cause my mom was 
always at work. It was hard. 

86. D: so you experienced ... you learned to play games, to get what you needed .... 
87. N: yeah, yeah ... 
88. D: so that's what kind of extended into this relationship?.. 
89. N: yeah, yeah.. 

When Nathalie first started university, she was a member of York's track team. This lasted 

the entire first semester. She stated that she loved running and sports because it was an outlet for 

her, allowing her to release frustration and think about her life. 

138. ... I loved running ... running was my safe ty.... and soccer too ... cause I could take out my 
frustration on the ball. But running, I loved running, cause you could think and run and 
think ... 

Nathalie stated that Allan came from a "strict Russian family" who was unaccepting of her 

and their relationship because she is Black. His mother attempted to be very controlling of him 

while his father was extremely abusive. Allan however, jktified the abuse, stating that he 



deserved it because he had been 'really bad". Nathalie also did not say that the violence had been 

unacceptable, but rather, that she was unsure of whether he deserved it or not. As such, violence 

and control issues had been a part of both the participant's upbringing and of her partners. 

47. and they didn't approve of ME at all when they found out .... it was a big secret a first, they 
knew my name.. and they knew about me, but they didn't know that I was coloured .... and.. 
as soon as they found out. t h y  flip ped... they lost it.... and they said, well, we're automatically 
writing you out of our will, uh ... you're gonna have freak children ... that kind of st uff.... and ..... 
yeah, it wasn't good ... 

56. he seemed very controlled by his mother but he wasn't.. I never knew how she had this 
control over him at all... I couldn't figure it ou t.. and his dad was just a disciplinarian .... his 
dad ... had a temper ... a huge temper .... he'd throw him around ... the police came once. .. I 
guess.. 

58. when his dad and him were fighting ... the last time that he broke his nose .... 
59. he said he had the choice of arresting his dad and he chose not to .... cause he said. well you 

know, I was really bad ... so I deserved it.. 

47. N: oh yeah, his dad did ... he broke his nose 3 times ... but he used to throw wild tantrums and 
stuff and he used to get into trouble a tot .... 

60. D: did you think he deserved it?? 
61. N: I don't know ... 

53. N: ... he used to ask for money every day .... his mother used to put like $200 bucks in his 
account every day.. 

The relations hi^ 

The couple both lived on the same floor of residence at York Universrty and met part way 

through the first semester. They started dating and drinking together at that point. The abuse 

started soon afterward, although it did not occur while they had been drinking. It was during the 

intoxicated times (at least at first) that Allan was supportive and caring, as Nathalie would often 

start to feel down when drinking, because she was gaining weight. She did not feel that her self- 

esteem had been effected by his abusiveness towards her. 

1. And I didn't meet him for the first little while and after a while we just started getting to know 
each other and started off drinking ... We always used to drink together. ohhh ... 



11 6. well, he was only abusive when he wasn't drinking ... 
176. 1 only noticed it (lowered self-esteem) when I was drunk .... right.. Normally I felt great ... uh.. 

when I went out the the clubs. I used to dress in these little swank tops but I noticed it when I 
gained weight and it was only when I was drunk and I realized that I'd gained weight ... and 
then all of a sudden I'd be like.. well, I'm not as pretty as I should be... and maybe I 
shouldn't be wearing this and I'd get very upset ... and.. he would just sit there and he'd be 
like ... don't worry, you're fine, you're fine ... and I love you the way you are.. 

177. maybe that's why he wasn't violent, cause I was too busy crying all the time ... 

Allan demonstrated power and control issues in many diverse ways throughout their 

relationship. As Nathalie was on the track team, she would go to practice on a daily basis until 

Allan said that he would like her to be home when he got back from class at which point she would 

have to have his laundry done and his room cleaned. Initially, Nathalie would offer to do little 

chores for him, but eventually, it was an expected, no longer an offered nicety. In addition, he 

wanted her to eat with only him. He hated all of her friends, actively arguing with them. In this 

manner, he effectively isolated her from friends and important activities in her life. She stated that 

although she would continue going to class, her grades suffered because her time was limited. 

Nathalie stresses though that she did the best that she could do with the time that she had, once 

again indicating her survivor instincts. 

6. so anyway, I went for practice regulariy, and after a while, he used to say, 'well, I would 
prefer if you were HOME when I came beck from class', because I would have to eat with 
him. So then, slowly but surely, I stopped going to back practice, cause I mean, I couldn't 
make it there an time if I was supposed to be back and his room was supposed to be cleaned 
every time he came back and .... 

8. yeah ... his bed had to be made and all of his stuff washed .... and ... 

10. Initially I, it never seemed like a big deal, because if I was doing the wash, I'd say, do you 
want anything washed?? no big deal, I'll do it.... and that was fine and then progressively 
like, it was ALL his stuff ... that I was washing ... 

11. we used to have meals together .... I was ONLY allowed to eat with him .... urn ... and then it 
just started getting really bad. 

120. oh yes ... ha hated Angela.. and Angela was my kt friend ... he tried to keep her away 
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from me ... and he even threatened to kill her.. (oh) ... when he found out she was the one 
who told me about the affair. I didn't tell him. I would have rather died ....than tell him who had 
told me.. 

121. and uh ... oh and then he always fought with my r o o m a t e  .... 

11 I. luckily when he was sleeping ... l had all my classes then ... although my grades suffe red... 
because I couldn't study very much... 

1 12. 1 did the best that I could, in the time that I had ... 

Allan controlled Nathalie's actions in many other ways. When they were 'drinking' he 

would sometimes allow her to drink with him, sometimes not. Before going to sleep, he insisted 

that she lay in his bed, only on the designated side, until he fell asleep at which point she would 

have to leave, but return before he woke in the morning. He would also demand that she phone 

him where ever he was to tell him when she returned from activities but when she would do as he 

wanted, he would hang up on her. 

11. I would have to go to his room after class and stay with him while he was doing his homework, 
IF he did his homework .... or he would drink ... sometimes I was allowed to drink with him, 
sometimes f wasn't.. . 

33. oh. that was another thing ... I was never allowed to sleep with him ... I was only allowed to 
sleep with him until he fell asleep, cause that's the only way he fell asleep, but then I had to 
leave ... I wasn't allowed to stay ... even though I had to be there in the morning when he woke 
up ... so I'd have to go to class and then rush back.. he, luckily he woke up at about 11, so I 
could make it to some of my classes before he got up ... 

43. all I remember is getting silent treatments and he would go over to his friends house and he 
would be like ... okay, call me as soon as you come back ... cause I used to still try to run in my 
spare time..and ... I would call him ... and he'd go yeah ... and I'd be like, well you told me to call 
you and he'd hang up on me ... and he would keep doing that over and over again.. 

Allan was often verbally and physically abusive with Nathalie throughout their relationship. 
18. and he'd like throw stuff at me, he'd like push me in the walls, he used to like to get right 

up to my face and start yelling ... and then he'd back me into a comer and stuff ... 

Nathalie stated that during the first semester, she and Allan broke up several times 

because he would want to or did have an affair with somebody else. At first, she stated that the 

break ups weren't especially troublesome for her, but that after he toM her that he loved her, she 



no longer wanted to break up. She had had dreams to be married by the end of the school year 

and since he loved her, she knew that she had to do what she could to keep him. 

13. We broke up maybe 6 or 7 times, in the first semester .... and he used to say 'well, we have 
to break up because I'm gonna go see somebody else" .... 

15. and then after a while, well, then it started going back and fo rth.... and then I would break up 
with him because I found out he was cheating on me. ... and then he would be like ... 'oh I can't 
live without you .... I'm in love" .... 'oh, okay"..(laughs) 

17. oh wow, you really need me?? okay sure... 
18. so, t go back with him 

190. yeah, that was exactly it... the first time we broke up, I had no problems .... I was like ... you 
know what ... I don't we... you can go do you know what.. it's no big deal ... and then he hauled 
me into his room and he was like you know what? I can't live without you ... I'm a mess.. 
ohhh ... and then he said I love you. I think that was the point where I just went ... ohh ... you 
know and I had my life planned.. you kwm by the end of this year, I'm going to be 
married, I'm going to hm children. ... and that's what stuck in my head. ..like I thought, if 
I don't keep this one, I will never many. Never ... because who will want me?? who wilt 
want me?? 

191. 1 knew that was the thing.. I was gone ... it didn't matter what he did .... 

Thus her acceptance of the abuse appears to stem from her desire to establish a family, 

about her fear of no one else wanting her, about her love for him and about her ability to rise to a 

challenge. Nathalie was a very competitive young woman, a quality which she associates with her 

aspirations in track and field, and she demonstrated this competitiveness in her relationship with 

her abusive partner. 

21 2. well, I think it was also running.. because you just don't ... you don't take second place 
as a .... an answer.. you go for gold you know.. so for me it was always just the 
challenge ... 

In order to 'go for gold' it was necessary that Nathalie alter her behaviour to suit his needs. 

Although she never acknowledged that she was changing her behaviour, those around her were 

well aware of the changes. 

43. I'd get so mad and yet as soon as he came, it would get so tense and ... don't want to 
make him mad .... that was ALWAYS going through my head the whole time... don't want 
to make him mad, don't want to make him mad ... cause I used to have dreams that he 
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would hit me... yeah, all the ti me... 

209. D: did you ever um.. feel like a failure or feel that it was your fault that you couldn't make 
the relationship work? that kind of thing?? 

210. N: no ...it was never an issue.. for me it was like do whatever you can to keep him ... so 
that way you just didn't do stuff that would make him mad ... so you aIways made his bed and 
you always slept next him, but didn't touch him ... you know on certain sides.. he hated it when 
you'd sleep on one side..you know on the wrong side ... because then he couldn't sleep. and be 
there in the morning when he woke up ... and ... things like that. 

65. 1 thought I was acting normal ... 
66. it was only, maybe I think I wen? home at Christmas time ... and my parents kept saying .... 

you've changed ... and I used to get soooo upse t... and I'd just start crying .... you know ... like 
why are you soo moody all the time.. like your moods would flus tuac... and every little thing 
they said, it made me soooo angry or it made me sooo up set... and I couldn't take anything 
they were saying ... 

Although Nathalie was altering her behaviour, she did not acknowledge that she was being 

abused. She stated that she felt that she was the one who had been in the wrong, that her 

behaviour had somehow upset him. In fact, when others questioned their relationship, she would 

often defend him. 

21 3. 0: did you ever think that he would stop being abusive toward you? 
214. N: well, I didn't realize that he was... I couldn't see the difference ... 

186. yeah, denial of abuse ... for sure .... oh yeah.. I didn't see anything wrong. .. when he 
used to yell at ma. ..well obviously I did something wrong... 

and 

63. uh huh .... yeah.. well, I just thought ... well, it was something, obviously that I did wrong ... 
that he didn't like ... so I would hy to stay on his GOOD side and do the stuff he likes ... 

224. oh yeah.. very defensive ... cause my parents used to just nit-pick at me all the time .... you 
like him a whole lot ... you should just leave ... and like I said, I used to get really mad or really 
ang ry... or really sad ... and I used to get so0 mad at them .... just leave him out of this. .. it 
has nothing to do with him .... and.. yeah ... they'd say.. I think it does ... well, you're wrong .... 

Toward the end of the school year, Allan was doing little to no school work and drinking 

quite extensively. Nathalie returned home for the Easter Holidays and when she came back to 

residence, her best friend informed her that Allan had had an affair. When she confronted him with 



the information, he denied the affair and said that he was returning home to Calgary, without 

finishing the school year, saying that she had ruined everything. Nathalie believed that she had. 

70. they. I think.. they knew what was going on ... my friend Angela did.. for sure.. she was the one 
who told me that he had cheated on me the last time .... and he was going around bragging 
about it.. when I went home for Easter ... I still hate Easter holiday..just cause of that ... and ... I 
went home for Easter ... and I came back from Me week-end and she pulled me into her room 
and said, I've got to tell you something ... he cheated on you ... and I said, no he didn't ... and 
she said yeah ...y ou can ask anyone on ...... talk to them.. and the guy who lived 2 doors down 
from me , he said. yeah, he's been bragging about it ... and he's been telling every one about 
it.. ohh ... and when I asked him.. . he just sat there...and we were in the middle of the 
Student's Union ..... like Mac Hall ... and that's where our food court was .... so he sat there and 
he ... he made me eat ... and when I'm upset, I can't eat at all ... I either binge or I don't eat at 
all ... and it got to the point where I couldn't eat at all..and he was just yelling at me to eat in front 
of evelybody .... and I was crying ... and he said fine we're going for a walk..and so we went for 
a walk ... and .... I don't even remember half the walk, but I remember sitting down and saying 
.... shaking and saying ... 'well, I heard that.. that you ... wem cheating on me" ... 'I can't 
believe that you would say stuff like that ... blah, blah, bl ahn... and he just went off and he 
goes .... "fine, I'm going home." .... 

18. so he left because ... well, he blames me for it ... cause I found out he cheated on me with a 
close friend of mine .... and I confronted him with it and he's says ... 'all I ever did was love 
you .... and..you do this to men..so he left in the middle of exams.. 

73. D: and did you fed like you had ruined it?? 
74. N: yeah .... 

Thus, Nathalie finished her school year after Allan moved back to Calgary. During the 

summer, Allan came back to Ontario to get his car and stayed with Nathalie for the weekend. 

Nathalie got pregnant. She wanted to keep the child, but because he said that he wasn't ready to 

be a father and because of her fear of her parents' reaction, she had an abortion. She feels that 

this was the hardest part of the whole abusive relationship. 

97. weli, he said he wasn't ready to be a father so it wasn't really an issue. And I wanted to 
keep it cause at that point he was Calgary and I was still at home cause I was staying at home 
the summer before I came out ... I uh ... the ONLY mason why I didn't keep it was because 
of my parents ... cause I knew they would have flipped and I thought for sure my dad would 
have killed me. So I had an abortion. THAT'S still the hardest part of the whole thing for 
me ..... like mother day's a hard time for me .... he would be 5 this year .... 

Nathalie then transferred to the Univenlty of Calgary to be with Allan. Although they were 



still dating, they weren't spending as much time together. She was living in the residence here and 

had made a lot of new supportive friends so she was more ambivalent about dating Allan. 

28. yeah, so I came out here and .... he saw me once in a while, and I said, well, forget it if you're 
not going out anymore ... and he said.. yes we are ... and I said, no we're not ... and I lived in 
res... so that really helped ... cause I had a whole bunch of new people I met and I could 
hang out with them and it was no big deal ... 

However, the relationship persisted as did his abusiveness towards Nathaiie. 

29. and one night at the bar, he got drunk and ... I was tryiSng to tell him something and he yanked 
me out of the bar by my hair and .... yeah, and it was on Electric Avenue and so he said, let's 
go for a walk ... and I said no, because I knew something was gonna happen ... and we got ... he 
threw me into his car and .. he uh ... he started babbling about something.. I don't even 
remember and then he went out, and threw up and stuff and then he came back into the car .... 
and he said.. Yine, I'm going to kill rnysel f"... and I freaked ... and I'm like ... what are you 
doing??? like..what do you mean you're going to??? he got out of the car and he started 
heading toward the road .... and I was shaking ... so I got out of the car, and I started chasing 
after him and then he came back ... and I'd always said to him .... one of my dreams, cause I 
used to play soccer too, was that I'd always wanted to be punched ..... by a girl ... just 
wanted to get into a scrap.. but I never did and ... so he came up to me and said.. "you want a 
black eye, I'll give you a black eye" and he just hauled off and decked me.... I just stood 
there .... I couldn't believe he hit me ... and then I started screaming ... 'you freak, what are you 
doing .... let go of me ...." and I started losing it.. and he grabbed me by my arm and he ended 
up bruising my whole forearm ... and he threw me against the car and ... oh ... I don't even 
remember what happened after that ... all I remember is getting in the driver's seat.. like he had, 
he got so mad at first that he punched the glass and he cracked the whole  windshield...^^ you 
cou[dntt see out of it and we were bo th... not in a great state anyway.. so he uh, he said. you're 
driving home ... and somehow we made it home.. I don't remember how we made it home ... 

Following this critically abusive incident, Nathalie was very afraid. Allan attempted to 

manipulate her into continuing the relationship by sending flowers and making her promise that she 

would continue going out with him. She went to her first class the next morning, and although she 

had a huge black eye, nobody acknowledged what had happened. She couldn't manage to go to 

the remainder of her classes. 

36. ... after a while, he went home.. It just seemed like forever ... and he said, if I leave are you 
going to break up with me and I'd be .... 'no' and he'd be like .. are you sure?? vup, I'm 
sure, sure" and just shaking ... every time he phoned. I'd be shaking ... 

21 6. very apologetic ... I still have the card ... he sent me a card he wrote ... he sent me 
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flowers ... and I knew right then ... l started shaking ... cause I came home from class, here .... and 
there's flowers sitting outside my door ... 

21 8. yeah, the next day ... and I was just shaking ... I was just petrifi ed.... and everyone's 
like.. oh you got flowers ... and I said.. I don't want them.. and I took the card, 1 still have the 
card ... it's in my trunk at home.. he was very apologetic ... weil he .. you know, I don't even 
think he apologized ... he said uh ... I realize what I did to you and you know I love you ... and ... 
we should still stay together.. 

32. and uh ... I just remember ... I had an 8 o'clock class the next morning ... I just remember I had 
sunglasses ... dead of winter ... and uh ... nobody said anything to me ... you know.. they just 
talked normal to me. ... and then after.. I couldn't ... it was management class ..... after that c k ,  
I had another 3 classes and I didn't make it to that .... and he was still in my room when I got 
home from class. I was hoping he was gone.. cause I was sooo scared ... I was petrified ... I 
slept on the floor that night ... 

One important difference existed for Nathalie following this abusive incident. She was 

surrounded by many supportive friends in her residence here whereas at York, her friends were not 

willing to get involved in their relationship. One woman specifically, a nursing student who was in 

charge of the residence floor, called campus secunty and had Nathalie take the appropriate legal 

steps to end the abuse. W i i  the support of her new friends, Nathalie was able to gather enough 

courage to end, 3 days later, the abusive relationship. 

34. and..yeah, and Men, so it took 3 days before I finally broke up with him .... and it was ... it 
was good.. the girl who was in charge of my floor, she was a nurse. ... and uh .... she had 
seen me.. and she's like, 'either you been puttin' on your make-up really bad or something 
happened' ... and I was walking around just shaking .... we[, I had a big huge black eye ... so I 
showed her my bruises and stuff and he had phoned a couple times ... 

152. uh, she was the one who called campus security ... (okay).. and she also had me write 
a letter to CDC ... community development co-ordinator ... who was like in charge of h e  whole 
building. So I wrote her a report.. and just everybody knew about this.. uh ... 

153. so, you know. I got to meet a lot of people through it too.. but I knew that was ... the 
biggest thing ... was the support 

144. N: all the support from res. yeah ... 
146. N: that would be the only thing.. Cause I was scared. 
147. D: so you would have stayed with him cause you were scared? 
148. N: yup. I would have.. I'd probably still be with him now. 

154. D: and you didn't have that support at York university? 
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155. N: NO. they didn't really ... most people tried to stay out of it ... like it took ... I had to 

pull j.. I heard you were cheating on me ... he didn't want to tell me at all. 

Of course, this was a huge transition for Nathalie. She had wanted to marry this man, 

despite the way that he treated her- She stated that although at first, she thought pefiaps she was 

over-reacting, she soon came to realize that even if she never meet anyone else, she would prefer 

to be alone than be with him. 

181. uh ... for the first little while I thought.. maybe I was just being over-reactive and ... 
maybe I should just go back and Men after a while ... I thought ..you know what .... if that, I'd 
rather be alone for the rest of my life... 

Followina the Termination of the relations hi^ 

Allan continues to phone and harass Nathalie and her family since she ended their 

relationship 5 years ago. He even threatened to kill one of her friends living on her floor of 

residence. Nathalie refuses to call the police to take legal action against him, stating that ' l s  too 

tiring' and it's easier to return his calls, which come every 6 to 9 months. In this sense, it appears 

that Allan continues to have a form of control over Nathalie, and at the very least continues to 

negatively effect her life. Nathalie is planning on continuing her education in the United States and 

feels that one advantage will be getting further away from Allan. 

157. N: oh ye ah... he used to call and say he was gonna kill one of the guys on the floor 
and he used to say.. you know, you better watch your back because I'm gonna come up 
behind you ... 

158. 0: so how long did that last?? 
159. N: oh ... 2 yea rs... it's still going on.. he still calls ... he called ... my house .. in Ancaster.. 

in Ontario ... and he pretended he was a.. phone operator checking to see if I still lived in 
Ontario ... but he gave his real name.. . and my parents were like.. this boy is dumber than we 
thought ... but anyways ... so I had.. I did ... I found it out.. so I called him.. and he'll harass 
my parents if I don't call him. ... he'll harass my parents ... and I'm not stupid ...so I call him 
every time ... and.. talk to him for a little while. Sometimes he wants to meet, sometimes he 
doesn't .... 

(when suggested that she phone the police) 

166. I'm not going to do that ... I just want to 
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167. it's too tiring to keep it open.. so 141 call him and talk to him for 15 minutes and 
169. usually, it seems to be a pattern ... about every 6 months ... or every 9 months ... and 

sometimes, he always.. I remember one time he was engaged ... he was telling me he was 
engaged ... and he said.. well, you had your chance but you blew it ... and then sometimes he'll 
throw in remarks like uh ... so, he used to say stuff about babies ... and he knows that's 
my ... sore spot.. 

172. D: so in a way, he's still manipulating you.. 

173. N: yeah, I guess, in a way ... and I think that's part of the reason that I want to go down 
to the states.. like I was going to the states ... so I have ... 

174. that's kind of the reason that I want to go too.. 

Nathalie no longer accepts blame for the abuse that happened during the relationship. 

Although she says she has no regrets about what happened she also feels that she is perhaps 

overiy self-protective in her current relationships, being overly dominant or 'sabotaging' them 

before they can even start. She once again stated that she is trying, attesting to the fact that she is 

a s u ~ v o r  and will overcome. 

193. (big sigh) ... ohhhh ... I just ... shake my head ... I understood at the time.. I always say no 
regrets .... you know.. at the time, that's the decision I made and I am fine with that .... I always 
remember something that somebody wrote and always said, history is doomed to repeat itself 
and that's what I keep in my head ... and that's what keeps me from going back into 
situations like that.. I'm like ... I don't want to repeat this.. .. that was the worst year ever! 

195. I've been the domineering one in all relationship since. If something mildly goes 
wrong, well, I think maybe I'm too pic ky... some days.. I had this one boyfnend ... he never 
brushed his hair.. so I dumped him .... like ... stupid things.. like I went way over board.. and I 
realize it but ... I'm too afraid to go back.. 

227. it's still hard for me now... really hard .... 

229. well, I think I sabotage relationships before they can even sta lt... because maybe I'm too 
afraid that maybe ... maybe something will flash back ... some how I will end up underneath ... 
and that's how I always end up being done in my relationships .... 

231. 1 don't know ... I'm trying.. 

Nathalie stated during our interview that she had developed a deeper understanding of 

abused women, and what allows them to stay in these honific relationships. These women, when 

they're caught up in the relationship, quite often don't see that they have changed or that they are 



being abused. As such, they accept what is happening to them and try to make their relationship 

work. 

83. yeah, and now when people say ... 'wow, I don't understand battered women.. .. I don't 
understand how they are feeling ...I... I totally know where they're coming from ... when you're 
in that mindset, you don't think anything's different at all. .. 

Nathalie's Feedback About Her Story 

After having read the summary of her experiences, Nathalie made some minor wording 

changes. She also stated that she had never realized that she had sounded so confused about the 

situation. She had a difficult time remembering the interview process because she found the recall 

of the abuse to be disturbing and she tends to block out these types of experiences. 



CHAPTER # 12 

lsabella was an 18 year old woman when she started dating her abusive partner. He was 

slightly younger. The relationship lasted two and a half years while the couple progressed from 

high school to universrty. Although not formerly living together, lsabella stated that while in 

residence, you could call it living together". Following their first year of universty, James had to 

transfer to a college in another city because of his marks. The relationship continued long-distance 

for the next year and a half. It has been just under 5 years since the relationship ended. 

lsabella stated that within her family of origin, her parents had very egalitarian roles. She 

added however that there were difficulties in the marriage although it was never spoken about 

openiy. In addition, Isabella witnessed one incidence of physical violence. As a young girl, she 

was expected to care for her mother who had not reacted well to the physical aggressivi. This 

incident was also not discussed until years later when lsabella opened the discussion. 

78. In my family .... um ... my parents are quite egalitarian .... but .... I , they did have one incident 
of violence where they got into a physical fight ..and it was very hard on me cause I was 
about 12 at the time and f was right there when it happened and ... ... after it happened my 
mom had a mini-mental break down sort of .... and I had to sort of stay with her the whole 
night ... and it was just terrible ... and it was a time in in my family's life when things were very 
stressful ... overall ... for other reasons ... so.. 

80. it was never spoken about... ever .... ever... nothing was EVER said about that ... I mean they 
had marital problems for a long time and they used to fight a lot..and my mom would tell me 
things like ... oh we're going to get a divorce ... and then ... it would just be okay the next day and 
nothing was ever said, and that was the same thing with that fight ... it was never discussed, 
no ...it was never..nothing was done ..... and I brought it up many, many, many years 
later .. urn. .. after I had gone to counseling sort of for a variety of issues ... and the abuse ... by 
this guy ... and was able to bring it up with my parents and we talked about a lot of things and it 
upset them alot ... and... 

lsabella said that her parents had been very demanding while she was growing up. She 

did not feel that she had been accepted for who she was, but rather had to do good things in order 



to be accepted and to be thought of as a good person. She agreed that her feelings of having to 

perform well in order to receive love transfened into her relationship with her abusive partner. 

154. ... but we had very, ve y high expectations in my family .... academically and 
otherwise ... and when you didn't f i i  up to those expctations, you know, you got either the 
silent treatment or questions regarding why you didn't live up to you know why you didn't live 
up to you know whatever ... usually grades..you know, stuff like that .... 

156. so I think a lot of it was I had to always try just by really hard and just DO things to be a 
good person ... I wasn't just a good person .... I had to you know, do things to be a good 
person ... that's what it feft like ... 

157. D: so , sounds like conditional love ... 
158. it sounds like it transfers into your relationship ... 

159. 1: you're right ... I never made that connection but yeah ... ye ah... cause I never really felt 
uh..good enough at home ... and never really felt good enough in the relationship and it 
was always something ... you know, being put down for things ... 

lsabella also stated that she had not enjoyed her high school experience. She felt that it 

had been a very disempowering atmosphere. She had very few friends and was tired of being 

alone and feeling that nobody cared for her. She stated that when James, the abusive man with 

whom she had dated, asked her out, she was at a 'very low point in her life'. 

93. ... I found high school to be not a very good environment ... it was a small town .... and it, it 
wasn't really looked up to be good in school and want to have a career or anything like 
that ... and so ..I find it disempowering ... 

6. yeah, yup ... and I was just so tired of not really having anyone in my life. And it felt like no 
one really cared. I had very few friends and and I hadn't had a boyfriend before that ... or 
like nothing serious ... you know ... junior high crushes, that's about it. And it just felt like ... well, 
somebody cares.. .. 

3. .... and sooo I think that what I realize is that at the time that we got involved, I was at a very 
low point in my life... . and.. um..l had very liffle seIf*steern and .... life was just pretty bad 
for me overall ... l was pretty depressed at the time ... 

lsabella stated that James came from a very traditional family where the roles of each 

parent were not considered equal in importance. In addition, James learned from his father's 

behaviour that it was okay to whistle in order to get his partner's attention when she wasn't close to 



him. lsabella did not accept this from him. 

72. oh that's another thing, his family was VERY traditional, I mean, that and ... urn ... he wanted 
to ... he thought that say we were in the same room, but not close together, that to get my 
attention, he should whistle ..... 

73. and I NEVER thought THAT was good and I always had issues with that .... and I asked him 
how, how he came up with that ... and apparently his dad did that to his mom... 

74. like always ... he would just whistle to get her attention or when she was in the house .... 

The relations hi^ 

lsabella stated that she was very happy when James first asked her out. He was very 

popular and all the other girls in their school wanted to date him. She felt that her self-esteem 

actually went up, even following the abuse, because she finally had a 'sense of importance and 

caring' in her life. 

9. We met in high school. Um, he was in some of my ciasses ...... he was a very popular 
guy ... he was like ...y ou know ... I guess I shouldn't ... but it doesn't matter .... He was an athlete 
and students' council and all that .... and so ... everyone wanted to go out with this guy ... I 
mean ...g irfs that did were cool ... and so when he took an interest in me ... I thought ... 
WOW ... like this is amazing ... and so how can I say no to him ... I mean any girl would DIE to 
go out with this guy and he actually broke up with another girl to date me and so I thought ... this 
is just incredible ... and .. so it's got to be good... 

149. yeah, in some ways, I actually thought ... I'm so glad you asked me out, because now I feel 
so much better about myself .... and ... it's great ... and I think, in a way, it (self - esteem) did 
go up.. urn. .. because it gave me some kind of sense of importance and caring in my 
life ... so yeah, I know why.. in a way I guess it sort of served a purpose in that I did feel better 
for a while ... until I could really feel better, you know, on my own feet ..... 

James demonstrated throughout the relationship that he adhered to the traditional 

perspective in which he had been raised. He expected to be taken care of by lsabella. He stated, 

as the relationship progressed, that lsabella should abandon her career, even though she was very 

career oriented, in order to stay home and raise children. Although she held many beliefs that 

were non-traditional, such as pursuing a career, she simultaneously held 'ideal images of male I 

female roles and relationships'. She stated that she was 'very much a romantic' and felt that these 

beliefs set her up to be 'very submissive' and 'subservient' in their relationship. In addition, she felt 



that pehaps being more submissive would allow greater success in a marriage, because she had 

witnessed her parents' mafia1 difficulties despite maintaining an egalitarian relationship. 

70. um..not so much that but uh..he did often say things like .... well, I mean we had talked about 
getting married, and... things like well .... well, when we have kids you should stay home with 
them ... like, as, for the whole time that they're kids .... um..and not work at all ... and I've 
never believed in that -... and I was always actually able to say ... 'well I don't think that's right .... 
I don't think that3 something I'll ever be able to do ..., maybe work part time or something, but 
I'll never give up a career, just to be a full time mother, for like 18 years or something' .... and 
he has big issues with that .... urn, I think his mother had done something similar to that and 
like she had given up working for many, many years .... 

142. so, yeah ... somewhat traditional ... I mean in res., you don't do that much cause everything 
is done for you ... and I think.. like laundv., like we did our own ... but he, he definitely wanted to 
be waited on kind of hand and foot .... like he expected me to do things like his cut his finger 
nails for him ... stuff like that ... 

133. yeah, I mean I think a lot of the reason why I just fell so hard was not just the lack of social 
support at the time that it started ... but I had these ideal images of male I female roles and 
relationships .... in my mind ... um .... I was very much a romantic ... you know, love is for 
always and that stu ff... and I think that in a lot of ways kind of set me up ... to be very 
submissive and very subservient... cause I thought that's the way it should be in a way ... 
even though ...y eah, I'm not really sure ... I didn't really see that in my family ... I guess I was just 
willing to put up with it just to have a relationship ... 

135. and maybe I thought because my parents' relationship wasn't ideal that that was the 
problem, that maybe my mom should have been more subsenrient ... so if I was, then I 
could make it wo rk... 

The abuse started immediately within their relationship. On their first date, James sexually 

abused Isabella. 

15. and urn ... he was very forceful right from the very beginning. I think our very first actual date.. 
he took me to urn..Iike his parents' place of business that no one was at at the time, it was at 
night.. and we started making out and he ... basically trkd to rape me ... uh.. um..well he DID 
rape me anally actually .... and uh ... 

Despite the fact that James had been abusive from their first date, lsabelfa continued her 

relationship with him. She stated that she remained in the relationship at the time because she 

believed his excuses, thus accepting that she had been in the wrong for not have communicated 

more effectively and because the relationship was still a 'good thingJ for her and ultimately, the 



couple had a good 'image'. Having a relationship was better than not having one. In addition, 

although she fe l  that something was not right in the relationship, her inexperience with regards to 

dating and relationships blinded her to the fact that he had been abusive and was continuing to be 

so. lsabella did not have many friends at school with whom she could discuss what was 

happening, or wrth whom she could discuss relationships in general. She did not know if his 

actions were normal although she did feel ashamed. In addition, she could not discuss her 

relationship with her parents because James was of a different race and her parents were not 

supportive of her dating a man from a different ethniclty. 

6. 1 had very few friends and and I hadn't had a boyfriend before that ... or like nothing 
serious ... you know ... junior high crushes, ha ts  about it. And it just felt like ... well, somebody 
cares .... 

23. 1 thought.. I believed his excuses, I can't really remember what they were at the time, but it 
seemed believable ... like he was very good with words and twisting things around to make it 
seem like it was the other persons fault ... and 'why was I being so sensitive about this..' and 
that kind of stuff.. 

19. the relationship kept going, like I said, because I, I thought ... well, this is still a good thing ... I 
mean, you know ... so maybe it was my fault I didn't let him know I didn't want to do that on a 
first date ... and so it's MY fault... it's not his fault.. 

3. 1 think, I pretty much, I had a feeling that something wasn't right ... that it wasn't the way Mat 
a relationship was really supposed to be ... but it was better than not having a relationship. 

55. 1: I think at the beginning, I didn't have anybody, but when I did ..... urn... I think deep down, I 
knew it was wrong ... something wrong was going on there .... and but one thing was, I think we 
had a great IMAGE going ..... we were the happy couple ... and you how, he was still the 
popular guy that EVERYBODY liked .... and so I kind of wanted to keep that going ... I'm just..his 
girlfriend.. it's great ... 

56. and then .... the other thing was that I was asha mad.... I was very ashamed of what was going 
on ... and I didn't want other people to know what was going on and I didn't really h o w  how to 
stop it... and I wasn't really sure you know...what I could do ... OR what other, or if other 
people went through that or not.... 

26. urn.. .. urn, one thing that isolated me even more from other types of support I couM have 
had, was that he was of a different race. ... ... and my parents had a real issue with us 
dating ... so, when they said, we don't think you should be dating him, I was all the more 
adamant that ... well, you know, I don't care what you say ... it, it kind of turned me the other 
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way, that I wanted to be with him even more ... that was from Me very beginning that we dated 
that that had happened .... 

lsabella stated that the abuse continued while they were in high school and during their 

first year at universq. Although it was mostly psychological and sexual, there was quite often the 

threat of physical violence. 

2 And the abuse was mostly mental .... um .... and there was sexual abuse as well .... and there 
wasn't any physical abuse ... that wasn't sexual .... like there wasn't hitting or punching or 
anything like that although urn .... there was a threat of that .... at least I felt there was a threat of 
that .... so um .... 

1 8. urn so .... and ..and then so, I kept being you know, coerced into all kinds of sexual activity.. I 
mean some of it .... was okay ... and some of it wasn't okay by me .... um .... 

28. um ... let's see.. so the whole first year of university went by and we were together .... I don't 
think anyone ever really suspected what was going on ... like how coercive he was being and 
abusive. I mean he, he was still continuing the sexual abuse ... like I had a room-mate for a 
while in res. and he would want me to you know, have sex with him, in the room while she was 
there sleeping and all this stuff, and I never felt really comfortable with that but he would try to 
talk to me ... talk me into it ... well, she's sleeping, she won't hear, it's fine. But I never really 
was fine with &...but I just never really spoke up with it ... that much ... 

30. urn ... I would get scared when he would get angry about certain things..like finding out 
that I, you know talked, talked to a guy that was you know, a friend of mine ... I mean scared to 
the point of..being scared that he would hit me or something like that.. 

During the first year of university, lsabella began to make more friends and build inner 

strength through these friendships. James became more controlling regarding all aspects of her 

life. He would denigrate her new friends, belittling her in the process, in an attempt to isolate her 

from them. He tried to dissuade her of her opinions, stating that he knew better and she should 

believe him. He even tried to control the way that she looked. 

32. yeah, i mean I think, I can't specifically remember but it, it was something like ... this person is 
bad because of thb, this, this ... why would you be ...why would you sink so low as to be 
friends with them?? that kind of thing .... or why, why are you stupid enough to be Mends 
with them...or why cant you see that.. this person ... usually, why can't you see this guy is after 
you.. to date you?? that kind of thing .... like that ...so.. 

24. um...so then in the fall, we both went to university together in (another city) .... and urn... we 
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lived in the same residence hall and ... um ... I mean it got pretty bad probably in that 
... especially cause ... well, we were together that whole year, but..it got pretty bad that year, in 
that he got very possessive and jealous ... and , and I mean I made a few friends in in the 
classes I was in and he wasn't in the same classes that I was in .... and some of the friends 
were male ... and he was very jealous and he would question me about what these guys were 
like and why ... I was wanting to be friends with them and if I wanted to ..date with them and 
sleep with them and all this kind of stuff.. and ha tried to shoot them down in any way he 
could. If he did meet them, he would just totally disparage them .... in any way he could .... 

25. urn, he did that to some extent to my female friends ... urn ... maybe not quite as much and wasn't 
quite AS possessive and jealous of them, but still, he would quite often just make fun of 
them ... and try to make it seem lib they just weren't worth baing friends with..... and I 
found that he was hyi'ng to really isolate me horn people in that way .... 

33. There was lots of verbal abuse going on besides tha t..l mean...um ... just..insinuations.. I 
mean, he was really masterful at the language game ..... urn ... you know always working it in 
that it ended up that I was WOngm.. and, if we were having some kind of a discussion .... that I 
didn't know, that he knew better, that I should just listen to him and he would always somehow 
get it ..so that..it would make sense ... in a twisted way ... at the time.. 

66. urn ...I mean he had really controlled lots of aspects of my life ... like he wanted me to 
change my hair colour so I did ... 

Following his sexually abusive acts, lsabella would either be very upset or she would 

'numb out', just go along with it and 'cany on'. After episodes where lsabella would show that she 

had been upset, James would try to convince her that had she said something, he would have 

stopped, thus implying that it had been her fautt. 

98. urn ... well, that first time, there was remorse I think, but I think he still managed to sort of 
make it sound like ... well you didn't tell me you didn't want to do that ... so how was I 
supposed to know.. 

99. and like I'm sorry it happened but you didn't tell me ... so it was still my fault ... do you know 
what I mean ... like he could, he could twist it around that way.. so it wasn't wrong what he 
did, cause I didn't tell him no, so he just did .... and.. he would ... coerce me other times, into 
sex ... both vaginal and anal sex .... and ... sometimes I would just sort of go along with it and be 
sort of numb ...y ou know, just sort of numb out.. and ... st uff... and not really show that it upset 
me ...j ust sort of carry on.. like nothing had happened.. and other times I'd be upset ..and 
then ... but then the same thing would happen..like you know what I mean ... he would say... well, 
you should have stopped me and how was I supposed to know??? 

1 7. 1: yeah, and I stopped it.. like I didn't really know what was happening cause I was so caught 
up in the moment ... and... you know at that ... like as soon as it started, I said look stop..like I 
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don't know what you're doing and like ... l don't want to do this ... and he did stop ... urn ... and I 
was crying.. I was almost hyste rid... I didn't know what was happening ... and.. and, so then 
he turned into the nice guy and he was trying to comfoct me and say I'm sorry and all this 
and then I thought ... well, what an amazing guy .... you know that he wouldn't just tell me to get 
lost or break up with me right then and there .... 

Although lsabella noted that there had been 'honeymoon' periods following the abuse, the abuse 

overall was more so a 'constant pattern of controi'. 

1 10. he'd be possessive ... like he'd always want to hold my hand or like have his hands on me 
or something like that.. in front of other people .... 

1 12. yeah, that I belonged to him .... 

114. urn ... well. I mean there were definitely like those honeymoon periods .... yeah, like if we 
had a big fight, or if I was really upset about him ..you know, raping me or something like 
that .... he would become very nice again, or very loving ... and just really great ... and I 
remember at those times thinking ... oh, I just over - reacted .... because it wasn't that big a 
deal and look at what a great guy he is ... and .... 

11 6. but it was just more of a ... constant pattern of him trying to control me and for a while I 
went along wtth it and really fell under that influence but when I got ... really got on my feet 
again, you know, then, it just ... I got more and more. .. I got stronger and stronger and I guess 
he could feel that his control was kind of slipping away and that would make him more 
mad and that's why we would have all those arguments and stuff .... 

She stated that overall, she often fen guilty because she did not feel that she had been 

adequately fulfilling her role as girlfriend because their relationship wasn't going right in some way. 

143. so, yeah .. urn .... regarding guilt.. I think I had guilt in the early parts of the relationship, that 
I wasn't doing enough ... cause I knew something wasn't going right .... and it was always my 
fault, so I had guilt regarding that .... 

145. oh yeah ... both because of the images I had in my mind ... that I thought women should 
make relationships work at the time, I was thinking that .... and he would make it seem like 
that's the way it was ... that's the way it was was because it was my fault and I wasn't doing 
enough ...y ou know, if only I wasn't making friends with guys ... then it would be great ... then he 
wouldn't have to get jealous. 

The following year, the couple was separated as James had had very poor marks and had 

to transfer to a college in another city. lsabella was 'devastated' and they decided that they would 

continue long distance. James attempted to persuade her to drop out of university and follow him 



and when she refused, he belittled her career aspirations. 

34. so .... yeah ... urn..so that went on for like the whole year of university first year ... then we both 
went back to where we're from ... our home town ... and, we were stiil together ... and that 
summer he found he was.. he had to take a dean's vacation kcause his grades were 
very, very bad .... so, I mean I was..devastated ... because that would mean we wouldn't be 
together the next year because he couldn't go back to (the universtty cQ) .... and he decided to 
apeopley to a community college in another city and go there and try to you know, make up 
his grades or whatever ... 

179. yeah, he tried to get me actually to drop out of university and go be with him at the 
college and take some college courses, even though I was doing really well in universtty and 
there was no reason for me to do that .... but he thought we should be together and so I should 
just drop my university career and take college courses with him ... 

180. D: and what was his reaction to your declining the offer? 

181. 1: he wasn't that thrilled with it and I think he .... at that point he would try to put down my 
career goals .... like why why are you doing that anyways, and you should do this because, 
weil, you should do what I'm doing ... well, because it's much better .... for these and those 
reasons... so ... 

With the added distance between them, lsabella found that she was able to develop more 

solid friendships, intensifying her support system. Although she did not confide in them regarding 

her relationship, these friends helped her to realize that she could relate to people differently than 

she had with her partner. James' power and control over her was diminishing as her isolation 

diminished and she was able to more fully develop her sense of seff. The couple began to argue 

and ultimately grew further apart. The physical distance between them enabled isabella to escape 

his 'games, control and coercion', serving as a catalyst to end the relationship. 

40. 1 definitely made a lot more friends that year .... so I had a much, much better support 
system and even though I never really confided in anybody about it at that time, I think that 
gave me the strength to eventually break it off ... 

175. well, I never confided in anyone so no one ever tried to get me to end to the relationship, 
but I think just having people around that were different and weren't abusive towards 
me...that I could see other ways of relating to people ... 

44. um... so I think in a lot that way. I was becoming stronger and we were arguing a kt on the 
phone.. because i just wasn't going along with whatever he said anymore ... 



38. ... and yet I, somehow I fet..he made it to be like it was my duty to go and see him ... so I did 
that a few times, but I think that was the year that we definitely grew apart a lot ... and so .... 

39. 1 mean, I'll get back to this in a second but I think in the end what decided my sort of leaving 
the relationship mentally ..more than physically but both .... was that ... the distance we had in 
that second year which allowed me to sort of be away from his g a m ,  and control and 
coercions ... 

177. the distance helped yeah ... I mean, I can only be grateful to fate that that happened the 
way it did because I don't know, what would have happened otherwise ... 

184. cause it gave me that opportun ity... and I do think that even if he hadn't moved away, I 
would have broken it off, it just probably would have taken a little longer ... 

185. 1 don't want to think it was just the distance ... that, that did it.. 

lsabella and James started to break up during the middle of their second year of university. 

At this point, the couple would attempt to resolve the problems Mat they had in order to salvage 

their relationship. Eventually however, the couple started to be more 'off than 'on'. It was during 

one of the 'off' times that lsabella met and dated another man. James' reaction was very negative 

but lsabella stated that this occurrence allowed her to realize that another world, one which wasn't 

controlling, existed. 

40. ..but we, we started breaking up in the middle of the second year university ... so about a 
year and a half into the relationship ... we'd break up and..... I think it wasn't really one or the 
other person's decision, we'd just get into a fight on the phone ... and just say ... okay, that's 
it ... let's have a break or whatever .... 

41. and then, um..one or the other would call the other and get back together ... you know .... 'I'm 
really sorry, let's see if we can work this ou t'... so that kept going on for about a year ... 

42. urn. one thing that happened was when we were broken up I had, I got involved with another 
guy ... but I knew ... and wasn't, I didn't think it would be anything serious, it was just one of 
those fun fling Wings .... well, my X... the abuser, found out about it and got very, very 
angry ... cause he ... didn't think we were broken up at the time ... although I thought we were and 
we were ... but he thought that was just totally inappropriate of me to do ... or maybe it was just 
cause we weren't broken up for long enough or something ... and he thought that was just the 
lowest thing any one could ever do.. was to get involved with someone else that soon after or 
whatever ... he got very mad ... and that was lot of fighting ... 

43. and I think at that time, but I mean, I think by then I had already, because I was able to break 
away from him and have .... this fling with lhis other guy ... that I thought ...there L another 
world out them ... and I can have fun and I can make my own decisions ... and .... it was 
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really starting to suck to have that control .... you know, over me... 

The final ending m e  one night when lsabella and James were talking on the phone. 

Although the relationship had been slowly deteriorating over the previous year and lsabella had 

almost completely 'disengaged', James had still wanted to continue dating. During their 

conversation, James had been verbally abusive and lsabella came to the sudden realization that 

she did not have to accept this behaviour. She stated that something 'clicked', and that 

'everything' changed', thus indicating that within one sentence, her perception of the entire 

acceptability of the abuse had changed. WRhin one moment, what had previously been acceptable 

was no longer so, and she was able to end permanently her relationship with her abuser. 

45. so ....y eah ... and. ..eventually in the very end ... so this is like almost the middle of the third year 
univers rty... so almost a year and a half ... TWO and a half years into the relationship or so ... we 
finally were talking on the phone and 1 mean by then we had been more off than on ... but I 
think, he still ... he was really trying to hold onto the relationship ... even though I had pretty 
much disengaged ... and ... I can't even remember what we were talking about but ... .. I think I 
was telling him ... by then we were broken up.. you know sort of ... in his mind temporarily I 
guess ... and I was telling him that I don't ... that I think in the future, I want to date other people ... 
and um..l'rn looking for someone and that ... and 1 can't remember what i said, but for whatever 
reason he decided to totally just run that do wn... he said 'you're soo shallow and stupid for 
wanting tha t'... I remember that clearly ... and that point it was .... I don't know, something 
almost clicked .... even though I had been ,..getting there for a year ... but it was like .... 
everything just chang ed... like my brain just said, 'I can't believe this is happening, and 
NO MORE' and well over the phone I told him ... 'look, that's it...' I can't ... forget it.... I'm not 
sure if I really stood up for myself in that he had called me stupid and shallow but I just .. kind 
of ... I can't remember ... I think I was pretty much in shock.. but I know that it ended up being 
that I said. 'you know, it's over, bye ... don't call ... again' .... and..so it was like fine ... and then 
click ... and that was it.. and he didn't call after that ... no, no ... 

Followina the f enination of the relations hi^ 

lsabella saw James on only two occasions since their relationship ended. Although he had 

not threatened her in any way, she stated that she would often have 'images' Mat she would 

confront him and he would physically hurt her. As such, when she finally did see him, due to 

circumstances and this fear, she did not affront him in the manner that she wished. The second 

time that she saw him, she felt that although she did not confront him, she had gotten 'revenge' in a 



sense, once again because of the circumstances surrounding their meeting. 

122. flashbacks to the... thinking of him, that I would run into him on campus ..... and I would 
think that ... because I wanted more than anything to stand up to him really strongly and just tell 
him to ..like you know, use the worst language possible and just tell him how I thought about 
him ... but when 1 thought of that, I would picture him hurting me badly ... like physically, or 
stalking me and stuff like that ... yeah ... and I guess it was flashbacks to that..even though 
that had never happen ed... but.it was just images ... like that would pop into my mind ... a 
lot .... and so, I think a lot of the counselling, I remember that a lot of that had to do with just 
feeling safe .... cause it was on campus that I didn't feel very safe cause that's where I 
imagined it happening ... 

123. and I think that was one big reason that I didn't stand up to him when I could have that 
one time I ran into him .... much later ... it was just deep down, I still had a bit of a fear .... 

47. ... and I saw him ... and this something, you know, one of those things you wish you could 
change if you could .... I was actually working on campus, so whether that .... I think that was a 
big factor, in that i felt that I couldn't really ... say what I wanted to say because it was a very 
public place and there were people around .... and I felt I couldn't say what I wanted because I 
was sort of in the position I was in ... like I was working at the time ... 

48. so he came up and he said hello and I was... .. I tried to be very cool and collected, not to show 
that it ruff led me at all ... but obviously it did ... and it was civil ... and cool ... and he just asked how 
I was doing and I said fine and I asked how he was doing and he said fine and just kinda..like 
2 minute conversation about what was going on since the last time we had spoken and that 
was it .... 

49. and ... so, I mean I'm glad I didn't break down or show that I was upset or ANYTHING like 
that ... but I wish I had had the balls to say you know... for him to just get the hell out of 
my face and never speak to me again because there was nothing ... I wanted to say to 
him ... 

50. so that was something ...y ou know..that was..l guess, I probably regret about ... 

126. and it's actually funny because I DID see him one more time ... a long time after that ... only 
about a year and a half ago ... and it was in the weirdest of places ...it was one of those things 
that you would never expect ... umm .... like the weirdest .... the WEIRDEST thing .... because it 
was in another city and I saw him there and uh ... my husband was with me ... well, he was stdl 
my boyfriend at the ... and we were together ... and unfortunately, at that time, I also couldn't do 
anything, like stand up to him or say anything to him because we were in a very public place 
and my husband's family was around .... so it wasn't the time or the place to make a scene or 
say anything .... urnm ... but I ignored him completely ... just and I'm sore he knew I was 
there ... cause there was no way he could have missed it ... and I just totally ignored him ... I 
would like it make it very clear that I was avoiding where he was not to look the re.... on 
purpose ... 

127. yeah, and he was actually in a ... he was doing a volunteer job at that time..that was 
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actually sort of funny .... well, sort of anyway, it didn't matter but it ma& me feel kind of good 
in a weird way ... that, that I would see him in that, that sort of .... doing that sort of 
thing ... volunteer job where he urn .... he was all dressed up in a funny costume and it was 
just, I mean, demeaning ... it was.. . 

lsabella continued to grow in herself and come to terms with what had happened to her. 

Although she felt somewhat ambivalent regarding the ending of the relationship, the knowledge 

that she would finally be able to decide her own future was great. She felt that she had changes so 

much over the years, that she was unable to understand how she had allowed the relationship to 

go in the direction that it had. As such, she experienced a sense of guiit of not having lived up to 

her own expectations in herself. 

102. I think it was ... and I felt really good because by the time 1 actually ended it, it had been 
ending for a year and a haQ..so it's something I had thought about a lot ... ending it ... so on the 
one hand I felt really good ... like finally it's over ... l don't have to wony about this ... like it was a 
huge sense of relief ... but on the other hand, I mean, I think I was.. . I mean I had very traditional 
beliefs in my mind .... growing up that ...y ou know, people should be happy and I had honestly 
thought about marrying this guy and having a family with him and so that, that dream, even 
though it was a twisted dream, was gone .... and it was, I think I felt a bit insecu re... like what 
now?? like I don't know what's gonna happen ... but it wasn't so bad ... 1 mean I think in a way, I 
felt like ... well it's great ... like I get to make my own future and not have him make it for me .... 

103. um... I don't know if there were really feelings of failure ... more in terms of I think ... I was 
feeIing..like why did I let that happen ... I mean I was already ... l mean I knaw it was 
wrong..but just took a long time to get to the point where I was strong enough to end it 
for good .... so, it was more feelings of failure in terms of ... why couldn't I have stopped it 
earlier and why did I get into this in the first place .... like that.. 

107. 1 mean, by then I think I had just changed roo much .... that I couldn't believe that I had 
let myself do all that stuff and get into all that.. relationship crap with him ... and I'm also .... 
sometimes I, I still don't believe it ... It's hard ye ah... 

143. and now I have guilt regarding you know, it having gone the way it had ... yeah ... 
lsabella went through a period of anger. Through support from one friend in whom she 

finally confided, she was able to label what had happened to her as abuse. Before this point, 

although she knew something had been not right in the reIationship, because of her inexperience, 

she was unable to label it as abuse. Her anger lasted a long time. She 'took it out on other people' 

and during this process she started to self-explore and Yly out the other side' of henelf. She 



experienced a boost in her self-esteem as men were interested in her for her, not because she was 

being submissive. 

57. so, in all that time ... I had built up a lot of anger ... at the end ...it didn't come out until much 
later ... until we had broken up and I had a chance to ... talk with a friend ... and realize that it had 
been rape and abuse and got very angry ... and I was very angry for about a year ... 

58. and I mean I took it out on pesple ... I took it out on the guys I dated ... l was very mean, very 
mean to them ... I mean NOTHING to the same extent ... I wouldn't ... I wouldn't say I was 
abusive to them, but I was just.. .. I was pretty much a bitch .... 

62. ... 1 wanted to try out the other side of myself ... because I had been so submissive 
and ... docile all those years ... and now I just wanted to see whaf's it going to be like if I get to 
have a say in all my relationships ...y ou know, when I call the shots, whether I'll see this guy 
again or not ... and .... yeah .... I just kind of wanted to play and not be serious and ... not let 
anybody tell me what to do .... 

63. and I mean, I'm sorry I was mean to all those guys but I thought ... I think it was very 
therapeutic for me... 

65. yeah, exactly and .. and ... because as soon as he le ft... there were some guys who were 
interested in me and that was a great ego boost and I was able to see that they could like 
me for me and not for .... you know, someone who is just gonna say yes to everything 
they say .... 

lsabella also started to self-explore through counselling. Although she had dealt with a lot 

of the issues herself and felt happy in her life overall, she was able to process and re-interpret the 

whole experience, eventually being able to 'compartmentalize and stow it away' with the 

knowledge that she had learned good lessons from it. 

84. uh huh..it was wonderful ... 4th year of univen ity ... so after we had broken up for almost a year I 
would say ... not quite but.. more than a half a year anyways ... I mean I was doing well by then, 
I was dating somebody by then again, and it was going well. I was past that bitchy stage ... 
(laughs).. it was going well, and I was, you know a happy person again, and I felt really 
strong ... but I just felt like that anger and some of those issues mn still inside and I 
couldn't really, I didn't want to talk to my my new bornend about them that much because he 
found it hard ... to listen to ..even though he was supportive ... but he actually recommnded I 
should go and talk to somebody else and so I did... 

85. and urn ... and it was great ... it was ... I just got a lot of the anger out..a lot of that anger came 
out ... urn, I got a chance to think about all of it again ... I mean that's why I think, cause I mean, 
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I wouldn't be able to talk about this ..without crying if I hadn't done all that ... cause now I've 
sort of compartmentalirsd k..Ks sort of a part of my life that I wish hadn't happened but it 
did and it's just kind of stowed away ... and I think I learned a lot of really good lessons from 
it .... so I try and think of it in that way as opposed to, it really sucked for 2 and a half yea rs.... 

In part because of her experiences wrth James and in having gone to counselling herself, 

lsabella decided to change her weer  path. She has just completed her Master's in one of the 

helping professions and will be starting her PhD in her previous university this September. As 

such, she will hopefully be able to share her knowledge and experience with others in order to best 

aid them. In addition, she stated that aithough this experience is still difficult to discuss, she will be 

returning to the place where this relationship took place and she doesn't know if he will be there or 

not, This experience allowed her to review and re-evaluate what happened in order to prepare her 

for a future chance encounter. 

87. Indirectly yes ... because I think I chose this career path when I was going to 
couselling ... and I saw how beneficial it can be ... and, and I never really thought about it 
before because, I was in sciences before ... and l...just...kind of try this or try th &..but I wasn't 
really sure what I wanted to do ... and.. it was in that year, that I realized that I wanted to do 
it..and I also got some volunteer experience in the field and that convinced me that ... so yeah, 
indirectly, 1 mean ye &...and just wanting to help people in that way ... people ... because in a 
way, I do feel that I ... I've lived through t o m  bad things which I think daes help me to 
understand what it may feel like for some people to be in similar situations .... 

88. I hate to assume that I know, but I do think it helps .... 
89. more empathetic anyway ... 

165. yeah, actually, I'm glad I did this for my own sort of reasons because I'm going to be 
moving back to the city where we were together ... for unive rsity... and he could be there, I 
don't know ... it's possible ... I mean, I don't really care ... so it's been on my mind a little bit 
because I've been reminded of that in that way ... and so, it helps to just go over the story again 
and re-affirm that it ended the way that I wanted it to end ... and that I'm at the place now that 
I'm happy to  be .... and all that stuff so ... 

Feedback About Isabella's Story 

lsabella stated that the narrative was an accurate depiction of what she had experienced. 

She feels that the major themes underlying her deckionmaking process were captured. 



CHAPTER 15 

LIFE WORLD PRIOR TO ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP 

Throughout the subsequent three chapters. I will be using a grounded theory approach in 

order to extract common themes or categories which were relevant to the decision-making process 

of staying in or leaving an abusive relationship to the women in my study. It has been noted that 

grounded theory can be used under the premise of the qualitative or the quantitative paradigm. 

Charrnaz (1993) states that 'grounded theory can be used by researches who subscribe to realist, 

objectivist assumptions as well as by those who subscribe to interpretative, constructionist 

perspectives* (p. 31). As such, it should be recognized that there is an ongoing tension between 

aggregated and individual stories that underlie this project Although I have attempted to subscribe 

to interpretative, constructionist perspectives, and as such have included individual narratives for 

each of the women, I also recognize that in utilizing an aggregated approach to examine these 

narratives, much of the individuality of the women can and will be lost. In an attempt to counter this 

to the greatest extent possible, the categories which have been developed are carefully grounded 

in the women's words. It is not my intent to form categories which are apeopleicable and universal 

to all women, but which represent, while acknowledging that not all of the women are represented, 

the general themes within these narratives. 

In order to effectively examine how the women in my study were able to leave the abusive 

relationship in which they were entangled, it was necessary to examine the perception of their 

personal experience before, during and after the relationship. This chapter will examine the life 

world of the women prior to entering into ?heir abusive relationship. Chapter 16 will examine 

common themes in the life world of the women during their abusive situation and Chapter 17 will 

examine the themes common to these women at the end of their relationship. In this manner, the 

women's life worlds during all three critical time periods will be studied in an attempt to discern 

differences and / or similarities in both their own life worlds at the different times and between the 



life worlds of other women also involved in abusive experiences. 

As relationships are very complex in nature, it is no surprise that, in most cases, the 

women's decision-making process to leave the abusive relationship was not based on one factor, 

but rather, was based both or! past experience and current iife world views regarding abuse. 

Greaves et al. (1 988) state that the decision-making, factor-weighing account taking into 

consideration the woman's perception of the abuse, as opposed to theories that appeal to 

particular, isolated factors taken in absolute terms, is a much more viable option to examining the 

factors related to why women leave abusive relationships. As such, the factors involved in the 

decision making process were, more often than not, unique for each woman. Greaves et al. (1988) 

add that although most or all of the factors contribute to the decision-making processes of abused 

women, none are singly or universally relevant; specifically, it is the pragmatic weighing of the risks 

and beneffis on each of these dimensions that determines the decision to stay or leave. 

Table I presents each of the aggregated categories and sub-categories that I have 

formulated in this analysis. 

Table I: Life World Themes 

15. Life World Prior to Abusive Relationships 
1 5.1 Normalizing Abuse 

15.1 .a) Family of Origin and Past Relationships 
15.1 .b) Motheh Role in Family of Origin 
15.1 .c) Learned Silence 

15.2 Social Support 
15.3 StereotypicalRoles 
15.4 Self Perception 

16. Life World During Abusive Relationship 
16.1 Commitment to the Relationship 

16.1 .a) Initial Positives 
16.1 .b) Emotional Involvement 
16.1 .c) Making it Work 

16.2 Societal Expectations in Relationships 
16.3 Justification of His Behaviour 

16.2.a) Acceptable Cut-Off for Abuse , 

16.2.b) Inexperience Leading to Minimization, Denial and Rationalization 



16.4 Change in Self-Perception 
16.4.a) Self-Esteem 
1 6.4.b) Self-Blame 

16.5 Changes in Social Support 
16.5.a) Isolation 
16.5.b) Failure to Use Existing Social Support 

1 6.6 Ambivalence 
16.6.a) Confusion 
16.6.b) Honeymoon Behaviour 
16.6.c) Reconciling Following Break Up 

17. Life World at the End of the Relationship 
1 7.1 Physicai Location 
17.2 More Changes in Social Support 
17.3 More Changes in Self-Perception 

17.3.a) Self-Esteem 
17.3.b) Fear of Being Alone 

17.4 Changing Perception of Relationship 
17.4.a) Fear of His Behaviour 
17.4.b) Fear of Entrapment 
17.4.c) Altering Perception of Relationship 

1 7.5 Evasiveness 
17.6 Final Break Up 

17.6.a) Challenges to Life World 
17.6.b) 'Click' Moments 
17.6.b) New World 
17.6.c) Critical Incidents 
l7.6.e) Final Break Up 

In examining the life worlds of the women before entering into their abusive relationship, 

certain factors were found to be repeated in many of the stories. These factors however, were 

often not found to be stable across the women but rather, effected them very differently depending 

on the woman and her context. My analyses have suggested that the life world prior to the abusive 

relationship was effected by four major factors with smaller sub-categories contributing to these 

factors. The major factors extracted were Nonnalizittg Abuse, Social Support, Stereotypical Roles 

and Self-Perception. These categories will be discussed below in more detail and examples from 

the women will be provided throughout the discussion. 



15. Life World Prior to Abusive Relationships 
1 5.1 Normalizing Abuse 

15.1 .a) Family of Origin and Past Relationships 
15.1 .b) Mother's Role in Family of Origin 
15.1 .c) Learned Silence 

15.2 Social Support 
1 5.3 Stereotypical Roles 
15.4 Self Perception 

15.1 Normalizing Abuse 

Many of the women within this study spoke of their past familial and interpersonal 

relationships. In certain cases, it was very apparent that the women entered into the abusive 

relationship without past experience of abuse and thus without abuse having been a part of their 

life world. In these two cases, the mere occurrence of abuse was eventually enough for the 

women to end the relationship. In other cases, abuse had become a normal part of the lives of the 

women and so an extension of their childhood life world into their adult life world was not a difficult 

transition for them. Thus, it was acknowledged by many of the women in this study that their prior 

acceptance and thus, normalization of abuse prepared them for the relationship into which they 

were entering. The category 'Normalizing Abuse' was comprised of three subcategories including 

Family of Origin and Past Relationships, Motheh Role in Family of Origin, and Leamed Silence in 

regards to abuse. 

1 5.1 .a) Familv of Oriain and Past Relationships 

Within this category, 6 of the women experienced actual abuse (verbal, physical andlor 

sexual) within their family of origin while two of the women lived with parents who held 

exceptionally high expectations of them that if not met, would result in 'silent treatment'. One of 

these two women stated that she believed her parents loved her conditionally. Two of the women 

stated that they came from families with whom they felt comfortable and with whom they had a 

positive, healthy relationship. Related to their learned roles in their family of origin, was the 



transference of these mles to their relationships. Within this study, t appears that the more 

extensive the abuse experienced within the family of origin, the more readily the woman was able 

to transfer this role into her relationships. Bolding within these quotes was utilized to capture the 

woman's prior abuse experienced, the normalizing of the abuse and the transference of her 

normalizing this abuse into her subsequent relationships. 

Anne experienced extensive abuse throughout her early life. Her father abused her 

sexualty, physically and emotionally. She was also physicalty and sexually abused by her twa 

brothers. Following this, she was sexually abused in a foster home and then her 'first true love' 

had affairs and then abandoned her when she got pregnant. She gave the chiid up for adoption. 

She believed that there was something wrong with her because of the way she was treated by her 

father and family. She believed that she deserved to be abused. 

35. ... I'm an incest survivor .... ... from my father ... 
334. yeah..for me the incest started when I was aged 3...so..huh 

99. ... and that's the other thing, I was the youngest ... of three kids and they were two older 
brothers 
102. 0: and were they abusive toward you? 
103. A: ummm ... hmmm .. huh ...y eah ... uh ... not so much physically, but..well, a few 
times physically ... but there was some sexual stuff so again that was power.. 

162. urnmmm .... uh ... well, I went through sexual abuse at one foster home.. . 
.... so ... huh ...... that didn't really help my perspective on the world too much.. 

1 64. ... uh .... my boyfriend ... my first true love ... even though I had sex before ... with other 
guys ... this one .... l was 16, he was 32 ... and I loved him to death ... that was my first real 
love ... but then he basically abandoned me when I got pregnant .. so ... huh ... so that kind of 
crashed that bubble ... ... the old white picket fence and the baby ... 

199. ... with Maxine's dad ... even though I lived with him and there was no physical 
abuse ... but he cheated on me and st uff... 

41. .... 1 thought there was something wrong with me, there's something wrong..must be 
because of my father so I , I must do stupid things to get in trouble ...yo u know. I didn't think I 
was, yeah I didn't have self-esteem or didn't think4 war worth anything ... 

Heather was also physically abused by her father. She also witnessed interparental 



violence. Her parents' marriage ended in divorce and she had to live off and on with either parent. 

She stated that until 10 years ago, she believed that all families were like hers had been, thus 

reinforcing her life world. Heather compared her relationship with her father to her relationship with 

her partner. 

85 Like my father was extremely abusive ... 

96 H: uh ... my parents divorced when I was 7 
97 D: and you were with your dad? 
98 H: back and forth. (okay). 

lOOand urn... my god, I can remember the fights my mom and dad used to have ... you 
know ... oh man, I'm surprised they didn't kill each other. 

177you know what ... oh up until about 10 years ago .... urn... like my sister's and I thought we 
had had a normal childhood ... and I mean I thought all families did this ... 
195 yeah ... and they (sister Mary) moved for about fnre years and in Ottawa and during that 
time my mother died ... and urn.. and Mary did a lot of soul searching out there ... and when she 
came back, we started talking about it and it was like ... you know ... our childhood wasn't 
normal, it was hell .... (starts to cry) 

291 ... like every time we would fight he (her abusive partner) would tell me to get out .... you 
know ... "get out... get the fuck out... I don't want you here anymore ..." you know ... that's 
what my father used to do ... (yeah) and so the more he said. it the more ... you know I was 
always like..you know ... I'll be a good little girl ... 

Elisabeth stated that her father had been very abusive to the children. Following her 

mother leaving the relationship, her father continued to be emotionally abusive. Her relationship 

with her father lead her to expect the same treatment from a boyfriend. 

152. My dad was very violent toward us as kids ... 
154. ... because her job was there and her family was there ... we all ended up staying 
in the same town as my dad .... and there were only about 700 people so it was really small 
and uh.. because I was able to still be that close in contact with my dad ... and you know, in hind 
sight ... there was still a lot of emotional abuse them as well, so even though my mom sort 
of distanced us away from the situation, it still wasn't done completely.. so to soma extent I 
guess I was expecting him (her boyfriend) to treat me that way.. 

Louise witnessed emotional, physical and sexual'abuse between her parents. In addition. 



her father isolated the family from other family members and friends. 

206. urn ... well, they're not together any longer, but urn ... when I grew up , as a child 
or whatever ... urn ... my father was physically, emotionally ... every type of abuse.. well, 
except I guess sexual abuse ... between my mother .... and I don't under any circumstances talk 
to my mother about sex, but ... I, I'm pretty sure like .... I would consider it to be sexual 
abuse even if you're husband and wife and he forces himself on you and sMf like 
that .... 

21 0. you know, he didn't allow us to do stuff ...y ou know, he isolated my mother from 
... like I remember this one time where he umm ...he forbade her to ub..talk to tw parents 
because he was convinced that her parents were against him and all this stuff..you know ... and 
we've never had any friends ... 

Amanda normalized childhood abuse, believing that a 'smack across the face' was not 

violence. 

275. .... we got spanked when we were kids and if we were really lippy to my mom 
when we were teenagers ... she might have smacked us across the fa ce... once ..... or twice ... 
but ... that isn't really violence .... 

80th Nathalie and lsabella stated that when they did not act according to their parents 

wishes, they were given the 'silent treatment'. 

Nathalie: 85. oh ... ye ah.... when we used to go meet somewhere to do our talking, he 
used to give me the silent treatment .... MY dad ... would ... he raised me. .. like my mother is  
a workaholic ... so she was always at wo rk... he was my track coach, my soccer coach, my 
basketball coach ..... plus his office was at home .... so I saw him 24 hours a day ...it drove me 
nuts ... BUT ... when we got into a disagreement, we wouldn't even stay on the same level of 
the house. He would just ignore me. And in order to get permission, I had to ask him .... 
cause my mom was always at work. It was hard. 

lsabella added that she felt she was not simply accepted as a good person, but had to do 

things in order to be a good person which extended into her abusive relationship. 

154. ... but we had very, very high expectations in my family .... academically and 
otherwise ... and when you didn't live up to those expectations, you know, you got either the 
silent treatment or questions regarding why you didn't live up to you know ... ... whatever ... 

156. so I think a lot of it was I had to always try just try really hard and just DO things to 
be a good person ... I wasn't just r good person .... I.had to you know, do things to be a good 
person ... that's what it felt like ... 



1 87 
159. ... cause I never really felt uh..good enough at ho me... and never really felt 
good enough in the relationship and it was always something ... you know, being put down 
for things ... 

In contrast to the above women, both Toni and Jess stated that they felt accepted and 

were comfortable in their family of origin. WWin their relationships, they did not demonstrate an 

acceptance of violence. 

Toni: 56 ... my parents are kind of overcautious with a lot of things ... especially my 
mom.. ....j ust uh.. relationships I don3t really talk a lot about ... with my parents yeah.. like we 
have a ... we have a close kinship, but I, you know, there are things that I feel are more 
my private life .... 

21 . .... he's (abusive partner) like ... 'this is fine... this is ... every couple goes through this 
you know ...' this is what he's saying he's like ... 'this is a normal relationship, like I don't 
know what types of relationships you've been in before, but this is completely normal, you 
know.' .. and I'm like ... 'I don't think this is normal at all you know' ... 

Jess: 123. urn ... yeah, I was living at home ... and like I say. I felt totally comfortable 
at home... 

127. urn. .. with the magazine ... I, 1 don't know if ... if I thought I provoked him .... I think I 
understood why he was mad ... but like I said, that was when I first thought.. he shouldn't 
be doing this .... that doesn't justify it.. 

The women in this study thus indicated that the roles they learned as children, were 

eventually extended into their relationships as adults. Previous literature offers a mixed 

presentation regarding the 'intergenerational transmission of violence'. Gelles (1 979) states that 

women who experience or witness violence as a child will have a higher probability of becoming 

involved and staying in a violent adult relationship. He includes however, that both women who 

experience and who do not experience abuse do not necessarily stay however, as the 

inexperienced women would leave because it is not acceptable to them and the experienced 

women will learn how to procure appropriate help once entangled (Gelles, 1979). This reasoning is 

inconsistent with Pagelow's (1981) research in which she failed to determine a relationship 

between the violence experienced as a child and We decision to stay in or leave an abusive 

relationship. She found that the women most vulnerable to remaining in abusive situations either 



came from homes where there was no abuse at all or where abuse was rampant Thus, according 

to Pagelow (1 981) both women who have and who have not witnessed or experienced childhood 

violence are as likely as the other to stay in or leave the abusive relationship. In addiion, Smith 8 

Williams (1992) have asserted that those adolescents who had been involved in dating violence 

had more often experienced violence in the home as children. This indicates that although not all 

adofescents who had witnessed or experienced family of origin violence continued this pattern in 

their personal relationships, if an adolescent was involved in dating violence, he or she had a 

substantially higher risk of having experienced childhood abuse. Giles-Sirns (1 983), offering yet 

another perspective on the intergenerational transmission of violence, and consistent with the 

findings in this research study, stated that people are likely to respond the same way to violence in 

their adult relationships that Bey learned as children, thus indicating that the previous life worfd 

normalization of abuse is a critical factor in the decision-making process of women. W i i n  this 

research study, most of the women reflected that their acceptance and normalizing of the abuse 

was similar to the abuse they had experienced previously. 

15.1 .b) Mother's Role in Familv of Oriain 

Three of the women discussed their mothefs role in their upbringing and normalizing of 

abuse. Areas which demonstrate a mother's role in the formation of the women's normalization of 

abuse have been highlighted. Elisabeth stated that her mother was a vely positive role model for 

her as she had left her husband because of the abuse he was inflicting on the children. She added 

that she was able to end her relationship more quickly because of her mother's previous 

experience. 

152. My dad was very violent toward us as kids ... and my mom packed us up and left 
and she didn't want us to grow up thinking that was the way things were supposed to be.. so I 
had a very strong role model ... in that way ... 

209. I think if my mom had not left my dad, I would not have seen that as an 
option ... you know, like she was 23 1 think when she-left.. 



Nathalie stated that her mother had been a work-a-holic and as such her father, who was 

very demanding, raised her. The mother was not available to intervene in the fatherdaughter 

dynamics, thus normalizing the situation through her silence. 

85. .... MY dad ... would ... he raised me ... like my mother is a workaholic ... so she was 
always at work ... 

Anne discussed her mother's denial of her abuse and how she was determined not to 

allow this to happen in her family. A need to end the pattern of violence was eventuaily one of the 

main reasons that Anne left her abusive relationship. 

41 7. my mother never admitted anything ...( okay) ... so, she was sooo in denial ... and to 
me, she was in denial for a long time ... forever ... 

63. ... cause I always blamed my mother ... and at some level I still do ... huh .... blame my 
mother for not protecting her children .... and I thought ... what kind of a woman ... let's a 
man ... take away her mother's instinct? what does a man do to take away a mother's instinct? 
and I just thought then is no my I'm letting this guy do this to ma and that I'm going to 
repeat a cycle that my mother created and allowed for MY children ... 

It appears thus that the women's normalization of their abuse was effected not only by the 

actual occurrence of the abuse but also by the reaction to it on the part of the mothers. If the 

mothers had silently accepted the situation, the abuse was normalized. However, when the mother 

actively acted against this abuse, she became a positive role model for her daughter's future 

be haviour. This reiationship has been documented in the current literature. Gelles (1 979) states 

that women who experience abuse as children are more likely to remain in an abusive relationship. 

Within this study however, Gelles (1979) adds that women both who have not experienced 

violence and women who have experienced childhood violence may not consider violence 

acceptable within a relationship. Thus, the less violence a woman is exposed to as a child, the 

less she will normalize violence in her adult relationships. In this view, violence will not be a part of 

the woman's life world and she will thus not accept it in her current relationships. On the other 

hand, Gelles (1 979) also states that if women are exposed to violence and they have role models 

who did not accept the abuse, they will learn how to get outside help if and when this happens in 



her relationship. 

1 5.1 .c) Learned Silence 

Learned silence from the family of origin is an area which both Anne and lsabella 

discussed during Me inte~ews. Learned silence would be another factor contributing to the 

acceptance of abuse in future relationships. If one is not sharing their life worid with others, the 

underlying beliefs can never come into question and the life wartd cannot be transformed. In 

learning to keep secrets about the abuse they experienced as children, these women also leamed 

that discussing these issues in their aduit life was inappropriate. The highlighted sections present 

areas which influenced these women to maintain the silence within their relationships. 

Anne learned to maintain silence in her family when the mother of one of her friend's 

forbade her daughter to play with Anne after Anne had inferred that her father acted sexually with 

her. This confirmed that she was 'bad'. Anne later stated that keeping the silence is one way that 

an abuser maintains his power and control over a victim. 

209. no, I made that mistake once when I was a kid ... I was in grade three ... three or 
four ... and I went to this girl's house down the road about 4 houses down ... .. we were playing 
or something and I think I suggested a sexual component..and she reacted to it....and I 
was well my father does that to me all the time ... she was like "huh" and then 1 guess she 
told her mother and the next day or whenever yeah, the next day when I went to play with my 
friend ... then um..l was told that I wasn't allowed to play with her. She wasn't allowed to 
play with me anymore. 

21 5. so yeah, there just is no point, to me there's no point in telling 
anyone ... because you are making yourself look bad. you are bad 

409. and I think..thatls the key ... is that keeping the secret ... and Mat's whether it's 
keeping a secret as a child about incest or the physical abuse or whatever's going on at 
home..thatYs where the power of the victimizer lies. ..is in getting that penon to keep the 
secret ... and the same as a battered wife ... if you have that shame or you know ...p eople are 
going to think you're bad, you're the wrong one ....y ou're a bitch... 

lsabella stated that her parents' marital problems and one occurrence of a physical fight 

were never discussed within the family. This silence reinforced her later behaviour to not discuss 

her own relationship problems with others. 



80. it was never spoken about ... ever .... ever ... nothing was EVER said about that ... I mean 
they had marital problems for a long time and they used to fight a lot..and my mom would tell 
me things like ... oh we're going to get a divorce ... and then ...it would just be okay the next day 
and nothing was ever said, and that was the same thing with that fight.. it was never 
discussed, no ... it was never..nothing was done ..... 

Silence regarding abuse within the family of origin is yet another way of internalizing that 

violence within interpersonal relationships is acceptable. Family Violence Prevention (1 993) states 

that children who grow up in violent homes often live in shame of their family secret. These 

children frequently experience deficits in their self-esteem and their setf-confidence. As portrayed 

by both Anne and lsabella. keeping the silence in childhood was transferred to keeping the silence 

in adulthood. 

Normalizing abuse, including Family of Origin and Past Relationships. Motheh Role in 

Family of Origin and Learned Silence is one theme within this study which constitutes a woman's 

life world prior to her abusive relationship. As many of the women in this study stated that their 

childhood experiences were criteria against which to judge their current relationships, it appears 

that normalizing abuse was indicative of a woman's actions once she was involved in an abusive 

relationship. Given that both women who had experienced no abuse and those whose families had 

been extremely abusive were involved with abusers, it does not appear that having had or not had 

an abusive childhood is a determinant of initially becoming involved in a violent relationship, at 

least in any simple way. Rather, normalizing of abuse seems to be an important factor in the 

decision to stay in or to leave the abusive situation once entangled. It appears that a tolerance 

level of acceptable abuse is determined in childhood abusive experiences. If the abuser remains 

within the limits of the learned acceptable levels of abuse then, as the woman has normalized 

abuse to this extent, she should remain in the situation. It also appears that learned behaviours 

such as turning to others for support and disclosing the abuse are equally assimilated in childhood. 

Some of the women learned that disclosing the abuse was bad, either through implicit loss of 

friendship or negative personal evaluation, or through the roles and silent disapproval from parents 
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whenever these incidents were discussed. This silence was also witnessed in adult relationships, 

as the women who had learned silence were very hesitant to disclose as adults. A mother's role in 

regard to the abuse also appears to hold an important position in adult relationships. If a child's 

mother demonstrates a positive role model, the child who is entering into an abusive relationship, 

given she has labeled her experience as abuse, will acknowledge that it is acceptable to leave. In 

addition, for the one woman who blamed her mother for the abuse she experienced as a child, her 

decision-making process to leave the situation was eventually directly related to this positioning. 

15.2 Social Support 

Social support prior to the women becoming involved in an abusive relationship is a theme 

which was discussed by some of the women in this study. Four of the ten women discussed 

feeling lonely and having nobody in their life before the abusive relationship started, in spite of 

having a need for companionship. Three of the women found that they had limited friends in their 

high school whereas Amanda had moved to a new city and had no friends to whom she could turn. 

As such, they were isolated and had only the relationship itself to which they could tum for support 

and companionship. 

Elisabeth: 36. ... I mean I had sort of been picked on all through school ... 

Isabella: 93. ... I found high school to be not a very good environment ... it was a small 
town .... and it, it wasn't really looked up to be good in school and want to have a career or 
anything like that...and so ..I find it disempowering ... 

6. ... and I was just so tired of not really having anyone in my life. And it felt like no one 
really cared. I had very few friends and and I hadn't had a boyfriend before th at... or like 
nothing serious ... you know ... junior high crushes, that's about it. And it just felt like ... well, 
somebody cares .... 

Louise: 21 5. and I've never really ... like I've gone through periods like that, when 
I've been alone and I didn't have any friends and I was really withdrawn ... you know, I've 
gone through periods like that where I threw myself into something that was very 
important, like I've thrown myself into my mdies and get A's 
216. but I found nothing can ever replace that need for companionship ... and it 
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comes to the point where women are willing to settle for anything .... 

8. but then, um, I broke up with my boyfriend at Me time ... and uh ... I just found I was kind of 
dnfting away from my friends at high school .... I never really had a uh.. .. a relationship with 
my parents or anything like that so I uh ... I really found myself in need of opening myself 
up to somebody .... and at the time, he was the only person there .... 

Amanda: 53. so we move into the apt and Sean had to, had to work that day ... so he 
said you do it.." ....... I unpacked some of things ... and you know, and I thought well, when 
Sean comes home, we'll figure out where the rest of the stuff is going to go and .... urn ... he'd 
come home and he'd change and he'd leave ... he'd be 'well. I'm going out for a beer with the 
guys' .... I'm like well .... oh ... okay .... well, I didn't know anybody, I didn't talk to anybodye.. I 
was totally alo ne... 

Social isolation prior to entering into the abusive relationship is one theme mentioned by 

some of the women within this study. These women felt lonely and in need of companionship and 

love in their lives. This loneliness may have increased their vulnerability to entering into and 

remaining in a relationship with an abusive man. Although much research has been conducted 

examining the social support system of women once they are entangled in an abusive relationship, 

no research within the abuse literature was found in relation to social support prior to the 

relationship incident. 

1 5.3 Stereotypical Roles 

My category 'Stereotypical Roles' was comprised of the women's traditional perspective 

regarding relationships and their beliefs about love. Nathalie, Anne and lsabella expressed their 

desire to live a traditional lifestyle (in most ways). Ideal images of male /female relationships, a 

strong desire to be mamed and the belief that women were supposed to make a relationship work 

at all costs were beliefs that enforced the role of the woman as submissive and that of the man as 

dominant and provider. In addition, these women believed that love was forever, which also 

prepared them to be passive and subservient in their relationships. Bolding within this area is 

meant to highlight those comments regarding a traditional perspective of male and female roles 

and those relating to ideal love. 



Nathalie: 190. and then he said I love you. I think that was the point where I just went ... 
ohh... you know and I had my life planned.. you know by Me end of this year, I'm going to 
be married, I'm going to have children .... and that's what stuck in my head ... like I U~ought, if I 
don't keep this one, I will never many. Never ... because who will want me?? who will want 
me?? 

Isabella: 133. yeah, I mean I think a lot of the reason why I just fell so hard was not just 
the lack of social support at the time that it started ... but I had these ideal images of male I 
female roles and relationships .... in my mind ... urn. ... I was very much a romantic... you 
know, love is for always and that stuff...and I think that in a lot of ways kind of set me 
up ... to be very submissive and very subservient.. cause I thought that's the way it 
should be in a way ... 

135. and maybe I thought because my parents' relationship wasn't ideal that that was 
the problem, that maybe my mom should have been more subservient ... so if I was, then I 
could make it work ... 

Anne: 181. uhhh ... at 18? at 18 ... well I thought I was gonna ..... we would get married 
at some point and I would have children and have the white picket fence and ...y ou know 
the old fairy tales that I was raised on .... and kl iev ad... I believed those fairy tales to the 
core of my heart ... 

183. yup ... but I thought that there was a white knight ...(y eah) ... a knight in shining 
armour was going to save me ...(y eah) ... and I and every time I fell in love ... I thought .... this is 
the white knight ... this guy is gonna save me. ... even though he's abusing rne...he8s still 
gonna' save me because he's gonna look after me, he's gonna' put a roof over my head 
and Jim did that when ... he ...y ou know he paid the rent, we had groceries, we had booze, we 
had pot, we had .... all the basics (yeah) you know, at some level I felt that I was 
saved ... because I wasn't out in the world ... Alone ... I'm not a person who likes to be Alone ... 
(yeah exactly) ... so, you know ... alone is The worst thing. .. 

235. ... I just loved him. ..I thought that should be enough. I thought if you love 
someone with all your heart and you gave them your whole soul .... 

These women speak of the roles that men and women are supposed to follow. They ako 

believe that love is forever and that it should be sufficient to work through all problems. The 

literature pertaining to the traditional perspective and abusive relationships is in accordance with 

these women's views. Giles-Sirnms (1 983) states that within society, mamage is viewed as the 

ultimate goal and most valued state for adults and that women are taught to 'get a husband' from 

the time they are young girls. Dobash 8 Oobash (1 979, p. 76) add that within our society, 
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"females are 'born' to be wivesn. They assert that little girls are taught that her major objective is to 

be married, that her identity is based upon the achievement of a successful mamage, and that the 

success of the mamage is dependent on her as the woman and wife (Dobash 8 Dobash, 1979). 

As an adult, society often encourages pair bonding and this can lead to an escalation of the 

commitment of a woman to her partner. Thus, entering into a relationship with these beliefs will 

ultimately contribute to a woman remaining in an abusive situation. She will believe that it is the 

woman's duty to make the relationship work successfully and that the love that the couple shares 

will be enough to fix the wrongs that are ocwning. 

15.4 Self-Perception 

Self-perception, in the form of self-esteem and fear of being alone, was an area that was 

mentioned quite often during the inte~ews. Many of the women felt that their self-esteem was 

very low prior to the abusive relationship. They also believed that they would never meet anybody 

who would want to date them. Thus, when their partner showed an interest, they felt that they 

were lucky to be dating this man. 

Heather's self esteem described a state of selfconfidence and feeling 'grounded' while 

she was living in Regina. She was volunteering for the sexual assault line and had a positive 

relationship with a counsellor. When she moved to Calgary however, she lost both forms of 

support. 

21 4 ... 1 started working with sexual assault line ... you know (uh huh) and urn ... I did that for 
about five years ... 

216 and you know what, it helped me... (oh yeah) so much .... you h o w ,  like I felt 
grounded ..... ... t b n  when I moved out here.. urn... you know... I wasn't doing the 
sexual assault line anymore ... and I wasn't seeing my counselor anymore 

Five of the ten participants stated that prior to the abuse, they felt they had low self- 

esteem. 



Sarah: 10. ... my self-esteem wasn't very high at the time anyway. 

Elisabeth: 92. ... I , I don't think that I had a very good self - esteem and I just 
couldn't see anybody else wanted to be with me for a really long time .... 

lsabella: 3. .... and sooo I think that what i realize is that at the time that we got 
involved, I was at a very low point in my life .... and.. um..l had very little selfesteem 
and .... life was just pretty bad for me overall ... l was pretty depressed at the time ... 

Louise: 2.um, I think, I think, uh .... some of the main factors that were responsible for my 
being in this relationship and for anyone to be in a relationship such as this, are factors that are 
a fear to be alone and a very, very low selfdeem and I have to say that I suffer from both 
of those and I still do and I mean .... a lot of it is that you don't feel complete, you don't have 
a person in your life and when you do have a person in your life you feel like it's not going to 
get any better because a) it wasn't meant for you to get anything better or you don't 
deserve it or maybe it's your fault or maybe you n d  to work things out and .... ..and that, 
just being alone, would be the worst thing in the worid and so you become really dependent 
on that person .... and so you uh ... you satisfy any demands he might pose to you.. 

Anne: 187. ... and I thought too ... a woman's worth is..you know ...y ou're only worth 
something if you're with someone .... so if I'm already totally worthless, at least I guess I'm 
not TOTALLY worthless cause I have a guy .... you know .... (yeah) .... I have a guy .... he puts a 
roof over my head, he feeds me and because he was a cook he did most of the cooking ... 

In contrast to the other women in the study, Toni stated that she felt her self-esteem was 

high before entering into the relationship. 

82. actually for me urn .... I , I've always been brought up with healthy input of building my 
own self esteem...^^ urn ... going into it...great.... 

The self-perception that the women held appears to be an important factor in their life- 

world prior to entering into their abusive relationship. If the women suffered from low selfesteem 

and were simultaneously fearful of spending their lives alone, then they would be more likely to 

remain in an abusive situation once entangled. In addition, these women would not be selective 

when choosing their potential partners because they would feel that any man was better than no 

man. As such, they could be vulnerable to selecting and staying with men who would be violent 

toward them. According to Downs & Miller (1 998) women who have experienced childhood 

psychological or physical abuse from their fathers suffer from lowered setf-esteern in adulthood. 
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These researches state that negative self-representations are developed during this time when 

fathers, but not mothers, have been abusive. These negative self-representations developed in 

childhood, including lack of competency in academic and peer relations, are brought forth into 

adulthood and are thus demonstrated in work related areas and in social relationships (Downs 8 

Miller, 1998). 

The themes of Normalizing Abuse, Social Support, Stereotypical Roles and Self- 

Perception were repeated within the nanatives of the women in this study. These themes, 

although discussed by many of the women, did not consistently impact all of the women but were 

rather, unique across most women. These four factors appear to have an influential role in forming 

a woman's life-world prior to entering into an abusive relationship. As a comparison, Schweizer's 

(1 986) phenomenological study of women in abusive relationships also explored the decision 

making process of women to stay in or leave an abusive relationship. Schweizer (1 986) however, 

examined women who had children and who were in the process of deciding to stay in or leave an 

abusive relationship. She found Rat prior to the abusive situation, traditional sex-role conditioning, 

the normative nature of violence against women and a woman's childhood experiences with 

physical conflicts were determinants of the woman's life-world. Although the literature discusses 

the normative nature of violence and one of Schweizer's (1986) themes was the same, this theme 

was not readily apparent within the ten women in this study at this time. On the other hand, 

traditional sex role conditioning and childhood experiences with physical abuse wen repeated 

within this study. Social support and self-perception were two areas which Schweizer (1 986) did 

not confirm but which were relevant within this study. The combination of these four factors in this 

study was an important component in determining the women's life worlds. Thus, it can be 

assumed that if the woman had a high self-perception, had not normalized abuse because of 

childhood experiences, had social support to offer guidance and direction, and did not hold 
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stereotypical beliefs about the roles that men and women should hold, the woman would not 

endure an abusive relationship for an extended time. The life-world held by the women, when 

entering into the abusive relationship, would either aid them in getting out quickly, because abuse 

was not a part of their defined woM. or it could prolong their staying in the relationship until 

something else challenged their life world. 



CHAPTER 16 

LIFE WORLD DURING ABUSIVE RELATlONSHlP 

16. Lie World During Abusive Relationship 
1 6.1 Commitment to the Relationship 

16.1 .a) Initial Positives 
1 6.1 .b) Emotional Involvement 
1 6.1 .c) Making it Work 

16.2 Societal Expectations in Relationships 
1 6.3 Justification of His Behaviour 

16.3.a) Acceptable Cut-Off for Abuse 
16.3.b) Inexperience Leading to Minimization, Denial and Rationalization 

16.4 Change in Self-Perception 
1 6.4.a) Self-Esteem 
16.4.b) Self-Blame 

16.5 Changes in Social Support 
16.5.a) Isolation 
16.5.b) Failure to Use Existing Social Support 

1 6.6 Ambivalence 
16.6.a) Confusion 
16.6.b) Honeymoon Behaviour 
1 6.6.c) Reconciling Following Break Up 

Within the narratives, some of the women demonstrated either a strengthening of or 

transformations in their life worfds as their partners became more controlling and abusive. Life 

worlds at this point lead to a woman's decision making process regarding leaving or staying, thus 

influencing her decision to endure the abuse or to forfeit the relationship. Factors influencing their 

life worlds were examined in order to determine if there had been a challenge to, or a continuation 

and strengthening of their life worM prior to the abuse. W i i n  this cycle of the relationship, six 

categories were extracted which appeared to effect the women's 'taken-forgranted' life world. 

These categories, also comprised of subcategories, included Commitment to the Relationship, 

Societal Expectations in Relationships, Justification of his Behaviour, Setf-Perception, Social 

Support and Ambivalence About the Relationship. 



16.1 Cornrn h e n t  to the Relationship 

In this study, commitment to the relationship was broken down into three sub-categories 

which were the Initial Positives Received from the Relationship, Emotional involvement, including 

love and hope, and Making It Work. These attributes lead to the women staying longer in the 

relationship as they had and still believed in their previous knowledge that the man really was a 

good person, worthy of their love and commitment. Many of the women, because they believed in 

their love and relationship, and also held traditional perspectives regarding relationships, tried 

anything to 'make it work'. 

1 6.1 .a) Initial Positives 

Seven of the women described how their relationship with their partner had been 

'wonderful' and a 'dream come true' when it first started. Often, these women felt special and 

privileged that this man wanted to date them. The spoken words pertaining to the women's 

perception of their partners are highlighted. 

Elisabeth: 36. uh huh ...y eah like when we first started dating he was a really nice guy 
and ... I mean I had sort of been picked on all through school and ... and then he sort of ... he 
was sort of the first guy who actually seemed to be interested in me .... so I though t.. he was 
pretty wonderful and all that.. 

Toni: 11 1. . .. .... and um.. but I, I never had that really clicking at the beginning ... so 
when this came along, I was like WOW ... you know, this is amazing ... 
Jess: 11 1. urn ... what I did feel was that urn... when we did start dating.. what I didn ... what I 
felt was that this great guy likes me... he's older.... he's uh.. he's uh .. you know.. he's a step 
ahead.. he's going to college and I was just a high school student ... and uh ... so what I did 
feel was really special..that wow he likes me... ME.. 

Heather: 13 ... urn.. when we got together, we were introduced by a friend..and um ... he 
was ... like 
14 my dream come trw...y ou know ... he was nice, he was ....y ou know very supportive ... 

Amanda: 8. I mean, it was uh, it was really fun, we had a good time, we just hanging 
out a lot. .... he was gnat, he could always make me laugh and joke any time ... he was really 



sweet and very nice .... 

1 2. ..... every thing was great, like when we moved in together everything was amazing. 

Isabella: 9. We met in high school. Urn, he was in some of my classes ...... he was a 
very popular guy ... .... He was an athlete and students' council and all that .... and so 
... everyone wanted to go out with this guy ... I me an...g irls that did were cool ... and so when 
he took an interest in me... l thought ... WOW ... like this is amazing ... 

Anne: 166. .... so then when I got, found Jim and he was exciting and ... and ...y ou 
know we were partying and drinking and smoking pot ... experimenting with drugs ... it was 
exciting ... 

Thus it appears that many of the women within this study were infatuated with their new 

partners. They believed that he was a great person, they were special to be dating him and there 

was even a special 'clicking' with this person. Previous literature indicates that many battered 

women feel that their relationship started out like any other relationship and in fact, often 

emphasize that they had an unusually loving, intense, and close partnership. 'Battered women 

often talk of the intensity of their love for the batteref (MacLeod, 1987, p.42). It thus appears that 

the women in this study reflect the extant literature regarding this theme. 

16.1 .b) Emotional Involvement 

Six of the women discussed the commitment in their relationship. Four of the women had 

discussed future marriage and children or had actually set a wedding date while Nathalie and Jess 

stated that they believed they loved their partners and their partners loved them. Some of these 

women believed that love would be enough to get them through the abuse and that eventually their 

partners would realize their commitment to them. As such, they believed that unconditional love 

would be enough to rectify even an abusive relationship. Bolded words reflect the love and 

commitment in the relationship. 

Sarah: 11. ... he had decided that he had wanted to get married... ..but finally we 
did actually, we did actually set a wedding date and I got s dms ... 

Amanda: 25. and that August, he'd asked ma to marry him ... like three weeks before 
he'd left for training. 
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45. ...it was like 6 days earlier, I received a little card in the mail .... when 1 was in Whistler 
.... that was saying how much he loved me and how much I was his best friend 
...( crying) ... and wanted me to be part of his life ... it was stupid ... l was hanging onto that.. 

97. ... I didn't want to leave.. I loved him ... he loved me.. . we were going to be mam ed... 

Isabella: 70. .... well, I mean we had talked about getting ma iad... 

Anne: 57. ... and just like we'd talked about marriage before and ail .... 

361. ... love is for ik type of thing and that ...(y eah)..yeah I thought at some point..this is 
gonna work .... this yeah ... he's gonna mli =...yeah, she still loves me ... . 

Jess: 129. 1 thought I loved him ... I, we, we never said it ... urn.. . actually he, he 
did ... he said ... I love you more than I've ever loved anyo ne.... urn .... I don't think I said it... 
but I thought I did ... urnm .... it was , you know, for me, it was a serious relationship 

Nathalie: 190. ... and then he hauled me into his room and he was like you know what? I cant 
live without you ... I'm a mess.. ohhh ... and then he said I love you. 
191. I knew that was the thing.. I was gone ... it didn't matter what he did .... 

204. he loves me and he's going to marry me ... he used to say all that ...ye ah, yeah 
we're gonna get married .... so he used to make me put this ring ... THIS ring because he didn't 
want to pay for a ring ... on THIS finger .... 

The women in this study portray feelings of love and commitment toward their partner. 

They hesitate to leave the relationship because of these feelings and they believe that eventually 

their partner will appreciate that deep love and commitment. As such, this theme is in accord with 

the current abuse literature. Macleod (1987) states that many of abused women, like so many 

people in our society, are simply in lave with being in love and that tolerating the abuse is their way 

of staying in love and of retaining the idealized image of their partner. This in fact, will often 

prevent them from acknowledging that they are being abused until the abuse has become a part of 

their life. Gelles 8 Cornell (1985) found that often both the victims and the batterers of dating 

violence interpreted violence as a sign of love. Dobash 8 Dobash (1979) state that the couples in 

their study viewed love as an indication of their commitment to each other, as a positive evaluation 

of the courtship, and as the factor that would serve as the underlying motivation to sdve all future 



problems. As such, a woman is more likely to try to resolve difficulties in her relationship if she 

loves her partner. 

16.1 .c) Makina It Work 

Given the traditional belief system held by some of the women in this study, it was often 

believed that it was the woman's duty to make the relationship work. The women would attempt to 

resolve conflict in their relationship, regardless of her partner's behaviour. Some of the women 

altered their own behaviour, others attempted to change their partners behaviour while others 

attempted both methods. The highlighted words reflect the women's attempts to alter their own 

behaviour or their partner's behaviour in order to make their relationship work. 

Nathalie stated that she would do whatever it took to make a relationship work. Having 

been a competitive athlete for many years, she believed it was partially the challenge of 'going for 

the gold'. As such, she could not allow herself to be defeated within the relationship by seeing it 

falter. 

21 0. .. for me it was like do whatever you can to keep him ... so that way you just 
didn't do stuff that would make him mad ... so you always made his bed and you always 
slept next him, but didn't touch him ... you know on certain sides.. he hated it when you'd sleep 
on one side..you know on the wrong side ... because then he couldn't sleep. and be there in the 
morning when he woke up.. 
21 2. well, I think it was also running.. because you just don't ... you don't take 
second place as a .... an answer.. you go for gold you know.. so for me it was always 
just the challenge ... 

Following the abusive incidents, Jess attempted to monitor her behaviour. Although she 

would never give up activities of importance, she did try to control her words and not be 

confrontational. 

96. .. especially you know.. after.. especially after you know .... we started to fight.. you know.. 
I, I wanted to .. to make .. to not make him mad.. and to ... 

98. .. if not change my khaviour then certainly .... urn.... like control it.like monitor it. 
like not do anything confrontational.... .. so I don't know exactly how much I would have 
actually changed but I did by... like to mod ify... like if something came into my head and I 
thought about saying something ... I thought oh ... I think I'll just bite my tong w... 
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100. yeah, I wanted to stay on his good side ... 

Elisabeth had been selected to be a world exchange student. After only 3 months in 

Russia, she returned home because her partner had made her feel guilty about being away from 

him. She resented that she had succumbed to his manipulation throughout and following the 

relationship. 

2. .. then I was accepted be a world exchange student in Russia and as it was getting closer 
and closer to the time that I was supposed to leave, he was getting more and more possessive 
and controlling ... kind of manipulative ... I don't want you to go ... and if you really loved me you 
wouldn't go and that sort of thing .... and uh.. I did end up going but he kept phoning me over 
there and sending me letters and stuff like that.. if got to be where I couldn't stand to be 
away from him ... cause he made me feel so guilty about it.. 

Amanda attempted to act in ways that would not annoy or irritate her partner which 

included not showing her emotions when he was mean to her. She felt that she was becoming 

dependent on Sean and would do everything that he wanted her to do in order to please him. 

39. ... well, actually basically from Edmonton all the way to Peace River' we spoke maybe 
.... 10 minutes ... and there was no radio ... huh.. the radio didn't work in the car ... there was no 
antennae, so there was no radio, no tape deck, no music ... and no talking ... it was so00 
tense ... oh my god ... it was awful .... 
40. ... and I started crying ... and he wouldn't talk to me ... he just ... he told me to "shut 
up" ..... (crying) 
42. "I'm sick of hearing it"... 
44. and uh ... so, uh, I did.. .. I didn't want to make him mad, I didn't want to make it 
worse... 

131. yeah, he'd want to have sex when he came home from work ... whenever he 
wanted to ... he came at 4 in the morning.. I was sleeping ... he'd wake me up and he'd want to 
have sex and I'd. I didn't want to.. and he'd be fucking pissd off and you know, he'd ... you 
know he'd just roll over and be on the edge of the bed or he wouldn't come ... he'd get up and 
steep on the couch ... -and he'd be.. 'I don't want to be with you" ... or I... like it was horrible.. 
like I just felt awful ... like I felt ... like I , well, I have to have sex.. if I want him to touch me at 
all ... so that's what it was ... 
102. .. he thought I was a dependency cow and that everything I did had to be with 
him and in some ways it did. .. 
103. I couldn't be happy unless I was with Sean .... at that point.. it was all about 
him ... like I'd get up because Sean was coming home.. l'd take a shower because Sean was 
coming home ... I'd make dinner because Sean was coming home .... I'd make what he 
wanted ... strange ... I didn't want him to be mad at me.... I'd dean the house, I'd do the 
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laundry cause Sean was gonna come home.. 

Anne tried to control not only her own behaviour but also that of those around her. She 

believed that if she were to control all extraneous variables, her partner would not have been 

abusive. 

320. .... I thought I should be able to (control others) 
83. .... 1 shouldn't have talked to that stranger ... and given him the time .... l shouldn't have ....y ou 
know ... again that control issue. I should have been in control ... l should have somehow 
made the foreman drive faster ...g et me home on time ... and you know ... l should have kept my 
moutb shut. 
299. ... every move, every word, I used to double, triple think ... you know ... foresee 
consequences Long before they may or may not happen .... uh, uh .... yeah and that same 

Heather and Toni thought that they could change their partner. Heather generalized the 

belief that men can be changed by women to all women. Toni felt that in her situation, she could 

change her palmer's abusive behaviour toward her. She stated that she had feelings of failure for 

not being able to convince him rationally not to be abusive. 

Heather: 147 D: so you believed you could change him? 
148 H: oh yeah.. oh yeah.. you know I think that's true of women in general ... you know a 
lot of women ... you know ... like what if I do this.. 

Toni: 61. 1 did feel somewhat ... somewhat these feelings of failure ... it's like .. uh.. I 
couldn't change him deal .... ... I can't get you to be ... like. .. I wanted, I wanted him to 
change.. I didn't want you to go on abusing me.... 

Thus the women in this relationship felt that they could control their relationship in order to 

make it better. in altering their own behaviour or in attempting to change their partner's behaviour, 

they felt that the relationship could and would be successful. Again, this theme is consistent with 

the literature. Pagelow (1981) states that women who stay in abusive relationships are more likely 

to strongly subscribe to traditional ideology. Often she will take great pride if she has a successful 

relationship and will also take full responsibility for a bad one. Her sense of responsibility will lead 

her to feel ashamed if her relationship fails. Out of a commitment to the relationship and 

acceptance of the idea that they are responsible for its success or failure, victims will often make 

efforts to modify their behaviour in order to please their partners and control the abuse (Pagelow, 



16.2 Societal Expectations in Relationships 

The women in this study often alluded to the values that society held in relation to the roles 

that men and women are supposed to hold. There was much variance between the women in 

respect to the level of violence that they thought was acceptable. Some women remarked that 

others they knew tolerated abusive situations but they themselves did not agree with this passive 

acceptance. One woman compared her beliefs about the power that men had during the 1970's 

when her abusive relationship occurred, to the 1990's when this power difference no longer seems 

to be as apparent. Two of the women described their partners wanting to be 'the man' in the 

relationship. Although they initially tolerated this behaviour, they quickly terminated the 

relationship. Finally, another woman described the silence of those around her after her partner 

gave her a black eye. As such, it appears that these women, in retrospect, do not accept violence 

against women. During their relationship, they state that the tolerated abuse was done so because 

they did not recognize it as such. In hindsight, these women state that they do not adhere to these 

beliefs and that their actions would be different today. Highlighted areas reflect the women's words 

indicating that those around *em accepting violence against women and their reactions to it. 

Elisabeth stated that within her home town, many of the women would enter into 

relationships even though they did not love their partner. In one situation, she described a woman 

who remained with her partner following his ape of her daughter. Elisabeth indicated that she did 

not adhere to these beliefs, and that it was in part due to her mother having been a strong role 

model for her when she was younger. This demonstrated that a woman did not need to be with a 

man and thus fulfill societal expectations. 

21 7. and urn ... there were other people and you how, they would get divorced and they 
would move in..theyVd shack up with the first person who came along ...j ust because they 
didn't want to be alo ne... and you didn't necessarily love them ... and you didn't necessarily 
like their kids or anything.. but they just couldn't see being alo ne... 



21 8. and one other lady who I know in particular, the guy who she shacked up with, 
raped her daughter ... and got her pregnant.. and she never left him ... because she didn't 
want to be by herself ... 

220. ..it was very clear to me what had happened if I had stayed and what would 
have happened to my mom if we would have stayed ... l saw that I didn't have to stay .... 

Amanda stated that many of the RCMP wives she met while she was in her abusive 

relationship unquestioningly accepted their relationship with their partner. They did not question 

their parlners dictating what would happen in their relationships. Rather, they questioned 

Amanda's resistance to accepting this role and Sean's abuse. As such, Amanda demonstrated 

that she did not allow societal stereotypical beliefs to dictate what was acceptable within her 

relationship. 

208. but those other women, those RCMP wives ... accepted their life style ... they 
were sooo ... obedient to that.. to their husbands and they just took that role ... and they 
just ... you know, I felt .. I was ... they questioned me and doubted rne..why wasn't I just doing 
it?? why would I not, just clean Me house?? you know.. why wasn't 1 just accepting it?? ... 

Jess stated that she felt that her partner, in being abusive toward her, wanted to 

demonstrate to her that he was 'the man'. Although she initially attempted to modify her behaviour 

in an attempt to control his abusiveness, it was eventually the abusiveness itself which lead her to 

terminate the relationship. She thus demonstrated that she did not adhere to the stereotypical 

societal roles for men and women. 

90. urn .... I think .. uh ... I think, I think ... his whole point was urn .... I think he wanted, he wanted 
to be in charge.. he wanted to be. ..the man .... 

93. urn... I think he might have.. I think he might have just wantad to make sure I, like was 
kept in my.. stayed in my place you know.. like urn .. he was on a power trip .... and ... 
96. yeah ... and I did you know.. especially you know.. after, especially after you know.. .. we 
started to fight.. you know.. I, I wanted to .. to make .. to not make him mad.. and to.. 

Toni also stated that her partner demonstrated actions and words pomaying that he 

wanted to be the 'man'. When she joked with him and questioned if he was 'man enough', he 

threatened her and used physical aggression to show her that he was indeed 'man enough'. Toni 



however did not accept aggression from her partner and soon after ended the relationship. 

8.um ... at the beginning.. the very first time I think that I ever thought anything was kind of 
abnormal .... actually, I didn't think it at the time but ... looking back is kind of where I thought ..... 
..... and we were all standing around and we started playing hacky sac and stuff like that and 
this kinda' guy - girl versus game started going on ...y ou know the whole teasing and stuff 
like that ... so I think that, we were talking about being able to pick up the opposite sex, not bars, 
but you know in general ... and stuff like that.. and I made a comment ... more to the fact of like ... 
yeah, like if you were man enough ... you know that type of thing ... you know. I was just 
joking .... and urn .... he kinda' looked at me really seriously ... he kinda' lowered his voice and 
said., Well what, do you think I'm not man enough for you?" and he shoved me. And 
uh ... I thought it was a playful shove .... you know.. f just thought you know ... he doesn't know 
his own strength or whatever ... 

Nathalie stated that following one of her partner's abusive incidents, she was wearing 

sunglasses in order to hide her black eye. None of her classmates remarked anything. Their 

silence could be taken as an acceptance of violence between men and women. However, three 

days following this incident, Nathalie broke up with her boyfriend. She did not absorb society's 

acceptance of the violence. 

32. and uh ... I just remember ... I had an 8 o'clock class the next morning ... I just remember I 
had sunglasses ... dead of winter ... and uh ... nobody said anything to me ... you know.. they 
just talked normal to me.. .. 

Anne discussed the differences that she perceives between the 1970's and the 1990's. 

During the 19703, she felt that men 'had the power' and thus, 'whatever they said seemed to go'. 

She felt that the only way she had to repay them was through sex. Anne states that she prefers 

the '90's. Although it is not stated directly, this alludes to a belief that she no longer feels men hold 

the same power in society today or perhaps, that women are no longer powerless. 

89. and then men, they all had more power ... so those two things ... together.. that to me, that 
was power..and I had none because I was female and I was younger ... 

21 9. yeah ...y eah especially like in the '70's ... but just that whole '70's thing ... that's what I liked 
about the 90's .... was like ... in the '701s, the guy asked you out ... took you out to dinner and 
dancing or whatever ... and then it was almost ... l felt almost that I owed him something for 
Mat .... (yeah) always ... and they always paid ... like everything ...y ou .... you weren't ... the idea of 
even offering to pay was like alien to me (yeah) and in most cases I didn't have the money 
anyway ... so ...(y eah) so then I always thought that well then you owe them and usually the 
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only way to repay that is through sex... so I did that and whatever you know .... or withheld 
that as long as I could and certain guys would accept that for a certain length of time and 
others wouldn't ... kind of got good at reading which way that was going to go type of 
Wing ...(y eah) ... so I just ...y eah ... to me .... man have the power ... they had Me money, they had 
... they had .... whatever they said seemed to go ... 

The women in this study discuss the expectations in their relationships that society has 

dictated, however in retrospect, they do not appear to adhere to them. Often it was the men or 

others around them that unquestioningly accept the predetermined roles of men and women. If 

initially the women fell into these roles, they did not maintain this positioning for an extended period 

of time. When examining the extant literature on abuse, it is found that many women in abusive 

relationships are influenced by the normative nature of violence against women within society. 

Dobash & Dobash (1 979) view wife abuse as a result of the historical, patriarchal domination of 

men over women. Patriarchy allows for the domination of the wife through the use of force 

because of the historical supports for this behaviour, as well as the continued current support for 

the social, economic and political worlds. Pagelow (1 981) adds that within society "females are 

expected to admire and respect male violence, or at least view men's violence as 'natural' and 

inevitablen(p. 127). Although the narratives of the women within this study do reflect society's 

acceptance of these norms in many piaces, the women themselves speak out against this 

acceptance. Thus, these women during their interviews did not reflect what is currently written in 

the literature. Berger & Luckrnann (1967) state that in order for a new life world to be fully 

developed, the collectivities and significant others within it must be reinterpreted within the new life 

world boundaries. As such, the women's interpretation of their acceptance of societal norms for 

abuse could have been reinterpreted within their new life world. It could also have been due to 

new societal expectations which have been developing because of the increased attention to wife 

abuse over the past f ~ e e n  years, or it could also be due in part to the fact that all of these 

participants are well educated. In addition, the extant literature relates both to women who remain 

in abusive situations and to those who have left whereas ,the women in this study had all left the 

relationship thus their acceptance of the norms may be different. 



16.3 Justification of His Behaviour 

All of the women with the exception of Heather rationalized, minimized, normalized or 

denied the abuse at some point in their relationship. Many of the women, in retrospect, stated that 

they did not label what was happening to them as abuse because they did not recognize it as such. 

They felt that their youth and inexperience, as well as their disbelief that abuse would ever happen 

to them, hindered them from accepting the abuse in their life. The two sub-categories comprising 

this theme are Acceptable Cut Off for Violence and Inexperience Leading to denial, Minimization, 

and Rationalization. 

16.3.a) Acce~table Cut Off For Abuse 

Anne appropriately discussed the subtlety of the level of violence that is acceptable within 

a relationship. She stated that this limit is very dependent on the individual's past experience and 

that the 'mind is so good at rationalizing'. For Anne, it is the 'internal measurement' of abuse which 

is important, not simply the seventy of the abuse. This opinion was mirrored by some of the other 

women. 

241. I guess I had a bit of a line there ... and I think it had to do with broken bones. 
huh ... uh, I think that was a line ... l think ... I think that's what kept me coming back to 
him ... because I thought ... oh..it isn't that bad, he didn't break my nose or he didn't break a 
bone or anything ... 

357. hmmm ... just that it's vemry subtle ... it is so subtle ... when you're in it ... that 
maybe that's the part that other people don't understand ... like to them some things are 
obvious ...y ou know it's obvious ....y ou .... you know a guy shouldn't be hitting you or ...y ou 
know, i s  obvious this is abuse or you know ... like my idea of abuse is you know, ... well it's 
not really abuse because he didn't break any b o w  ...(y eah) ... see and that's my own 
internal measurement ... whereas someone else ... well no, the guy hit you ... other people 
say..the guy slaps your face once ... that's physical abuse.. you know ...yo u don't have to take 
that .... so I think ... I think that part is soo subtle and that is maybe dependent on the person's 
experience .... urn. ..as a child or whatever...as to what level they accept or don't accept ... 
urn.. .. I think our mind ... our mind is so good at rationalizing ... huh..either you deserved it... 
so yeah..that's why that happened or like ... this is for whateve r... but our mind can, can sort of 
fix it okay ... 

Some of the women in this study stated that they did not immediately label the abuse they 
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were experiencing because it fell within their previously established acceptable limits of violence at 

the time. Although the abuse varied from verbal to physical to sexual, the women were unable to 

label the abuse and thus tolerated it, at least for a while. MacLeod (1987) states that quite often 

women do not interpret violence as abuse either because the incident is very minor or because it 

was simply a 'shove'. According to Gelles (1979) women are more likely to leave an abusive 

relationship when the violence becomes more severe in nature. Pagelow (1981) on the other 

hand, asserts that seventy and frequency of violence are not adequate predictors in a woman's 

decision-making process to leave an abusive relationship. Pagelow (1981) states that some 

women leave these relationships only after years of abuse while others leave following one slap. 

She concludes that "a slap represents different things to dierent people" (Pagelow, 1981, p. 161). 

This indicates that it is the perception of the woman experiencing the violence that is of importance 

and not the actual violence itself. Thus, it is the woman's definition of an acceptable cut off for 

violence which leads her to believe that the abuse she is experiencing is too frequent or too 

severe. 

This indicates that a woman's perception of an acceptable cut off for abuse is criticai in her 

acknowledgment of abuse within her relationship. Acceptable limits of abuse can be subsumed 

within the normalizing of abuse, which is assimilated when a child. This acceptable level of abuse 

can also be effected by societal norms of accepted levels of abuse which had been assimilated at 

the time. 

16.3.b) lnex~erience Leadina to Minimization. Denial and Rationalization 

Youth and inexperience, according to the women in this study, limited their ability to label 

the abuse they were experiencing as abuse. Many of them minimized, denied or rationalized the 

abuse that was happening. In addition, a disbelief that abuse would happen to them, or that their 

partner was capable of acting aggressively toward them, lead them to dismiss warning signs. Thus 

some of the women demonstrate that either abuse was not a part of their life world or that their own 



personal cut off for abuse included violence that was more aggressive than what was happening to 

them. 

During the interview process, one of the women described a relationship which I did no! 

initially feel had been abusive. I had originally indicated that I would deliberately not define or limit 

the level of violence that was to have occurred in the relationship in order to best focus on the 

woman's perception of abuse. If she stated that she had been abused, then she had been abused. 

As such, when #is woman indited that she had been abused, but I did not identify it as such, it 

was necessary to suspend my own interpretation of abuse and re-evaluate my own acceptable cut 

off for violence. It quickly became apparent that my own life world included an acceptable level of 

violence that was more severe than this woman had experienced. It was in reflexively examining 

my own personal experiences, my own life world regarding abuse, that I was able to identlfy more 

with the women in my study who had not been able to identlty abuse because of their own personal 

cut off. The highlighted areas are meant to draw attention to the women's inexperience and youth 

at the time of the relationship, to their inability to perceive abuse as happening to them and to their 

inability to label their experiences as abuse because it did not match their previously established 

definitions. 

Elisabeth stated that she did not recognize abuse because she had been young, the abuse 

that was happening to her did not match what she considered abuse and she had never 

considered that she would be involved in an abusive relationship. 

129. ... I think ... cause! ha wasn't hitting me, I didn't think of it as abu se... 

221. .... 1 just didn't perceive that as happening to myself.. you know, like if you're in that 
kind of a relationship .... that could happen ... I didn't recognize it in myself ... but I was starting to 
recognize it toward the end .... when I made that decision ... and you know ... if I would have 
recognized it as abuse earlier ... I would have been out a lot faster. .. 

Jess also indicated that she had been young while involved in this relationship. Her 

partner's level of violence did not match what she expected from an abusive relationship and as 



such. she did not label it as abuse. She felt that abuse would not happen in her world and so she 

dismissed the initial warning signs. 

1 3. ... this you know ... happened when I was younger ... 

69. see, I. I didn't know ... like I didn't ... Bs not like I was talking to anybody ... l guess my 
mental abusive relationships is that you go horn nightly and he beats you and you go 
to bed... and you know ... it was something that was constant ... so it didn't seem to me like it 
was very often ... or ... and I mean initially like I say ... it didn't seem like I had to worry about it 

130. ... but like I say, when it started and and you know.. he'd be like .. restraining ... and you 
know .... this .... the restraining thing happened right from the start and it... no ... it never occurred 
to me to call it violence .... like even now ...it was never ... l mean, it was threatening and it 
was intimidating ... but it was never .... like ... it didn't huh .. right ... and I, I think that was 
what I thought was violen~....when is starts to hurt... so you know, when he was digging 
his elbow into me and holding me back .... and ..that wasn't, that wasn't abuse ....y ou know, he 
was in charge...and you know, it was just a power factor .... 
7. ... 1 guess I didn't, I didn't recognize anything.. I didn't ..know that this kind of thing .... 
urn. .. urn ... I guess uh, when it started..sorne threatening behaviour I guess.. I didn't recognize 
it ... I thought it was joking around.. 

18. ... that was the first time that I actually he had become threatening physically ... uh..so 
1 left that day thinking ... 'wait a minute.. is this what I've heard about?? '.... 'is that what this 
is? ... and you know, I think I just convinced myself 'well of course.. you know.. it can't W... 
and .. but ... 'it's not going to happen to me' ... 

Toni stated that she had only been involved in one other relationship and as such, was 

inexperienced. She also dismissed initial warning signs as she thought he was joking. Following 

the first physically abusive incident. Toni believed that it would not happen again and so did not 

worry about it. She indicated that although she had learned about the cycle of violence, it never 

occurred to her that this was happening to her. 

11 1. .... I'd only been, I only was in hmmm one relationship before, just one that was 
kind of serious you know.. 

8. urn... at the beginning.. the very first time I think that I ever thought anything was kind of 
abnormal .... actually, I didn't think it at the time but ... ....... and he shoved me. And uh ... I 
thought it was a playful shove .... you know.. I just *ought you know ... he doesn't know his 
own strength or whatever ... he kinda' pushed me back and I thought you know .... and his 
friends kinda' laughed and you know.. like she's just joking ... 
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9. so I didn't think anything of it.. at all .... 

11. urn, so I went to sleep and ... kinda' I don't how, next day, it was like ... didn't happen. 
Especially for him ... and then I went along with it cause I was like.. okay, maybe this is a one 
time thing, he was really stressed out or whatever ... you know it was like.. one of those 
camps where they have you doing a lot of work and stuff like that. 

60. ... and the weird thing is, is that you go through it and it doesn't even cross your 
mind ... as a cycle of abuse ... like, I know it now... but uh ... even though it's already been 
taught to you ... already been told to you ... like this is HOW it's going to happen..you know, you 
go through it, it doesn't even enter your mind.. you're not even thinking about anything you've 
learned about how to get out of ..or how to deal with.. an abusive person ... in general ... and so , 
I don't know, I just find that ironic ... 

Sarah stated that because of her youth, she did not realize that she did not have to endure 

abuse from her partner. 

20. ... but I I wouidnft have known ... I mean I was young.. I was na he... I knew he had 
problems.. that stemmed back from losing his mother .... and ... having no. .. having an odd 
family life ... but uh ... yeah.. there's lots of things that I didn't reali ze... 

4. and because I was so young.. t , I didn't realize what, what sort of situation I was 
in ... and I didn't realize that ... l didn't have to put up with that, and I didn't realize that urn ... I 
didn't realize I didn't need to feel so worthless ... and ... uh .... it took me a long time.. 

Amanda initially dismissed her partner's behaviour because they had been dating for five 

years and he had never before been aggressive with her. As such, she rationalized his behaviour 

as due to stress and other outside factors. 

276. violence experienced in any other relationship?? Sean was really my first 
relationship ... I had no basis .... I didn't know anything other than Sean .... 

62. yeah ... he got mad, actually, at me ... he's like %hy the hell do you have to be like that??" 
and you should be happy for me" ... "I don't want to put up with this crap ...' you know.. ' this is, 
you said you would do this ..." you know ... and he'd never spoken to me like that ... and.. I was 
shocked ,... and I was Mad ... ........ but he never really apologized .... (yeah) for that ... so it's 
kinda', I was, I was concerned but I wasn't .... you know I mean it was Sean ... you know he'd 
never been like that before and I thought well, he's just tense and he's going through a lot, 
he's got his final exams coming up and all this .... 

lsabella stated also that she had been young when involved in this situation. Neither did 

she speak with others about their relationships, so she could make no comparisons even though 



she felt something may not be right Additionally, lsabella stated that she was receiving a lot from 

the relationship so she tolerated it. 

6. 1 had very few friends and and I hadn't had a boyfriend before th at... or like nothing 
serious ... 
3. 1 think, I pretty much, I had a feeling that something wasn't right ... that it wasn't the way 
that a relationship was really supposed to be ... but it was better than not having a 
relationship. 

Louise felt that her youth and inexperience contributed to her accepting the abusive 

relationship. 

35. and of course at first, I felt uncomfortable but ..I mean... I was young and I was 
inexperienced ... 

Nathalie did not realize that her partner was being abusive at all and so she accepted his 

behaviour without question. 

21 3. 0: did you ever think that he would stop being abusive toward you? 
21 4. N: well, 1 didn't realize that he was.. . I couldn't see the difference ... 

186. yeah, denial of abuse ... for sure .... oh yeah.. I didn't see anything wrong ... when 
he used to yell at me ... well obviously I did something wrong ... 

The women in this study did not label the initial signs of abuse as such in most cases. 

They did not take their partner's actions seriously. The incidents did not match their preconceived 

notions regarding abuse. They rationalized his behaviour. They denied the behaviour. In addition, 

these women did not believe that abuse would happen to them and so they dismissed their 

pamier's actions. Macleod (1987) states that 'women who are battered do not generally define 

themselves as battered women the first time they are battered" (p. 42). She adds that because 

abuse may be emotional, verbal, financial, physical or sexual, it may be very difficult to define when 

the first incident actually occurred, either for the victim or for an outsider. In addition, most violence 

is either denied or not labeled as deviance (Giles-Simms, 1983). Family Violence Prevention 

(1991) indicates that an abused woman's most common response to abuse is denial. As such, the 

women in this study reflect the extant literature in these respects. Giles-Simms (1 983) found in his 
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study that aithough the women recognized the abuse as such, they believed that it would be an 

isolated incident and that they would not have to worry about future violence. They add that past 

experience with violence may cause the woman to downplay the abusive incident with her current 

partner. If on the other hand, she did not grow up with violence in the family, her personal abusive 

incident may not match the image of abuse and an abused woman that she has formed in her 

mind, thus she does not place herself in this category (Family, 1991). 

16.4 Change in Self-Perception 

During the abusive relationships, the women in this study indicated that they had started to 

doubt themselves. Many discussed their self-esteem. If it had not been good before the start of 

the relationship, it deteriorated further. Women who had good self-esteem started to wonder if they 

had deserved the abuse, simply because it was happening to them. The men often blamed the 

women for the abuse having occurred and the women often accepted, thus blaming themsehres. 

Given that many believed in a traditional perspective regarding relationships, it was felt that they 

were not living up to their responsibilities as 'good women'. The category of Self-Perception 

consists of Self-Esteem and Self Blame. 

16.4.a) Self-Esteem 

For many of the women in this study, especially those who stated their self-esteem had 

been low prior to the relationship, self-esteem deteriorated following the onset of the abuse. One 

woman did not appear to experience a drop in self-esteem while another woman said that her self- 

esteem actually went up when she started to date her abuser. Another woman remarked that she 

only noticed her self-esteem had dropped when she had been drinking. The highlighted words 

portray the women's perception of their self-esteem having deteriorated. 

Although Toni's self-esteem was initially very high, she began to question her own setf- 

worth while the abuse was happening. 
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83. .... 1 actually had a good estee m... except w k n  it actually happen d.... you know urn.. 
your self - worth is kinda' like ... it hits the ground .... 
84. more than anything ... cause you're thinking to yourself ... 'did I desewe this?' or maybe 
I do, because it IS happening ... 

Both Sarah and Anne felt that what little self-esteem they had prior to the relationship was 

damaged while in the relationship. 

Sarah: 10. ..and he just squished what lWMe seff-esteem I had.. .. and ... he just 
uh ... made me feel totally worthless 
... because I just felt totally uselerr and worth lcu... because you know .. you get told that 
a certain amount of times, you start to believe it 

Anne: 35. ... so, my boyfriend knew all those things (previous abuse) ... and he 
used them to prove how I was worthless basically. (laughs) and I believed him ... 

11. ... well, I let him ... huh ... urn ...j ust erode my self-esteem and everything right down ... and he 
told me a million times you know that without me you're nothing ...y ou can't survive out 
there ...y ou've never been on your own really ...y ou know you can't live without me ...y ou can't 
make it or whatever ... 

Amanda experienced a drop in self-esteem during the abusive incidents. She could not 

find a job in her field even though she had just graduated from university with distinction. She felt 

she was becoming the person she was never going to be. 

81. .... you know, and uh, now it's May and school's almost out, cause there's only 6 weeks 
left ... and I got myself on the sub list, which is a good thing, but nobody called because it was 
so late in the year .......... and Sean wanted me to get a job the Coop or LGA or something ... 
like I'd go pick up apeopleications, but I just couldn't fill them out... ....y ou know, like I had just 
graduated from university with 2 degrees, you know, great distinction, like I fe It.... it was 
like a real blow, to take, like accept a job as a cashier ... .... I'm worth so much more .... so 
and uh ...j ust kind of living off of Sean and he didn't like and he had all control of the money, so 
any time I wanted to buy anything, any groceries, anything like that, I'd have to ask him .... it 
was really degrading (yeah) and uh ... he'd be like why. what for, what are you getting, leave 
the change on the counter .... you know, with the receipt ... and uh .... 

107. everyday I hated myself mote .... every day I wanted it to be back what it used to 
be .... and I , I hated being in ... the woman ... like the RCMP wife ... that's what I was totally 
being ... I was being a passive woman.. . I was... I was being that person I was never going 
to be ... like you heard.. we hear about women being like that ... and it hadn't occurred to me 
that I was this woman... 

Although Jess worried that her self-esteem would drop if she left the relationship, she did 



not appear to experience a drop in self-esteem during this cycle of the relationship. 

113. I guess it occurred to me that um... you know ... my image of abusive 
relationships was you know.. this shattered..like shell .... like you .... at the end you know ... 
you were totally worthless ... I, I knew that people lost their self+steem ... cause of abuse 
and I thought..you know, is this going to happen to me?? .... and and ... if I get out of this, am 
I going to feel totally worthless?? .... 

114. so I don't think it was.. I don't think he specifically made me feel worthless. .. I 
think I kind of did that myse!lf ... I think I kind of convinced myself that I was GONNA 
regret it if I le ft... 

An exception to this, lsabella stated that when she first started dating her boyfriend, her 

self-esteem actually got better. For Isabella, having someone accept her was far more salient at 

first than was the abuse. 

149. yeah, in some ways, I actually thought.. I'm so glad you asked me out, because now I 
feel so much better about my seff.... and ... it's great ... and I think, in a way, it (self - esteem) 
did go up.. urn ... because it gave me some kind of sense of importance and caring in my 
life ... 

Nathalie did not notice that her self-esteem had been lowered until she started to drink 

176. I only noticed it (lowered self+!steem) w k n  I was drunk ....rig ht.. Normally I 
felt great ... 

Most of the women in this study indicated that they experienced a drop in their self-esteem 

during the abusive interactions with their partner. If they initially had had high self-esteem, they 

began to doubt their self-worth simply because the abuse had happened to them. If on the other 

hand their self-esteem was already low, they stated that their partners eroded their self-esteem 

down further. Moore (1 979) and Pagelow (1 981 ) have both stated that one of the reasons that 

women remain in abusive relationships is that they suffer from an overall low level of self-esteem. 

Pagelow (1981) asserts that because of their low self-esteem, fhese women are often immobilized 

physically and psychologically. Enduring verbal and physical abuse from their intimate pamer is 

both degrading and humiliating, often resulting in the lowering of self-esteem. MacLeod (1987) 

states that there are many psychological costs to women who have been in an abusive 



relationship. The women often suffer from low self-esteem, stop taking care of their appearance 

and health, frequently blame themselves for the violence and feel overwhelmed with guilt. As 

such, the women in this study reflect the extant literature in this area. Self-esteem and self-blame 

are often related in the literature. 

16.4.b) Seff-Blame 

The women in the study. in describing their experiences, spoke of accepting the blame for 

the difficulties in me relationship. Their partners often blamed them for meir aggressive behaviour 

and the women, having a traditional perspective and / or low self-esteem, acknowledged their role 

and responsibility in the abuse. Two of the women stated that they believed they were not acting 

like 'good little girls'. The highlighted areas portray either the men blaming the women for the 

abuse or the women accepting the blame. 

Amanda: 62. he was going to work all the time ... like 2 hours early and coming home 4 
hours late ... and ..you know, I'd be like .... why??? why are you doing that?? and he said 
because he didn't want to be around me... 

57. ... and again he still didn't want to touch me and we'd kind of hug sometimes ... and 
... he'd be like ... "I don't like you like this" ... and uh ... cause I was upset ... 
59. but I felt like it was my fault.. (crying).. 

Isabella: 98. urn. .. well, that first time, there was remorse I think, but I think he stiil 
managed to sort of make it sound like ... well you didn't tell me you didn't want to do that ... so 
how was I supposed to know.. 

99. and like I'm sorry it happened but you didn't tell me ... so it was still my fault ... do you 
know what I mean... like he could, he could twist it around that way.. so it wasn't wrong what 
he did, cause I didn't tell him no, so he just did .... 
1 43. so, yeah .. um .... regarding gui lt... I think I had guilt in the early parts of the 
relationship. that I wasn't doing enough ... cause I knew something wasn't going right .... and it 
was always my fault, so I had guift regarding that.... 

145. oh yeah ... both because of the images I had in my mind ... that I thought women 
should make relationships work at the time, I was thinking that .... and he would make it seem 
like that's the way it was ... that's the way it was because it was my fault and I wasn't doing 
enough ...y ou know, if only I wasn't making friends with guys ... then it would be great ... then he 
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wouldn't have to get jealous 

Louise: 24.you know, but instead of feeling indignant and pis- off and just you 
know .... wow..you know if this is his parents then I'm faced with the future version ... no thank 
you.. 
25. 1 felt humbled and I felt ashamed ... I felt very, very asha d... I felt like..l was in the 
wrong and I had mistreated him and that my behaviour was just so reproachful that I 
just ...y ou know, wasn't a good girl and I just uh ... you kncw ... I was like ... I'm sorry and let's 
start over again .... and of course he wasn't going to reject me .... 

Nathalie: 63. ... well, it was something, obviously that I did wrong ... that he didn't 
like ... so I would try to stay on his GOOD side and do the stuff he likes.. . 
18. so he left because ... well, he blames me for it ... cause I found out he cheated on me with 
a close friend of mine .... and I confronted him with it and he's says ... 'all I ever did was love 
you .... and..you do this to me"..so he left in the middle of exams.. 
73. D: and did you feel like you had ruined it?? 
74. N: yeah .... 

Jess: 126. um..when I answered the phone, I thought, I thought okay ... that was my 
mistake ... I shouldn't have answered the phone ... it's his life .... it's his ... his.. . like his 
independence ... he was very proud of being able to live on his own ... and it was his first time on 
his own .... so ... so, he really appreciated his independence and I was proud of him for being 
able to do that .... and at that point I thought yeah ... that was my mistake ... I shouldn't have 
interfered like that ... 

Heather: 310 ... I think for a while I started believing that yeah, it was my fault .... you 
know like I said. .. if I was a good little girl ... then things would be good (uh huh) 

375 .... in the relationship ... yeah.. well I always thought ... well, this is my fault. I failed.. 
James used to always say to me.. like I've never been married ... and he always used to say to 
me ... like what's wrong with you ... you know ... and then afterwards.. we would fight.. urn.. you 
know ... well, this is why you're not married.. because you're psycho ... 

Anne: 318. ... but I thought I was bad ... l thought I must be bad cause I , I'm too 
friendly, I'm too naive, ....( okay) ... I'm too trusting ... like that way ... and I thought it was my 
fault that guys you know talked to me or cam onto me or something ... that I got into 
these sort of situations or predicaments ... 

Self-blame was very apparent within the nanatives of the women in this study. They 

believed that they had acted inappropriately, that they had not done enough for their partners and 

that they were not being 'good little girls'. They relate these feelings to beliefs that women should 

make relationships work and to their overstepping boundaries within the relationship. In addition, 
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they absorbed the messages from their partners and accepted the blame that was directed at 

them. The current literature regarding self-blame in abusive relationships is in accord with these 

women's perceptions. Family Violence Prevention (1991) writes that abused women often blame 

themselves for abusive incidents because of low self-esteem, others having blamed her for the 

abuse (including her pmer )  and a need to feel some control. They believe that the woman, in 

blaming herself for the incident, perceives that she can control the abuse by trying harder the next 

time (Family, 1991). Attempts to control the abuse were demonstrated in numerous statements 

that the women made. Gelles 8 Cornell (1 985) stated that victims of dating violence wen likely to 

take the blame for helping to start the violence and were reluctant to blame their partners for the 

abuse. Moore (1979) added that often women attribute their beatings to themselves, which results 

in self-blame and guilt. If however, they attribute the abuse to their partner, the women were more 

likely to look for a way to leave the relationship. 

16.5 Changes in Social Support 

The theme of social support was discussed by all of the participants, and although most 

did not rely on the help of others during the abusive incidents, the reasons behind their actions 

varied depending on the woman's circumstances and belief in herself. Some of the women stated 

that they were isolated before the abuse and or the relationship started whereas others stated that 

through the manipulation of their partner, they slowly became more isolated. A few of f ie  women, 

although they had people to whom they could confide and seek assistance, opted to forego this 

support because they feared negative evaluation or extra pressure. Still other women did not turn 

to those around them because they knew that this was a decision they had to make independently. 

Two sub-categories were distinguished within social support. The subcategories are Isolation and 

Failure to Use Existing Social Suppok 

16.5.a) Isolation 

As discussed previously, many of the women did not have friends or people to whom they 



could turn before entering into their relationships. This, for two of the women was because they 

had moved to another city whereas for the othen, it was simply because they did not have others 

around them. Other women stated that through their relationships, they either isolated themselves 

from those around them or their parbrer attempted to isolate them from the friends that they had. 

Yet others, when they attempted to procure help from agencies or police, found that there was 

nobody available for them. The areas which are highlighted focus on how the women were 

isolated and could not attain social support although they wanted it 

Nathalie stated that her partner and her friends hated each other which made it very 

difficult to maintain her outside friendships. She also added that following an abusive incident, 

those around her simply ignored her black eye. Social support was thus not available in this 

respect. 

120. oh yes ... he hated Angek. and Angela was my best friend ... he tried to keep her away 
from me ... and he even threatened to kill her.. 
121. and uh ... oh and then he always fought with my roommate .... 

32. and uh ... I just remember ... I had an 8 o'clock class the next morning ... I just remember I 
had sunglasses ... dead of winter ... and uh ... nobody said anything to me ... you know.. they 
just talked normal to me .... 

Heather stated that she lost friends when she was with her partner. In addition, when she 

attempted to reach out to a formal agency, she was told they could do nothing until she left the 

relationship. As such, she felt that she had nobody to whom she could turn for support. 

310 no, nope and then the longer James and I wen together, the more friends I was 
losing ... you know.. and I mean ... urn.. there was a time there when, when I moved in with 
him ... I had nobody to call .... 

348 ..like before I moved out here I had a girifriend and she was in an abusive relationship like 
for ...g od, 10 yea n... she left and she moved back to Regina while I was still living there and 
she said. to me... you know every time I tried to call so mebody... it was like ... they m n ' t  
there for me... (oh) ... and ... I remember that the one day that I called the (agency) ... and the 
first lady that I spoke with, I think her name was L and you know she was just a doll and then I 
called back ... a couple days later ... and I was politely told that when I left #a relationship ... 
to call and coma in for counseling ... but if I was still in the nllonship ... there was 



nothing they could do ... 
Amanda stated that the only people available to her in her new city were women who 

adhered to a traditional life style. As such, when she fought against her partner's abusive 

behaviour they were not only not supportive, but they questioned her actions. 

208. but those other women, those RCMP wives ... accepted their life style ... they 
were so00 ... obedient to that.. to their husbands and they just took that rob ... and they just ... 
you know. I felt .. I was ... they questioned rm and doubted me..why wasn't I just doing it?? 
why would I not, just clean the house?? you know.. why wasn't I just accepting it?? cause that 
would be ... it was demeaning.. I was demeaning them... by fighting it... like I was..you know, 
saying ... how.. huh..he can't fucking expect me to dean the house and all the ..... and 
stuff ... and then the whole time I was saying this to people who cleaned the house and didn't 
ever get out of line .... so I was demeaning them unintentionally ... so they weren't very 
supportive ... they would question why I was questioning Sean ... 

Isabella was isolated in her relationship because her parents were not supportive of her 

dating her partner since he was a different race and because her partner attempted to belittle her 

friends and isolate her from them. As such, her partner convinced her that he was all she needed 

and she accepted the isolation willingly. 

26. urn.. .. urn, one thing that isolated me even mom from other types of support I could have 
had, was that he was of a different race.... ... and my parents had a real issue with us 
dating ... 

32. yeah, I mean I think, I can't specifically remember but it, it was something like ... this person 
is bad because of this, this, this ... why would you k...why would you sink so low as to be 
friends with them?? that kind of thing .... or why, why are you stupid enough to be friends 
with them... 
25. urn, he did that to some extent to my female friends ... urn ... maybe not quite as much and 
wasn't quite AS possessive and jealous of them, but still, he would quite often just make fun of 
them ... and try to make it seem like they just weren't worth being friends with..... and 1 
found that he was trying to really isolate me from pcopk in that way .... 
171. I mean, I don't know what can be said to women who are in abusive relationships 
to encourage them to build more soda1 support because either that's just not allowed by the 
abuser or it's just ve ry... I think it would have been very hard to convince me that I needed 
more ... because I felt that I had all I needed at the time .... that's what he convinced me 
of..that I had all I needed ... that's why I didn't need all these other people ... 

Louise indicated that both her friends and her partner hated each other. Although she 



spent all of her time with her parb'ler, she blamed her friends for abandoning her, not realizing at 

the time that she had indeed isolated herself from them. 

45. and so from that moment on it was like, it was like ... my friends no longer existed, tie 
hated them, and they hated him 

52. but um. .. yeah, from that period on ti1 the end of my grade 11 year, I totally drifted away 
from my friends ... I spent all my time with him ..... I was ..every week-end ... did everything 
with him.. urn ... 

57. and I, I was sooo miserable that night ... and it was funny, cause I couldn't consciously 
identify that HE was the source of my misery ... for putting all these pressures on me ... for 
... wanting to ... me to be somebody else ... I kind of blamed my friends for it... and I said. .. 
well, my friends have ditched me.... I didn't realize that my friends had come to assume 
that I just wanted to be with him. ... 

Anne indicated that when she attempted to procure outside help through the police, her 

careful plans to control the outcome of the abusive situation were negated. In addition, the police 

did not press charges against her abuser but left it up to her which of course she could not do. It 

must be noted that Anne's narrative occurred 20 years ago and that the police at that point were 

not required to press charges in cases of domestic dispute. This law has since been refomled. 

19. .... even then, like I tried to do things that I could at least control it so ... one time when we 
moved I made sure that the apt was in my name ... ... and I thought ... a - ha! so the next time 
he abuses me, I'll just call the cops and they'll kick hihim out ... but that didn't work because the 
cops came and said. well one of the two of you have to go and seein' as you seem to be the 
more rational reasonable one .... YOU leave ...( laugh) so it was sort of my great 
disappointment in the justice system ... 

285. ...y eah I just ...j ust ... the police no, they didn't help, they didn't, I think they 
asked if I wanted to pmrs charges on occasion but oh huh ... well, I don't have any power 
to do that ... 
291. yup, yup cause I could imagine him going to jail for 6 months or a year or more 
or less and yeah, no matter where I went, then I was , I was for sure that he would hunt me 
down ... and again, who would I be with and how would I be effecting some other family? 

The women in this study illustrate that although they had often wanted to have social 

support, it was not available to them for a number of reasons. They had either been isohted prior 



to having met their abuser, their abuser attempted to isolate them from their friends or they self- 

isolated because they spent all of their time with their partner. Previous literature suggests that 

women in abusive relationship are often extremely isolated (MacLeod, 1987; Moore, 1979). This 

isolation can be either self or other-imposed. Pagelow (1981) asserts that distance from social, 

psychological, and/ or economic support from close family members may be expected to contribute 

to perceptions of lack of alternatives, but geographic isolation does not necessarily explain the 

sense of isolation expressed so frequently. Ohen many family members refuse to 'get involved', 

while others offered nothing more than sympathy. The literature thus supports the theme of 

isolation which was derived from the narratives of these women. 

16.5.b) Failure to Use Existing Social Support 

The women in this study discussed different reasons for not utilizing their social networks, 

even though they were available to them. Some of the women did not want to discuss their 

situation with others because they wanted to make their decisions independently. Others feared 

negative evaluation from friends and family or were ashamed to discuss their situation with them. 

Other women feared that their abusers would hurt the people who were helping them. Bolding is 

used to emphasize the women's reasons for not reaching out to their social networks. 

Toni did not discuss the abuse with anyone because she considered this her private life 

and needed to make the decision independent of others. 

56. .... at the time, I thought about it ... cause there were, there were just times when i would be 
alone or thinking ... I'd kind of freak out ... I'd be like 'oh my God, you know, I'm never going to 
be able to break up with this guy, I need help, like outside help" ... so ... I thought well, maybe I 
could talk to my parents or whatever, but .... ahh ... I think they would, they would either over 
react.. in a way that you know, like it's my life ... I have to hal  with it..... .. relationships I 
don't really talk a lot about ... with my parents yeah.. ....... there are things that I feel a n  more 
my private life .... and THAT I couldn't even come to bring my best friend at the time ... 

68. social support. Well, I didn't ge~t any because I didn't want any. uh ... in, in an odd 
way, I think Steve was a little relief. Like thank goodness someone knows ... it felt like maybe 
there was a bit of external control even though that didn't ... really happen. 

Amanda, although she initially turned to others for support, finally stopped going to them 



because she had not left the relationship and she felt they were getting 'sick of hearing it'. 

115. .. like I stopped telling people everything cause all I was doing was 
complaining ... I was whining.. and uh ... that's what it fel like..like it felt like I was just whining 
to everybody ... about how unhappy I was. .. and they were sick of hearing it 

Anne stopped going to her foster family and friends for numerous reasons. Her support 

network wanted her to leave her abusive partner and she could not yet do this. Thus, the 

increased pressure made her stop calling people. In addition, she feared that since her partners 

abuse was so unpredictable, that he would retaliate and hurt those who aided her. Anne was also 

afraid of being judged negatively because she was in a violent relationship. 

66. so I'd ... he'd beat me up and then I'd sometimes leave and I'd go back to the last foster 
family ... and that was out in the country and then I'd miss him and then I'd ... he'd end up 
phoning or I'd phone him ... and then I'd end up back there like two days later ..... annnd 
... uh ... after a while I wouldn't phone anyone anymore (the foster family) ... 

72. no because then I just felt, I just felt more pressure .... like pressure from him wanting me 
back and pressure from them to not go there and, just like ... l was a pleasing kind of 
person ... huh..faugh, so I couldn't please anybody. 

396. yeah I mean after a while, you start using up those resources ... all those 
friends, that family that's attached to you leaving that guy .... every time you ask them for help 
and you go back... you know, you've taken a little piem of them with you .... .. and , and 
they're only going to handle that for so long.. so you end up losing your social supports 
really ..... depending on how long it goes ... and then then is always that fear ... if the penon 
abuses you, they're going to abuse the people you're with so you're effecting them ... 

143. D: and fear of being judged? 
144. A: yeah, ye ah... huh ...y eah, cause you know, here I am, educated and supposed 
to be starting a career... 

78. .... well, it felt scary for me because (talking about the abuse) ...y ou know..l thought they'd 
think less of me definitely ...(y eah) .... what's wrong with me ...y ou know I've heard that 
before ....y ou know some women deserved to be beaten ... or need to be beaten ...y ou know 
there's some weird need in you..and I thought ... that's probably from my childhood ... so I don't 
know ... that's kind of yucky.and ... 

Jess did not discuss these incidents with others because she did not want to hurt her 

parents. She was also afraid of being judged negatively for having 'made a bad decision'. 
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123. um ... yeah, I was living at home ... and like I say, I felt totally comfortable at home ... 
urn ... it never really occurred to me to tell my family .... uh ... first of all I think I thought ... well, 
that will just hurt them ... the pain and everything else ... you know, I guess I thought that I 
could deal with it on my own ... 
124. so.. I , I ... it's not so much that 1 wanted to shatter their opinion of him, but .. I , I, 
kind of though t... they might be disappointed in ME .... and you know ... here .... I've made a 
bad decision and I didn't want to bring them into it ..... and again with my friends.. .. I fen 
no need to tell them.. I didn't want to talk about it with anybody ... I didn't want to talk about it 
with him 

Heather felt that being in this relationship was humiliating and did not want to be judged 

negatively. 

31 0. .... I ... you don't want anybody to know ... because .. it's humiliating ... it's degrading .... 
you know ... 

Sarah did not share her experiences extensiveIy because she believed others would think 

she was exaggerating and she also knew that this had to be her decision. Although she did speak 

with one friend she ultimately knew that she must make the decision on her own. 

37. 1 didn't turn to my family ... uh ... I, I, probably should have, but I don't know why, I just felt I 
couldn't ..... not sure why I felt like that ... I just felt that I couldn't .... .... I did talk to one friend ... 
... I just, I mean ... I had to work through it and I had to decide what I wanted ... 
43. yeah, it probably was partly that .... maybe I thought they wouldn't believe me... or think I 
was exaggerating.. or something like that .... just totaily ... l couldn't, couldn't talk to 
anybody ...j ust.. yeah, I don't really know why ... probably was. .. I mean partly ... that there was a 
bit of shame that I had gotten to that stage... I guess .... It's kind of sad to think that you can't 
turn to your own family ... 

lsabella stated that she did not turn to others because she was ashamed of what was 

happening. Thus she feared negative evaluation from those to whom she could potentially turn. 

56. and then .... the other thing was that I was asha med.... I was very ashamed of what was 
going on... and I didn't want other people to know what was going on and I didnY really 
know how to stop it... and I wasn't really sure you know ... what I could do ... OR what other, or if 
other people went through that or not ..... 

Many women within this study did not turn to the social support which was available to 

them for a number of reasons. Gelles and Comell (1985) affirm that often the victims of courtship 

violence are reluctant to discuss their experiences with others and that if they chose to discuss it, it 
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would be with peen rather than with those in authority who could perhaps offer guidance and 

direction. The woman may avoid her friends because she fears they will ask her about her 

relationship. If she does discuss her situation with them, she fears that those in whom she 

confides will not believe her or that they will feel she is exaggerating. In addition, these women 

may feel that if they discuss their problem and then remain in the relationship, those in her support 

network will eventually become frustrated that she will not leave and no longer support her. The 

end result is either self-imposed or other-imposed isolation (Moore, 1979). Dobash & Dobash 

(1 979) state that most women do not tell anyone when their partner starts and continues to beat 

them. Initially this occurs because the woman believes that the abuse will not reoccur. 

Eventuaily, she does not confide because of other or sen-imposed isolation and a fear of being 

negatively judged. They add that many women were able to Maintain the image of the husband 

as a 'great fellow' or of themselves as a 'perfect couple' right up to the moment that the relationship 

broke upw (Dobash 8 Dobash, 1979, p. 165). Thus in accordance with the current literature. the 

women in this study frequently did not turn to their social networks. 

16.6 Ambivalence 

During this cycle of the relationship, many of the women discussed their state of 

ambivalence toward leaving or staying with their partner. The women mentioned that their partners 

were often very apologetic following the abusive incidents which lead them to believe that they 

would stop the abuse. Some of the women felt that they had no options available to them and so 

they tolerated the relationship. In addition, many of the women ended the relationship prior to the 

final break up, but their pamers were apologetic and transformed back to the way they were prior 

to the abuse. Within this category, three sub-categories were extracted. These were labeled 

Confusion, Honeymoon Behaviour and Reconciling Following Break Ups. 



16.6.a) Confusion 

Six women discussed their state of confusion in regards to staying in or leaving the 

relationship. They were actively in the process of deciding the benefds and costs of the 

relationship, resulting in the decision to stay for the time. The reasons behind their state of 

ambivalence varied depending on the woman's situation. Some women felt that they had limited 

options in their life. Others believed that they were losing a lot while still others were confused 

simply by their partners' behaviour. Highlighted statements are an attempt to distinguish the 

women's stated confusion. 

Nathalie stated that when she moved to Calgary, her partner wanted to see her only 

occasionally. This had been a change from when they had been at York University. Although they 

continued dating, she debated ending the relationship. 

28. yeah, so I came out here and .... he saw me once in a while, and I said, well, 
forget it if you're not going out anymore ... and he said.. yes we are ... and I said, no we're 
not ... 

Toni's ambivalence about ending the relationship was a result of her partner's reaction to 

the violence he had inflicted on her. 

17. ... he sat down on the bed and I'm still standing up ... kinda' this look ... like ... and he uh..he 
started crying ... ... and so urn, I, I , I, was kind of running 2 options through my head .... leave 
or comfort the guy ... and I just, I don't know, he just totally broke down so I went over and I 
comforted him. and uh ... he was just ... I'm so so rry.... like you know ... that should never 
have happened and I think he was still talking about the time he hit me. 
18. so I was like okay .... you know, like ... this is so weird ... okay, like I just need some time to 
think about it.... and he was like ... yeah, I understand 

Jess believed that she would be losing a lot if she left the relationship. In addition, she did 

not feel that he was aggressive that often although his violence was unacceptable to her. 

11 1 ... maybe it occurred to me ... that uh ... other than this little element ... this ONE little thing 
(the abuse).. I'm not gonna find a guy this go od.... ... I think there was a time when I thought 
yeah .... you're starting to lose a lo t... so I guess it occurred to me that you know ... I had a 
boyfriend.. I had a lot of friends ... and how much would I like to be alone ... and am I gonna 
find somebody else .... 



Amanda had been involved with her partner for many years before he showed any signs of 

violence. As such, she was tom between staying and leaving. In addition, the couple had plans to 

be married which increased her commitment to the relationship. 

71. and uh ... this whole time, I was caught between you know, the excitement of getting 
married and that whole fairy tale idea and then ... the he was being such a jerk.. 

Louise knew that although she was unhappy in the relationship, she would be more alone 

than she had ever been before because her friends were leaving high school that year. She was 

very afraid to be alone but she was also very unhappy with her partner. 

88. urn you know ... and because I had realized that all my friends were older than me, 
... and so you know everybody in grade 12, or by grade 12 ... evelyone's already formed their 
cliques, everyone's formed their groups and then I was totally alone ... ... and I would be 
miserable .... I would, I would want him to be there even though I was miserable around 
him too..... 

113. ... he just had this total control over my life ... this total gasp ... and I was just sooo 
alone and it was just, I couldn't take it anymore .... and t I mean ... inside I was torn .... 
114. you know ... do I cut him out of my life ...y ou know and have NOBODY .... ? or do I 
continue?? do 1 hope it gets better???? what the hell do I do?? 

Elisabeth discussed her hope that her partner would return to being as he had when they 

first met. She kept giving more chances and hoped that he would 'clue in'. 

151 .... I kept thinking that one of these days he's gonna clue in that ha's really pissing rne 
off and he's gonna go back to the nice person I thought he was when I started dating 
him ... you know.. so I guess I just kept giving him another chance, another chance and then 
after a while ... it was like.. there's no sign of that person that used to be .... so maybe he was 
just joking all along or maybe that he'd changed that much too .... and .... still ... I did believe that 
it would stop. 

Consequently many of the women demonstrated feelings of ambivalence toward their 

abusive relationship and their abusers. They discussed a number of different reasons behind their 

feelings of ambivalence which ranged from a fear of losing a lot by abandoning the relationship to a 

hope that the man would reform to his previous state to pre-established commitment to the partner. 

Thus, the women appeared to be weighing the benefits and the costs of their relationships in an 
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attempt to determine which would be most beneficial for them. Within the extant literature, it has 

been verified that many women experience feelings of ambivalence and confusion when thinking 

about terminating their relationships. Oobash 8 Dobash (1979) write that women who consider 

leaving the relationship often have very mixed feelings. They indicate that it is often not easy to 

leave a man who is not 'all bad' and to abandon a relationship which often has many positive 

features (Dobash 8 Dobash, 1979). Family Vioknce Prevention (1 991) writes that it is during this 

stage that a woman is deciding, by actively weighing each alternative, whether or not she should 

stay in or leave the abusive situation. In addition, Gelles (1979) states that according to the 

exchange model of family relations, the ratio of rewards and punishments is defined subjectively by 

spouses and is the determining factor in deciding whether to remain in the relationship or not. 

Thus, the decision may be partly based on the subjective definitions attached to the punishment or 

the violence and partly on the ratio of this punishment to other relationship rewards such as 

security and companionship. As such, as the women compare the value of the rewards they 

receive from the relationship against the punishments received, they are likely to feel ambivalent 

about staying or leaving the relationship, depending on which they are perceiving as greater at that 

point. As the woman subjectively determines that there are fewer rewards and more costs 

involved, she is more likely to leave her abusive partner. 

1 6.6.b) Honevmoon Behaviour 

Following abusive incidents, the women's partners were often apologetic and exceptionally 

kind to them. This behaviour convinced many of the women that the men would not be abusive 

toward them again and they continued in their relationships. Sometimes the women would believe 

they were over-reacting and at other times they believed that their partners were sincere and that 

they would not hurt them again. Bolding is used to signljr instances when the parnets 

demonstrated honeymoon behaviour and the women's reactions to their behaviour. 

Toni stated that following the first incidence of abuse her partner was exceptionally 



apologetic. The following few days he continued being very nice to her. As such, she believed that 

his behaviour was an anomaly and would not reoccur. 

8. and then he came up behind me ... put his arms around me ... he was just like. .. really 
sorry, you know totally out of line or whatever ... 

12. urn, a couple days went by ...it was back to complete normal, you know, even better ... 
like he was just being really sweet, affectionate, that kind of thing .... so it was ... maybe this is 
a one time thing or something ... 

Jess also believed her partner's apologies. She felt that he had scared himself with his 

aggression and that it would be a one time occurrence. 

103. um..like I say after that uh ... after the magazine incident ... he was very, very 
apologetic ... he's sooo sow, he ..he was just as upset as I was ... he was chastizing himself .. 
he ... I can't believe I did that ... he really felt terrible ... urn ... and uh ... like I say, f think he 
scared himself ... ... so at that point I Ulought it would stop ... I figured .... this is not good, 
but I think it's over .... he was so upset ... and he was so00 sony.. 

Amanda's partner would be really sweet some days and she would feel that their 

relationship was returning to how it had been prior to the abuse. 

96. but then one day .... some days he'd be really sweet ... like one day he'd be really nice and 
we'd go out for dinner ... or we'd go for chips and beer or something like that ... and we'd play 
some pool .... and ... we hadn't done that in a long time ... so I was like ... oh ... you know ... I'd 
think things wee getting slowly back on track.. 

lsabella was convinced by her partner's apologies and sweet demeanor following their 

arguments and his sexual abuse. She believed that she had over-reacted to the abusive incidents 

thus accepting self-blame. 

114. urn... well, I mean there were definitely like those honeymoon periods .... yeah, 
like if we had a big fight, or if I was really upset about him ..you know, raping me or something 
like that .... he would become very nice again, or very loving ... and just really great ... and I 
remember at those times thinking ... oh, I just over - reacted.... because it wasn't that big a 
deal and look at what a great guy he is ... and .... 

Anne stated both that she believed and didn't believe her partner during his contrite stage, 

but that it 'didn't matter' because the rollercoaster relatiopship they experienced allowed them to 

develop a love that was far more intense than the love she knew previously or after. 



229. ... I mean it went through the typical abusive cycle ... with the honeymoon stage 
and everything else ... ... whenever I was at work, he would send flowem, ... evelybody 
would be ... oh he's so romantic ...y our boyfriend is so romantic ... ... nice guy and 
everything ... and he looked like a nice guy ... in public ...( laughs).. ... and he would always tell me 
this, I'll never do this again ... I'll never hurt you again ... and I DID believe that ... 

250. and even though ... even ..I guess even in the honeymoon phase I knew this 
wouldn't last. but it didn't matter ... because it is such a deep love and you are so close 
and intimate .... like that part of it is different ... than like 10 years with my husband and not 
having that roller coaster ....at some level him and I also didn't have that intimacy ... 
(okay) ye &...we didn't experience that really deep close love ... 

As demonstrated in the above quotes the women in this study were often convinced to 

remain in their abusive relationships because their partners would act lovingly towards them. The 

men were often very apologetic and appeared sincere. Since many of the women were also very 

inexperienced, young and had not spoken with others outside of their relationships about the 

abuse, they were convinced to stay. These reactions are consistent with the current abuse 

literature. Walker (1979) describes in her cycle of abuse, a honeymoon or contrite stage. During 

this stage, the abuser often apologizes and acts very lovingly toward his partner. It is during this 

stage that the woman, who usually still loves her partner, is convinced that he will not hurt her 

again, and will return to the relationship. Dobash B Dobash (1979) affirm that the women in their 

study often cited that they returned to their relationships because their partner's behaviour was 

very contrite and apologetic. 

1 6.6.c) Reconcilinq 

Eight of the participants in this study either ended or attempted to end their relationship 

with their partner but reconciled following their partners' attempts to regain their confidence and 

trust. Some of the women again felt that their options were limited in regards to meeting other 

people. Others believed that they had made the decision to be in the relationship and felt a 

commitment to making it work. The words which have been highlighted emphasize how many 

times the women would break up with their partners and the reasons that they returned to them. 

Nathalie broke up with her partner numerous times. Although initially she also participated 
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believed they loved each other. 

13. We broke up maybe 6 or 7 times, in the first semester .... and he used to say 'well, we 
have to break up because I'm gonna go see somebody else" .... 
15. and then after a while, well, then it started going back and forth .... and then I would break 
up with him because I found out he was cheating on me .... and then he would be like ... 'oh I 
can't live without you .... I'm in loven .... 
18. so, I go back with him.. 

190. ... like I thought, if I don't keep this one, I will n m r  marry. Never ... because who will 
want me?? who will want me?? 

Elisabeth stopped seeing her boyfriend but after he reformed to his prior self, she began to 

doubt herself, missed him and returned to her partner. 

Fb: During the few weeks we were broken up, he began acting like his old self, the way he 
was when we first started dating (before he went all weird on me). He was able to keep this up 
for the better part of the month, and I began questioning myself, wondering why I had 
thought it would be better to be apart. I missed him and began feeling sorry for him 'cause 
he was being so nice and I was being such a bitch. 

Sarah left her boyfriend because she had been unhappy. While discussing her life with 

her father, she realized that she didn't know what she was going to do with her life. She loved her 

partner and he had been trying hard while they were separated so she retumed to him. 

10. ... well, I guess, 2.2 and a half yean and then I le ft... and I went back ... I don't know why I 
went back ... I can't really explain why ... .... I think I just. what am I going to do if I don't go 
back? ... I just was young, I was naive ... and I went back ... tried to make it work ... 

47. ... nothing specific happened when I le ft... think I was just really unhappy ..and basically I 
just le ft... I just said. .. you know to my parents ... uh, we don't belong together ... he was 
trying quite hard while we were apa rt.... 

lsabella stated that effort on both her and her partner's part was the reason that she 

reconciled with her boyfnend following the break ups. 

40. ..but we, we started breaking up in the middle of the second year university ... ..... I 
think it wasn't really one or the other person's decision, we'd just get into a fight on the 
phone ... and just say ... okay, that's it... let's have a break or whatever ... 
41. and then, um..one or the other would call the other and get back together ... you know .... 
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'I'm really sony, let's see if we can work this out'... so that kept going on for about a year ... 

Heather retumed to her partner after he started going to counseling. She believed that he 

would reform. 

28 ... and we went out of the bar and we were corning down MacLeod Trail and I was driving 
and he was in the passenger seat and just kept going what's wrong with you .... haven't you had 
enough torture yet? what's with you are you stupid? and I I hit him on the shoulder, like just 
like this (demonstrates) and I said. Stop that ... I said. ....... and he back handed me. 
30 .... and I pulled up to this gas station to get some paper towels so I could clean myself up 
and he went out and he came out and he threw the paper towels at me and he goes "clean 
yourself up , you're so fucking ugly" 

34 ... and then he kicked me out of the car and he said. you can walk home ... and ... ..... I 
broke up with him, and he started going to counseling. 

Amanda did not end the relationship with her partner, but she did leave Peace River 

numerous times with the intention of potentially leaving permanently. She stated that while she 

was away he would act very lovingly toward her and tell her that they could work things out, thus 

convincing her to return and try again. 

102. I'd leave.. I did leave again.. I left for like 2 and a half, 3 weeks ... and every time I 
left, things got better. Sean would phone ... and he'd be like ... I miss you ... come back ... 
and ... you know, things will be ktter and we can work through this ... ...so school was 
going to start in September and I thought things will start getting better ... ... but I was also 
thinking about leaving ... but I had no money ... I couldn't leave ... I had no job ... and I had 
no contacts at any other city ....... 

Anne stated that she returned to her abuser because she felt that her worth was tied up in 

him and in addition she feared that he would retaliate and hurt the people with whom she was 

staying. 

66. ... in three years ...p robably at least 10 or 10 or 12 times (she had left him) 

..I'd sometimes leave and I'd go back to the last foster family ... ... and then I'd miss him and 
then I'd ... he'd end up phoning or I'd phone him ... and then I'd end up back there like two 
days later ..... 
301. I was mostly depressed w k n  I left him ... ... that's a big reason I'd go back 
because I was $000 sad and I was missing him $00 bad and my worth was so attached 
to him ...(y es) and thought that was my place ... thafs where I belonged ... that I felt like a fish 
out of water ... 
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do ...y ou can't change it ... and to me even leaving, like I knew ha would hunt me down 
anyways, so at some level I might as well go back to him (yeah) ... so when he started ... 
when I left and he started phoning me or I started phoning him ... then I'd gat afraid for !he 
people that I was staying with ... 

The women thus demonstrate many break ups and reconciliations during their relationship. 

It was apparent that they were unsure about the value of their relationship. They were hesitant to 

leave but simultaneously they did not want to stay. They cared about their partners but their 

bahaviour was unacceptable to them. Since the women often loved their partners and wanted to 

stay with them. they would be convinced that their partnen would no longer be abusive when the 

men tried hard during the break ups and they would thus return. This theme is also demonstrated 

within the current literature. In MacLeod's (1987) Canadian study, it was determined that most 

people feel ambivalent when ending long tern relationships and that major change is always 

difficult, slow and haltingly undertaken. The resolution of ambivalence takes practice and must 

include a testing out of the available alternatives. The choice must be the woman's and it must be 

done at the woman's pace (MacLeod, 1987). Family Violence Prevention (1 993) writes that most 

women go through a stage of ambivalence, each in her own way. They add that the women may 

come to a resolution suddenly or gradually and that the women many return once or many times 

(Family, 1993). Thus, it would not be uncommon for women in these situations to attempt to end 

the relationship and then reconcile with their partner again. Breaking up and reconciling would be 

one step toward resolving their ambivalence. 

Themes related to current life worlds during abuse with these women appear to be 

Commitment to the Relationship, Societal Expectations in Relationships, JuM~caton of His 

Behaviour, Self Perception, Social Support and Ambivalence. As has been demonstrated in the 

extant literature, these themes have often been related to women in abusive relationships. 

The life worlds of many of the women within this study appear to have been strengthened 

or transformed somewhat during the abusive cycle of the'relati~nshi~. Even the two women who 
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did not have a prior life world which was conducive to accepting and condoning violence appear to 

have been somewhat shaken in their perception of the situation. Neither Jess nor Toni recognized 

or labeled the abuse initially. They stated that they dismissed the abuse as an anomaly, did not 

fear a repetition of it and although they experienced ambivalence about remaining in the 

relationship, they did end up staying. The other women also remained. Their self-esteem 

dropped, they accepted blame for the difficulties demonstrated and they justified his behaviour. 

The more committed to the relationship they were, the more it appeared that they were willing to 

accept his behaviour even though they did not like it. They even attempted to alter their own 

behaviour in an attempt to be 'good girls' and not upset their partner. The existing literature often 

confirms these same themes. Much information has been generated regarding commitment to 

relationships, minimizing and denying abuse, self-perception and ambivalence in relationships 

(Pagelow, 1981 ; MacLeod, 1987). An exception to the verification of the themes in the literature is 

the theme Societal Expectations in Relationships. Although many of the women discussed the 

impact of societal expectations on their relationship, they did not adhere to the beliefs that women 

ought to be dominated and men respected for their violent natures. In fact these women actively 

spoke out against these beliefs. It can be argued that the acceptable level of violence unique to 

each woman was in part developed in a society which does, to an extent, condone and even 

admire aggression in males. During the interview process however, the women did not attribute 

their acceptable violence levels to this reason but rather to their inexperience and to their own 

childhood experience with violence. Thus, at the time of this interview these women did not appear 

to conform to the beliefs that the normative nature of violence against women was one of the 

factors relating to them remaining in the relationship. This could be due to their having spoken of 

the situation retrospectively, to an increasing awareness of and unacceptabilily of violence within 

relationships or because the women were themselves unaware of how societal norms had indeed 

influenced their acceptance of abuse within interpersonal.relationships. 
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Wihin this cycle of the relationship, depending on the woman's prior Wen-for-granted' life 

worid, some of the women thus experienced a strengthening of their life world. If their self- 

perception had been negative initially, their self-perception was damaged even more. If they 

adhered to the traditional perspective of relationships, they made an exerted effort to conform to 

the roles assigned and expected of women. If the man's abuse did not fall out of their acceptable 

range of abuse, they did not question his behaviour. On the other hand, if Me women did not 

adhere to a life world when abuse was accepted, they did not undergo a transition per se, but they 

did appear to be experiencing doubts about themselves and the situation which they had never 

before encountered and which was causing them to question their own Yaken-for-granted'. This 

appears to be consistent wlth Berger and Luckmann's (1969) theory that current life worlds are 

challenged by previously unknown and unaccepted occurrences in life, leading to the individual 

questioning their own life worid. 
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LIFE WORLD AT THE END OF THE RELATIONSHIP 

17. Life Wodd at the End of the Relationship 
17.1 Physical iocation 
17.2 More Changes in Social Suppolt 
17.3 More Changes in Self-Perception 

17.3.a) Self-Esteem 
17.3.b) Fear of Being Alone 

17.4 Changing Perception of Relationship 
17.4.a) Fear of His 8ehaviour 
17.4.b) Fear of Entrapment 
17.4.c) Altering Perception of Relationship 

17.5 Evasiveness 
17.6 Final Break Up 

17.6.a) Challenges to Life World 
17.6.b) 'CiicK Moments 
17.6.c) New World 
17.6.d) Critical Incidents 
17.6.e) Final Break Up 

As the women came closer to ending their relationship permanently, their perception of the 

situation was changed. It is during this point in their stay-leave decision making process that 

women's 'taken-for-granted' was challenged leading to a transformation in their life world. The 

women no longer perceive their relationship, partner and the abuse in the same manner that they 

had previously perceived them. It is at this point that they can start to leave the relationship. 

Many of the women stated that through the changes they were experiencing, they realized that 

another world existed. Some of the women experienced a critical incident regarding abuse, while 

many of the women stated that there was one specific moment when somsthing 'clicked' and they 

realized that they had to end the relationship. A few of the women ended the relationship simply 

because they had reached a point of saturation and could no longer endure the abuse. Themes 

were once again examined and extracted in order to determine if there were commonalities 

amongst the women. Within this cycle of the relationship; six categories were established. These 



common themes were Physical Location, Perception of Self, Social Support, Perception of 

Relationship, Evasiveness and the Final Break Up. 

1 7.1 Physical Location 

Within this study, change in the physical location of either the woman or her partner was 

indicated as being relevant in the transformati~n of the life worlds in many of the narratives that 

were shared by the participants. This change in location acted as a catalyst for the women in their 

decision making process to terminate the relationship. Although Amanda and Heather experienced 

the change in location as negative, thus increasing their vulnerability to the abusive situation, five 

of the women eventually found that a change in their physical location, whether they remained in 

close proximity to the abuser or not, allowed them more options in their life, increased their social 

support system and brought them to the realization that another world existed. Bolding within this 

section is aimed at drawing attention to the change in physical location and the benefas that were 

experienced because of this change. 

Nathalie moved from Ontario to Calgary. On her arrival, she moved into residence and 

met many new people who proved eventually to be very supportive. 

28. ...y eah, so I came out here and .... ... and I lived in res ... so that really helped ... cause I 
had a whole bunch of new people I met and I could hang out with them and it was no big 
deal. .. 

Elisabeth experienced a change in location when she transferred to another high school. 

At this school, she made new friends who were supportive of her and she quickly came to realize 

that she didn't have to endure her partner's controlling behaviour. 

38. but as I ... especially once I switched schools and I had some new friends and stuff like 
that and I was doing better in school ..and and not being picked on, I realized ... like I don't ... 
I can do better than this .... cause you know, he'd already started to become really possessive 
and stuff .... . 

Amanda, although not experiencing a change in her physical location, she experienced 



this realization when she started working in her profession in the new city in which she had 

previously been isolated. The distance from her partner allowed her to redevelop her sense of self 

which had been lost when the couple first moved to their new home. In addition, following her 

critical incident, she had set a date to leave the town in which they lived. This set date helped her 

to maintain her resolve about the finality of the relationship. 

148. I was starting to see it because, cause I was working.. cause I , cause I avoided 
him ... cause I spent hours a day without him..- and then you know, if you don? see him for you 
know, 48 hours then suddenly see somebody, you know, you have 48 hours to come back . 
to who you used to be...and then you just see it for a glimpse, just for a moment and 
then it's gone ... and then you're back into that feeling sorry for yourself.. of hating yourself ... 
but not having enough money, not having enough strength, not having enough energy to do 
anything about it.. 

170. .... he said "when the hell are you getting out?" ... and 1 just had a date in my 
head ... I said.. "October 25th" ... I don't know why I said that, I was thinking, I must have 
thought about it before ... because that would be the day that I got my second pay cheque ... 

172. ... that date was in my head... . I'm leaving I told him ... it was really weird.. . things 
actually got calmer because I was leaving, the pressure was off, we didn't have to make it 
work anymore ... 

Isabella's partner was forced to transfer schools and thus moved to another crty. Following 

his change in location, she was able to break away from his coercive behaviour. The couple grew 

apart. Although she does not believe that the distance was the only reason she ended the 

relationship, she stated that it was a major factor. lsabella felt that starting university, another 

change in location, was also very positive for her as it was an accepting environment and she was 

able to more fully develop herself. 

34. ... and that summer he found he was.. he had to take a dean's vacation because his 
grades were very, very bad .... so, I mean I was .. devastated ... because that would mean we 
wouldn't be together the next year because he couldn't go back to (the univentty city) .... and he 
decided to apeopley to a community college in another city and go there and try to you 
know, make up his grades or whatever ... 
38. ... but I think that was the year that we definitely grew apart a lot ... and so .... 
39. ... in the end what decided my sort of leaving the relationship mentally ..more than 
physically but both .... was that ... the distance we had in that second year which allowed me to 
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sort of be away from his games, and control and coercions ... 
184. cause he gave me that opportun ity... and I do think that even if he hadn't moved 
away, I would have broken it off, it just probably would have taken a little longer ... 

93. ...j ust because I had gone to universi ty... and I found that a really good 
environmen t... um..you know ... ..... in university, I found I really belong ad... 

Anne deliberately stayed with friends rather than her foster family the final time that she 

left. She traveled with her friends, and 'imposed her own isolation' from her partner. In order to 

maintain her transformation, she moved to Calgary from Ontario. 

Anne: 109. so that time I did .... l deliberately was, stayed at my friend's rather than 
at the foster family ... l stayed next door with my girlfriend ... and her husband ... ..and so I 
imposed sort of my own restriction this time, my own isolation from him .... and just 
thought .... l need to have a good time ... so I went with her and her husband down to visit all his 
relatives and they were French and whatever and just had a great time ... hee hee ... like letting 
loose and I drank too much and whatever ... and I was like, I just really needed to do that 
finally and be free.. 
326. ... so then I tried to phone him the night I finally had a ride lined up ... ... and then 
the next day the guy that I was getting a ride out west with, we stopped there and I went 
... and he was home .... .... and I, I'm leaving ... I'm going out west ... that's k..final... 

Within this study, the women appear to have experienced a new world when they were 

distanced from their partner. Many of them increased their social network and began to develop a 

new or previously lost sense of seif. Within the abuse literature however, this theme has not been 

discussed as being a relevant factor in a woman's decision making process. Berger and 

Luckmann (1 966) however, state that in order for the 'taken-for-granted' existence to be 

challenged, a new environment including new cohabitants is often most effective in this aspect. In 

order to undergo a transformation in the life world, re-socialization must occur. They state that the 

most potent way to challenge a life world is through the presentation of a plausible structure 

(Berger & Luckrnann, 1966). For many of the participants in this study, the plausible structure 

appears to have been introduced when they had changed their physical locations. 
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Whether or not the women moved location, many of the participants at this point in their 

relationship found that they had a much larger support network to whom they could turn for advice, 

distance themselves from their partner or develop a new way of relating to people. Often the 

women found new perspectives in the newly found social support system. Some of the women, 

such as Nathalie, stated that without the social support she received. she would probably not have 

left her abuser. As such, great transitions in their life worlds were able to occur, partly in relation to 

the social support received by the women. 

Nathalie: 34. and..yeah, and then, so it took 3 days before I finally broke up with him .... 
and it was ... it was good.. the girl who was in charge of my floor, she was a nuns.... and 
uh .... she had seen me.. and she's like, 'either you been puttin' on your make-up really bad or 
something happened' ... and I was walking around just shaking .... well, I had a big huge black 
eye ... so I showed her my bruises and stuff and he had phoned a couple times ... 

153. .. but I knew that was ... the biggest thing ... was the support. 

1 44. N: all the support from res. yeah ... 
146. N: that would be the only thing.. Cause I was scared. 
147. D: so you would have stayed with him cause you were scared? 
148. N: yup. I would have.. I'd probably still be with him now. 

Elisabeth: 92. ... and that was part of when I switched schools .. and you know I started 
making a lot of friends ... 
64. it was scary ... I was really starting to get frightened by it... ... some of my friends that 
knew w e n  starting to get worried and I realized that it was sort of ...it was something I was 
just going to have to do .... that's what made the decision a liMa bit easier ... because my 
friends kept saying you know .... you can't live your life like this .... 

Heather: 119 yeah ... and I mean. .. when James and I would fight you know. .. I started 
talking to my girl friends and you know, like do you guys fight? and hey would say yeah ... 
like the ones Mat said. yeah we fight are in the same situation that I was in ... .. but like B. and 
G.... they have the absolute best marriage.. and 8. said. Heather we never fight ... 
121 yeah ... and you know with them ... they respect each other ... I know James never 
respected me. .. (yeah) ... you know ... you know, he would put everybody else ahead of me... 
you know.. 

Amanda: 79. ... I found out that a girl that I graduatd from university actually l ies in 
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Peace River and she's an art major and 
81. and I contacted her and we started hanging out a little bit and she showed me around 
Peace River ..... 

140. and Faye would always be sitting there and we'd talk and she'd always give me.. 
like we'd try and figure it out .... like why is he doing this ... why could this be ... what's he 
thinking..you know. ... we'd always ... you know, try and help, by and fu it... 

Isabella: 40. I definitely made a lot more friends that year .... so I had a much, much 
better support system and even though I never really confided in anybody about it at that 
time, I think that gave me the strength to eventually break it oft... 

167. ... I think social support is the big one ... 
168. I didn't really figure this out ti1 much later of course, but I think it makes the biggest 
difference-.for me it did ... because I, I kind of lost my sense of what is real or what is right 
or wrong in the relationship because I only had the one person .... telling me what is right 
and wrong and what's real and isn't real .... and I just lost my whole sort of sense of 
like ... standards ... and I couldn't really see, like different opinions ... and that's what social 
support gave me ... was being able to see that other people don't live like this and it's not okay 
and it's okay to be a different kind of woman. and still have friends and boyfriends and so on ... 
170. exactly, seeing other people's relationships which were healthy or even in 
which the woman was very dominant or whatever ... that was just an eye-opener for me and it 
gave me a lot of strength ... 

175. ..... but I think just having people around that were different and weren't 
abusive towards me ... that I could see other ways of relating to people ... 
Louise: 116. I had befriended this one girl who was adually a couple years younger 
than me but you know..it was like ...I had people to be around ... l had social interaction .... 
and I had normal social and human interaction .... and all of a sudden I had fun again ... 
and you know and I started noticing the opposite sex again ... and I would chat with 
them ... and I wasn't flirtatious with them, you know I wasn't sending the wrong signals ... l wasn't 
being disloyal to Gr eg.... 

Six of the women within this study indicate that associating with new friends offered them 

new insights and perspectives about their situations and life in general. Their isolation as such had 

been broken and they were no longer solely dependent on their partners for information about what 

is acceptable within relationships. This theme is supported within the current literature. Moore 

(1 979) stated that women are far more likely to leave an abusive relationship if they have a system 

of support for leaving. This support can come in the form of personal relations and friends, or it 

can come from outside help such as shelters, churches or women's groups. Ultimately, these 
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sources must communicate to tf.te woman that the abuse is not her fault and that she doesn't need 

to live with it. Kirkwood (1 993) stated that many women become aware of personal changes within 

themselves as the relationship continues. They realize that they have become increasingly 

isolated. They, in comparing their current self to their past self, recognize significant negative 

changes in their decision-making abilities and daily functioning abilities. Kirkwood (1 993) states 

that one of the most important factors bringing women to the point of reviewing and comparing her 

perception of current self to her past self, is an increase in social support. 

17.3 More Changes in Self Perception 

At this point in the relationship, many of the women in this study started to discuss 

changes in their self-perception. They began to feel more confident in who they were, 

experiencing gains in their self-esteem. Suddenly, they perceived that more options were available 

to them and many of the women discussed no longer feeling afraid to be alone. Within this theme, 

two sub-categories have been extracted. They are Self-Esteem and Fear of Being Alone. 

17.3.a) Self-Esteem 

Some of Me participants shared that at Me end of their relationship, their self-efesteem was 

much higher than it had been either before or during the relationship. In having met new people 

and realizing that they could be accepted as they were, some of the women developed a new 

confidence in themselves. Other women found that in moving back into the work force, they were 

able to redevelop their self-esteem which had been lost during the humiliating abusive incidents 

with their partners. Another woman noted that although she doubted her selfesteem temporarily 

during the first abusive incidents, she quickly overcame this doubt and ended the relationship. 

Toni, who had not suffered from low self-esteem initially but who also had doubts when the 

abuse started to happen, felt that it was her self-esteem that helped her to get out of the 

relationship so quickly. 
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82. actually for me urn .... I , I've always been brought up with healthy input of building my own 
self-esteem ...so um ... going into it ...g reat .... when it happened. I was like ... eehhh.. but I think it 
was my selfasteem that actually helped me get out of it cause ... by the time I got back to 
Calgary, I was like ... this is NOT going on .... like I am NOT going anywhere.. like .... I'm not worth 
it.. like ... I'm not worth THIS ... like I'm worth better than that .... so .... urn ... that type of 
esteem maybe probably helped me to just finally say .... like this is IT!! 

For Amanda, getting a job in her field allowed her to redevelop her strength in herself. 

Acknowledging that there were men in the world who found her interesting was also beneficial to 

her se If-image. 

119. .... 1 got a job ... It was.. I was so excited.. I heard.. I saw this job in the newspaper 
that they needed a teacher .... and I phoned them up and I went there and I met the principal 
and they gave me the job within an hour ... ... and I had my porffolio together ... which I actually 
finished while I was in Peace River ... I think that maybe had a lot to do with me feeling 
stronger ... cause I had to finish this portfolio for this interview and I had to do it really fa st.... 

138. .. and Faye and I would go to Sharks ...... and uh, I liked being there ... cause I'd 
meet people ... and I'd meet ...y ou know I'd actually meet men who were interested in me ... 

lsabella stated that while her boyfriend was in a different cRy, she grew much stronger. In 

addition, while the couple was temporarily broken up, lsabella had a 'fling' with another man. She 

stated that this allowed her to realize that another world existed outside of her life wnh her 

controlling partner. 

44. urn ... so I think in a lot that way, I was becoming stronger and we were arguing a lot on 
the phone.. because I just wasn't going along with whatever he said anymore ... 

107. I mean, by then I think I had just changed soo much .... that I couMnYt believe 
that I had let myself do all that stuff and get into all that.. relationship crap with him ... and I'm 
also .... sometimes I, I still don't believe it... It's hard yeah 

43. and I think at that time, but I mean, I think by then I had already, because I was able to 
break away from him and have .... this fling with this other guy ... that I thought ... them is 
another world out the re... and I can have fun and I can make my own decisions ... and .... 
it was really starting to suck to have that control .... you know, over me ... 

Louise, while taking a two week break from her partner, stated that she suddenly felt 

happy again. Her self-confidence soared and she too realized that people existed in this world who 

would not treat her as her abusive partner did. 



Louise: 150. ... during that week, I didn't even notice that he wasn't there you know ... I 
walked to the bus stop the next morning to go to school and it was like this HUGE weight had 
been lifted off my shoul ders... like the air smelled fresher ... I heard the birds singing .... I 
mean it sounds really corny, I was just so much more aware... of ..all this stuff ... my 
surroundings ... everything that I was oblivious before ... and it was just great .... 

151. and then ... there was this guy Mat I really liked ... 

153. and the day after, the day after I um ... after this whole episode with Greg I put on this 
little white dress and I went up to this guy I liked and I said ... hey ..you want to go for a 
walk ... and we started talking..dnd I had never approachad anyone befolt... and it's like...l 
had all of this courage all of a sudden. .. 
154. and you know, we hit it off right away ... and it was great..and I mean, I knew I 
wanted to be with him .... and ... when I was writing in my diary ... I had never met been with 
anybody in wodd other than Greg and there were NICE people in Me world .... I didn't have to 
settle for less.. I didn't have to settle for this guy .... there were OTHER people you know.. 

The participants in my study indicated that their self-esteem had improved toward the end 

of their relationship. They felt stronger and were more sure of themselves. One woman stated that 

she felt courageous for the first time in her life. These changes were related to the women 

developing a stronger social network, returning to the working world and thus redeveloping a sense 

of self which had been lost during the relationship, and simply reaffirming that one was not worthy 

of abuse. The theme of improved self-esteem is well documented in the extant literature. Self- 

concept and role expectations of others often influence what is considered to be an intolerable 

level of violence by family members (Gelles, 1979). Thus, as the woman's self-concept becomes 

stronger and more positive, she will no longer believe that an abusive relationship is allowable and 

will be more likely to end the relationship. Moore (1979) stated that women in abusive 

relationships often suffer from low self-esteem and that in increasing their self-evaluation, they are 

more able to end an abusive relationship. Thus improvement in self-esteem appears to be a very 

relevant theme for women moving toward leaving an abusive relationship. 

17.3.b) Fear of Beina Alone 

Many of the women had indicated a fear of being alone both before and during their 



relationship with the abuser. At the termination of the relationship, three of the women stated that 

this fear no longer existed for them. As the women indicated that they were no longer afraid to be 

alone, it demonstrates that a transformation in their acceptance of traditional relationships, at least 

within this situation, has occurred. Highlighting is used in order to emphasize the women's change 

in perception regarding her previous fear of being alone. 

Elisabeth, Nathalie and Sarah indicate that they have come to a point in their life that they 

are no longer afraid to be alone. This fear has been overcome to the point that even if they are 

permanently alone, they would be happier than they were with their pamer. 

Elisabeth: 207. ... that before we broke up ....y ou know, I had made a conscious 
decision..you know, I don't care if anybody wants me or not.. I'd rather be alone than be 
like this ... that was a conscious decision... 

Nathalie: 181. uh ... for the first little while I thought ... maybe I was just being over- 
reactive and ... maybe I should just go back and then after a while ... I thought ..you know what 
. . . . if that, I'd rather be alone for the rest of my life... 

Sarah: 13.1 don't ... I really don't.. urn .... I think I just ... I think I just thought ... you know.. 
there's someone better out there for me... I ... I am going to be happier ... and if there 
isn't ... then fine. .. I'll be on my own .... but no.. I just ... finally I said., enough is enough ... 

Louise indicated that she was no longer afraid to end her relationship with her abusive 

partner because she had found somebody else with whom she could spend time. She fully 

acknowledges that her fear of being alone was not transformed completely. Her fear of being 

alone was erased because she was not going to be alone. 

Louise: 124. .... but you know it was interesting I look back now and it's interesting 
to that I only managed the courage to dump Greg when I knew that the guy I had my 
sights on liked me....... and it was when I knew I had another guy in the wings was when I 
finally felt like I could dump him ... 

Within this study it is apparent that some of the women underwent a full transformation of 

their previous fears to be alone. They stated that they would rather be alone than remain with their 

abusive partner. This demonstrates a rejection of the traditional roles which have often been 

absorbed from our parents and society. These women are thus no longer fulfilling the badional 
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female expectation of attempting to many and have children at all costs. This theme has a h  been 

supported within the literature. Moore stated that when women come to the realization that they do 

not need a man to survive, they will be more capable of leaving the relationship (Moore, 1979). 

Thus, in recognizing their own independence and strength women will be more capable of making 

a decision to end an abusive relationship. Dobash 8 Oobash (1 979) state that in order to end a 

relationship, the women must overcome the deeply ingrained beliefs that marriages should be held 

together at all costs. This too can be apeopleied to relationships in which the women feel a deep 

commitment to the relationship. In addition, Choice and Lamke (1997) state that often women will 

undergo a paradigmatic shift in their thinking during the relationship. These women, who initially 

have a strong couple identification will shift their beliefs to one of survival. As such, even the fear 

to be alone can be overcome for these women. 

The themes of self-esteem and fear of being alone have been identified in the analysis of 

the ten women in this study as important to the decision-making process to stay in or leave an 

abusive relationship. As a woman's self-esteem is improved, her courage to live a life on her own 

appears to be strengthened. Thus, as the woman's perception of herself and her abilities to 

function successfully without the aid of a partner are strengthened, she becomes more confident in 

her decision to end an abusive relationship. 

17.4 Changing Perception of Relationship 

Within this cycle of the relationship, many of the women started to interpret their 

relationship differently than they had initially. Some of them started to exhibit a fear of being 

trapped in the relationship. Others began to be fearful of their partners behaviour rather than 

dismissing it simply as an anomaly which would not reoccur. Other participants stated that 

because of either changes in their personal l ie or increased contact with others, their partner's 

behaviour suddenly became intolerable. Many of the women stated that during this time, they 
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came to the realization that 'another world existed out there1, thus indicating a potential life world 

transformation, allowing they accepted the new world as their own. This categoty is comprised of 

three sub-categories which have been labeled Fear of His Behaviour, Fear of Entrapment, and 

Altering Perception of Relationship. 

17.4.a) Fear of His Behaviour 

Six women stated during their interviews that they had become fearful of their partners 

behaviour. This fear had developed following abusive incidents by their partners for four of the 

women while for two, it was the threat of violence which was frightening. For some the increased 

severity of the abuse was related to their developing fear. The level of fear they held in relation to 

their partners lead them to perceive their relationship and their partner dierentfy. Bolded 

statements are used to identify the woman's fear of her partner and how this was related to her 

decision to leave the relationship. 

Elisabeth stated that her partner's escalation in controlling and manipulative behaviour 

created an increased fearfulness in her which lead her to make the decision to end the relationship. 

64. it was scary ... I was really starting to get frightened by it... ... some of my friends that 
knew were starting to get wonied and I realized that it was sort of ...it was something I was 
just going to have to do .... that's what made the decision a little bit easier ... because my 
friends kept saying you know .... you can't live your life like this .... 

184. .... you know, it just kept escalating from there... and they were such baby 
steps ... at the time, I didn't see it, but I look back ... and it was ... what was I thinking??? 

Toni's and Jess' fear developed following the previous abusive incidents. In having come 

to the realization that his behaviour had not been a one time incident, these women began to fear 

that he would once again become violent when he became irate at another time. 

Toni: 12. ...... and here we are walking, seclusion, middle of no where and then I urn... I kind 
of freaked out cause I remembered when he hit rw and I was just like ... oh my gosh, this is 
starting again. 

16. so, he looked at me. .. well, he just stared at me for about ... I don't know ... 2-3 minutes.. it 
just felt like a long time. And I didn't want to move... I didn't want to make a move ... I didn't 
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want to .... bring on anything that was going to seem like I was trying to get away or 
whatever, and so then he let me go. 

Jess: 24. .... 1 was uh thinking that this relationship had to end and I started thinking 
about getting out of it.... like he started saying.. assuming that I was trying to b m k  it off 
and urn. uh ... and wanted to talk about it and wanted to ...y ou know was asking 'are you 
leaving ... uh..why won't you tell mew..and uh .... like, I didn't want to talk about it and for one 
thing at this point I was getting scared. .. 
21. urn .... uh okay.. urn ... I guess uh, it didn't happen, I mean I don't know often is often, but it 
didn't happen a whole lot but um ... I guess each time actually got worse. 

26. ... 1 don't wanna, you know, I don't want to talk to him about this with him face to 
face .... 

Anne stated that the final abusive incident inflicted by her partner was very scary for her 

because she thought that he was going to kill her. It was following this incident that she ended her 

relationship with him. 

53. ... it got really scary.... the last time was scary for me cause I really thought he was 
going to choke me to death. and I just layed still and , and he passed out ... he was an 
 alcoholic...^^, he passed out ... and uh I just, I layed there for like two hours just really still, 
barely breathing but I knew if I just ... and then just waiting to know that he really was gone, 
passed out, solid that I could ye &....extricate myseif from .... he was lying on top of me on the 
couch .... and just like choking me with his arms ... and then 1 had his hands around the back of 
my neck so 1 was ..had to sort of slither out of all that and then just .... wheww ... ran....ran out 
of the house ... and went to a neighbour and ...g ot a ride out of town... 

47. ... it ...it accelerated and was happening more and more often. so maybe like that was 
6 months so then maybe it was like ... 2 months later and then you know another 2 months and 
then down to a month ... most every month 

150. and he finally got a job doing what .... like he really was an artist ..... .... the artistic 
stuff sort of helped..(okay).. 
152. yeah..yeah .... it was more severe ... but maybe tcss often 

Amanda's fear of Sean grew as he became increasingly aggressive both with her and 

others. 

96. ...y ou know, and I'd ask him things about work and he wouldn't tell me ..or..held come 
home sometimes and tell me these stones that I didnlt really want to hear .... about how great it 
was to bash some guys head in at .... and like this guywas being a jerk, so Sean would slam 
him into the floor, like knocked his head into the concrete a couple of times .... and ... like I was 
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scared of Sean ... I really was. ... like he had this temper now ... and this aggressive side that 
I'd only seen occasionally ... 

115. ... and he ... like he knew all these moves..and it's kind of like how he did it was really 
subtle.. like it we were getting along and stuff, we'd be joking around and .. maybe we'd be like 
play fighting or something like that but then he'd, he'd like let me show you this move ... and 
he'd like whip me around and have me in some sort of a lock ... and I couldn't get out and fw 
wouldn't, I'd be like .... okay ... you know, that's enough ... ha ha ... and he'd just hang on... 
like ext..like longer ... and it'd be like just showing me... like proving to me that he was better, 
like dominant.. and, and that scared me ... that freaked me out.. 

Isabella's feared that her partner would hit her when he became angry. 

30. urn. .. I would get scared when he would get angry about certain things..like finding 
out that I, you know talked, talked to a guy that was you know, a friend of mine ... 1 mean 
scared to the point of..being scared that he would hit me or something like that ... 

The women thus indicate a fear of their partner's potential to hurt them. They are fearful 

for their own safety. Some of the women indicate that their fear of their partner is one of the 

reasons that they left the relationship. As the seventy of the violence was augmented, they 

increasingly became more fearful for their own safety. Kirkwood (1 993) stated that fear and set- 

preservation are often involved in a woman's decision making process to leave an abusive 

relationship. She asserted that when women come to the realization that they have personally 

changed in a negative manner over time or when they begin to fear the immediate danger of her 

partner's actions, they are motivated into taking action to stop the further deterioration and I or 

destruction of themselves. 

1 7.4. bl Fear of Entraoment 

As the relationship became more serious in nature Eiisabeth, Anne and Sarah expressed a 

fear of being trapped in this situation. The escalation of desired commitment on the part of their 

partners and in Elisabeth's case, her partner's family, lead them to the decision to end the 

relationship. These women ultimately knew that they did not want to be in this relationship and 

they feared their life if they remained with them. This fear of entrapment was related to a 

distancing from their partners and was relevant in their decision making process regarding ending 



the relationship. It must be noted that none of the women in this study were mamed. Thus, fear of 

entrapment in the relationship was a viable fear for them whereas. had they already made a legal 

commitment to the partner, this theme may not have been developed. Highlighting is meant to 

indicate pressure from the partner for an increase in commitment and the woman's response to this 

pressure. 

Elisabeth: 230. .. we had gone over to his, I had gone over for dinner one night and men 
his parents were like.. have you told her and he was like ... no ... and I'm like ... oh god ... now 
what?? and they're like ... well, we told Brad that we would pay for half of your grad 
dress. ..and I was like ... well, that's nice ... cause that's just the kind of people they were. .. so 
that didn't strike me as being too strange ... and then then they said but you have to get 
married in it.. 

134. well I think one thing too that uh scared me... was because all of a sudden I was in 
grade 12 ...y ou know so ... I wouldn't necessarily have been able to say ... you know, I have to 
go back to school and ... you know, I would have been 18,1 would have been grown up so 
I couldn't say that I couldn't move out yet.. you know, so I would have been even fumer 
stuck in it. 

239. ... as I got older and he started pressuring me more and more to have sex ... and I 
thought if I have a kid with him, I, I'm toast ... cause he'll never be out of my life ... 

Sarah: 11 .and near the end ... the end ... he had decided that he had wanted to get mamed ... 
and I just ... I ..we had a few arguments about it because I thought ... I think I knew deep 
down ... that this wasn't what I wanted ... so we had a few arguments about $...but finally we 
did actually, we did actually set a wedding date and I got a dress... and ... just one day ... I 
just had a feeling ... this is not real ...... and then shortly, it was a few months after that .... and I 
jus t... one day ... l just though t... no... 

17. yeah ... I don't recall anything major happening .... I just ... l just urn... don't know.. this is a 
mistake ... something hit me like a tonne of bricks.. no, this is wrong ... this is a mistake ... 

Anne: 57. ... um my boyfriend Scott had told Tim that we were going to get rnamed and 
you know you'll have to come back home for the wedding and everything and ... and just like 
we'd talked about marriage before and all..you know ... it's kind of yeah, yeah sort of thing .... but 
when I heard him actually tell someone else, like tell his best friend basicaify, then that 
scared me and I just thought oh .... my God ...am I going to live the rest of my life like this? 
Am I going to bring children into this relationship ... that you know ... what's it going to be 
next time? you know ... he's choking me to dea th... ..... is he going to be like my father and 
start beating my kids? you know like ... no thank you .... no, no, no, no, no. 



These three women demonstrate a fear of being trapped in a relationship which they find 

unacceptable. Their perception of the relationship has been transformed and they no longer find 

that the positives they initially received from their partner were substantive enough to overcome the 

negatives that they were also receiving. It appears that this theme has not been investigated in the 

literature as one of the motivations for women to leave an abusive relationship. Since the majonty 

of the extant literature examining stay 1 leave decisions focus on women who are either married or 

living with their partner, a fear of increasing their commitment and thus becoming entrapped within 

the relationship may not have been determined. Two of the women within this study who indicated 

this fear however, were living with their partner at the time. It was the fear of taking the next step in 

commitment, that of marriage, which lead the women to reflect on their partnership with the abuser. 

l7.4.c.) Alterinq Perce~tion of relations hi^ 

Many of the women found that as they changed, often becoming stronger and more 

confident in themselves, their perception of the relationship was also modified. It was at this point 

in the relationship that many of the women started to feel dissatisfied and began to think about 

leaving the relationship permanently. Highlighted phrases indicate events leading to changes in a 

woman's perception regarding the relationship. 

Elisabeth stated that due to changes within herself, her location and with a growing 

resentment of certain aspects of the relationship, she realized that her opinion about the 

relationship itself was changing for the worse. 

68. just because I mean... between 14 and 17,l think you do a lot of maturing .... and just 
um ... you know like before the town where I had been going to school when I met him was a 
small Vile red neck town ... you know, you don't have much of a perspective on things, but 
when then I went to Russia and then I switched schools and ...y ou know, there was a lot 
more people and a little bit bigger town and ... little bigger perspective and you know, I 
realized that ... what I thought I wanted when I was 14 wasn't what I wanted at all.... 

87. 1 think that was part of what had already made ma change my mind (about dating 
Brad).. because I had always regretted coming home (fmm being an exchange student in 
Russia) ... 



Toni stated that the abuse itself lead her to view the relationship differently. Following the 

fint abusive incident, she believed it was an anomaly and would not reoccur, however following 

the second incident, she knew the relationship must end. 

88. ... it was up to a point that I was like ... okay you know uh ... I'm still in Mis relationship ... it's 
not the end ... like I didn't think about ending yet..like the fint tirne that he hit me... so I was 
like.. 'ohhh" ... like just how do I deal with this NOW because I wasn't thinking about the 
whole thing ending ... by the second tirne, it was like ... this is ENDING ... how do I do 
that??? 

Heather's perception of the relationship became more negative because of the violence. 

She realized also that nothing she did was ever good enough, so rather than continuing to try to 

change her behaviour to control the abuse, she stopped trying. 

448 ... 1 think that the fint time he hit me.. the good times still outweighed the bad ti w... 
and then ... late towards the end. .. it was just bad.. 

289 and um .... you know and then even when we moved in together .... we had dreams ... we 
had goals.. you know.. and then you know it was like ... how can you tell me you love ms 
and then hit me? 

18 .... I don't know and then it was like we were ... try .... to make things better .... if you don't 
like the way I cook, you cook. If you don't like the way I clean, you cle an... 

20 ... I knew that .... there's nothing I can do that's good enough. so, why bother ttying? 

Amanda stated that after having established a career, she knew that she would be able to 

leave the relationship. Both financially and because she had been distanced from him for short 

periods of time, she felt she was able to 'come back to who she used to be'. Whereas previously 

she had tried to alter her behaviour to please Sean, she now started to rebel and act against him. 

This was her only way of 'empowering' herself. 

3. yeah, I just had something else to focus on ... and be in the real world again, away from 
him and away from the house ... from there, I could make up my mind...like within three 
weeks of me having had the job teaching, I knew that I could just, I could leave, I could 
finally leave. Cause I was gonna have the many..... could finally save together cause of the 
job .... and then I just , I came back, like ME came back ... it was really weird. (yeah) ... cause 
I'd lost myself during the whole ..thing.. it was just,. really weird, really weird. 
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148. I was starting to see it because, cause I was working.. cause I , muse I avoided 
him ... cause I spent houn a day without him ... and then you know, if you don't see him for you 
know, 48 houn then suddenly see somebody, you know, you have 48 hours to come back 
to who you used to k...and then you just see it for a glimpse, just for a moment and 
then it's gone ... and then you're back into that feeling sorry for yourself.. of hating yourself. .. 
but not having enough money, not having enough strength, not having enough energy to do 
anything about it.. 

264. .. I think I started not doing what he want ed.... like I started wearing the same outfit 
twice in a row... 

266. well, I started doing stuff like that.. it caused problems ... it ... but that was my way of 
rebelling ... that was my only way of feeling empo wered.... doing little things ... not cleaning 
the house.. not doing the laundry ... like one time, I only folded my own clothes .... not his.. 

Isabella asserted that from having had a 'fling' with another man while she and her partner 

had been broken up temporarily, she came to the realization that 'there is another world out there'. 

She indicated that his control was no longer tolerable. 

42. urn. one thing that happened was when we were broken up I had, I got involved with 
another guy ... 
43. and I think at that time, but I mean, I think by then I had already, because I was able to 
break away from him and have .... this fling with this other guy ... that I thought ... there is 
another world out there ... and I can have fun and I can make my own decisions ... and.... 
it was really starting to suck to have that control .... you know, over me... 

Louise recognized the signs of abuse within her relationship and knew that she had to take 

action. She was in a state of ambivalence but one day, woke up with all the answers. While taking 

a two week break from her relationship, she too came to the realization that she could meet people 

who would treat her differently than her boyfriend had. 

94. but I mean... all the warning signs wen, the =...and I knew, I knew pretty much that I had 
to take action ..... 
115. and then, .... all of a sudden, I don't know what happened but somehow things just got 
better towards April ..... ... maybe some hormone in my brain reacted so that I looked at things 
in a more positive light ... I don't know what .... but one day I woke up in the morning ... and it 
was like .... all of a sudden 1 had all the answers .... 
154. ... when I was writing in my di ary... I had never met been with anybody in world other 
than Greg and there w e n  NICE people in the world.... I didn't have to wttk for krr.. I 
didn't have to settle for this guy .... them were OTHER people you know.. 



155. and it was just this stunning revelation for me... I had never realized Lhat .... a d  I 
mean ... you know, there are 6 billion people in the world and 3 billion of them are men 
and they're not all like him .... you know. it was just amazing ... it was just an amari-ng week .... 

Anne, although not acknowledging that she no longer deserved to be abused, did realize 

that in continuing her relationship with her partner, she would be jeopardizing the safety of her 

futirre children. As such, her perception of the relationship changed because what was okay for 

her to endure, would not be acceptable for her future children to endure. 

63. 1 think I , I thought perhaps that I deserved it ...g iven my checkered past and my crappy 
childhood and .... whatever ... but I knew Damned well that children didn't deserve this. and 
I think that really was the key ... that there is no way ... cause I always blamed my mother ... and 
at some level I still do ... huh .... blame my mother for not protecting her children .... and I 
thought ... what kind of a woman ... let's a man ... take away her mother's instinct? what does a 
man do to take away a mother's instinct? and I just thought there is no way I'm letting this guy 
do this to me and that I'm going to repeat a cycle that my mother created and allowed for 
MY children ... and I have a sense of children because I'd already given a baby up for 
adoption ... 

The women in this study, for a number of often unique reasons, began to perceive their 

relationship differently than they had initially. Some of the women indicated that the abuse itself, 

either directed at them or the belief that it would one be directed at their future children, was 

sufficient in itself to alter their beliefs about their partner and their relationship. Other women 

stated that with a stronger support system and the realization that alternatives to their current 

situation existed, they began to doubt the value of their relationship. One final woman stated that 

the combination of a stronger support system and resulting changes of her own self-perception, 

she was able to break away from her partner. 

'Changes in perception of the relationship' has been supported within the current literature. 

Gelles (1 979) asserted that the decision to seek legal assistance is 'the result of a change in the 

wife's behaviour, not the husband's, because many wives report a history of marital violence when 

they did not seek assistance" (p. 96). Kirkwood (1 993) adds that women start to move away from 

abusive relationships when they come to realize that the abuse is beginning to have significant 
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negative effects on their lives. If they start to notice physical changes in themselves or they 

noticed themselves feeling especially 'weighed down', they were more likely to end the 

relationship. Greaves et.al. (1 988) indicate that a woman's decision to take action is not a "function 

of the absolute level of violence or deprivation a woman experiences but rather, of its degree 

relative to the hardships and u n c e ~ n t y  that the alternatives hold* (p.48). They add that changes 

in the expectations for improvement within the situation play a significant role in the assessment of 

risks and benefits to which a woman must attend (Greaves et.al.. 1988). Kirkwood (1 993) also 

states that women moving toward the end of the relationship may experience anger and fear in 

relation to the abuse and the damage that it has had and will have on their lives. Thus, self- 

presewation can be one factor moving women away from acceptance of the situation (Kirkwood, 

1993). As such, it can be concluded that fhe woman's perception of the relationship and the abuse 

has changed in some way. She is no longer willing to accept her partner's control and abuse but 

rather, fears the idea of being trapped in this relationship with him. Thus the woman's Yaken-for- 

granted' life world must have been challenged in some way in order for her to perceive the 

violence, which she has previously endured, in a different way. Moore (1 979) stated that women 

who lose hope that their partner will change have a better probability of leaving the relationship. 

Another positive indicator of the woman leaving her relationship is the woman's independence. 

Women who work have the financial means to care for themselves and they are exposed to other 

life worlds which are not consistent with the life world in which she been living. As such, her life 

wodd is challenged (Moore, 1979). Thus through the combination of an increased fear of her 

partner's behaviour, fear of entrapment within an unhappy relationship and an altering perception 

of the relationship, the women in this study often began to question their relationship with these 

abusive men. Their decision making process to abandon the relationship was thus effected by 

their overall changing perception of the relationship. 



1 7.5 Evasiveness 

Following their realization that their relationship was in turmoil, many of the women 

attempted to avoid their partner, either emotionally or physically. Avoiding their partner allowed 

them the much needed space to resolve any remaining ambivalence they were feeling in regard to 

the relationship. If the women were evading emotionally, it demonstrated an emotional distancing 

from the partner. They no longer wanted to be with the partner but their emotions were too strong 

to face so they began to intellectualize and become clinical in their appraisals of the situation. 

Bolding is used to emphasize the women's distancing from their partner. 

Toni stated that she knew that she had to tolerate the relationship until they were no longer 

at their camp but in the meantime, she spent as much time away from her partner as she possibly 

could. In addition, she distanced herself emotionally from the relationship, as it was too difficult to 

face at that time. 

71. yeah, in the place we were at, I thought.. you know, just tolerate it.. there cause I'm 
gonna have to see him. Except for the time afterwards, it's like ... you know where we just 
kind of ignored each other and avoided each other, more probably on my part than 
anything, but um, hat was kind of ... I don't know ... it was at least so I could go someplace 
else than to him for whatever I needed. ... It was more of a... distraction type thing.. like if I 
could get ... I was putting in more practice time than I was told to ... more concerts.. a lot of the 
concerts were free, so we'd be going to those and stuff...and uh, I'd be doing all those things 
you know ...y eah, hitting the library, whatever I could do in (a city) ... hike a bit .... 

86. it, it was more of like a ..cognitive like ... trying to THINK things out ..... not fad them ... 
because the feeling was... just, I didn't want to deal with that at All ... so it was more like this 
intellectualization of it all ... 

Heather, although continuing to live with her partner for financial reasons, attempted to 

avoid him until the time she was to leave. Unfortunately, his return from Mexico, where he had 

been working, was premature and she was forced to endure more abuse during this time. 

73 ... well, I decided to leave him ... he told me that he would be there for 45 days (in 
Mexico) ... because he wanted to make sure he was home for Christmas and New Year ... so 
then he said that if he came home the 15th of December he would leave on the 2nd of 
January.. . 
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75 .... and I thought well for two weeks, you know like I'm going home for Christmas I thought 
you know I can just avoid him .... that gives me another month, I can save some more money 
and then I'll be out by the end of January. (yup) well. he ended up coming home on the 
second of December ... and ... it was the worst ... 

Amanda stated that when she started teaching, she would stay at work late in order to 

avoid her partner. It was at this point that her decision-making process became vely cold and 

clinical as she was distancing herself emotionally from the situation. 

123. ... Like, I know that he would be working from .. he'd have to start work at 5 so I 
wouldn't come home ti1 530, cause I knew aat he'd be gone and I wouldn't have to be there ... 
I was working ... so I had a good reason .... and uh .... we just kind of started ignoring each 
other.. .. 
225. yeah, it was very cold, very clinical .... very strange 

Louise, when she had finally decided that she needed to take a break from her partner, 

stated that she 'totally detached herself from the situation" emotionally and physically. She knew at 

this point that the relationship had to end. 

143. and I don't want any physical contac t... and I am sooo drawn into myself. ... and 
he's sniveling beside me... and I am just dead. ... I am just sooo numb .... I'm so 
emotionless ... and I'm just sooo Clinical... I'm thinking about the stuff I have to do 
tomorrow .... totally detaching myself from the situation ... 

146. ... and I knew .... I knew right then that I needed to break up with him ... BUT when I 
told him that I needed to take a break .... 

In order to distance themselves from their partners and their situation, these four women 

attempted to avoid their partner both emotionally and physically. They began to intellectualize the 

situation and they also started to avoid their partner by taking breaks in the relationship, staying at 

work longer or simply being very busy. This may have been done for a number of reasons 

including an attempt to slowly break away from their partner before the final break up or because 

they had not yet come to the acceptance that the relationship would be terminated. The women 

may also have wanted time to sort through their emotions and clarify in their own minds what their 

next step should be. Abuse literature related to the theme of evasiveness was not found. Berger & 

Luckmann (1 967) however, state that in order for a womdn to transform her cunent life world she 
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must segregate themselves from the 'inhabitants' of the world they left behind. As such, the 

women's evasiveness of their partners before finalizing the end of the relationship may have been 

the beginning of their acceptance of their new life world. 

17.6 Final Break Up 

All of the women in this study eventually came to the realization that they could no long 

remain in their relationship. Their perception thus had been altered to the point of no longer 

accepting a relationship which they had once considered acceptable. Their life world had either 

undergone a transformation or the abuse itself, which had not been a part of their initial life world, 

was sufficient enough to lead them to leave their relationship. Berger & Luckrnann (1967) state 

that in order for this to occur, a woman's life world must first be challenged followed by a 

transformation of the current life world. Many of the women stated that they had experienced a 

critical point in the relationship, either with or without previously having experienced a general 

sense of saturation of their partner's behaviour. Some women stated that the control or Me 

abusiveness itself was enough to end the relationship thus indicating that a state of saturation was 

enough to terminate. Many of the women stated that something inside of them 'clickedt at the time 

they ended their relationship. This special moment of acknowledgment occurred in both women 

who experienced a critical incident and in those who simply became saturated. Each woman's 

unique experience of terminating the relationship was examined and within each themes which 

have been labeled Challenged, 'Click' Moments, New World, Critical Incidents and Final Break Up 

were identified. Prior to these themes which often cemented the decision to leave, the specific 

challenges leading the women to question their life wodd were discussed. 

17.6.a) Challenaes to t i e  World 

According to Berger & Luckrnann (1967) a woman's life world must be put into question 

before a transformation of the life world can occur. The women in the study all indicated that one 



incident lead them to initially question their life world. Following these challenges, other themes 

appeared to be relevant to the transformation and acceptance of the new life world. Bolded 

phrases are meant to indicate the relevant challenge to the woman. Common challenges which 

put their life world into question were seventy of abuse, increasing social support, changes in self- 

perception and future children. 

Jess and Toni indicated that the abuse itself was enough for them to leave the relationship. 

Abuse had not previousty been a part of their life world and they were not wiiling to assimilate it into 

a new life world. 

Jess: FB 2) 1 understand now that I always knew that 'Andrew's' behaviour was wrong. 
He was hurting me, and I became more uneasy as I learned that each event was more 
severe. t believe that it was this fear for my well-being that initiated my deparhrre. 1 was 
definitely conscious of acting in the interest of my physical and mental health. 

Toni: 88. ..like the first time that he hit me ... so I was like.. uohhhn...like just how do I deal 
with this NOW because I wasn't thinking about the whole thing ending ... by the second 
time, it was like ... this is ENDING ... how do I do that??? 

Nathalie's life world was challenged when the severity of the abuse increased to a level 

that was beyond what she considered acceptable. 

29. he got out of the car and he started heading toward the road .... and I was shaking ... so I 
got out of the car, and I started chasing after him and then he came back ... and I'd always said 
to him .... one of my dreams, cause I used to play soccer too, was that I'd always wanted to be 
punched ..... by a girl ... just wanted to get into a scrap.. but I never did and ... so he came up to 
me and said.. "you want a black eye, I'll give you a black eye" and he just hauled off and 
decked me .... I just stood there .... I couldn't believe he hit me .... 

Three of the women indicated that increasing social support lead to their realization that a 

new and better life could be found elsewhere. Decreases in isolation thus challenged their life 

worid. 

Elisabeth: 38. but as I ... especially once I switched schools and I had some new 
friends and stuff like that and I was doing better in school ..and and not being picked on, I 
realized ... like I don't ... I can do better than this. .. 
Louise: 116. I had befrianded this one girl who was actually a couple years younger 
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than me but you know..& was like ... l had people to be around ...I had social interaction .... 
and I had normal social and human interaction .... and all of a sudden I had fun again .... 
120. ... I started thinking ... thare's more to life than this ... 

Isabella: 168. ... I kind of lost my sense of what is real or what is right or wrong in 
the relationship because I only had the one person .... telling me what is right and wrong 
and what's real and isn't real .... and I just lost my whole sort of sense of like ... standards ... and I 
couldn't really see, like different opinions ... and that's what social support gave me... was 
being able to see that other people don't live like this and it's not okay and it's okay to be 
a different kind of woman, and still have friends and boyfriends and so on. .. 

Three of the women portrayed changes in self-perception as offering challenges to their 

current life worid. 

Amanda got a teaching job in the new ctty that they lived in. This allowed her to challenge 

the life wortd that she had been absorbing and redevelop the self she had been losing. 

3. ... and be in the real world again, away from him and away from the house ... from there, I 
could make up my mind ... like within three weeks of me having had the job teaching, 1 knew 
that I could just, I could leave, I could finally leave. Cause I was gonna have the money, could 
finally save together cause of the job and then I just , I came back, like ME came back ... it 
was really weird. ... cause I'd lost myself during the whole ..thing.. 

Sarah's life world was challenged as her wedding date approached and she was faced 

with the thought of continuing to live in an abusive world when she realized she was worth more. 

1 1. and near the end ... the end ... he had decided that he had wanted to get mamed ... and I 
just ... I ..we had a few arguments about it because I thought ... I think I knew deep down ... that 
this wasn't what I want ed... ... but finally we did actually, we did actually set a wedding date 
and I got a dress ... and ... just one day ... I just had a feeling ... this is not real ...... and then 
shortly, it was a few months after that .... and I just ... one day ... l just thought ... no ... 

13. there's someone better out there for me ... I ... I am going to be happier ... and if there 
isn't ... then fine ... I'll be on my own .... but no.. I just ... finally I said, enough is enough ... 

Heather's life worM was challenged when she realized her paftner was destroying her. 

Simultaneously her own fear of her reaction to his destruction of her challenged her life world to a 

greater extent. 

59. and he grabbed me by the hair and he dragged me across the room and he threw me 
out ... and so I walked around for a while and then I went back .... he let me in ... I went and had 
a shower ... and I thought .... you know, he's destroying me .... 
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back until one of us is dead ... and you know ... he did ... he came after me and I remember 1 
grabbed him by the throat and you know what. ..this is probably what s c a d  me the most... 
was my reaaion .... like it was 'I'm not scared of you anymore .... I'm not hu rt...' you 
know .... like I was so00 angry ... and I grabbed him and I grabbed him by the neck and I said. to 
him I said "if you want to kill me, you kill rne because I will not liw like this anymore" 

Anne's life world was challenged when she realized that the abuse could extend to her 

future children. 

63. 1 think I , I thought perhaps that I desewed it ...g iven my checkered past and my crappy 
childhood and .... whatever ... but i knew Damned well that children didn't deserve this. and 
I think that really was the key ... 

Following the challenges that lead to the women questioning their current life worlds, 

specific themes seemed to be common amongst the women. Sometimes the challenge would be 

the incident which kad to the woman deciding to leave whereas at other times, the challenge lead 

the women to question, but not leave the relationship. It was through the process of living other 

experiences which were not in accord with their newly questioned life world that the women were 

able to finally leave the relationship. 

17.6.b) 'Click' Moments 

Several women in this study indicated that something suddenly 'clicked' and they knew 

that they could no longer remain in their relationship. It was at that exact moment that the women 

came to the realization that they would end the relationship. Some of the women experienced this 

moment of acknowledgment during a critical incident between her and her partner while others had 

experienced it as a result of having been saturated and thus fed up with their partner's abuse. 

Highlighting has been used to iden* the women's 'click moments. 

In her preparations for her upcoming maniage with her partner. Sarah asserted that 

'something hit me like a tonne of bricks'. It was at this specific moment, even though nothing 

exceptional happened between her and her partner, that she knew she could no longer continue in 

the relationship. 
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1 1. and near the end ... the end ... he had decided that he had wanted to get married ... and I 
just ... I ..we had a few arguments about it because I thought ... I think I knew deep down ... that 
this wasn't what I wanted ... so we had a few arguments about it ... but finally we did actually, we 
did actually set a wedding date and I got a dress ... and... just one day ... I just had a 
feeling ... this is not real ...... and then shortly, it was a few months after that .... and I just..one 
day ... l just thought ... no... 

17. yeah ... I don't recall anything major happening .... I ju st... l just urn. .. don't know.. this is a 
mistake ... something hit me like a tonne of bricks.. no, this is wrong ... this is a mistake ... 
13. but no.. I just ... finally I said.. enough is enough ... 

Amanda, during a critical incident between her and her partner, indicated that something 

just 'clicked inside of her. Not only had her parlner been exceptionally mean to her at this 

moment, but additionally she realized that she had endured enough. 

160. .. by the this point, I was just mad, I didn't want to be with Sean ... .... and I felt 
stupid and dumb .... and ashamed .... and ... so f got up and I wajked to the door and it just .... 
something clicked inside me.... ... I am soo sick of this shit .... 1 like.. 1 don't want to put 
up with this anymore. .. he has hurt me sooo much .... and I turned around and I was just 
sooo mad.. I turned back and I thought ... and I walked right up to the table and the bar was 
just packed full of people ... and I stormed my way through there and he looks at me and goes 
%hat?" 
I decked him .... (laughs) ... I did .... I punched him square in the face ... 

162. ... it was just..that was the turning the point... that was the point that went.. 
you know. .. (snaps fingers) ... click 

lsabella also stated that something inside of her suddenly 'clicked'. Her partner was being 

verbally abusive toward her during a conversation, and although she had slowly been detaching 

herself from the relationship for some time, she suddenly knew she had to end the relationship 

permanently. 

45. ... and I can't remember what I said, but for whatever reason he decided to totally just run 
that down ... he said 'you're soo shallow and stupid for wanting mat'... I remember that 
clearly ... and that point it was .... I don't know, something almost clicked .... even though I had 
been ...g etting there for a year ... but it was like .... everything just chan ged...like my brain 
just said, 'I can't believe this is happening, and NO MORE' and well over the phone I told 
him ... 'look, that's it...' I can't ... forget L... I'm not sure if I really stood up for myself in that he 
had called me stupid and shallow but I just .. kind of ... I can't remember ... I think I was pretty 
much in shock.. but I know that it ended up being that I said. 'you know, it's over, bye ... don't 
call ... again' .... and..so it was like tine... and then click.. and that was it.. and he didn't call 
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Anne also stated that although nothing negative at that specific moment happened 

between she and her partner, she realized when she heard her fiance tell his best friend that they 

were going to be married, that the relationship had to end. 

57. umm ... it's kind of ironic actually ... this time um ...j ust a week earlier .... his friend..Tim, who 
actually became my future husband, huh .... had phoned from Calgary, to Banie Ont where we 
lived, and ... urn my boyfriend Jim had told Tim that we were going to get manied and you know 
you'll have to come back home for the wedding and everything and ... and just like we'd talked 
about mamage before and all..you know ... its kind of yeah, yeah sort of thing .... but when I 
heard him actually tell someone else, like tell his best friend basically, then Mat scared me 
and I just thought oh .... my God...am I going to live the rest of my life like this? Am I 
going to bring children into this relationship .. .that you know ... what's it going to be next 
time? you know ... he's choking me to death ... is that going to be in front of the kids? or is he 
going to be like my father and start beating my kids? you know like ... no thank you .... no, no, 
no, no, no .... 

Louise indicated that she had been in a state of ambivalence regarding her relationship for 

a long time. One moming however, she woke up and said that she suddenly had 'all the answers'. 

It was at this point that she knew she had to end her relationship. 

115. and then, .... all of a sudden, I don't know what happened but somehow things just 
got better towards April ..... ... maybe some hormone in my brain reacted so that I looked at 
things in a more positive light ... I don't know what .... but one day I woke up in the morning ... 
and it was like .... all of a sudden I had all the answers.. .. 

Thus each of these five women stated that something inside of them instantaneously 

changed within themselves and they suddenly knew that their relationship with their partner had to 

end. This moment of acknowledgment or realization occurred in instances both when something 

significant did and did not happen between the woman and her partner. Thus the moment could 

have come upon them following a critical incident or they could have realized this moment when 

they woke up in the moming. The women did not necessarily end the relationship at that specific 

moment, but they did come to accept that it must end. A sudden moment of clarity as was found in 

this study has not previously been described within the abuse literature. 
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Many of h e  women, either before or after having acknowledged that their relationship had 

to end, stated that they suddenly realized that a new world existed outside of the one in which they 

had previously been isolated. This new world was sometimes revealed when they began to 

increase their social support or when they were distanced in some way from their pamer. Bolded 

phrases indicate how and when the women realized there was another world in which they could 

live. 

Amanda stated that when she returned to work. it was like she was entering into the real 

world again. As such, Me 'real her' also was able to come back. 

3. yeah, I just had something else to focus on ... and be in the real world again, away from 
him and away from the house ... from there, I could make up my mind. ..like within thrw 
weeks of me having had the job teaching, I knew that I could just, I could leave, I could 
finally leave ..... .... I came back, like ME came back ... it was really weird. (yeah) ... cause I'd 
lost myself during the whole ..thing.. it was just, really weird, really weird. 

Anne stated that after having left her abuser far the final time, she spent time 'partying' 

with friends. Through her association with these people she too realized that there was 'another 

world out there'. 

109. so that time I did. ...I deliberately was, stayed at my friend's rather than at the 
foster famiiy ... l stayed next door with my girlfriend ... and her husband ... .... and just thought .... l 
need to have a good time ... so 1 went with her and her husband down to visit all his relatives 
and they were French and whatever and just had a great time ... hee hee ... like letting loose and 
I drank too much and whatever ... and I was like, I just really needed to do that finally and be 
free.. 

323. ... then, then there wasn't time to be depressed..(nght).. and I think I just, just 
started accepting it .... there is another world out here ...y ou know ... (yeah)..there's a better 
way ... 

lsabella found that 'there is another world out there' after she had had a 'fling' with another 

man while she and her abusive partner were temporarily broken up. Prior to this, Isabella had 

been expanding her social support network because her partner had moved to another city. 

42. um. one thing that happened was when we were broken up I had, I got involved with 
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another guy ... 
43. and I think at that time, but I mean, I think by then I had already, because I was able to 
break away fmm him and have .... this fling with this other guy ... that I thought ... them is 
another world out there ... and I can have fun and I can make my own decisions ... and .... it 
was really starting to suck to have that control .... you know, over me ... 

Louise also stated at one point that she realized that 'there is more to life than this' and 

that she could meet people who would not treat her as poorly as her parlner treated her. This 

realization came after she had befriended a girl in her school. She was no longer in complete 

isolation. 

116. I had befriended this one girl who was actually a couple years younger than me 
but you know..it was like ...I had people to be around ... l had sociai interaction .... and I had 
normal social and human interaction .... and all of a sudden I had fun again ... and you know 
and I started noticing the opposite sex again ... and I would chat with them ... and I wasn't 
flirtatious with them, you know I wasn't sending the wrong signals ... l wasn't being disloyal to 
Greg .... 

120. you know and um ... all of a sudden, I started, I started noticing guys ... I started 
thinking ... there's more to life than this ... 

Thus four out of the ten women in this study suddenly came to a realization that another 

world existed and that they no longer had to endure the control and abuse that was being inflicted 

upon them. For all of the women this realization came to them when they had increased their circle 

of friends and a new life world was thus introduced to them. Berger 8 Luckrnann (1967) state one 

of the most powerful forces in transforming one's current life world is through association with new 

people who do not hold the same belief system that you hold. Thus, when these women were 

introduced to penpectives about life that they had not previously considered, their own life worlds 

were questioned. It was through the questioning and acceptance of these new perspectives that 

these women were able to state that 'there is another world out there. Giles-Sims (1 983) found 

that the women in his study had often expanded their social support system immediately prior to 

leaving the relationship. As such, they were obtaining new insights into both the world outside of 

their abusive situation and feedback directfy about their abusive relationship. Additional social 

support provided a transitional road to the world outside of their current life world. 'As the 
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other systems" (Giles-Simms, 1983, p. 135). 

17.6.d) Critical Incidents 

Most of the women in the study indicated that they had experienced a critical incident in 

their relationship which effected their decision-making process. The criticai incident was one of the 

main reasons that these women left their relationship either immediately or eventually. Their life 

world however may have been challenged in some way prior ta this point however it was at this 

moment that the women knew they had to leave. For some of the women, this incident was related 

directly to abuse while for others it appeared to be a point of saturation that had been reached 

within themselves. Some of the women mentioned that it was during this time that their 'click' 

moment happened. The highlighted areas emphasize the women's critical moments and how they 

realized their relationship was over. 

Amanda experienced a critical incident in her relationship which made her realize that she 

had had enough of this relationship. Her 'click' incident occurred simultaneousiy. This event 

occurred following her life world being challenged when she got a job and started to redevelop the 

self which she had lost during the abuse. 

158. ... and so I was just going to give Holly my car keys and she could just drive 
home ... and then I'd just go back with Sean ... and so uh ... I said that to Sean ... I said I can just 
get a ride home with you right?? and he was like 'what'... and I , 1 said, Holly just wants to take 
my car to go home.. so I'll just.. get a ride with you right? ... and he goes ... 'I don't fuckin' think 
so "... and he said this in front of Faye and in front of Collin ... both of them, their eyes just got 
really big ... like.. I felt really stupid .... 

160. .. by the this point, I was just mad, I didn't want to be with Sean ... .... and I felt 
stupid and dumb .... and ashamed .... and ... so I got up and I walked to the door and it just .... 
something clicked inside me.... ... I am sw sick of this shit .... I like.. I don't want to put 
up with this anymore ... he has hurt me $000 much .... and I turned around and I was just 
sooo mad.. I turned back and I thought ... and I walked right up to the table and the bar was 
just packed full of people ... and I stormed my way through there and he looks at me and goes 
%hat?" 
I decked him .... (laughs) ... I did .... I punched him square in the face ... 
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162. ... it was just..that was the turning the point.. that was the point that went.. 
you know ... (snaps fingers) ... click 

166. "oh my god ...." .. like cause that meant.. I knew ... (crying).. it was over... so.. 
I walked to the parking lot.. and Holly was waiting out there for me 

Anne experienced a critical moment when she heard her pamer tell his friend that they 

were going to be married. She realized at this time that she could not allow her future children to 

witness or endure abuse as she had when she was a child. She did not leave her abuser 

immediately after this realization but it was the exact moment she knew she would leave him. 

57 .... um my boyfriend Scott had told Tim that we were going to get married .... .... but when I 
heard him actually tell someone else, like tell his best friend basically, then that scared me 
and I just thought oh .... my God ... am I going to live the rest of my life like this? Am I going 
to bring children into this relationship ... that you know ... what's it going to be next time? you 
know ... he's choking me to dea th... is that going to be in front of the kids? or is he going to be 
like my father and start beating my kids? you know like ... no thank you .... no, no, no, no, no.... 

59. so there's something about him just voicing that...to someone else ....j ust made me 
realize ... whew .... and I knew he was serious 

63. 1 think 1 , I thought perhaps that I deserved it ...g iven my checkered past and my crappy 
childhood and .... whatever ... but I knew Damned well that children didn't deserve this. 
... and I just thought there is no way I'm letting this guy do this to me and that I'm going to 
repeat a cycle that my mother created and allowed for MY children ... 

Heather indicated that she came to the realization that she had to leave her partner 

following an exceptionally violent episode while vacationing in Mexico. At this point, she believed 

that he truly was destroying her and she also feared her own anger, stating that she had wanted to 

kill him. 

55 he ruptured my eardrum ... 
... and he grabbed me by the hair and he dragged me across the room and he threw me 
out ... and so I walked around for a while and then I went back .... he let me in ... I went and had 
a shower ... and I thought .... you know, he's destroying me .... 

61 .. you know and I went and I had a shower and I remember I was combing out my hair and 
I just ... I had this huge mass of hair that you know ... he pulled out half my hair.. . ... I 
remember 1 took my hair what I had combed out... and I went into the other room and i said. 7f 
you like my fucking hair so much you can have it...." and I thmw it at him.. and he got up and 
he came after me and I said. "if you're going to hit me you better be prepared to kill rne 
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because I will fight back until one of us is dead (uh huh).. and you know ... he did ... he 
came after me and I remember I grabbed him by the throat and you know what.,.this is 
probably what scared me the most.. was my reaction .... like it was 'I'm not scared of you 
anymore .... I'm not hu rt..." you know .... like I was sooo angry ... and I grabbed him and I grabbed 
him by the neck and I said. to him I said "if you want to kill me, you kill me because I will 
not live like this anymore" 

110 ... 1 wanted to kill him. 

Nathalie described a critical incident which soon after lead her to end her relationship with 

her partner. The incident occurred following her having developed a new social support system 

which lead to her questioning her current life world. When this incident occurred, her decision to 

leave was that much easier. 

29. and one night at the bar, he got drunk and ... I was trying to tell him something and he 
yanked me out of Re bar by my hair and .... yeah, and it was on Electric Avenue and so he 
said, let's go for a walk ... and I said no, because I knew something was gonna happen ... and we 
got ... he threw me into his car and .. he uh ... he started babbling about something.. I don't even 
remember and then he went out, and threw up and stuff and then he came back into the car .... 
and he said.. 'fine, I'm going to kill rnyselC ... and I freaked ... and I'm like ... what are you 
doing??? like..what do you mean you're going to??? he got out of the car and he started 
heading toward the road .... and I was shaking ... so I got out of the car, and I started chasing 
after him and then he came back ... and I'd always said to him .... one of my dreams, cause I 
used to play soccer too, was that I'd always wanted to be punched ..... by a girl ... just wanted 
to get into a scrap.. but I never did and ... so he came up to me and said.. "you want a black 
eye, I'll give you a black eye" and he just hauled off and decked me. ... I just stood there .... 
I couldn't believe he hit me ... and then I started screaming ... 'you freak, what are you doing .... 
let go of me ....' and I started losing it ... and he grabbed me by my arm and he ended up 
bruising my whole forea nn... and he threw me against the car and ... 

Isabella, although she had slowly become saturated with her partner's control, experienced 

a critical incident and simultaneously a 'clicK moment one night when they were arguing on the 

telephone. She stated that 'something in my brain just changed'. She also stated that if he hadn't 

moved away she probably would have ended the relationship eventually, simply because of the 

control and abuse. This incident occurred following lsabeila having developed a social support 

system which lead to her questioning her relationship. It was this incident which verified her 

decision. 

45. ... we finally were talking on the phone and I mean by then we had been more off than on... 
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but I think, he still ... he was really trying to hold onto the relationship ... even though I had 
pretty much disengaged ... ..... and I can't remember what 1 said, but for whatever reason he 
decided to totally just run that down ... he said 'you're s w  shallow and stupid for wanting that'... 
I remember that clea *...and that point it was.... I don't know, something almost clicked .... 
even though I had been ...g etting there for a year ... but it was like.... everything just 
chang ed... like my brain just said, 'I can't believe this is happening, and NO MORE' and 
weil over the phone I told him ... 'look, that's it ...' I can't ... forget it .... I'm not sure if I really stood 
up for myself in that he had called me stupid and shallow but I just .. kind of ... I can't 
remember ... I think I was pretty much in shock.. but I know that it ended up being that I said. 
'you know, it's over, bye ... don't call ... again' .... and..= it was like fine...and then click.. and 
that was it.. 

184. ... and I do think that even if he hadn't moved away, I would have broken it off, it just 
probably would have taken a little longe r... 

Louise stated that she had wanted to end her relationship with her partner because she 

could not tolerate his controlling behaviour any longer. After taking a two week break, she came to 

the realization that other people existed who would not treat her in this manner. Louise admitted 

that a big reason she was able to end her relationship with her partner was because she knew that 

another man was interested in her and as such, she would not be alone. Thus her critical incident 

also followed the development of a social network challenging her current life world. 

136. and I'm just like ... you know, this is just getting really old ... you know, like I'm really 
tired of this ... threatening and everything ... 
146. and I'm just like .... the last thing I need right now is to sit there in a restaurant ... and I 
knew .... I knew right then that I needed to break up with him...BUT when I told him that I 
needed to take a break .... 

150. ... during that week, I didn't even notice that he wasn't there you know ... I walked to 
the bus stop the next morning to go to school and it was like this HUGE might had been 
lifted off my shoulde m... 

154. ... I had never met been with anybody in world other than Greg and there wen NICE 
people in the world .... I didn't have to settle for less.. I didn't have to settle for this guy .... 
there were OTHER people you know.. 

155. ... and it was just this stunning revelation for me... I had never realized that...and I 
mean... you know, there are 6 billion people in the world and 3 billion of them are men and 
they're not all like him .... you know, it was just amaang ... it was just an amazing week .... 
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159. ... so I called him .... and I said... this just isn't working out for me... 

Toni stated that it was the abusive incident itself which lead her to end her relationship with 

her partner. She did not appear to undergo a transition in her life world but rather, as violence was 

not a part of her original life world, she simply had not incorporated it into her life wortd when this 

began and so, could not accept violence in her life. She added that ahough it had been because 

of the abuse itself that she ended the relationship, she felt that it would have ended anyway, simply 

because he had been so controlling. 

88. ..like the first time that he hit me. .. so I was like.. "ohh h"... like just how do I deal with this 
NOW because I wasn't thinking about the whole thing ending ... by the second time, it was 
like ... this is ENDING ... how do I do that??? 

45. urn, yeah. I think .... had, I don't.. had the whole, in that room, the second segment, you 
know, I just got thrown around basically, had that not happened, I think the relationship still 
would have ended because it was just ... in turmoil anyways ....it was like ... we didn't converse 
properly, we didn't discuss things, there was no give and take, it was like all ... I felt controlled 
like ... vou're not doing this, you're doing this with me.." kind of thing. So that alone probably 
would have ended it after a while ... maybe a bit longer, but .... 

Jess also stated that the abuse itself was enough for her to leave the relationship. Her 

partner had been more violent than what she considered to be an acceptable level of violence, thus 

indicating that violence was not in her life world to begin with. Jess experienced three episodes of 

violence, each one escalating in severity. Prior to the final episode, Jess was already trying to end 

the relationship. This show of aggression cemented her decision. She stated that she left because 

of a concern for her mental and physical health. 

24. 1 started thinking about getting out of it... ..... like he started saying.. assuming that I 
was trying to break it off and urn, uh ... and wanted to talk about it and wanted to ...y ou know 
was asking "are you leaving ... uh..why won't you tell meW..and uh .... like, I didn't want to talk 
about it and for one thing at this point I was getting scared... 

26. ... I dont wanna, you know, I don't want to talk to him about this with him face to face .... 
and urn ... and he .... urn ... we were outside, we were just outside the front door and uh ... he ... 
kind of took my ... I don't.. he kind of had me here.. (chestheck area) and uh, kind of just 
pushed my face into the mailbox and actually the same side ... the same place.. I got another 
one (bruise).. a, a big one.. so urn... urn... shortly after that.. I said listen.. I have to go, I'll call 
you .... uh.. and shortly after that when I did call him, 1 said I don't want you to call me 
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anymore.. uh.. I'm not interested in pursuing this an ymore... I was in grade 12 and I was 
writing exams and I was using that as an excuse ... and myself and I've got a lot of stuff to do ... 

32. 0: and so.. was it (leaving) because of those incidents?? 
35. J: ... and urn.. yeah.. I think urn .... that was it...y eah ... 

Most of the women in this study experienced critical incidences which lead them to 

immediately or eventually end their relationship. These incidents were caused by critically abusive 

moments, humiliating moments, the unwillingness to subject future children to violence in the home 

and a genera! level of saturation followed by a sudden r e a l i o n  that they did not have to tolerate 

this any longer. The women did not necessarily leave immediate4 following this incident however, 

it was essential in their decision-making process to terminate the relationship eventually. Within 

the abuse literature, it has been remarked that a critical incident often does occur prior to a woman 

leaving her partner. Giies-Sims (1 983) indicates that M e n  ongoing patterns a n  no longer 

tolerated, there is a possibility for more fundamental changen (p. 132). He adds that women quite 

often experience a critical incident causing them to leave the abusive relationship (Giles-Sims, 

1983). This incident may occur weeks to months to years before leaving the relationship and it is 

not necessarily the most severe, but it is critical because it challenges the woman's cunent 

acceptance of the abuse in her life. The critical incident often occurs in relation to the women's 

realization that a new life exists outside of the one in which they are trapped. As such the critical 

incident theme found within this study has been supported by the current abuse literature. 

17.6.e) Finai Break UD 

Four of the women did not break up immediately when they experienced their critical 

moment or saturation point but rather waited until a later point. Emphasized words indicate the 

influences behind the woman's decision to finally leave. 

After her critical moment of realization that she could not allow her future children to be 

subjected to her partner's abuse, Anne's partner was extremely violent with her and she feared for 

her life. She left him that moment but in order to finalize her decision she crossed a boundary with 

another man, thus symbolizing that the first relationship was over. 



53. .... the last time was scary for me cause I really thought he was going to choke me to 
death. and I just layed still and , and he passed out ... he was an alcoholic ... so, he passed 
out ... and uh I just, I layed there for like two houn just really still, barely breathing but I knew if I 
just ... and then just waiting to know that he really was gone, passed out, solid that 1 could 
yeah .... extricate myself from .... he was lying on top of me on the couch .... and just like choking 
me with his arms ... and then I had his hands around the back of my neck so I was ..had to 
sort of slither out of all that and then just .... wheww ... ran....ran out of the house ... and went 
to a neighbour and ...g ot a ride out of town 

107. ... 1 stayed, I stayed in Ont. in the country ... and .... l was ... the reason I didn't go back that 
last time..like ... that it didn't just repeat (yeah) was because I had this belief in my head 
urn ... regarding relationship .... that if I was to be sexual with another person, that 
was. ..that meant that was the end of the current relationship ... ... I consciously made that 
choice and to me that's crossing a line or a boundary .... ... it just had to be good-bye to that 
other relationship. 

Nathalie ended her relationship with her partner three days after he punched her in the 

eye. Her social support network was critical in this final decision. 

34. and..yeah, and then, so it took 3 days before I finally broke up with him .... and it was ... 
it was good.. the girl who was in charge of my floor, she was a nurse. ... and uh .... she had 
seen me.. and she's like, 'either you been puttin' on your make-up really bad or something 
happened' ... and I was walking around just shaking .... well, I had a big huge black eye ... so I 
showed her my bruises and stuff and he had phoned a couple times ... 
153. .. but I knew that was ... the biggest thing ... was the support. 

Heather ended her relationship approximately one month after her critical incident. Her 

partner was abusive with her on two more occasions, this time letting his daughter see the violence 

and damaging Hee%er's personal property. 

167 ... and he, he went nuts ... he kicked my books across the bed... you know ... why do you 
bother with this, you're too stupid ... and meanwhile his daughter is watching the whole 
thing ... 
75 ... oh man, huh ... and so it got really bad ... and I was working ... I stopped for a drink on the 
way home ... and he said no, I want you home .... and I said. No, I'm going for a drink ... and I 
came home, he'd changed the locks. 
76 and so I finally got in ... and he threw me out ... and he had a daughter. (uh huh).. he, he 
hit me and threw me out. .... I got up the next morning and I just thought "I can't do this 
anymore. ...... I told him that I was working Thunday and Friday when I wasn't and so all day 
Thunday I packed up all my stuff, as much as I could without him knowing (uh huh) and then 
Friday morning I got up like I was going to work and he went to work and I had the movers 
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come at 8:30 and I was out .... 

171 ... and urn.. and yet you know, I remember when I left him and he got a hold of me.. 1 was 
stupid enough to go out for a drink with him ... and I said. to him .. I said. you know what.. you 
crossed a line ... a) you let your daughter see this and b) those were my books ... 

Thus although these women did not leave immediately following their critical incident, they 

did eventually choose to leave. According to Giles-Sims (1 983) women do not necessarily leave 

immediately following a critical incident. It may indeed take many years before the woman actually 

leaves her partner. 

It appean that the life world at the end of the relationship within this study is influenced by 

five themes which lead to the final break up. These tbemes are Changes in Physical Location, 

More Changes in Social Support, More Changes in Self-Perception, Changing Perception of 

Relationship and Evasiveness, followed by the Final Break Up. These themes of course, were not 

relevant to all of the women, but rather were generated when a number of the women had spoken 

of their importance within their narrative. The current literature appears to support the majonty of 

the themes and their sub-categories however, literature confirming certain themes was not found. 

For instance the themes named Change in Physical Location and Evasiveness were not previously 

supported. In addition the sub-categories of Fear of Entrapment and 'Click' Moments were not 

supported. These themes were discussed however by a number of the women in this study. 

According to Berger and Luckmann (1967) in order for a woman to undergo a 

transformation in her current life world, her Yaken-for-granted' must first be challenged. At this 

point, the individual acknowledges the inabilw to solve the problem. Through re-socialization a 

new 'taken-for-granted' can be developed. This new life world is supported through the means of 

significant others and the existence of a viable alternative to which she can turn. According to this 

theory each woman within the study must have undergone a challenge which brought them to 

question their current life world. As each woman's story y s  very unique, the challenges are 

different for many of the women but common amongst some of them. 
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Three of the women identify the severity of abuse as the challenge which made them 

question their life world. Both Jess and Toni indicated that they remained with their partner after 

the first incident of abuse because they believed it to be an anomaly. They left when they realized 

it was not. Nathalie left when the level of abuse was elevated to a point that was not within her 

acceptable level of violence cut off. Three of the women appeared to have been challenged in 

their perception of the relationship when their social support system expanded and they became 

aware of another world existing. One woman left when she acknowledged that her future children 

would be exposed to the violence and she would thus be continuing a cycle that her mother had 

started. The life worlds of the three final women were challenged by a change in self-perception. 

The one woman realized that her partner was destroying her and developed a fear of her own 

anger toward the abuser, the other woman was able to relocate the 'real me' when she got a job 

whereas the final woman left when the finality of her wedding drawing closer made her realize that 

she was worth more than the abuse she was experiencing. 

These challenges did not occur alone. The act of leaving the relationship is a process 

which must be supported by those around them and by a viable option with which to replace it. 

Themes evolving from the narratives which appear to support the women's decision making 

process are the themes of Change in Physical Location, More Changes in Social Support, 

Changing Self-Perception, Changing Perception of the Relationship and Evasiveness. Through 

questioning their life worlds and then obtaining support for their newly developing perspectives, 

these women were able to make the decision to leave the abusive relationship. 

Schweizer (1 986) in her phenomenological study of women's decision-making processes 

regarding staying in or leaving abusive relationships, found that challenges to a woman's life world 

were fear that their children would become involved in the violence, an increase in the seventy of 

the abuse and an increase in the frequency with which the abuse occuned. Schweizer's (1986) 

study examined those women who had children and who.left the abusive relationship. In previous 
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abuse literature these three factors have been cited as factors related to the decision making 

process of women in abusive relationships (Moore, 1 979; Gelles, 1979; Greaves et.al, 1 988; Giles- 

Sims, 1983). 

Two of the challenges that were found in my study, seventy of abuse and children, are 

similar to the themes that were revealed in Schweizets (1986) study. Surprisingly, as the women 

in my study did not have children, three of the women discussed children at some point in their 

narratives. One woman specifically stated that she left her partner because she would not subject 

her future children to abuse, another stated that when the abuse was observed by her partner's 

daughter, he had crossed a boundary and the third stated that she did not want to have sex with 

her partner because if she had a child with him, she would be trapped. Thus although these 

women did not have children at this point, children continued to be factored into their decision 

making processes. Despite children being cited three times within the narratives, they were 

indicated as being the challenge to the life world for only one of the participants. Thus, although 

they continue to play a role, it appears that their role is limited to a minor one for women who do 

not have chiidren. 

The relationship between severity and frequency has been shown to be a complicated 

process, much related to the perception of the woman or the relative degree of risk and not 

necessarily the absolute level of violence (Greaves et.ai, 1988). Schweizer (1 986) states that an 

increase in seventy was the second greatest challenge to the women in her study. Three of the 

women in my study indicated that this had been the reason behind which they terminated the 

relationship. It must be noted however, that two of the women who left because of seventy were 

not the most severely abused within the study. It was thus their perception of the abuse which lead 

them to question Beir life world. In fact, it cauld be said that these two women did not encompass 

abuse within their life world and as such, rejected their partner when they realized that the abuse 

was going to be an ongoing event. 
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Social support and changes in self-perception were two challenges in my study which were 

not mentioned by Schweizer (1986). Previous literature however has cited that social support may 

provide a challenge to a woman's life world as it allows women contact with people who define 

abuse differently than that of the woman (Kirkwood, 1993). Changes in self-perception have also 

been documented in the literature as one challenge to a woman's self-perception. If the woman's 

self-esteem is elevated or if the woman begins to compare her current self to her previous self 

before the abuse, she will often begin to question her relationship (Gelles, 1979; Moore, 1979; 

Kirkwood, 1993). 

Subsequent to the woman's life world being challenged, the woman must receive support if 

she is to incorporate the new life world into her own life world. Thus the challenges lead the 

women to question their life worlds but the actual leaving was dependent on other themes. The 

themes revealed in my study and discussed in detail are those of Changes in Physical Location, 

Changes in Social Support, Changing Seif-Perception, Changing Perception of the Relationship, 

Evasiveness and the Final Break Up. After the women began to question and redefine the abuse 

within their relationship, they needed to assimilate these new beliefs into their own life world. The 

support that they found came from the abovementioned themes. These themes allowed them to 

strengthen and incorporate their newly acquired perceptions into their life world and thus terminate 

their unacceptable relationship. Schweizer (1986) found within her study themes such as the 

strength of the woman's traditional perspective of marriage, the number of benefds derived from 

the relationship, self-blame, denial of abuse and belief that the abuse would stop and alternative 

resources available, were relevant to the woman's taking action and leaving the relationship. 

Some of Schweizer's categories have been incorporated as sub-categories within my categories. 

For instance, traditional perspective of marriage is found within the subcategory of altering 

perception of relationship, as is the number of benefas derived. In addition, self-blame and denial 

of abuse are incorporated into changing perception of self within my study. As such, these 
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categories appear to be consistent within each study. My themes have included however, areas 

such as Physical Location, Social Support and Evasiveness which were not discussed within 

Sch we ize r's study. Neither Physical Location nor Evasiveness have previously been discussed in 

the literature although they were mentioned by some of the women in this study as having been 

relevant in their acceptance of a new life world. In addition, according to Berger 8 Luckmann 

(1967) introduction of a new plausibility structure and segregation of the woman from the 

'inhabitants' of other wodds is essential for successful transformation of a life wodd. It appears 

thus that these two themes would be of great importance in the transformation of the taken-for- 

granted. The theme of social support has been well documented throughout the literature and 

within this study (Gelles, 1979; Moore, 1979; Kirkwood, 1993). Some of the women found that 

social support was the initial challenge to their life worid whereas others found it beneficial in their 

acceptance of the new life world. 

It thus appears that within this study, most of the women experienced a transformation of 

their life world. Initially their life worids contained beliefs that allowed them to make a transition into 

an abusive relationship. During the abuse their life worlds were strengthened and they endured 

the violence until their definition was challenged. Having been challenged, the women's life worlds 

were changed and defined such that they could no longer tolerate the abuse. They were thus able 

to leave the abusive relationship. 



CHAPTER 18 

My research study was arr attempt to determine the themes which were relevant to 

childless women when deciding to leave an abusive relationship. A phenomenological approach 

was most fitting for this exploration of the subjective nature of violent relationships. This apprwch 

seeks to understand how individuals define their own behaviour and the behaviour of others. 

Narratives for each of the women's experiences were then developed. The unique story of each 

woman was thus presented in a temporal fashion. Common themes were then identified from the 

narratives during different periods in the women's relationships. Themes were generated in an 

attempt to identify transitions in the women's life worlds regarding the abusive incidents. Both 

narratives and grounded theory were thus utilized during the analyses. Given that grounded theory 

can be used under the premise of either the qualitative or quantitative paradigm, a tension between 

the aggregated and individual storks is created wlhin the research. Although using categories to 

identify common themes, I have also attempted to maintain the individualrty of each of the women 

by including their personal narrative. Polkinghome (1994) states that in using narratives, the 

people's identity and selfconcept is maintained by the self-story. It is recognized however, that 

much individuality is lost within the grounded theory approach. The themes which were generated 

are not assumed to be generalizable to all women, but rather represent the general themes within 

these narratives. 

Three different time periods reflecting different life wortds were examined in the women's 

narratives. Although many different themes were extracted, three themes consistently appeared 

across the categories. These themes were those of social support, self-perception and perception 

of Me relationship. As such, these themes appear to create a sort of grande narrative or 
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overarching theme amongst the women. In describing the following three over-arching themes it 

must be reiterated Mat these themes do not represent all of the women but were common amongst 

a number of Me women. 

Social Support 

Social support was discussed by the women throughout their narratives. Prior to the 

relationship many of the women stated that they had been isolated. They were lacking friends 

elther because they had just moved to a new c w  or because they simply had not met many 

people. Their sense of isolation made them feel lonely and in need of companionship. During the 

relationship social support was again discussed in detail by the women. Many of the participants 

stated that they did not use their existing social support network during this time. Some of the 

women had been isolated before the relationship staRed whereas others became increasingly 

isolated as the relationship continued. Isolation was either self or other imposed. Other imposed 

isolation occurred as a result of manipulation by their partner. SeCimposed isolation occurred 

when women failed to turn to those who were available because they feared negative evaluation or 

extra pressure. There was yet another group of women who decided not turn to others for support 

because they knew that they alone had to make the decision to leave the relationship. The women 

discussed changes in their social support network as they neared the end of their relationship. 

Many of the women stated that they had suddenly developed a larger network of people to whom 

they could turn. The women indicated that their new associates either offered direct advice about 

the abuse in the relationship or they simply made the women aware that another life existed 

outside of their controlled and often violent situation. This new level of awareness either directly 

challenged the woman's perspective of her relationship causing her to question the legitimacy of 

her relationship or it offered support when she came to the realization that the relationship was no 

longer endurable. The transition in the women's social support allowed the women to perceive 

their relationships differently. Social support was thus a very relevant theme both across the 



women in the study and across the different life worlds. 

SeFPerception 

Self-perception was a second theme which was discussed throughout the narratives of the 

women. Prior to their relationship, many of the women stated that they had very low self-esteem 

and feared that nobody would ever want to be with them. They expressed a fear of being alone. 

As such, when their partner asked mem out they felt privileged and relieved. During the abuse the 

women indicated that their self-esteem deteriorated further. Even women who had healthy self- 

esteem prior to the abuse stated that began to doubt their self worth. Only one woman indicated 

that she did not experience a drop in self-esteem but rather felt that her self-worth had improved. 

The women started to blame themselves for the violence directed toward them. They often 

believed that they had not done enough either for their partners or to curb their own behaviour, 

resulting in feelings of guilt. Toward the end of the relationship the women's selfconcept began to 

improve. They felt more confident in who they were, they perceived more options were available to 

them and they discussed no longer feeling fear at the prospect of being alone. The women's self- 

perception was often effected by the size of their social circle. Self-perception was thus a 

significant theme amongst the women. The transition of this theme was pertinent in the women's 

decision making processes. Once they felt stronger in themselves and had developed more self- 

confidence their life situation appeared more positive and they could more easily come to the 

decision that they no longer needed to endure a relationship with an abusive partner. 

Perception of the Relationship 

Another recurring theme in the narratives was the perception of the relationship itself. 

Prior to meeting their partner some of the women indicated that their beliefs about violence within 

relationships was normalized somewhat by the childhood.experiences they had lived in their 
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families. The women who came from abusive homes indicated that normalization of abuse lead to 

their perceived allowable cut off for abuse which would later be transferred into their adult 

relationships. Their mother's role within their family of origin was also discussed. If the mother had 

not accepted abuse the daughters grew up knowing that they did not need to tolerate abuse either. 

However if the mother stood silently by, then abuse was normalized. During their relationships, the 

women noted that when they first met their partner, they believed that he was a wonderful man. 

They often felt special to be dating him. Their level of commitment to the relationship was another 

aspect effecting their perception of the relationship. The more emotional commitment that was 

demonstrated, the more the women appeared to tolerate inappropriate behaviour. Several of the 

women had discussed marriage and many felt love for their partner. When the partners started to 

become abusive the women often dismissed their actions. Many stated that they were young and 

naive while others could not label it because the abuse fell within their acceptable level of abuse. If 

they acknowledged that the actions were aggressive, they minimized, denied or rationalized them 

away. Eventually the women began to doubt their partners and heir relationships. They became 

ambivalent about remaining with or leaving their partner as they recognized benefiis to both staying 

and leaving. Their partners would often be very kind and loving following the abuse which lead to 

the women doubting their own reactions to it and to a belief that the incident was an anomaly. 

Many of the women ended their relationship temporarily with their partners only to reconcile later. 

Perceptions about the relationship were altered toward the end of the relationship. Some of the 

women began to fear their partner's behaviour. They also recognized that this was not a one time 

occurrence and could no longer minimize their partner's actions. Some women experienced abuse 

which was beyond their acceptable level causing them to question the relationship further. A few 

of the women felt that they would become trapped within the relationship and feared this. Other 

women, since having increased their social support group or having changed life situations, found 

their partner's behaviour unacceptable. During this time, many of the women came to realize that 
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another world existed that did not accept abuse and control. At this time the women came to 

question their own acceptance of a violent world. Their tolerance for the violence was overcome 

and they were able to end their relationship. It is thus apparent that the woman's perception of the 

relationship was another critical theme within the narratives. Once the life worlds of the women 

were altered, their perception of the relationship was also altered and they were no longer able to 

accept what had previously been acceptable. 

Thus we see within these three over-arching themes that the women's lifwvorids were 

transformed from before to during to the end of the relationship. These women experienced 

alterations in the acceptance of the abuse in relation to these themes. Social support, self- 

perception and perception of the relationship all impacted the women's perception of the violence 

experienced in their lives. The three themes are not distinct from each other however. Quite often 

the woman's perception of the abuse experienced was altered following a combined change in her 

level of social support, her self-perception and her perception of the relationship. In addition, these 

themes were often effected simultaneously within the woman's life which ultimately effected her 

acceptance of the abuse. These three over-arching themes thus appear to play a significant role in 

the lives of childless women deciding to leave an abusive relationship. 

Life World Prior to Relationship 

The aim of this study was to develop themes from unmarried childless women's narratives 

which were relevant to them in their decision making processes to leave an abusive relationship. 

As such the women's life worlds prior to, during and at the end of their abusive relationships were 

examined. Themes were generated in each of these three areas in order to determine if there had 

been a transformation in the women's l i e  worlds. As demonstrated in the above over-arching 

themes, the women do appear to experience tmsfomations in their life worlds. 

Initially the women's life world prior to the relationship was examined. The themes which 
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were generated from the women's narratives were Normalizing Abuse, Social Support, 

Stereotypical Roles and SeFPerception. The theme Normalizing Abuse implied that women who 

had experienced or witnessed childhood abuse, who had mothers who acted as strong role models 

or who silently accepted the abuse and who learned silence in regards to abuse, would leam roles 

that would Iater transfer into their adult relationships. The learning of robs could be used to their 

advantage or disadvantage, such that women who did not leam to normalize abuse would leave 

abusive relationships in adutt yeas. The current literature examining this theme has generated 

mixed reviews. Geiles (1 979) and Pagelow (1 981) offer differing perspectives regarding the 

intergenerational transmission of violence. GelIes (1979) states that women who experience 

violence as children will have a higher probability of staying in an abusive relationship whareas 

Pagelow (1 981) indicates that women who come from very abusive homes or homes devoid of 

violence will not learn how to leave these relationships. In contrast. GilesSims (1983) states that 

people are likely to respond to violence in their adult relationships as they did when they were 

children. Within this research study, the women did appear to react according to Gelles' (1 983) 

prediction, thus indicating that their normalized levels of abuse were transferred into their adult 

relationships. In addition, Gelles (1 979) supports the sub-category of mother's roles when he 

found that women who witness their mother's leaving abusive relationships leam that they too will 

know how to procure aid and how to leave the relationship should abuse happen. Learned silence 

has been somewhat supported in the literature. Children in abusive families often learn that it is 

necessary to keep the family secret. They leam thus that abuse is acceptable within families and 

that it cannot be shared with those outside of the home (Family, 1993). 

The theme of social support examined the women's level of isolation or social support prior 

to entering into their relationship. WWin this study some of the women indicated that they had few, 

if any friends. They were thus grateful when their partner wanted to date them. This category has 

not been examined within the current abuse literature. Although much research has been 
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generated about social support during abusive relationships, there appears to be lack of 

information about this theme prior to the relationship. 

The third theme, stereotypical roles, represents traditional role acceptance and belief in 

love within relationships. The women in this study often spoke of the roles that men and women 

are supposed to follow and their belief that love is forever. This perspective increases a woman's 

vulnerability to remaining in an abusive relationship once she has been entangled as she believes 

that her relationship is ultimately important and that love will cure or fix her problems. This 

category is supported by the current literature. Within our society it is often assumed that the 

ultimate goal of a woman is to be mamed and have children and love her partner (Giles-Simms, 

1983; Dobash & Dobash, 1979). 

Self-perception examined a woman's level of self-esteem and her fear of being alone. 

Many of the women stated that prior to their relationship their self-esteem was very low. In 

addition, they could not believe that anybody would ever want to date them. As such, these 

women were more vulnerable to accepting and staying with partners who would be abusive toward 

them. The literature examining the witnessing of abuse and self-esteem indicates that women who 

experience abuse from their fathers suffer from negative self-esteem in later years. The negative 

self-representations which are developed during childhood are expressed in later years by a lack of 

competency in peer relations (Downs 8 Miller, 1998). 

l ife World During Abusive Relationship 

The life world of the women in this study during their relationship was effected by 

Commitment to the Relationship, Societal Expectations in Relationships, Justification of His 

Behaviour, Change in Self-Perception, Changes in Perception of Relationship and Ambivalence. 

During the relationship, the life world of the women were either strengthened if they had initially 

normalized, and thus expected aggression within their relationship or it was put into question when 
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violence was introduced to their life world which had previously not encompassed violence. The 

first theme which impacted the women's life wodd was that of commitment. Many of the women in 

this study had planned on maniage with their partner while others stated that they both loved and 

were loved by their partners. When their partner became abusive with them, they attempted to 

resolve the difficulties by changing their own behaviour or that of their partners. Thus they tried to 

do whatever they could to make their relationship successful. This theme is supported within the 

literature. Macteod (1 987) states that many abused women speak of the love that they feel for 

their batterer and that they tolerate their abuse in an effort to stay in love and maintain the idealized 

image of their partner. Love was often seen as an indication of the commitment that couples share 

and is seen as the factor which will solve all future problems (Dobash & Dobash, 1979). In 

addition, Pagelow (1 981) states that often a strong traditional ideology is demonstrated by the 

women who stay in abusive relationships. Since these women believe that it is their duty to make 

a relationship work, they will often modify their behaviour in an attempt to pactfy their abusers, 

succeed at the relationship and control the abuse (Pagelow, 1981 ; MacLeod, 1987). 

The second theme effecting the women's life world during the relationship was Societal 

Expectations of Relationships. Although the women discussed the normative nature of violence 

against women, they did not appear to condone or adhere to its existence. They often described 

incidents in which their partner's or those around them displayed beliefs that men held a dominant 

position over women however the women themselves actively spoke out against these beliefs. If at 

first they tolerated their partner's beliefs, they did not maintain this positioning for an extended time. 

It must be noted that these views were expressed in retrospect to their situation. The extant 

literature does not support this finding. Dobash 8 Dobash (1979) state that wife abuse is a result 

of the historical, patriarchal domination of men over women. In addition Pagelow (1 981) adds that 

women are often expected to accept male violence as natural. Thus, the women in this study do 

not appear to accept this positioning. Although they speak of society's acceptance of these norms 
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they often state that they refuse them. This may be in part because they are viewing the situation 

from retrospect or because they were simply not aware of how societal norms were effecting them. 

This may also be related to the literature regarding the normative nature of violence having been 

researched before the changing attitudes of society toward abuse were prevalent within our 

society. Thus an increased level of education regarding abuse and society's level of awareness in 

general may have effected the women in this study. Adhering to traditional ideology can be seen 

as being influenced by society norms however these women did not interpret it as such. Berger 6. 

Luckmann (1967) discuss the development of new life worlds and state that in order for a new Sie 

world to be fully developed, the women must reinterpret both the individuals and the beliefs of the 

previous life world. Since these women were speaking from a retrospective position, they may 

have been offering views from their new life world which have been reinterpreted from the time of 

the abusive incidents. Regardless of the reasons for the inconsistencies between the current 

literature and the statements made by the women, this theme is not supported by the literature. 

The theme labeled Justification for His Behaviour encompasses the women's minimizing, 

denial and rationalization of their partner's behaviour. Many of the women stated that because of 

their inexperience and youth or their acceptable limits for violence, they did not recognize abuse 

and as such were not able to label it. When they began to acknowledge abuse as such, they 

rationalized or minimized their partner's behaviour. Some of the women denied that they were 

being abused. This theme is well documented in the literature. MacLeod (1 987) states that abuse 

is often difficult to idenMy initially as it can come in many forms. In addition Giles-Sims stated that 

although the women in his study recognized the abuse, they often rationalized or minimized it by 

stating that it was an anomaly and would not re-occur. Family Violence Prevention (1993) adds 

that many women downplay violence with their partner because of normalizing o! abuse, or if she 

has had no prior experience with abuse, the woman's definition of an abusive relationship does not 

match her perception of what it should be. 
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The fourth category within life worlds during abusive relationships is Mat of Change in Self- 

Perception. A drop in self-esteem and an acceptance of self-blame for the violence in the 

relationship was cited by many of the women within this study. This theme has also been well 

documented in the literature. It has often been cited that low self-esteem is one of the 

psychological costs to women in abusive relationships (MacLeod. 1987; Pagelow. 1981; Moore, 

1979). In addition, Family Violence Prevention (1 993) writes that low self-esteem is related to self- 

blame and that often the women in abusive relationships will accept the blame for the violence 

directed at them by their partners. Abused women will be convinced by blaming themselves that 

they can control the abuse if only they would try harder next time (Family. 1993). 

The f i i  category generated from the narratives of the women is that of Changes in Social 

Support. Social support was utilized very little during this time in the relationship. Often the 

women were isolated prior to starting their relationships or their partners would isolate them as the 

relationship became more serious. Some women chose not to use the existing support system 

because they either feared negative evaluation from their peen or they knew that they alone could 

decide the fate of their relationship. This theme was supported within the literature. Many women 

do not discuss their relationship with othen because they fear that they will not be believed or will 

be thought to be exaggerating. The women also fear that if they do not leave their abuser after 

confiding in others, their social support will eventually reject them (Gelles 8 Cornell, 1985). 

Dobash & Dobash (1 979) indicate that many women do not initially confide in others because they 

believe their partner's behaviour will not re-occur and eventually because she fears negative 

evaluation. 

The final theme effecting the life worlds of abused women during their relationships is that 

of Ambivalence. Many of the women in this study demonstrated ambivalence about remaining in 

or leaving their relationships. Following abusive incidents. the women would often pull away or 

leave their partners. Given their strong commitment to the partner however, as well as fears of 
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being alone, the potential loss of benefns, and their partner's contrite honeymoon behaviour, the 

women would return. The extant abuse literature indicates that many women experience 

ambivalence within their relationships as they know that their partner is not 'all bad' (Dobash 8 

Dobash, 1979). The state of ambivalence is deemed an important stage for these women as it is 

during this time that they are weighing all alternatives and attempting to make a sound decision 

regarding staying or leaving (Family, 1993; Gelles, 1983). 

Life World at the End of the Reiationship 

Berger & Luckmann (1967) state that in order for a life world to be transformed, the current 

taken-for-granted must be challenged by the introduction of a problem or perspective which has not 

been encountered previously. The woman then begins to question her own perception of the life 

she is living. If a woman is to accept the new life world which has placed her current life world into 

question, she must go through a process of re-socialization. Through significant others, alterations 

in conversation and a viable alternative life world, the woman can begin to transform her reality. 

Often successful transformation includes segregation from the significant others in her previous life 

world and reinterpretation of past events (Berger & Luckmann, 1967). 

Within this study, life wortds at the end of the women's relationships often demonstrated 

either a transformation or a strengthening by those women whose life worlds had been put into 

question by the introduction of violence. Initially the women's life worlds were chaflenged followed 

by the supportive themes which aided in their re-socialization. The themes generated from the 

narratives of these women and demonstrating an impact on the transformation process of their 

previous taken-forgranted were Physical Location, More Changes in Social Support, More 

Changes in Self-Perception, Changing Perception of Relationship, Evasiveness and Final Break 

Up. Again, many of these categories have subcategories. 

Many of the women spoke of changes in their physical location both before the abuse 
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started which lead to an increase in vulnerabiltty to abuse, or toward the end of their relationship. If 

h e  change in location occurred toward the end of their relationship, it often proved to be a catalyst 

in the transformation of the women's life world. While experiencing the new physical worid, the 

women were introduced to new people and perspectives, or were able to re-develop a part of 

themselves which had been lost during their isolation. This theme, although discussed by a 

number of women in this study, has not been examined in the current abuse literature. Physical 

location does appear to be consistent with Bergen & Luckmann's (1 967) identification that the most 

important condition in re-socialization is the availability of an effective option to the woman's 

current life world. 

The second theme produced was More Changes in Social Support. Social support was 

indicated to be of primaty importance for six of the women in this study. An introduction to new 

people either presented a challenge to the women's life world by introducing new perspectives on 

the world either indirectly or directly, or t offered needed support both during the women's stage of 

ambivalence and when she finally decided to end her relationship. The importance of social 

support has been indicated in the current abuse literature. Kirkwood (1993) stated that a woman 

becomes more aware of personal changes in herself and in her relationship when she has an 

increase in social support. Moore (1 979) adds that women are more likely to leave abusive 

relationships if they have a system of support for leaving. 

More Changes in Self-Perception was found to be the third relevant theme in the 

transformation of women's current realities. Both the women's selfesteem and their fear of being 

alone were altered considerably toward the end of their relationship. Women began to view 

themselves as worthy and accept blame for the difficulties in their relationships less readily. Some 

women felt more self-confident and courageous than they had ever felt before. Often a stronger 

social support system and returning to the work force were indicated as important factors leading to 

this alteration in their self-esteem. Simultaneous to a healthier development of self-esteem was a 
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decline in the fear of the women to be without a partner. They suddenly were aware that they 

would be able to meet somebody eke or that if they were on their own, they would be happier than 

wrth their partner. Changes in self-perception are also documented within the extant abuse 

literatun. As women's self+oncepts become stronger, they will no longer believe that they merit 

violence within their personal relationships (Gelles, 1979; Moore, 1979). In addlon, as women 

demonstrate a rejection of the traditional roles prescribed to women and realize that they do not 

need a man to survive, they will be more capable of terminating an abusive relationship. Thus as 

their perception regarding their relationship shifts from couple identification to survival they will 

more readily leave their abusive relationship. (Moore, 1979; Choice & Lamke, 1997). 

The women in this study indicated that they began to view both their partner and their 

relationship differently toward the end. As such, Changing Perception of the Relationship was the 

fourth category within life worlds at the end of the relationship. Some of the women stated that 

they began to fear their partner's behaviour. Initially they had believed that his aggression was an 

anomaly but as he increased his brutality they came to realize that it would continue. Other women 

feared that they would become trapped in a relationship in which they were being controlled and 

belittled. This fear was sometimes great enough for them to leave the relationship. Other women 

stated that due to increases in their sociat system, the seventy of the abuse itself or changes in 

their self-perception brought them to interpret the behaviour of their partner and their relationship 

differently. Both fear of their partner's behaviour and changing perception of the relationship have 

been confirmed by the cunent literature. Kirkwood (1 993) indicated that fear and self-preservation 

are often cited as reasons that women leave their partners. In addition Gelles (1 979) has asserted 

that a woman's decision to seek outside support was often due to changes in her perception of the 

situation rather than actual changes within the relationship. When women come to the realization 

that they are being negatively effected by their partners, they start to move away from the 

relationship (Kirkwood, 1993) Greaves et. al. (1 988) and Moore (1 979) indicate that when women 
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begin to lose hope that their situation will improve they will come to view the risks and benefits of 

their relationship differently than they had prior to this realization. Although three of the women in 

this study indicated that their perception of their relationship was altered as they moved closer to 

permanent commltrnent with their partner, the subcategory named Fear of Entrapment has not 

been examined in the current abuse literature. Fear of Entrapment could have been derived as a 

theme because although two of the women were living with their partners, none of the women in 

this study were married. It was the move toward marriage which increased their fear of becoming 

entrapped and lead them to end the relationship. Current abuse literature often aggregates women 

who are married and cohabiting which could result in this obsenration being obscured. 

A fifth theme within this study which effected the women's life world toward the end of their 

relationship was Evasiveness. Evasiveness, either emotionally or physically, was demonstrated by 

a number of women in this study following the realization that their relationship was in turmoil. This 

distance allowed them the space to resolve their ambivalence and additionally procure safety. If 

the emotion they were feeling was too great, they often began to intellectualize the situation. 

Although this finding is not examined in the current literature, it is consistent with Berger 8 

Luckmann's (1 967) theory which states that segregation from those individuals in the life world 

which is being transformed is beneficial in the development of the new life world. 

The final theme which was generated within my study was the Final Break Up. The 

participants all discussed having had their reality challenged at some point in their relationship. 

The challenge lead them to question their relationship, and although it was sometimes enough to 

lead them to end it, quite often the women went through a process of coming to terms with the new 

life wodd while their prior life worfd became more inadequate. 

Challenges which were discussed by the women included an increase in the severity of the 

abuse, changing perception of the relationship, changes in self-perception and fear that future 

children would became entangled in the violence. Schweizer, (1986) in her phenomenological 
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study of the reasons that women with children leave abusive relationships, found Mat challenges to 

her participants came in the form of Vlreat of involvement to the children, an increase in seventy 

and an increase in the frequency of the abuse. As such, two of the challenges found within this 

study, seventy of abuse and threat of involvement of the children, have been supported in 

Schweizets (1 986) study. Seventy and frequency have been examined extensively within the 

literature, often resulting in a mixed presentation: however, rather than the actual level of violence 

being the primary determinant of the woman's decision making process it is more often the 

woman's perception of the violence which determines her response to it (Greaves &.a[., 1988). 

Social support and changes in self-perception were two challenges in my study which were 

not mentioned by Schweizer (1 986). Social support has been indicated within the current liirature 

as one theme which may present a challenge to the women's taken-for-granted reality. As the 

women experience an increased contact with people outside of the relationship there is often a 

simultaneous acknowledgment that other people do not live and accept abuse in their personal 

relationships (Kirkwood, 1993). In addition, changes in self-perception have been documented as 

challenging women's acceptance of abuse. As self-esteem is elevated, or if the woman negatively 

evaluates herself during the relationship while simultaneously noting that she had been stronger 

prior to it, she will often begin to question her relationship (Kirkwood, 1993). 

A surprising finding in a study examining childless women, was that threat to children 

should be mentioned as the primary challenge the life world by one of the women. In addition, 

although children were not discussed as the primary reason that the women's life world had been 

challenged, they were mentioned by two of the other women in my study. One woman feared 

entrapment within her relationship if she were to have a child with her abuser, while the second 

woman indicated that when her abuser hit her in front of his daughter, he had crossed a line which 

she could not tolerate. The literature often discusses children as being the most pertinent reason 

that abused women either stay in or leave abusive relationships (Hilberman 8 Munson, 1977; 
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Walker, 1979; Truninger, 1971 ; Greaves etal., 1988; Giles-Sims, 1983; MacLeod. 1987). It was 

expected by the researcher that childless women would offer alternative reasons for abandoning 

their abusive partners but it appears that children remain a theme within this group of women. It 

must be noted however, that although children were mentioned within the narratives of three of the 

women, they were only the primary challenge to the life world of one of the women. As such, the 

influence of children on women's decision-making processes appears to be of relevance although 

not to the extent that has been found within studies examining women with children. 

Following the challenges to the women's life world, the women underwent the process of 

ending their relationship. The participants discussed many commonalities within their narratives, 

some of which included a specific moment when something 'clicked' and they knew they couid no 

longer tolerate the abuse, the acknowledgment that another world existed in which violence and 

control was not tolerated, a critical incident and the final break up. Most of these themes were 

relevant to the women while they were deciding to leave their abusers. The themes pertaining to 

the realization that another world exists, critical incidents and the final break up are all supported 

within the current literature. As women expand their social support prior to leaving their abusers 

they are simultaneously obtaining new insights into the abuse they are experiencing and the world 

that couid be available to them if they were not involved in their controlling relationship (Giles-Sims, 

1983). It is at this point that they come to the realization that a world exists where violence is not 

acceptable. In addition. Giles-Sims (1983) confirms that in his study many of the women discussed 

a critical incident which made them realize that their life as such was no longer tolerable. 

According to Giles-Sims (1 983) women do not necessarily leave immediately following a critical 

incident. It may indeed take many years before the woman actually leaves her parbrer. Although 

six of the women in this study indicated that there was a specific moment in their relationship when 

they realized that they could no longer live with their partner, the theme labeled 'Click' Moment has 

not been documented in the current literature. This moment does not necessarily occur during a 



critical incident although these two themes did occasionally occur simultaneously. 

Conclusion 

Within my study examining childless women and their motivations for leaving an abusive 

relationship, it was demonstrated that the women went through a process of altering their life world 

prior to, during and at the end of the relationship. This phenomenological study examined themes 

related to the women's life wodd in a temporal manner, generated from the women's unique 

narratives. One of the researcher's expectations was that analyses would reveal that the 

motivations effecting the decisions to leave an abusive relationship would be based on subjective, 

relative changes in the perceptions of the women interviewed, rather than on absolute objective 

factors. It appears Mat although the literature often examines the factors related to women leaving 

abusive relationships as being absolute in nature, these factors are neither absolute nor universal. 

Rather, it is the woman's perception of her unique situation which enables her to leave or which 

leads her to remain with her partner. For example, when examining severity of abuse it has often 

been assumed that as the abusive incidents become more severe, the women will terminate their 

relationship (Moore, 1979; Gelles, 1979). In contrast, Greaves et. al. (1988) state that it is the 

relative risk to danger which informs the woman's decision making process and not the actual 

abuse level. This study demonstrated consistencies with Greaves et.al(1988). In this study two of 

the women left their abusers because of the violence. These two women however, although 

experiencing abuse within their relationship, were not exposed to levels as severe as some of the 

other women in the study who did not leave their abusers because of the level of violence. It is 

thus demonstrated that the seventy of the abuse becomes a critical factor for the women in their 

decision-making process if the level falls outside of h e  women's acceptable level of violence. This 

in turn is effected by her past experience, her self-esteem, her commitment to her partner and a 

myriad of other factors. The process of leaving an abusive relationship is complicated and the 
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study of it cannot be reduced to an attempt to discern single absolute factors which cause a 

woman to leave her partner. Rather, leaving an abusive relationship is dependent on the woman's 

perception of her situation as is demonstrated within the individual narratives. 

It was also expected that the factors mentioned as being critical in the decision making 

process of childless women would be different from the critical factors outlined in the previous 

literature examining women with children. As previously discussed, children are often mentioned 

within the literature as one of the main themes behind women leaving or staying in abusive 

relationships (Hilberman 8 Munson, 1 9T7; Walker, 1979; Truninger, 1971 ; Greaves etal., 1988; 

Giles-Sims, 1 983; MacLeod, 1987). My study found that although the threat of involvement of 

children was mentioned by one woman as a primary challenge to her life world and by two other 

women as a factor in their decision making process, it was not the primary reason for which women 

left their relationships. Primary themes appear to involve a woman's Physical Location, Social 

Support, Self-Perception, Perception of Relationship and Evasiveness. Social support, self- 

perception and perception of the relationship have been documented within the literature whereas 

physical location and evasiveness have not been (Giles-Sims, 1983, Schweizer, 1988; Kirkwood, 

1993). As such, it appears that some of the themes for women without children related to their 

decision-making process are similar to women with children while two unique themes have been 

revealed in this study. 

Clinical Implications 

Woman abuse is an exceptionally relevant area with which clinicians often have difficulties. 

Most clinicians will come into contact with women who are effected by abuse, even though the 

women do not openly come to them for these reasons. The clinicians, not having the appropriate 

knowledge base to work with abused women, neglect to ask directly about violence in their 

personal relationships. The abuse is however, very relevant to the women, although they am not 
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disclosing. The percentage of women who have been in or who are currently involved in an 

abusive relationship is very high; in Alberta it is up to 34% of women (Tillier, 1997). One finding of 

great importance, is that 65% to 70% of women seeking treatment for marital problems report at 

least one act of physical victimization by a spouse in the year before assessment, but only 3% to 

6% spontaneously mention physical aggression as a problem for which they are seeking treatment 

(Cascardi, M., OYLeary, K.D., Lawrence. E.E. 8 Schlee, K.A., 1995). Thus, as a clinician it is 

criticai to know how to openly ask about abuse because women often do not voluntarity offer the 

information. Often women come to clinicians, doctors, etc. with complaints about anxiety, 

depression or a constellation of other problems and the clinician attempts to treat these symptoms 

without acknowledging that the root of the problem lay in the abuse that the woman is experiencing 

on a daily basis. As such, the education of clinicians and other groups to which these women may 

turn is essential if appropriate aid is to be offered. 

The analyses of this study revealed many areas relevant to women who have been in and 

who are currently involved in abusive situations. As stated by many of the women, ambivalence 

about staying in or leaving their partner was shown at certain times in their relationship. In 

combination with a fear of turning to social support because of negative evaluation, they were 

afraid that those in whom they confided would pressure them to leave the relationship or they 

needed to make the decision on their own, it becomes evident that clinicians must be able to 

acknowledge the abuse that Me woman is experiencing and Mat they together must develop a 

strategy which best suits this individual woman, so that she can make decisions with which she 

feels comfortable. It is critical that the therapist accept the woman's decision to stay if she so 

decides, while developing a safety plan for the woman should her partner become violent. 

In addition, my study portrayed the importance of social support for the women. As such, 

a significant implication for the therapist would be both to provide social support directly through 

counselling services and also to become an advocate for the woman, introducing her to other 
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groups which are supportive of her situation. In these ways, the women will become exposed to 

new perspectives about violence and their sense of isolation will be decreased. 

Self-perception was another critical area of meaning to these women. As the women 

became more confident in themselves, their perceptions of the relationship were altered and they 

were no longer willing to accept the abuse from their partner. Hence, the abused women could 

benefit from ameliorations in their self-esteem and in their willingness to accept traditional roles. 

Once again, the counsellors could provide direct assistance or could be adwcates for the women 

in this area by providing them with information about support groups specific to abused women. 

Self-perception was another critical area of importance to these women. As the women 

became more confident in themselves, their perception of the relationship was altered and they 

were no longer willing to accept the abuse from their partner. Hence, the abused women could 

benefit from ameliorations and alterations in their self-esteem and in their willingness to accept 

traditional roles. Once again, the counsellors could provide direct assistance or could be an 

advocate for the women in this area by providing them with information about support groups 

specific to abused women. 

As demonstrated by the narratives, each woman's experience with abuse was very unique. 

When working with these women, their individuality must not be ignored. Although there were 

many common themes amongst the women, the unique context of each woman's situation should 

be respected in order to best provide the support that each woman requires. In acknowledging 

both the common themes which have been shown to be of importance to the women of this study, 

as well as in respecting the individual woman's situation, counsellors will be in a position of respect 

and will best be able to aid in empowering the woman with whom they are working. 

Limitations of the Study 

Three limitations to the present study should be noted: a) generalizabil'ty; b) transparent 
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view of languzge; c) issues of power. 

As grounded theory involves a relatively small number of participants the generalizabilii of 

the results is questioned. From the traditional psychological perspective, generalizabiiity is 

jeopardized. The goal of the grounded theory approach is to create new theory that is directly tied 

to the reality of the individuals. It is an attempt to gain insight into a commonly experienced 

phenomenon through replication of findings across a small number of participants. Thus, in 

seeking to develop substantive theory, the grounded theury researcher strives for a powerful, 

meaningful explanation for a specific set of circumstances or situations, which may or may not be 

generalizable to other settings (Rennie et.al.. 1988). Verification and extended generalizabiltry is 

left to subsequent studies with the grounded theory paradigm (Rennie et.al., 1988). Thus although 

grounded theory within the positive paradigm may be viewed as a limitation, it is not seen as such 

within the social constructionist paradigm. 

The analyses of the participant's narratives were based on a transparent view of language. 

As such limitations were made in regards to the depth of the analysis that was conducted. This 

view of language assumes that the words spoken are perfect utterances of reallty that exist 

independently of language (Rogers, 1997). The dynamics of the language which are so apparent 

in conversation and which is of course interactional, were thus ignored. Within the non-transparent 

view of language, She dynamics of conversation - especially how they construct psychological 

meaning - are foregrounded" (Rogers, 1997, p. 19-10). In observing the dynamics of the language 

itself, a more profound analysis of the women's process of leaving may have been generated from 

the stories that the women shared. 

Although power issues were discussed throughout the narratives, it was not felt that an 

analysis concentrating on themes and based on a transparent view of language would be 

appropriate in capturing the magnitude of the implications of power within interpersonal abusive 

relationships. It is recognized that =all social interchanges are writ on a background of power 
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differeltials between interacting parties" (Rogers, 1997, p. 20-2) however, it was felt that analyses 

which utilized a non-transparent view of language would be more appropriate to capture the full 

essence of the power differentiaIs within the participants stones. 

Ref lexlvrty 

Throughout this research study I was consistently attempting to be aware that my 

presence would effect the results which would be generated at the conclusion of the project. 

Needless to say, as I conducted the interviews, conducted the analyses, discussed the feedback 

regarding the narratives with the participants and wrote the document which you are reading, I 

have been an essential part of this research project. As such, throughout all aspects of the 

research study, I have attempted not only to recognize that the knowledge which was being 

generated was a result of a negotiated, interactional process but also throughout this process I 

attempted to discern how my experiences as a single, childless woman who has been involved in 

an abusive relationship but who did not leave on my own accord effected my interpretation of the 

stories shared with me by the participants in this study. As stated earlier one paRicipant presented 

with a story which I would not initially have considered abuse. In reflecting on my own acceptable 

levels of violence within personal relationships, it quickly became apparent that this woman's story 

fell below the cut off I had accepted and as such, had normalized within my own 'realRy'. As the 

generation of knowledge in this fashion is considered interactional, the process of reflecting on 

issues such as the one described has allowed my 'life world' regarding abuse to be put into 

question and re-evaluated. As such, it is evident that reflexivity within the research study was 

beneficial not only for acknowledging how I am a part of the research results, but also how the 

women's narratives have effected me. 



Future Research 

I have made an attempt within this study to discern the motivations of childless women 

when leaving abusive relationships. As none of the women in this study were married to their 

partners however, the dynamics involved in the process of leaving will be much different from those 

women who are married but who do not have children. As such, an area of interest which could be 

addressed in future research is that of married women without children and their motivations for 

leaving abusive relationships. 

A second area of needed attention is that of women who are married and who have 

remained in an abusive relationship in part because of her children. Following the children leaving 

the home, many women are faced with the dilemma of remaining in the abusive relationship or of 

leaving their abusers. Research examining the perceptions and decisionmaking processes of 

these women would be of great value. 

Finally, as a result of the indepth analyses of the participants' narratives, certain themes 

were generated which have not previously been discussed within the abuse literature. These 

themes included Social Support prior to the abusive relationship, Physicai Location, Fear of 

Entrapment, Evasiveness and a 'Click' Moment. Given that much of the previous abuse literature 

has been based on quantitative research methodologies stressing hypothetico-deductive theory 

testing, it appears that much relevant information may have been obscured or overlooked by the 

researchers. In utilizing a combination of narrative and grounded theory analyses, perhaps a more 

in-depth analysis pertaining directly to the perception of the women was captured thus resulng in 

themes being generated which have not been examined previously. Future research could in part 

focus on a more indepth analysis of these newly generated themes. In addition, given that 

grounded theory analysis was used to generate the themes in my study however, much individual 

information may have been lost. Future research might also be directed toward more in-depth 

analyses of the leaving process of these women. As such it may prove benefiial to utilize 
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discourse analysis in an attempt to reveal information which is directly related to the woman, her 

perception of the leaving process and the context in which she lives. 
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMATION fOR PARTICIPANTS 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 

CHILDLESS WOMEN WANTED TO PARTICIPATE IN A SNDY EXAMINING THE 
MOTIVATIONS AND PROCESSES BEHIND THE DECISIONS TO AND ENACTMENT OF 

LEAVING ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS 

A University of Calgary Master's Student in Clinical Psychology is cunently looking for childless 
women who have been in an abusive relationship and who have left the abuser and the 
relationship. 

Current literature in the area of abuse has found that children are often one of the most cited 
reasons that women offer for either leaving or staying in abusive relationships. The decision 
making process of these women is thus effected by the presence of their children. Although it has 
been stated that women without children potentially leave abusive relationships more readily than 
those women who have children, a substantial number of childless women remain in abusive 
relationships. Research in this area has neglected to examine the reasons behind the decision 
making process of these women although they potentially could be very different from those 
offered by women who have children. 

This study will explore the reasons underlying the decision making process of childless women, 
potentially clarifying an area which has to date not been examined. It is hoped that this information 
will better equip counselors in order to aid childless women who are in abusive relationships and 
who cannot find a means to end the abuse. 

Time Commitment - the time frame will vary with each participant as the women will have as 
much time to discuss their situation as is needed 
- it is anticipated that the two interviews will take between one to four 
hours in totaf and in no cases will the study go beyond four hours 

If you think you might be interested in participating, and would like more information about the 
study, please contact either your counselor who has been fully informed about the study, or phone 
220 - 31 98, and leave your first name on the answering machine. We will contact you with more 
information about the study and answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration, we appreciate your help, 

Ms. Denise Fillion, B.A. (Researcher) 
Department of Clinical Psychology, Universw of Calgary, 
Telephone: (403) 220 - 31 98 
Dr. Tim Rogers, Ph.D. (Research Supelvisor) 
Department of Psychology, 
University of Calgarylelephone: (403) 220 - 6378 



APPENDIX 0 
TELEPHONE GUIDE 

1) A University of Calgary Master's Student in Clinical Psychology is looking for childless women 
who have been in an abusive relationship and who have left the abuser and the relationship. 

2) The current literature in the area of abuse has found that children are often one of the most 
cited reasons that women offer for either leaving or staying in abusive relationships. The decision 
making process of these women is therefore affected by the presence of their children. 

Although it has been stated that women without children potentially leave abusive relationships 
more readily than those women who have children, a substantial number of childless women 
remain in abusive relationships. 

Research in this area has neglected to examine the reasons behind the decision making process 
of these women although they potentially could be very different from those offered by women who 
have children. 

3) This study will explore the reasons underlying the decision making process of childless women, 
potentially clarifying an area which has to date not been examined. 

4) Participation provides an opportunity to share your story aid potentially develop a clearer 
understanding of the processes that enabled you to leave this situation. 

5) It is hoped that this information will better equip counselors in order to aid childless women who 
are in abusive relationships and who cannot find a means to end the abuse. 

6) Time Commitment - the time frame will vary with each participant 
- the women will have as much time to discuss their situation as is needed 
- it is anticipated that the two interviews will take between one to four 
hours in total 
- your participation will include an initiai interview where you will share 
your story with the intewieweriresearcher 
- after the participant has read a summary of the first interview, a second 
interview wiil occur. This interview is an attempt to clanfy any 
misinterpretations on the part of the intewiewer. It is an 
opportunity for the participant to aid in the interpretation of her 
own life story. 

7) If you think you might be interested in participating and would like more information about the 
study please feel free to contact: Ms. Denise Fillion, B.A. (Researcher) 

Department of Clinical Psychology, University of Calgary, 
Telephone: (403) 220 - 31 98 
Dr. Tim Rogers, .Ph.D. (Research Supe~sor) 
Department of Psychology, University of Calgary 



APPENDIX C 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

I would like you to tell me about your relationship with your previous partner. You can start 

at whatever point your would like and continue at a pace with which you feel comfortable. While 

you are telling me your story, if possible, I would like you to include the following topics and discuss 

the impact they had on your relationship, if indeed, they had an impact. In addition, I would like 

you to tell me at what point you decided that you could no longer endure the abuse. What changed 

that made you come to this point? Were there specific factors that changed? Was there a change 

within yourself? 

Topics to include: 

Your level of education, joblcareer and economic situation at the time and if you think that had 

an impact on the relationship 

Your beliefs about abuse, both before and after the relationship, in this specific relationship 

and in general 

Your level of social support 

Your expectations about the relationship and how the abuse affected these 

Your expectations about yourself, the role you played in the relationship and howlf these 

changed throughout the relationship 

Your expectations about your padner, the role he played in the relationship and howhf these 

changed throughout the relationship 

Did the fact that there were no children involved effect your relationship? 



APPENDIX D 
D.T. Fillion 

Childless Women and Leaving Abusive Relationships 
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Research Project Title: The Motivation for Leaving an Abusive Relationship as Demonstrated in 
Women Without Children 
Investigator: D.T. Fillion 

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed 
consent. It should give you Me basic idea of what the research is about and what your 
participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or 
information not included here, please ask. Please take the time to read this form carefully and to 
understand any accompanying information. 

This research is concerned with the factors which underlie the decision making process of childless 
women who leave an abusive relationship. The research will be beneficial to both counselors who 
work with childless women who have been abused as well as to those women who are or who 
have been in abusive relationships. The research will help to clanfy the underfying factors which 
motivate women to leave the abuser as well as how these factors have worked to after the 
women's perception of their situation, thus allowing them to leave. This will be beneficial in aiding 
other women who have not yet been able to end the abuse as it will offer them perspectives of 
women who have made the decision to leave. The women in this study have been selected 
because they have been in an abusive relationship, they have left the abuser and there were no 
children involved in their decision making process. 

The study will include two interviews and will require approximately one and a half to four hours 
during which time you will be asked to: (1) discuss with the researcherlinterviewer your abusive 
relationship and the process by which you were able to come to the point of leaving that 
relationship (2) read a summary of the interview prepared by the researcher (3) discuss and 
collaborate with the interviewer about the interviewer's interpretation of your situation in order to 
best represent your life story. 

I will be talking to you about your past abusive situation and how you came to leave this 
relationship. These memories may be upsetting to you, so if you'd rather not rekindle these times, 
please feel free to decline participation in this investigation. I will fully understand your decision if 
you wish to withdraw and encourage you to do so if you feel it will be too upsetting. I only want you 
to proceed if you are certain you want to spend time thinking about this event. 



As one way of thanking you for your time I will be pleased to send you a summary of the results of 
this study, once they have been compiled. This will follow your individual summary letter and the 
second intenriew which will discuss the letter. This summary will outline, in general terms, the 
factors found to underlie the motivation of childless women to leave abusive relationships and how 
these factors were related to changes in the women's perspective of the situation. If you would like 
to receive a summary, please put the address to which you would like it to be sent here: 

I will be tape recording both interviews. The recordings will be transcribed and the tapes and 
transcripts stored wRhout your name associated w m  them. I may quote parts of your intecview in 
the final report, but any such quotations will be carefully presented to insure Mat it is not possible 
for anyone to trace them back to you. Do you have any questions or reservations about this? 

All of the information we collect from you (the cassette recordings, the transcripts of the intelviews) 
will be stored so that your name is not associated with it (by using an arbitrary participant number). 
The write-up of the data will not include any information that can be linked directly to you. The 
research materials will be stored with complete secunty throughout the entire investigation. Do you 
have any questions about this aspect of the study? 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information 
regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a participant. In no way 
does this waive your legal rights nor reIease the investigators, sponsors, or involved institutions 
from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to not answer specific items or 
questions on interviews or on questionnaires. Your are free to withdraw from the study at any time 
without penalty. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you 
should feel free t ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If you have 
further questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact: 

Denise fillion 
(403) 220 - 31 98 

If you have any questions conceming your participation in this project, you may also contact the 
Psychology Department Ethics Committee (T.B. Rogers; A255B; 220 - 6378; email 
tbrogene ucalgary.ca) 
Participant: 
Date: 
Investigator: 
Date: 
A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference. This 
research has the ethical approval of the Psychology Department Ethics Committee (Human 
Participants). 




